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HEALTH. SERVICE FOR: DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL
..wonkEns.t. 1972 . ,
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°

TUESDAY, AUGUST:.1,. i972
. U.S. SENATE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ITEALTI/ AND TIM
SUBCOMMIiTEE ON MIGRATORY LTiBOR

oxerim Comecrrra ON
LABOR AND Puntio Wzrarkti,

Traskington,, p.c.
The joint subcommittees met at 9 :35 a.m., in room 4200; New Senate

Office 13uilding;Seiiator Edward M. Kennedy presidiug.
Present: Senators- Kennedy .(chairman o the Health Subcommit-

. tee), Stevenson (chairman of 61 Migratory Libor Subcommittee),-
and Schweilier.

09mmittee'staff present: G. Goldman, Jay B. Cutler,, and
Boren,..Chartkov, professional staff members..

.
Senator IcENNEDY. The subcommittee will-Come to order. The .joint

:.-hparip of the Senate Health Subcommittee and the Senate Migra-
tory tabor Subcommittee, this morning will focus, on legislation to
extend the Migrant Health Act.

The measure now beforelhe subcommittee, S. 3762; whiehq intro-
duced with Senator Stevenson and seven Other Senators, represents a
5-year extension of thiS program, ...viith-$100 million .authorikd'for-
fiscal year 1973 and a .$25 mllliori increase for each of the following
yBp.XS. .

1(This bill represents a-first attempt to bring the level of furiding for ,-

migrant health -care services into some appropiate relationship to
the documented ley el of Reed.' .

(Thelext of S. 3762;follows :)

. .

.

CA)
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5. 3762 .

IN TILE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Jrnsk 28,102
' I

Mr, lczNyxor (for himself, Mr. enswsrox, Mr. Wants, Mr. Itirrrs, Mr. Win-
D.11k) Mr. Ptu, Mr. Fanym4sotrotnd Mr. WILusiits) introduced the follow-
ing Lill; which-was read twice and referred to the Conuttittt.e on Lthor and
Public Welfare CI,

A, BILL
To extend the pro ;rain for 'health services for domestic agri- .

cultural migrant workers.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate-3-n. d House of Representa- '

2 Lives of the United 'States of Anieriea in Congressassentbled,

3 That section t 10 of the Public health .gervice Act is,

4 amended by striking out "$30,000,000 for the fiscal year

5 ending Juno 30, 1073," and inserting in lieu thereof "not

6 to 'exceed $100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
7 107,3, $125,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Jung 30,

8 1974, $150,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1975, $175,000,000 for the -fiscal year ending u ie 30,
10 1074, mid $200,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,

7
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Senator"ICENNEnr. For the 1 million migrants and the 3 to 4 million`
seasonal farmworkers who are to be served bk the Migrant Health

. At the amount of funding available last year for their healtlr'care
needs was $.510 per person. The hopeless inadequacy of this level of
commitment is understood by terhparing it to the spending of one. of

. ; the most efficient health delivery services in the, Nation, the Group-
.-Health Cooperative. of Puget Sound,'which averaged $138 per person

"S for health costs.
HEW officials\privately have estimated that barely 20 percent of the

Nation's migrants have. been served by the migrant health prograiti.
And when the full target population of migrants plus eligible seasonal
'farmworkers is considered, the percentage served drops to 7 percent.

Currently, the migrant health programsupports 102 local migrant
health projects which offer..some services in apliroximately 130
counties.

Thus, of the 900 counties in 46 States with migrant or seasonal farni
workers, some 770 are not covered.

The results of this past record of neglect are evident. The average
life expectancy Of the migrant is under 60; for the average U.S.
zen, it is over 70; and the mortality rate of the migrant due. to tuber-
culosis and other infectious diseases ismore than twice the national
average,

Perhaps no single group in r Nation continues to be as exploited
and unserved as the agric iral migrant worker who hailests the
food we consume daily.

A dozen years have passed since the television expose "Harvest of
Shame"'told the Nktion, as did Steinbeck a generation earlier, of the
brutal conditions endured by the Nation's farinworkerS.

Yet, we *ill find migrant workers with incomes that average approx-
imately $2,100. Welitill find migrant workers in substandard housing.
We still find migrant workers denied the protection of the law.

These men and women continue to travel the' stream working fo
subsistence 'wages hecatist their own dignity and self-esteem forces
them to seek work wherever it

In
be found rather than to resign

themselves to public indigency. In reality, they are. subsidizing the
meals we eat, for their exploitation meanslower costs to growers,
savings which may or may not be translated into lower prices at the
supermarket for the/friths and 'vegetables we buy.

The Migrant Health Act is a recognition that the Nation's farm,
workers represent a considerableerstate resource. Without them,
there would be no peaches from ti ashington, no lettuce from Cali-
fornia, no tomatoes from Ohio, no asparagus from Colorado, no citrus
from Florida, and no cherries from Michigan.

Today, we shall hear first from the administraticIn which has re-
cently issued final regulations designed.to carry out the mandate of

*,
the 1970 migrant health amendments for greater 'consumer partici-
pation in the migrantr health proje. We also shall hear from those
on the lora level who are working with migrant health projects and
from thitse who are directing, those projects.,' In addition, we shall,
receive testimony Pram the chairman of the Migrant Health Advisory
Committee and from attorneys who have vloAely followed the admin-
istration of the migrant health program.

°
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During these hearings today, we will examine the need and desir-
ability of expanding the measure now before the subcommittee to
provide adequate.funiling to cover the costs of hospitalization. We also
hope to evaluate the experience with the various project models to
insure that additional funds. will have the greatetit impact in deliver-
ing comprehensive health care services to the Nation's seasonal farm-
workers and migrant workers.,

We can no longer ask the farmworkers to wait ss we talk of future
programs or innovative strategies and expeet them to believe us. If
we are to retain any credibility, as legislators and Federal officials, we
must begin this year to provide adequate funds to enable migrant
health programs to deliver decent health care services. The farm-
workers should demand no less and we should provide no less.

Senator Stevenson.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Senator Kemiedy. I can add little

to that fine statement.
Today, as in the past, migrant and seasonal farmworkers and their

families are poor, rootless, effectively disenfranchised, and ineligible
to participate in community health resources, even when available.
They are the most likely to be bypassed by national health gains. A
categorical health program directed to their specific needs would seem
essential to their unique needs.

The ,migrants' access to health care programs, including medicaid,
medicare, food stamps and commodities, and private sect health
services, is difficult at best. Constant mobility makes continuity of
services difficult; the temporary nature of their work makes migrants
transients for whom communities often feel little responsibility; and,
rural areas frequently lack sufficient health facilities to meetthe needs
of local residents, let alone the needs of people who are not residents.

Farmworkers are vietimized by an incidence of disease, infant mor-
tality, malnutrition, and other health deficiencies unsurpassed by any
other sector of the population. Tuberculosis is 17 times more frequent,
and infestation with worms 85 times more frequent, among migrants
than among the usual patient. Infant mortality and.deatli from tuber-
culosis and infectious diseases is 21/2 times the national average. Mor-
tality from accidents is nearly three times the national average. Epi-
demics of polio have recently occurred in areas of high concentration
of migrants; nutritional disease is common; extreme obesity due to
earbohydrate diet is common ; significant protein .malnutrition per-
sists ; and ostitis in children and degenerative disease in older indi-

I viduals is common. Dental problems abound ; speech, hearing, and
vision defeets are common; as are mental and emotional disorders;
intestinal parasitism, diabetes, thyroid, and degenerative heart dis-
eases.

The Migrant Health Act, first passed in 1962, permits grants to pay.
part of the costs of family health service clinics and special projects
to improve health services. The initial. funding level of $750,000 has
now been increased to an authorized $30 million for fiscal year 1973.
With these funds an effort is made to serve over 1 million migrants
and their dependents and over 5 million seasonal workers and their
dependents.

One hundred and seventeen single and multicounty health projects
assist farmworkers in 317 counties in 36 States. One hundred and
seventy hospitals and 1,000 physicians are involved. Yet it is estimated
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that these programs meet less than 5 percent of the need. Additionally,
five 'community health projects provide comprehensive ambulatory -
health care to migrant-and seasonal farmworkers in medically
served rural areas. These consumer-controlled projects appear to be
among the best examples of effective programs to meet farmworker
needs.

Despite these gains, family clinics are overcrowded with patients
during the harvest season; 600 counties continue to lack a. system of
health care for migrant workers. The fiscal year 1971 appropriation of
just under $25 million provides about $2.50 of care per migrant, and
$5 per seasonal farmworker.

S. 3762 would extend the migrant health program for 5 years. It
provides $100 Million for fiscal year 1974, raised tO $250 million in
1978.

I hope that during the hearings consideration. will also be given
to farmworker participation in the development and implementation, .
of national health programs and the coordination of Government
health programs so as to eliminate duplication of services.

Senator KENNEDY. We are happy to.:, welcome this morning repro-,
sentatives of the Administration, Dr. Merlin K. DuVal, Aisistant Sec-
retary for Health and Scientific Affairs; accompanied by Dr. Vernon
Wilson, Administrator, HSMHA; and Dr. Paul Batalden, Director,
Community Health Services; Billy Sandlin, ChiefMigrant Branch;
Dr. John Zapp, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation.

We understand that Dr. DuVal has to meet with the Soviet Minis-,
ter of Health at 10, so we appreciate very much your. being kind enough
to join with us early this morning, and we will understand completely
when you hate to leave. Feel completely free to do so.

STATEMENT OF DR. MERLIN K. DUVAL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
VERNON WILSON, ADMINISTRATOR, HSMHA ; DR. PAUL BA-
TALDEN, DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICE; BILLY
SANDLIN, CHIEF, MIGRANT BRANCH; DR. IOHN ZAPP, DEPVTY
ASSISTANt SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION

Dr. DuV4aa.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear to-
day before both the Subcommittee on Health and the Subcommittee on
Migratory Labor to discuss with you the migratory health program
and legislation which would extend the authorization for project
'grants to improve health services for migrant agricultural workers
and their families. The bill under consideration, S. 3762, introduced
by you and other .committee members, Mr. Chairman, would extend
authorization for the program for an additional 4 years, fiscal year
1974 through fiscal year 1077, and would authorize appropriation levels
for fiscal years 1974 through 197 of $125 million; $150 million; $175
million; and $200 million, respertively. In addition, the bill would also
increase the current anthorizatiOn level for fiscal year 1973 from $:30
million to 100

The Migrant Health Act was initially approved on Septertiber 25,
1962,..as Public Law 87-692 and became section 310 of the PITS Act.
Basically, it authorizes the Secretary to make grants to public and

0
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other nonprofit agencies, institutions,- and organizations for paying
.part of trio cost of :

1.. Establishing and operating family health service. clinic,S for do-
mestic agricultural migratory workers and their families, including
training persons to provide services in the establishing and operating
of such clinics, and

2. 'Special projects to improve and provide a continuity in healtb
services for and to improve the health conditions of domestic- agri-
cultural migratory workers and their families, including necessary .

hospital care, and including the training of persons to, provide
health services for oentlierwise improve the health conditions of such
migratory workers and their families.

As revised in 1970, the act further permits the Secretary to use
funds appropriated to provide health services to persons (and their
families) who Perform seasonal agricultural services similar to the
services performed by domestic agricultural migratory workers if the
Secretary finds that "the_ -provision .ofhealth services, under this au-
thorization will contribute to the improvement of the health condi-
tions of such migratory workers and their families.

Migrant farrnworkers and families present a unique problem in
th© planning and delivery of health care. They are unequally distrib,
uted over the Nation's States and counties. They resit e in particular
places for only brief pe,riods of each year. In each )place':.they are
strangers. Man,yalthough they have been American citizens for a
generation or twostill speak Spanish more easily than English,
Some speak no English. at all.. Wide dispersion in isolated areas, lack
of familiarity with their temporary communities, fear of conimu-
nity hostility, iinfa liftrity with madern health concepts and prac-
bees, voleelessness community planningall contribute to mak-
ing migrants for tt .11 citizens when it conies to local provision of
health and other sere ices. Even when States and localities recognize
their needs and try to plan for them, great difficulties are encounternd.

The best clues to t ie health problems of the migrant population'
come from the count es the people consider "home." TIere -18 per-
cent of the babies are c elivered by midwives and the infant mortality
rate is conservatively estimated at one-fourth higher than the na-
tional average. Parasitic infestations and tuberculosisconditions
associated with poverty, poor nutrition, and poor environment
aro common. Iron deficiency anemia is prevalent, and nutritionally
based diseases such as beriberi, pellagra, scurvy, and rickets are oc- Z.
casionally found. Dental decay is almost universal.

We believe the migrant health program has made progress in over-
coming these probleint. The measurement of progress is complex

.because the basic demographic data that we regularly use and depend
upon to assess the impact of most of our health prograinsis not avail-
able for migrants. .

Senator ICE:xis:my. What, do you consider the 'percent of migrants
that are covered now by your health program?

Dr. DITVAL. Curient13;, would estimate we are reaching maybe
9 to 10 percent. It wollifl depend a little upon what you mean by coy-.
erect, beettw dearly we Inftv be making contact with more.than that,
Hut we may not be meeting all their needs. especially in hospitalizatron.

1 1,
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". To help us more effectively plan and evaluate our program efforts,
we have attempted to assess the magnitude of migrant workers' influx
to a given county. By identifying high and low migrant impact coun-
ties, it is possible to identify priority program strategies for these
communities.

Approximately eno-third of all migrant workers are estimated to
reside in 20 high-impact counties. We have funded the delivery of
health services to approximately one-third of the. target population in
these high-impact-counties. The remaining two - tiirds of the migrant
population is found in .medium- or low-impact (less -than 10,000 mi-
grant farmworkers at peak season) comities. The migrant healtii pto-
gram seared approxinuitely one-fifth of that population. We should
note tluit this type of dispersion seriously inhibits, the delivery of
health services generally, both to migrants and other rural inhabitants.

With the fiscal year 1972 appropriation of $17,950,000, the migrant
health program provided services to '259,000 farmworkers during fiscal

.. year 1972. These health services sveTe delivered through 460,000 visits
r in 10)1 projeets. Assuming a total target population for our projects of

1.2 million, this represents 21. percent coverage of our target popilla-
tion. For fiscal y'ear 197,1, we are requesting $2:1,750,000 and anticipate
serviiig :184,01)11 .faaTrIcer:4. ,

Improvements have lso been made in the assurance o greater cold
aecountability of the health (tare provided in our projects. In May of
197 migrant health regulations were issued. =

Tfie standardization of benefits available to migrants from migrant
health projects is another clear outcome theJuAly published regu-
lations.

The intent of the regulations is to bring the dollars paying f6r. dm .

wrvices (loser to the people who receive those- services. While it too
early to anticipate. complete response in this a,reai preliminary indi-
cations suggest that our intent is being served. .

Mr. Chairman the administration has proposed the family health ,
insurance plan (FIIIP) whieh will greatly improve the financing of

'health services for all low-income families including migrant families.
We lielieve the foregoing activities of the migi:ant health program will
provide the resource base upon which the financing provided in FIIIP
can buil&

In :luminary. progress in our mignint health pidgram has been real :,
Mon. people have been served with higher quality services and with
greater consumer participation than ever before.

We are eonthiumg, to explore solutions to the major health problenis
of the migrants: In fait, at the preAent time, we are conducting an
intensive 'wit.* of the migrant health program. Major unresolved
issues currently under review include the role of third-party coverage,
the availability and accessibility of health resources, and
nation.

As a result.of our studies to date, we have formed au initial con-
elusion that the potential reimbursement available tie migrants ndei
the -owdieare program is negligible. Few migrant. le for
benefits under this program. The migrant population is essentially a
young working one, and thus few Migrants live to be covered under
medicare. Those that do are seldom still in the migrant labor pool.

0'
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Senator: KENNEDY, Part of th9 inedicare qualifications is, done on
., -Niages rather than piecework, and' most .of the migrants are doing'

rtike6vcirlt and therefore fail to fall unders,iiigibility?
-,T,Ipi: l!!terVAL. Th9 problem with medicare would. be;_first, drat the

--). age. groupings are_different a'ndfsecondly,, tliere would. be .,certain '.

.<,, cogaying aspects . of medishre. ;
4 ena tor K.Exicmy. I an wondering whether the Congress shodid,

:.Idiot try, as k-matter of &flay, to provide the tame kihd qf,sonsiderakion .

4 ,---for piecework as it does wages,waes, Obvidusly, as you pint out, there
.., .. ! is. a dill iii age. lithose areas Avbefre they would qualify other-.

:-", wise because of age,it'hey ardhasicallY discrinunated 'against:b'ecaus%
':,,. 1 ./ef gdifferent .gialificatierty- paythent. I do not know. whether this

'. sl5ould be an a.reterf interest. I raise it now and wish you would-,give
1..: , :. if'' Owe though to it and see if. We cannot work sothetlimg out on .it.

`,Th.. Dv-VAL. The 1:frobl with medicaid.irr.different one. Many /117
liiigrants are technipally eli l'e.fer health care,coverage through the:
medicaid program .which km met health, care coverage for low-income 1-

. individiulls and:families. In practiCe however, migrants do not.'
recOve inediclii,d7cotered seivites beCauAe.. they d not meet State

ti cresidenderequirementeoebeCanse theif incores 'exceed the State limits,
90 ' 'for the "cate',.,crorically needy" employed under medicaid. -

, , Beliator KE.>ksTEDY., UnCler the residincy requirements, 'refresh My
'recollection "on 'thiS, did the S'upierne Court.,,nok rule. on the questions

, qf icsidency-teqiiireme.nts some time ago?-Does that apply? . ,

Di: DUVAL. Ye, 'Phis is correct,"Senator. As I understand it, these.,
are being translated one ,by one by the Stites into an appr.opriate

, resolution' of tile problem: I believe tbat is an in-betweeri process at'"
- -...the'mornent., .. - ' - --' - .' . . 4 i.

,--;
°, , , Dr. ITATALO6.The iptent to reside is now replaCing actual residency

,reouirementii, ?rid/ that tends to k ffe.ctively eliminate migrants
'Senator KEN-NEDY. Why do they not intend to reside if they'are

working there? What is it within your regulations, in your' interpre-,
tations, that suggests their intention isfnot to "reside?. -

.. . Dr. DoVAL, I think it is even, more climplicated that that. It is not
jusklimitation on residency. There tire certain prerequisitss obvipusly,
Categorical in nature, for eligibility of Medicaid, and take certain ". ..
,otmount of processing to he eligible: Under the circumstance' a person
moving rapidly froni "community to community, such as °migrant
worker,nay actually net be able to achicki eligibility under .medicgd

. in States4Trespective -of residency: Ai .
SenatoP KENNEDY. I agree with that. What percent of the migrants

fall Within or are eligible under medicaid? Do yell, have any figures`
on that? It is somewhere around 5'percent as I undeistand it. .

...Dr. BATALDEN We think it 'is ap \more than 10 percent at thP -:

maximum. . .

Senator KENNEDY.1 heard it was approxithately 5. If income were ,

. ,

the sole requirement, what percent would be eligible for the medicaid?
- 'Dr. BATALDEN. Assuming all the States had the medically needy
clause, what parcerit would qualify'? I /

s-Senator KENNEDY. These are all -.Qn. the -other kirlds of exclusions/
whether the father remains in the hoine and other things, which work
to the disadvantage'in many instances of the migrant, and I think it is

.. 0 very tinfertunate. But I was just wondering as. far as their income
goes, what percent would lie eligible?

F
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BATALDElii They would all be eligible.
Senator TcPSTNEDY. his useful for us to remind, ourselyes about the

administrative or legal blocks tha.exist in those laws which can be
altered arict should be changed_by 'congressional action. I would )ike to
find-out_whare the blame is due. It -is impOrtilit.for us to understand
what thOse blacks are Too often we think we are getting by them and
we find out (we are not. WoUlkyou continu.e?...
.- Dr. Dulrikra. Yes, sir. At tlie-'Same time, we are making.continuing
progress-1n recoyering reimburpment that is availab for migrant.

Care hrdugh the State medicaid ptomains. *State medicaid agencies;
have been directed by DHEW to assure.that comprehensive inigrant
health clinics; because of their Close administrative and services ties to
the 0E0 and a14(e)-cornprehensiie health centers, be reimbursed with
medicaid funds On the same basis as the 0E0 and 314(e) centers.

Generally, the migrant population is ge.ogriiPhically scattered and
mobile. Neverthele:ss, it tends to be concentrated in p'redominately
rural areas which suffer from problems where ma distribution. of
health 'resources are scarce. The lackof available resources affectstnot

migrants.but man of the persons Who reside in' rural knits.
This 'is a yery complex problemfor the mi.or ant as well as the rut of
the rural population, for which no easy solution has been developed.
The answer to this problem must be part of ageneral approachto cape
with the shortage and maldistributioivof resources to meet:the n
of both the resident rural population and the.migrants.

By all aVailable indicators, migrants continue to be victimized by
' serious health problems-much more frequently than the generatpublie.

Yet; migrants have considerably fewer hospitalizations thv their
healthier peers. Though Adequate Statistics are wanting, there is little
doubt that the" migrants .would benefit from easier access to hospital
Care: .

A number of barriers4preveut more effective use of hospitalization.
Most-prominent among these is the cost ertospital t are. Because the .

hospital component -is, the "most expensive part of., any -health care
pro,orarri, migrants Pare generally admitted to hospitals only milkier
emer'gen'cy conditions. As indicated earlier, financing for migrant hog-
pital care is not readily available. At the present, the limited. hospital
care that mi&ants do ..receive is,futanced primarily by the migrant
health program through its projects ifnder emergency situations and
by locat public and county hospitals through their charitable activi-
ties. As ;I implied earlier, enactment ol the administration proposed.
family heal* insurance plan, however, will alleviate-the current prob-
lem; inadequate financing for Migrant's hospitalization.

Migrant health needs are 'coinplex and "some respects
migrant and seasonal farmworker health problems are a manifestation
of the problems that faCe many rural.Amtiricans,in obtaining adequate
health cam In microcosm, migrants have problems with financing,
With availability, of 'resources anti wessibility to care. In addition,
cultural and language barriers make obtaining adequate services dif-
ficult for the migrants. The mobility of a migrant population further
complicates the problem. and makes the provi6ion of comprehensive
health care with continuity a. very difficult one indeed. Aqolution to the

ideliVery of health care services to the rural population in general will
represent a major step in the soluticin to "the problems of delivering -
health care to the migrant populations. - I

)
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As I sindicated earlier, we are reviewing the emigrant health au-
thority in light of the aforementioned problems to determine what,
it any, changes need .to be made. Sufficient authority currently exists
for the conduct of migrant health activities in flea] year 1973, so
thaqthere is no Oinpelling need to extend to those authorities at this
timd.

-Generally,Mr. Chairman, we are currently reviewing all PHS -au-
.

tkorities that expire at the end of fiscal year 197a, with a view to
identifying necessary and desirable amendments. We anticipate sub-
mitting our detailed legislative recommendatio in -connection with

tion in not extending the migrant health authb i until we have
--the fiscal year. 1974 budget. We, therefore,' Teq est your coopera-

completed our review.Accortlngly, we reeolipmend against enactment
. of S. 3762, at this time.

ASenator KnisrNEDY. We have heard different words with the same
tune before. You are fully aware of our reasons for trying to move
ahead 'in this area and in the other areas as well that have been ide
tffied. I hale a couple of quick questions for you and th.een we
move along. ,

In your testimony you indicate the studies are Underway, reviews
are being considered. You have talked at the top of page 6 about ex,
ploring solutions to major, health programs of migrants, conducting
an intensive review of the migrant health.program, and you-ask tis todelay because you are continuing to review these recbmmendations
and the development of your legislative budget. It has been drawn
to my .attention that you have got an awful lot of studies that have
-been completed, by HEW, suchas the migrant task force study, the
California regionel office study, and so on; siT different studies-and
reviews have been done and completed. What has happened to all these
reports ?

Dr. DuVAn. As you have already indicated, many of these are al-
ready' in. The answer is that we are attempting to seek, to put into per-
spective our plans for the 1974 budget, which are not solely contin-
gent upon the outcome of those studies. Rather the issue was how best
to fit` the total requirements of a proper migrant-health package into
the other related and in man3C4nstances overlapping pieces of legis-
latiun that will expire in 1973, and .get them appropriately innovated.

.q. We have had increased communications with the State healtth offi-
cers and the ultimate use of the 314(d) moneys may relate very hel.avily) to the matter in which the migrant health program. is' stru.ctured.
Similarly with 314(e) project grants. It is to properly integrat&these
programs at we wanted the additional review. ` _

. Senator KENNEDY. You, have your community than gft study', the .
report on 12 months study of migrant health' rogra.Ths, including -lisits to 23 federally funded migrant health projects in 10 States-10i
State and regional offices; and so on You have evaluitions of ongoin
migrant health programs, evaluation of State and regional h
quarters administration, evaluation of projects, projection of migrant
health needs, analysis of alttrnatives rivd.els,. improvingmproving healthcare delivery. t )

How muca. more do we need for study ?
Dr. DtrVAL. I would suggest the answer I gave while it may not

seem adequate, it does tend to put it into perspective.-The issue is not. .

0
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the results of those studies; but rather.how the results of those studies,
those that are incomplete as well as complete, fit into e, larger strategy
in terms of integration of Migrant health program with others that
we are also obliged to operate.c

Senator.gmerwEDY, ,We are still caring for just about 10 percent of .
the -migrant - workers. When migrant workers hear we are going-to do.
some More Studies abouthow-we_are going to, work migrant health
programs into more comprehensive legislation)
understand why many of the migrants, themselves, feel that they are
just going to be perennially studied: _

,Dr. DvV4L. If the interpretation is that we are waiting for the re-
sults of the study, I would conour that this would be unfortunate. The'
issue of the study as I tried to.state is not why-we are delaying We are
delaying in. order to a into larger strategy, in view of the fact
that much. ,money that is' appropriated and expendedthrough the Me- -

partment is on many programs that can be of singular benefit to the
migrant through other routes than migrant health programs. It is es-
sential tkat that be tapped and fitted into migrant health programs.
We do not need additional studies---

Senator KENNEDY:, Those are already in existence. are they not? .
Dr. DuVAL. They are, but some of them are quit:new, and we have

not yet matured in our experience,
Senator KENITDY. Can you tell us a little about those consumer de-

veloped" migrant health programs 'in California ? As I understand
from studies thathave been made within HEW, they have been enor-
mously successful ; yet, there is a freeze putn those funds. And as I
understand further, unlike freezes that have been taking place in other(
consumer programs, I also hear that that is primarily because of the
local medical societies' objections to these programs. I am wondering
what you,can tell us about it?

Dr. Du'VAL. I have no information that there is objection from the
medical societies. The problem that has emerged in California, Mr.
Chairman; relates to the factr.as a matter of fact in its own way it is

. a criterion of successin California there are enormous numbers of
`, energies working to solve problems of which this is only one expre-

sion ; and there are a lot of innovation and interesting new programs
going tgoing on in California.

What has happened in California, as a consequence of this, is that
these programs are rising in California as well as other Federal invest-
ment95 and we have now reached a point of enormous duplication and
overlap.

All that has happened is, the Director of HSMHA has requested that
a site team examine the current situation in California and make Te COM-
mendations as to the best way in which we can improve on the current
situation there. That team has examined the local circumstances and
has suggested that a master plan be created for subsequent develbp-
ment in California. ..

Tile basic pieces of the master plan are ptetty well known, So when
rieceive that information, we stop further development of Cali-

fornia projects awaiting the structure of the master plan, which we
expect this month, after which, we will then have the new projects fit
a somewhat larger strategy.

*
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Dr. BATALDEN. There waS `ne selehave. attempt to' Specifically freeze
One type of project. All projects in, State o Californiawerefrozen..-

,SenatOr Kt/0MM Everything in California hail been frozen.
Mr. 'Thixoev.:"Freeze" may be a, difficult Wad. I would not equatethis type of holding up of the expansion.of programs, to the freeze that

viasPlaced on-legal aid services: -
;

Senator KENNEDY. How Would you distinguish it? I supposeit onethey were not going ,o,getany money at all. The other one they just
~held at their level. . . .7 7 . .

-Mr. Dilifax,.-It is apinsion activitiesthat art being held up until
we can determine how those best fit into the overall plan..

Senator ICENNEDY. That study vas conaPleted in Pebruary, as I
uriderstand it.?

Mr. DtrISTbAlsti COMA.
Sellator KENNEDY! When dp you think that is ioing to. be freed?

. What can yOu,tell us about the lifting of the freeze or ceiling or what-ever?
.

Mr. DUNCAN. Dr. Duval -has. indicated this ,inonth, and x certainly
think we can meet that timetable in terms of .resolving the issues:

Senator ;KENNEDY. Isthere anything you can tell us about the viol,.
ous programs? Are you going to permit expansion of consumer-domi-

inated programs, or is there going to be a change in emphasis ?
Dirscm.r. I certainly see no,cliange.. in ,the continuing focus andimProvement; of consumer participation in the projects, whatever thestrategy that is developed,

Senator KENNEDY.* As I understandand , correct me' if I amwrongthe HEW study recommended highly the consumer-related
base programs and recommended the funding of some-of the county..health department rograms ; is that correct ?'

Mr: DUNCAN. T at is essentially correct.
Senator KENN Y. Can you tell us whether your recommendations

are going to folio at report?
Mr: DVNCA1.. That is what. e are still working on.
Senator KENNEDY. IS the report available? Is there any reason we.Could not see that *port?
Mr. Drmm. The report has not been publicly *eased. We areholding it until we have responses from both our regional office staff

and program community health service staff.
Senator KENNEDY. 'When will you have those?
Mr. DUNCAN. That is part of the resolution- to be accomplished this

month. .

Senator KENNEDY. After you get those rbspenses, is there any rea-
son we cannot have that report? ' .

Mr. Drirom.r. I -would see no reason why not.
Senator KENNEDY. I would like td ask .1i, little bit about that hos-

pitalization, and maybe we could. submit some written questions; be-
- sause I know you have to leave. ,

I saw the Hospital Association yeaterday talk about $92 per day in
a hospital now. I know we are going to hear later in the morning
about some incidents in which migrants did -not have some..of the
money to put down and were therefore denied entrance, with Aso-, lutely tragic, results. Could you tell us what you think can be done by

. the adminrstration?
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. Dr. DuVAL. Clearly, this is the molt difficult area you jrnow,in,
the'last go-round wifithe legislation, the authority to use approprial,
tions to cover hospititrzation was added to :the original- Migrant
Health Act, and we are cognizant and alert to this possibilirfthat the
legislation permits, ,. ,

This past yearAWhat we have done is managed to reach a .level of
96 of the 101 projects that now have made the necessary axrange- .

roenfs locally in their communities so that hospitalization can be ar-
ranged. We have not been successfulof course? in reaching the point
at which the 15i-0gram:itself :could be the source of funding for hos-
pitalizationi. The expense is so very great that if wevere to e, a t e k 0 r i z

. . or predetermine that the.migra t health'program funds be expande
on hospitaliza ion, it would wipe, out the gains on the other sides of
the pFogram..-_ e have current) put in approximately $300,000 to
$409,000 ffolia inigratory.health programs, and another $600 to $1,200
from State.andlocar 'Sources, and covered about a. million dollars of
hog.pitalbills this year. . - . -I

We acknowledge thai this is a small part,of getting started on Liao"
hospifalikation, question; and' it is clear a somewhat broader strategy
is going to be necessar

Senator
. .

'#enator KENNEDY.. This is an area of very significant,,need. I think,
al of us realize the importance of trying to encouragcambulatory i
care and out-of-hosOital 'service of treatment and 411, the rest but
unquestionably ther.e.are some very serious situationg where. again the
migrants have been unable to take advantage of hospitalizatiOn..

Are you prepared to offer or reconunendSome increase in. funding
next year on thosr section's? What can

this
tell us aboirt..thatf, -

Dr. DoVAL. There is no way I can tell this far in itdvc,6 whether ...

we would recommend increased. funding. for that. I think, our concern
Niould be cost of. hospitalization for migrants, as well as Others, who
need care. arid who are not privileged to be in hospitals. We would
want to fit the total strategy in which-migrants are.eoequally treated
as anyone else.

"'

.. .: - IA

uSenator KENNEDY. tinder yOur regulations,/luive you got a. figure.
of what it would cost. for. hospital carp for migrants?

Dr. DuVAL. That would be sort of a new math, Senator ; and it would
be a little hard. I would estimate the total cost 'of .meeting all re-

, quirements of migrant workers might, run to $600 million. . ,
Senator KENNEDY. That is with hospitalization?
Dr. DuVai,. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. That is just hospitalization, or ik that total? I.
Dr.211uVAL. That would be total for. migrants, plus, seasonal work-

ers, since seasonal-farmers are embraced by the same legislation.
Senator KENNEDY. Give us the riinge of sevicet; under the regula-

. tions, the various elements thA, are to be provided. Delivery of farriilr
health care should include ,afribulatory health care, followup to insure
continuity, hospitalizationifransportation, et' cetera.

.

How much of that set ofhenefit requirements do you think are really
reaching min-rant seasonal, workers? They are just new regulations and
'they are good regulations in this respectthis is what we are trying
to do in all the areas. to try to show what people are. entitled to. ,

You can talk abouttimproving health care; I think it is nniclibetter
to get good regulations written down. I have suggestions in terms of
the range of Sel"E, and I am sure we could debate, those.

14.-1152 0 72 2
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I siippose the n ext question is what you anticipate: What percentof migrant workers or seasonal workers will actutalr receive those
range of services over the period of next year?'

.

Dr. DtrVA.L. The question actually does not have an answer; but
0,only for a reason that I believe I could explain.

'US 50 percent of the projects embrace die great majority of th5
services listed on that list, there is'no way of computing on. that what- I'proportion the migrants themselves blight have access to particular
services. The reason. again is inherent in the fact that they are mi-grators. They can migrate into one area where they have that service`
available and go tiilt.nother area where they do sot. There is no way
you can compute 'What proportion of migranp have access to thatparticular panoply.

Senator KENNEDY. You would be able to keepa.list of services avail-
able and know the number of mig*nt's in a giyen area of the country;
certainly you would be able to figure it out pretty well, sotthatihere
are a certain number of children under these programs that have. hadtheir teeth fixed and so on; and you can make some evaluation as towhat the needs are.

0 .
. Is it somewhere between and 10 percent, would ,ystu. think I

Dr. Du'VAL. I would think that watilt1 be a reasonable guess.. Itwill take tithe under these regulations. It is necessary for us to get the
figures back from the field.

-Senator KENNEDY. It is your view that hospitalization care be -re-quired, aspects of the federally funded project?
Dr. DErVAL. It would be mit view at this time that the opportunity

to have the project include cost of hospitalization is d.esirable. Iwould not wish to mandate 4.at yve must meet cost of hospitalization,
for example, prior to some oVher cost; because at any given'time-total
resources may not be adequate to do an entire job, and there may be a
reason to put one.ahead of another in a sente of priority.

Senator KENNEDY. I hive a series of questions. I know you have to
go; and we will submit them to you and would like to get your written
response. A

r. DOTAL. My colleagues would be happy to remain should youprefer to do it that way ;tut you know we will respond in writing.
Senator KENNEDY. Maybe if your colleagues could stay for a while

longer, and then I will have a series of questions in writing.
What is, being done to increase the number of Spa/is-II-speaking

personnel in these various clinics? What can you telt us about that ?'
Dr. BATALDEN. Our projects currently employ about 580 bilingualindividuals. Thu are bilingtial staff in 70 percent of the 'projects.
Senator KENNEDY. Bilingual staff in 70 percent of the projects.In terms of the total number of personnel that work on projects,and the number of, say, Spanish surnames.
Dr. BAYALDEN. There are 580 bilingual people in the projects. The

total number of full-time equivalents in the projects as 829.
Senator KENNEDY. Permanent personnel in these projects?
Dr. BATALDEN. These, are fall-time equivalents. I cf}nnot give you thebreakdown whether this is permanent person or whether that personworks there half a day
Senator KENNEDY. Could you provide the job level?
Dr. BATALDEN. We can provide that for you.

in
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Senator Kr.xxxor. How.many administratQrs 'of hese projects are
Span; ,

ATALDEN. Wecan provide lei.
nator KENNEDT. Would you p vide that for list

- Dr. BA'TALDEN. Strek 410
Senator Kra4NEDY. Those involved, say, inithe program2 ven here in

Waslitmedn....
Dr, IMTAmmx. Surely.
Senator KENNEDY. And in the regional office.
Dr. BATALDEN. We will prqvide ttiat, ,
Senator Knorzox. haveether questions, but I want to hear from

-someof our groups tlulthaNe come from different parts of the country,
and we will get the questions to you.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Dr.-13amont. Thank you.
(Th% information .referred 'to and Su

4
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REGION I

Regional Office Migrant Program Employees with Spansh-Surnames

Number,of.Directors/Administrators of Migrant Projects Who Are
Spanish-Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by Ppdjedf;

PROJECT

New England Taraiworkers
Council '

Springfield, Massachusetts

Shade Tobacco Growers
Association

Windsor, Connecticut

3

4
4

STAFF

1 Program Directoe
1 Administrative
. Assistant
1 Secretary
2' Assistant Coordinators

. 8 Health Aides
4 Teachers
17 TOTAL

'SALARY

$17,000

10,400
5020

8 8,000
8 6,500
@ 6,500

' 1. Program Cdbrdinator $11,000
2 Health Aides 8.:6,500

Driver 6,000r Director N/A
6 TOTAL

.
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'Page 2

REGION II

Regional Office Migrant Program.Employees with'Spanish-Surnames

Number of Directors/AdMinittrators of Migrant Projects 1416 Are
Spanish-Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by Projett:

2

SALARY.

Community health
Workers O$ 5,400

PROJECT STAFF

RoChester(General 2
Hospital:

Rochester, New York

Warwi

Co
Warwi

ck Area Migrant .

ittee, Inc. .

ck, Nevt York

Project REACH, Inc.
eerkinsville, New York

University of Rochester
School of Medicine
ochester, New York

Suffolk County Health
Department

New York, New York

2. TOTAL.

2 Nursing Aides (0$ 9,000
, 1 Physician ..

. 50 per 3 hrs.
1 Secretary/Interpreter 6,000

t Medical Records Aide 9,000
5 TOTAL

1 Field Worker $ 5,400

TOTAL

.2 Health educatlen Aides 4...e$ 5,615
1 Interviewer 5,500
1 Community Health Nurse 9,000
4 TOTAL

University of Puerto Rico
School of Medicifie

San Juan, Puerto Rico

State Health Department
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico

2 Community Aides
1 Physician
3 TOTAL

1 Projedt Director
1 Administrator

. 2 TOTAL

1 Project Director
1 Assistant Administrator
1 Health Educator
3 TOTAL

22

5,000
'28,000

$26,880
1,20Q

$20,000
5,400
7,200
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PROJECT STAFF SALARY
*

New Jersey State Department- 1 Outreach Worker $ 5,980
of Health 1 Clerk/Interpreter 4,420

Trenton, New Jersey 2 TOTAL

Board of Chosen Nurse $ 8,400
Freeholders, of Salem 1 Social Service Worker 7,400
County 1 Clerk't 4,200

Salem, New Jersey 2 *Outreach Workers
2 Nursing Aides

Ea 4,000
6,000

Board of Choien Freeholders

' 7 TOTAL

1 Aide- $ 6,500
of Cumberlhnd County 1 Medical Director 40-,000.

Bridgeton, New Jersey 2 TOTAL

23
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-REGION III

Regional OffiCe Migrant Program Employees 'filth Spanish- Surnames

Number of Directors/Administrators of Migrant Projects Who Are
5paOth-Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by Project:

PROJECT

COnference of Major
° -.Superiors of Women

VaslAniton, D.C.

Pennsylvania Department, ,
of Health

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Geisinge Medical' Center
Danville, Pennsylvania

STAFF° SALARY

1 Assistant $
Administrator 7,200

1 Health Aide 4,600
RN 7,500

1 Health Educator 7,800
' 1 Secretary -8,040

1 Aide ;- Driver 6,900
6 TOTAL

1 Field Coordinator
. $10,000

1 Technical Aide - 5,400.
1 Physician . N/A
3 TOTAL

1 Research Director
. $18,000.

1 TOTAL

24
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REGION IV

Regional Office Migrant Program Employees with Spanish-Surnames

Number o;Directors/Adlinistratos of Migrant Projects, Who Are
Spanish-Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by Project:

M.

PROJECT

Palm Beach'Cdenty
Health Department

West Palm Beach, Florida

STAFF. .

1 Comprehensive Health

1 ,Vehicle'00erator
1 Home Health Aide,

Dentist
Nurse
TOTAL

1"' Community Health of South
.Dade, Inc.

Miami, Florida

1

1,

5

6
1

1

1

' 4
1

2

3

1

1

1

2

24

Lee County Health .3

. Department
Ft. Myers,, Florida 3

I

25

0

Medical Doctors
Coordinator
Nurse
Drug Room Supervisor
Clinic Aides
Record
Record Clerks
Social Service Aidel
Community Development &.
Transportation
Supervisor

Maid
Maintence Man
Drivers
TOTAL

SALARY

'$ 4,430
4;794 .

4,663
23,000
15,000

1424,000
18,000
10,400
5,200

0 4,830,
.5,400

f 4,836
0 4,836

.10,000
3,495
5,200

f .6,400

Community Health Workers EIS 4,243

TOTAL

6
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PROJECT

Sarasota County Health
Department

Sarasota, Florida.

Florida Department of
Health and Rehabilitative yR
Services

Jacksonville, Florida

collier County Health
Department

'Naples, Florida

Hendry County Health
Department

LaBelle, Florida

Hillsborough County
Health Department

Tampa, Florida

Sr

e.`

21

STAFF": SALARY,

1 Community Health Worker $ 4,243

1 TOTAL

1 Physitian,

1. TOTAL.,

$22,000

1 Vehicle Operator
1 Clinic Aide

, 2 Community Wealth
Workers

4 TOTAL

1 COMnunitY Health
Worker

1 Clinic'Aide
2 TOTAL

1 Clinic Aide

rl TOTAL

-26

$ 4,669
4,243-.

0 4,243

$ 4,243
4,666

$.4,461
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Regional Office Migrant Program Employees with Spanish-Surnames

er of Dtrectors/Administrators of Migrarit Projects Who Are
pani sh:-Surnamed

Bilin4ual Staff by project:

,
.7' PROJECT Cat

7'
Jones Memorial :-

Community Center
1 Chicagb Heights, Illinois

:'`STAFF

Illinois Migrant Council
Chicago, I14noit

1 Health Aide

1 TOTAL

2 Outreach 'Nurses
Aides

TOTA1,,,,

SALARY

$ 5,200

-..ISMOS;- Inc.
Indiap1P0:11s, Indiana,'

3 RNs
2 LPNs
5. Clinic'Aid
1, PhysiCian

'11 TOTAL

@$ 5,000.

Renzi* Migrant Services .

BenziedMichigan
1 LPN
1 Physician
,1 Physician
1., Registrar/Clerk r
4 TOTAL.

.

East Ce ral Michigan Health 1 Asiistant Pkioject
Service, Inc. 'Director $15,000

Saginaw, Michigan
....f

.

1. Secretary 6 139
3 Pharmacists @ 14!248*
1- Health Aide p 6,032*

15 Health Aidei @ .5,824
6 Cl inic, Clerks @ 5;824*
2 Clinic RNs . -6 10,400*
41 / Acting Project Directdr J4,000

,;!'

..

.I Health Aide : 4,470
1 RN

. .

8,965
31: TOTAL

27
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-. -.

PROJECT :. STAFF SALARY

Ohio Department , 1 'Health Aide $ 3,600
o;r:liealth; - ..:.:: -. t Health Aide 3,636'.

Columbus,.,0140 .. 1, Health. Aide ,-3,900
5 Health Aides 0 4,200-
1,, Health Aide : , 4,301
2 Health Aides 0 4,500 i.
1.:7 Health Aide . , 4,560

,r.-

2 Healtfil Aides _: 0 4,944
.:-..2 HealthlAidet @ '. 4,980

2 .Health Aides :. @ 5,304
1 Health Aide
1 - Secretary ::182 l'

T pecretary 4,920
1 _Secretary :5,160
1 'Secretary 5,700
.1 .RN,:

,, 8,580
2 Registrars

,

@ 4,164
1 RegiStrar -

..-

4,680
.1 Registrar 4,920
1 Registrar 4,500

12 Physicians' 0 52,000
2 Custodians

0 t:166111 1Administrator
-. 44 TOTAL

Catholic Diocese : of 1 Director -$ woo.
Preen 4y . 6 Health Aides @ 5,200

Wautoala, Wisconsin 1 'Nutritionist 10,300
8 TOTAL

-. ,..r.,...

2 EP xr A
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PROJECT'

Berrien: County Hdalth,

Department
St. Joseph, Michigan

STAFF

1 Hospital Representatjve
1 Hospital Representative
1 Migrant Coordinator
1 Clerk

hl Health Education
Assistant'

1 Health Education/I
,Assfstant 4,680

1 Lab Technician 9,540
1 Health Aide 5,400
a Health'Aides @ 4,680
'1 Health Aide 4,472
2 RNs 0 8,320
2 Health Aides @ 5,970
2 Clerks @ 4,680
1 Receptionist 4,680

d .1 Aide , 5,970
1 Nurse Aide "' 5,970
1 Physician 52,000
1 Dental Hygiee* ,1._

, Student 5,600
1 hospital RN . , 8,400
3 'Clerical Health Aides @' 4,500
1 Outreach Aide ',4,500
5 Health Aides . @ 4,500
38 TOTAL

SALARY

$ 6,700
6,760
9,000 --.

4,875

5,512

Westefn Michigan
ComprehenSive Health
Services

Baldwin, Michigan

Minnesota Department
of Health

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Interpreters

TOTAL

-6 Staff Nurses
7 Health Assistants-
1 Coordinator
'V Senior Nurse
1 Clerk-
1 Clerk.
17 TOTAL,

0$ 8,300
@ 4,600

14,148
10,332
4,896
5,304
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Regional Office Migrant Program Employees with Spanish- Surnames

NuMber of Directors/AdMinistrators of Migrant Projects Who Are

Spanish- Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by ProjeCt:

14

PROJECT STAFF SALARY

Las Cruces Committee on vIrl Project Director $9,000

Migrant Health ' 1 40, 7,800

Las Cruces, New Mexico 11.Sler1( 4,300

3 -TOTAL

r New Mexico Department 1 RN $7,900

of Health and Social .
1 Steno/Clerk. 4000

Stirvices - District V 2-1 Aides 4, . @ 4,200

,Las Vegas; New .Mexico . 1 Sanitarian 7,200

S: TOTAL

New Mexico tepartment / 2 RNs :. . '@$6,200

'. of Health and Social 1 ,Social Worker .- 8,400

Services -1-- fstrict I 4 Clerk/Stenos @ 4,800

. Santa Fe, Nevie7gico 6 ides @ 5,000

13 DOTAL

Cameron County
Health Department'

San Benito, Texas

City Council of
Littlefield

Littlefield, Texas

4

1 RN

9 LVNs 4
L Health Educator
2 Steno/Werks
5 Aides

18 TOTAL

1 Aide

1 Sanitarian
2 TOTAL

$7,800
@ 4,600
11,000

@ 4,900
0 3,900

14,300
7,000

30
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PROJECT

Hidalgo County Health
Care Cotporation

Edinburg, Texas

ir

Plainview-Hale County
Health District

Plainfield, Texas

San Patricio County
Cpmmittee'on Youth'
Education and Job.
Opportunities

Mathis, Texas

Deleon. Municipal Hospital
DeLeon, Texas .

San Marcos-Hays County.
Health. Wpartment

San Marcos, Texas

Texas State Department
of.Health

Austin, Texas

.

. Zapata County Commislioors'
Court 1L/7

Zapata, Texas

. 4

26

STAFF

1, Project lairector
MD

'3 RN
4 LVNs
4, Steho/Clerks
4 Aides
2' Sanitarians
19 TOTAL

.

2 Aides

2 TOTAL .,.

1 Administiator
I Physician
2 Steno/Clerks
1 Aide
5 TOTAL

1 AN
1 Aide
1 Clerk/Typist
1 Project Director
4 TOTAL

RN
1 'Sanitarian
2 TOTAL

1 Health Educator
2 Sanitarians .

1 RN
3 Steno/Clerks

7 TOTAL .-

1 Project Director'
1 Medicalpirector
1 Cle
1 LVH

rk

1 Administrithr
1 Aide

6. TOTAL

31

'SALARY

$13.,000

30,000
0 7,800
P 4,700

, e 5,000
4,000

$ 7,000

@I $ 4,200

$12,000
20,000

0 4,500
4,210

$
4,200
4,400
7,200*

$ 8,000
8,300

$12,000
.$ 11,000

11',000
5,Q00

't

$ .**
7,500*
4,400
5,000
7,800
4,400
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PROJECT

Floyd County,
Commissioners

Floydada, Texas

Jim. Hogg Gdunty

COmmissioners' Court
Hebronville, Texas

Jim Wells County
Commissioners' Court

Alice, Texas

La Salle toUnty
Commissioners' Court

Cotulla, Texas

Laredo-Webb Codnty
Health Department

Laredo, Texas

Zavala County
'Health Corporation

.Crystal City, Texas

Crosby County
Commissioners' Court.

Cotulla, Texas

Deaf Smith County Public
Health Clinic, Inc..

Hereford, Texas

STAFF.

1 PHN
1 Aide
2 TOTAL

.-1 RN
1 Sanitary Inspector
1 Clerkly
3 TOTAL

1 Project Director

SALARY'

$ 7,300
4,100

$ 6,000
4,500
3,600

4.4
LVN 4,800

1 Clerk 4,200'
1. RN 7,800
4 TOTAL

1 Clerk
1 Aide

.2 TOTAL

$ 5,200
4,100 ,

1 Project Director $ , **
1 Administrator 14,000
2 Sanitarfans 0 7,200
1 Clerk 4,600
1 Health'Educator 10,000
2 Aides 0 4,300
:1 LVN 5,200
2

,
RNs f 0 7,800

1. Lab' Assistant: 6,000
12 TOTAL

1 Director $28,000
1 Administrator 20,000
2 TOTAL t:

1 Nurses' Aide 3,600.

1 ,TOTAL

2. Aides 0$ 3,800
1 LVN 4,600
3 TOTAL

'82



PROJECT

Del Rio-Val Verde
County Health Department

Del Rio, Texas

New.Hexico

-STAFF, SA
1 Project Director $ 6,000

1 Hurtas' Aide 3,700

1

1 C1e rk/Steno

5,300
3,600

.1 Dental Hygienist 7,500

5 TOTAL

1 Director $20,000
1 TOTAL
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REGION VII

RegiCnal Office Migrant Program Employees with Spanish- Surnames.

Number 9f Directors/Administrators of Migrant Projects Who Are
'Spanish.Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by Project:
4[1..

PROJECT r

Muscatine Migrant
Committee

Muscatine, Iowa

Migrant Action Program; Inc.
Mhscil.City;Aowa

f
nsas State Department
of Health
opeka, Kansas '

Kansas City-Wyandotte County
Health Department

Kansas City, Kansas

Nebraska, Department
of Health

Lincoln, Nebraska,

STAFF

1 ctor
1 NUtse-.'

1 Hurt*
1 .'family Planning Aide
2 Health Aides
1.:-.Project Secretary
1. Vista Volun$ter ,

8 :-TOTAL

1 RN
1 Student NUrse
2 TOTAL

1 Nurse
1 Health Educhtur/

Sanitarian
1 Health Educator
3 TOTAL

1

1

Nurse

TOTAL

1 Sanitation Aide
1 Sanitation Aide
1 Clinic Nurse
3 TOTAL

4

$4 $13 6 -40 -1 3 4 ,

SALARY

$10,500.
7,111

2 '00*
,800**

@ '1,000
5,504
2,500**

$
6,000**

$ 8,500

9,780
8,500

$ 7,200

$ 4,560*
4,800*
7,600
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REGION VIII

Regional Office Migrant Program Employees with Spanish-Surnames 3

Number of Directors/Administrators of Migrant Projects Who Are
Spanish - Surnamed

, f

Bilingual Staff. by Project: .

9

4 , *

PROJECT STAFF SALARY

Utah. Migrant Health 1 Secretary $ 5,300#
Project 3 Area Coordinators 0 6,800

Salt Lake City, Utah 1 RN 9,300
5-Health Aides ' 0 5,500
2 Aides .0 5,500

12 TOTAL

Montana Department
of Health

Helena, Montana

1 PHN

1 TOTAL

$10,800

Weld Cunt Health. 7 Sanitarian
. $ 4,000,

Department % 1 Dental Assistant 3,600
Greeley, Colorado 1 Family Health Worker 4,200

1 PHS Nursing Supervisor 8,700
- " 1 LPN. 7,500_

1 Receptionist/Interpreter- 2,100*
1. Physician 12,000*
7 TOTAL

' .

O
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PROJECT

Coloradb State. Department
of Public Health

Denver, Colorado

FUND

Ft. L pton, Colorado

a

31

STAFF SALARY

1 Program Administrator *11,000
1 Nursing Coordinator 15,500
1 Registered Dental Hygienist 9,400
1 Area Nursing Coordinator 11,400
1 Area Nursing Coordinator 9,600
1 RN Staff Nurse
1 Staff Nurse,
1 Family Health Worker
1 Family. Health Worker
1 Family Health Worker
4 Clerk/Typists
5 Staff Nurses
2 Family Health Workers.
2 Family'. Health Workers

23 TOTAL

9,600
9,000
7,500
6,000

,0040**
0 4,800
0 9,000

'4,800
0 6,000'

1 Executive Director $18,000
1 Health Administrator 16,000
1 Business Manager 8,965
1 Billing Clerk Trainee 6,300

4,1 Bookkeeping Trainee 6,300
1 'Medical Director 24,000
1 4 Physician 20,000
1 Physician 22,000
1 Nursing Assistant 6,300
1 Staff Board Trainer 10,000

'1 Dental Assistant . 6,857
1 Dental Assistant 6,300
1 Lab and XRay Technician 46,851
1 'Clinic Clerk/Receptionist 6,300
1 Clinic Clerk/Receptionist

Trainee
1 Outreach Director
6 Family Health Counselors 0
2 Ms 0
1 Driver
1 Janitor

26 TOTAL

a6

6,000
8,000
5,800
9,000
3,000*
5,343
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32

REGION IX

Regional Office Migrant Program Employees with Spanish-Surnames

Number oiDirectors/Administrators of Migrant. Projects Who Are

Spanish-Surnamed

Bilingual Staff by Project?.

PROJECT

Arizona Job Colleges, Inc:
Casa Grande, Arizona ,

Yuma County Health
'Department"

Yumi, Arizona

Maricopa County
Health Department

Phoenix, Arizona

Stanislaus County Medical
Society

Modesto, Claifornia

University of California
at Davis

Davis, lifornia

Santa Cruz County
Health Department

San Luis Obispo County
Health Department

37

STAFF SALARY

I Secretary $ 4,740
1 Records Clerk 4,200

1 Home Health Aide 4,200

3 TOTAL

2. Clerk/Typists 4$ 6,180
1 Health Aide :4,188

1 Health Aide 4,396
2 Community Workers
6 TOTAL

4 3,792

1 Dentil Technician

1 'TOTAL,

1 Nurse
'4 Health Aides .

5 TOTAL

3 Aides

3 TOTAL,

r !

3 PH Aides

3 T19TAL

1 Health Aide
1 Health Aide
1 Health Aide
1 Junior PH
4 TOTAL

A

.$ 5;800

$ 9,875
f 5,500

0$ 4,680

11$ 5,700

$ 4,956
5,952
6,528
11,400
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PROJECT

California State
Department of Health

Berkeley, California

Fresno Courity.Health
Department

4
Sacramento County
Medical Society

. Orange Cove Family
Health Center

Fresno, California

Kern County Health
Committee

Bakersfield, California

STAFF SALARY

1 Administrator $17,452
2 Nurse Consultants :0-17,452
1 Translator 7,009
1 COnsultant 26,000
1 LVN ' 6,612
1 LVN 3,948
2. Aides li 4,680
9 TOTAL 4

2 Aides

2 TOTAL

1 Dental Assistant
4 Aides

.5 TOTAL
.

1 Director
1 PHN.
1 LVN
2 LVNs .

1 Clinical Aide
1 Lab Aide
4 Family Health Workers
1 Clinical Billing

Superviser.
2 Drivers
2 Receptionists
1 Medical Records Clerk
1 Janitor
1 Purchasing Agent

.1 Business Manager
20 TOTAL.

1 Medical Director
1 LVN
1 Night Watchman
1 Secretary
1 ,Secretany
1 Community Liaison Worker
6 TOTAL

OS4,600

$ 6,240
6,240

$16,500
11,748
6,384

P 5,640'

4,656
4,656

I 4,656

6,228 `
0 5,124

5,004
4,656
4,656
6,228

1212.

$27,000
6,658
5,100
5,344
5;400

10,580
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PROJECT

Sutter County Hospital

Clinice.de Salubridad de
Campeiinos

8rawlmy, California

39

STAFF

2 RMs 0
4: LVMs 1 8,

110111011
1 Physician

1 Insurance Bill14g
Clerk 0 a

. 8,299,
1 Registrar/Clerk 8,299
1 Clerk/Typist 4,692
2 Calamity

Representatives \I 5,611
2 Coomunity.

. Rapreventatives I 5;654
1 Receptionist 5,644
1 :Medical Records Librarian 7,895
1 Driver 5,344
1 Clerk. 5664

'1 Bookkeeper , 6,600
t, 'Medical Records Assistant 5,344
3 '.. Clinic Aide )5,344

1 ConsUltant ;f3,640*
. 1 $usiness ger '10,400

23 TOTAL

9 Caamunity Health
Worker* 0 5,400

1 Secretary
2 SiKtaries

0

MI
2 Secretaries

5 MUries 0 SAO
lk Maintenance Men 0 6,504
,2 Housekeepers I 4,800 ,

.1 Eligibility Worker .

1 Medical Records Clek 5,400
Social Service Workers I -6,000

3 'Receptionists I 5,040
1 Director 17,000

10,000
1 Community Advocate 8,400
1 Assistant Director

1 Billing Clerk 5,400
1 Insurance Clerk A5,040

36 TOTAL

sfr
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STAFF1:77 ..5ALART '''

2 Field Coordinators 11$ 7,500
7 Health:Aides M 5,200
5 Intake 'Clerks . I 3,120*
3 Outreach Aides IP 2,883*
1

18
SecTretary
TOA1, ..

4,500

,
PRIVECTI,

*San Joaquin County
Medical Society

Stockton,, California

40



Regional Office Migrant Program Employeei witir Spanish-Surnames

Number of Directors/Administrators of Marant Projects Who Are ,

Spanish-Surdamed

Bilingual -Staff by Project:.'

PROJECT

Whatcom-Skagit Rural
Opportunityquocil

Mt.' Vernon, Washington

STAPP.

United Farm Worker!
Beni,* Center
Aslottation

Toppenish, Washingt&

Wenatchee ComMunity and
Migrant Assistance

. ComMittee 1
Wenatchee, Washington

LIAO Migrant Council`
NaMpa, Idaho

2 Aides
1 Aide/61erk
1 Controller
1 Project Director
5 TOTAL

1

.'-SALARY

@$ 400
4,800
7.320**

12.672*!!

Project Director $17,500.
1 :Clitit Administrator 100600 .

Business,usfnesS Administrator 17,000
2 AccoOt:Clerks @

Purchasing Clerk 5.400
2 lketePtionistS i0 4,500
1 Asst.:: Lab Technician 6,600
1 Asst. XRaYlechnician- MOO
1 Asst. Optometry Technitian 6,000

2ir'Secretaties @ 7,200

24 0Otreach-ilorkers/Aides @ 6,000'
37 TOTAL

,4

2 ,',OutreaChNrorkes. 0$ 4,800
. 4

2 TOTAL

4 Home Health Met :'@$ 4,500
1: LPN
1 Medic
1 Contnunity Health Servite

Coordinator ' 7,500
1 'Administrative Secretary, 5,700

-1 Account Clerk 5,400.

1 Account -Clerk 12' 6,000
4 Receptionists 0 4,500

,14 TOTAL



37

Page 2,

PROJEtr_ STAFF SALARY

Valley Migrant LetoU0 1 CoOrdinatoi. . . , 422,000 I"
Salem, Oregon I:Secretary /Receptionist 4,908

1 .Secretary /Bookkeeper :.--.5,520
_,- 3--jOTAL,

hoard
it,

*Oregon State pcod 13 Aide, @$ 4,98O.
of Health 1 ,LPN 5,040

Portland, Oregon "1 .5 I.PHIts l'.- ..0 8,400
19 TOTAL:

* Part time employee
** Paid by other sources
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Senator.Kiorrirm, Our second panel of 'witnesses includes two in-
dividuals familiar with the plight of the migrant and seasonal farm-
worker and his family. Both come from the valley of Southern Texas.
They are Leo Garza, director, Ylidalgo-Stair Catholic Charities; and
George 'Powell, senior supervisory attorney, Texas Rural Legal Aid,
Edinburg, Tex.

Both can tell their experience with health care problems with mi-
grants.

You can proceed in any way you like.

STATEMENT OP LEO GARZA, DIRECTOR, HIDALGO-STARR CATHOLIC
CHARITIES, PILGRIM. HOUSE; SAN JUAN; TEX., ACCOMPANIED
BY GEORGE POWELL, SENIOR SUPERVISORY ATTORNEY, TEXAS
RURAL LEGAL AID, EDINBURG, TEL

Mr. GARZA. I am just going to read my testimony.
Senator Kennedy, members of the Senate Subcommittee on Health,

I am Lee Garza, Jr., resident of San Juan, Tex., presently employed
by the Diocese of Brownsville as director of the Hidalgo-Stan
County Branch Office of Catholic Charities.

My involvement in the health field has been in the area of consumer
adVocacy and the organization of consumer boards and committees. It
was reassuring to read in- the Federal Register, provisions for some
degree of participation by the consumers of health services.

Gentlemen, I am sorely tempted to use 'strong rhetoric in. present-
ing the abhorrent conditions which affect the minds and lives of the
people whom I have been asked to represent. But knowing the thick
skins that people in your field are forced to wear and lmowing that
figures and numbers are not always bad words and oftentimes easier
for some people to relate to than stark human misery, I will share
with you a few of them in hopes that you: can understand that these
numbers represent mothers and fathers and many, many innocent
brothers and sisters.

Most of the figures I will use are drawn from my area of Texas
which houses the largest and most populated migrant base in the Na-
tion. Please keep in mind that the very real people that these figures
represent help feed and keep the rest of this Nation wealthy and
above all healthy.

The Lower Rio Grande Valley is a three-county area at the bottom-
most part of ,Texas,_ bordering the northgm part of Mexico. The
counties, Iliclap Cameron, and Wilkey, cover a total of 3,019 square
miles with, a pombined population of 337,473 of which close to 130,000
are migrapts nod seasonal farmworkers. About 58.1 percent of the fam-
ilies earnleglhin $5000 and 36.8 percept earn less than $3,000. The
average migtant family income is $2,000. The average size of a migrant
family is 6.7 people, which means that the average family member has
$208 per year with which to survive.

There is no way possible for a man to provide the necessary health
care for his family, which too often he sees not as a human right but
as a luxury, too far out of reach. After speaking to people involved
in the health field and people directly affected by the present conditions
or health care, these are the aresobf major concern : Maternal and child
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health, hospitalization, dental, sanitationwaternutrition, and med-
ical manpower.

As you can well imagine, I do not have figures that indicate that
the problem is one of overabundance.

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

The following are selected vital statistics, 1970, from Wilkey, Cam-
eron and Hidalgo Counties.

Do you want me to read these?
Senator ICDNZTEDY. We will include all those in the record. You

can sort of draw from it a bit when you compare the conditions of
infant mortality ;with the Nation as a whole. Just draw from it, but
you do not have to read it..

`(Tlie information referred, to follows*
SELECTED VITAL STATISTICS (1970) FROM WILLACY, CAMERON AND HIDALGO COUNTY

Births Total Percent

Live births (Total) 10,170 100.0

Delivered by physician 8,103 79.7
Delivered by midwife ' 2,067 20.3
Delivered at hospital 7,958 78.2
Nonhospital deliveries 2, 212 21.8
Nonhospital nonmidwife 145 1. 4
Premature deliveries 4%

R

584 ,5.7

Deaths (total) 493

Fatal deaths 150
Maternal deaths 3
Neonatal deaths 136
Infant deaths 204

Mr. Gitazik. I do not have the number of midwives we have serving
the population, but many of our people, especially migrant people,
have to go to midwives and the midwives are not properly trained,

. therefore, they do not deliver proper services. Hence, we have a high
infant mortality rate.

I would like to cite a personal incident at this time. I recently.en-
tered a house in the small town of Progreso. The mother had, just
undergone a delivery by a midwife, and she had her son with a ban-
dage around its umbilical cord and waist. She had put some sdrt of
salve on it. She said the midwife.told her to put salve on it.

She had it wrapped up so there was no air. It was putrid. We took
the bandage off and sent her to the migrant health clinic. It was about
a week before the child was normal again. It had sores all over its
body, and I do not know whether it resulted from the improper medi-
cal care, but this is not uncommon.

At present there are several non-Federal and Federal programs
providing prenatal and postnatal care, though, these programs have
met with little success because none of them provide dehvery serv-
ices, and because many Chicano mothers are not aware of the dangers
of inadequate prenatal and postnatal care.

Another horrendous fact is that each year approximately 700 men-
tally retarded children are born due to the lack of prenatal care- in
the three-county area.
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HOSPITALWATION

In the area of hospitalization and availability of health manpower,
the valley again falls on its face. There are a total of 775 hospital bits
in the three-county area which gives us approximately. 2.3 beds
1,000 population whit,' the national average is 8.2 beds per 1,000 popg-
lation. We have 77 doctors per 100,000 population, while the national
average is 123 doctors per 100,000.

In the three migrant project clinics now operating in the Valley,
we have three full-time physicians which gives us three doctors per
100,000 migrant population.

The Hidalgo County migrant health projectwas granted a total of
-$7,000 last year for hospitalization. Takmg th4 average cost per
patient hospitalization of $396$160 for doctor and $209 for hos-
pitalthe project could hospitalize an average of 14 migrants per
year.

Senator KENNEDY, Are those three doctors Spanish-speaking
doctors?

Mr. GADzA. One of them is.
Senator KENNEDY. How old' are they? Are they younger men
Mr. GARZA. We have one lady doctor in her early 30's. The male

doctor, who is a Mexicanborn in Mexico, is in his 40's, and the other
doctor, I am not sure.

Senator KENNEDY. Are they going to stay? Do you hear anything
about them moving out?

Mr. GARZA. They are not under contract. That is one of theoproblems
we have. Because they are not under contract, oftentimes they leave
early and they arrive at the clinic lath and take 2- or 3-hour lunch
breaks. They have patients in the hospital that they visit during work-
ing time, and they are paid a salary to be there from 8 to 5.

Senator KENNEDY: They have their own''- private practice besides
clinic practice'?

Mr. GARzn. One of the doctors in the clinic is an anesthesiologist,
and he does his hospital rounds in the morning before coming to the
clinic.

Senator KENNEDY. This sometimes raises problems on what they
receive as a salary from the clinic, and raises problems on the whole
question of quality of care.

iWe find in many carts of the country that some doctors who work
in a health center have private patients, and they are more inclined
to give a little better attention to private patients. If the two get sick
at the same time, there is more incentive to go to the private patient
rather than the one in the clinic; and this is a problem. That is why
we say most of thephysician's work has to be in the health center. We
do not make it exclusive, but it ought to be predominant; otherwise,
I think it raises some very basic conflicting problems.

Obviously there has to be a greater flexibility in rural-communities
and remote areas where you do not have a lot of doctors. Still it is a
problem and it is one that you are mentioning here, one which we are
sensitive to.

Please continue.
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Mr. GARZA. The availability of health care becomes evenimore diffi-
cult during te Nivinter months when the migrants are here at homebase. 4

.
Every years the Valley Chamber of Commerce estimates an average

of 50,000 winter tourists, called snowbirds, migrate from the northern
snow States to bask in our mild climate. These retirees bring with theicitheir own health problems.

Then we can 4-ure in an additional estimated 50,000 legal aliens
from Mexico and it is easy to see how the overload on existing health
facilities is staggering and the people most staggered are the migrantsand their children. i .

Dental services for migrants) in the valley are practically nonexist-
ent. The migrant programs have not been funded or have been unable
to implernerir effective dental services due to insufficient funding.

Senator KENNEDY. Do you have natural fluoride in the water downthere.?
.

Mr. GARZA; I have no idea.
I am going to present these figui<es to emphasize the lack of avail-

ability of dental care in our area.
The national average is one dentist Per every 1,683 population. The

Texas average is one for every 2,395. The valley average is one for
every 6,830.

The buying income per capita of our people in the valley is 1,470,
as compared to the national ave age of 3,078.

I give these figures to show h w difficult it is to purchase the luxury
of dental care for some of our eople in the valley. This is the valley
average; not migrant average.

Senator KENNEDY. What is the migrant average; about the same?
Mr. GARZA. I have not figured that. It is substantially lower when

you take average income, where 38 percent of the population earn less
than 3,000, the average migrant income is $2,000.

Of the almost 300,000 migrants in Texas, it is estimated that 93
percent of the total 'migrant population need dental services. Last
year, only 1,395 migrants 'received any kind of dental services. At
present, and only on a very limited scale, only emergency dental

iservicesrelief of pain and infectionare available. There are no
restorative services. I

SANITATION AND WATER CONDITIONS

In a speech presented by Representative. Eligio de la Garza to the
House of Representatives, Wednesday, April 7, 1971, he was quoted
as saying:

There are many settlementssome called colonial in my areathat have nofacilities at all or sewerage disposaland no reasonable expectation to secure
any under the existing programs which are in the major part, limited to cities
and towns or at least incorporated areas.

It Is a shame to have to tell you that we still have many of our citizens in
my area who must drink water from irrigation ditches and canals. Many must
carry water in tanks or barrels for miles to have any water in their homes.

potiThis is true. A while back, I worked in the colonas,,, and I saw
mothers and children going out to the backyard to the-Canals with
buckets in their hands bringing in water for home use.
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On die other side of the canals are folds which are periodically
sprayed with insecticides by the farmers who grow cotton and other
crops on the land. So undoubtedly a lot.of thes4nsecticides get into
the water and cause quite a bit of ,physical harm. It is unsavory, if
nothing else.

Senator KENNEDY. I would titnk taste is the minimum qualification.
Mr.'GARZA. Precisely. These figures were taken from a study done

by Colonias Del Valle under an 0E0 grant-1971.
Total number of colonies with water, 27; total number, of colonies

with no water, 45; total number of families in these colonias with
water, 3,029; total number of families in these colonlas with no water,
3,125; total poPulation in the colonias with water, 21,203; total popu-
lation in the colonial without water, 27,475; and total number of popu-
lation in all the colonias, 48,678.
. The Public Health and Nutrition. Education Subcommittee did a

study, and I have included a copy of the summary Of their findings.
It shows a substantial deficiency of vitamin A, i1 percent among

imigrant children in the valley, which is very ironic in that we have
thousands of acres that produce vegetables which are very rich in
vitamin A.

There is also a. deficiency in vitamin C. The whole valley is covered
with oranges, all kinds of citrus fruit.

I would like to move on now. I have included some graphs done
by health planning region 10 in the lower Rio Grande Valley. They
did not break it down to the lower Rio Grande Valley, but it is south
Texas, which covers 29 to 22 counties.

You can see by the graphs south Texas far surpasses", althofigh it is
nodal* to brag about, the rest of the Nation and Texas, in the in-
cidence of disease. The diseases are listed here.

(The information referred to follows:)

r.
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Public Health and Nutrition Education Subcommittee, May 1972

Summery of
Nutritional Problems in

The Lower Rio Grande Valley

Recent studies by the University of Colorado (UCMC) on Migrant Nutrition (1970-72)
and the Texas Nutrition Survey. (TNS) In 1968 and 89) of low incase families as well as
the 1965 National Household Survey (NHS) give information concerning actual and probable
nutrition problems in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. For example:

STATUS

Vitamin A:

-"FirdefIciency amonemigrant children (UCMC)
insufficient Vitamin A In 17% of total pqnolation (TNS)
Deficiency Is twice as prevalent among Mexican-Americans as Anglcs (TNS)
Lecicallitamin814correlated with low income and low educational level

YitamitILC:

inciiince of deficiency ranges-from 3.5% (UCMC) In Hidalgo County children to
20$ CTRS) in State.

a% deficiency (UCMC) and 26% (INS) indicated
Vitamin 0. Calcium:

UCMC showed 6-13% deficiency In the first 2 years of tasting; bowed legs are common.
Were!: Growth patterns indicate 42% of children fell below the 5th percentile-com-
pared to the 5% considered normal (UCMC). High T8 rote Is rektetV to inadequate diet
and housing (NHS). Diabetes-accounts for 5.5% of new patients a Migrant Heeith Clinic
each month. INS suggests 40% of adult women and 20$ of adult mates are overweight.

$014FIONS

Develop an educational campaign through moss addle and personal contact.
Saturation cempalOn to increase awareness of importance of diet in maintaining health

via:

Media- -811ingual radio, TV, newspaper, and-other printed mutter,
Handouts - -food stamp distribution points, grocery stores, schools and
POrm)nel Contact -- individual, group.

Long term progrom- -continue to reinforce education for good nutrition.
Develop a resource center to correlate, implement and plan programs from media campaigns

to research.

Obtain coordinator of school nutrition education programs through Region I Education
Service Center*.

Assist with Food Stamp Program.
Improve school, * institutional and public restaurant menus.
Improve menus In homes-with working mothers./

Continuously assess needs and progress through behavioral and clinical observation and
research.
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Mr. GARZA. I WORM like now, to relate to you a story about two
'omen who, had riot seen each other for many years and new find
themsely

2 exclaims, "fantastic.

together in a bps. Woman No. 1- is relating her success in

"teryals woman N o.

marriage, and how she and her husband travel abroad every year, and
how her ome in the suburbs has a three-car garage, et cetera. At
periodic

After half an h4ur of this woman No. 4 asks woman NO. 2 about.
herself. Woman No. 2 says that she went to a, real ritzy college find
learned all kinds of real ritzy things such as saying, "fantastic," in-
stead of say1.4., "baloney."

Now I would like to quote from the Federal Register,
37,
ent

of Health, Education, and Welfare, dated May 25, 1972, vol
No. 102, page 10647.0

Section 56.106 project elements: (a) An approvable application
roust provide: * * * (3) That the project will. deliver or arrame
for the delivery 'of family oriented primary health care which
includ6but not be limited to : . "

(i) Ambulatory patient diagnosis, treatment, and followup care for
acute and chronic conditions

(ii) Preventive, maternal child health, and family planning services
integrated into the delivery of treatment services; .,

(in) Emergency medical and dental care; and
(iv) Diagnostic; preventive, and basic restorative dental care.
4: * * (5) That the project will arrange for :
(i) Referral of complex, -difficult, or unusual-cases- and adequate

followup tt insure continuity of care ;
(ii) Hospitalization of patients and hospital* staff privileges fort

project physicians; and
(Ili) Transportation if required for patient care.
(9) That the project shall 'provide and implement methods of eval-

ulating the performance of activities being carried out under the grant_
to assure that such activities are carried out in accordance with /the
regulations of this part.

(b) 'An appnovable application must also include the following
elements unless the Secretary determines that the application has
established good cause for their omission. .

(1) That in developing and op'erating the project, arrangements
' have been made for the provision of the following ancillary services;

nutrition, respiratory disease care, accident prevention, environmental
health services, and health and sanitation education;

(2) That paramedical and allied health professional personnel have
been or will be employed by the project; and

(3) That a plan for education of the population to be served as to
the availability and location of stipplemental health facilities and
services has been or will be developed. Fantastic. Like woman No. 1
these things are great to have and dream about. It ,is even good to
write them down, but to expect people to believe in then?, "Fantastic."

I really question whether HEW or anyone else iiinected with
migrant health really expect the° field programs to carry out these
mandates under their present funding or even under the proposed new
level. Can we expect sufficient corollary moneys for hospitalization.
immUnization, dental care, sanitation, maternal and child care, and
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personnel to implement these projects? Or; should we just exclaim
"fantastic," and write it off. ..

The people I represent cannot afford for me to do this and I as ii
human being must fight for the Welfare of a people which is theirs as a
human right. I wish that it were posSible. for me to transport this
committee to the tragic valley so you could see with your own eyes the
families wracked by disease and sores;, So you could .drink the water
they drink from canals and experience the degradation they feel when
your own fecal matter is floating around your feet during fiood season.

This is why, what some people call, the Magic Valley, our people
call it. El Valle de Lagrimasthe Valley of Tears. .

Senator KENNEDY. Very fine. Very good testimony. Very helpful.
I wish we could go down, too. I was down in 1965 or 1966 with Sen-

ator Yarborough. , ..
Would you describe the new consumer board ?
Mr. GARZA. Migrantes Por Salud was started a little over a year

sp. I was not around at the time, but they went through a very slow
process. It is hard to build up credibility if you are a migrant group.
But they eventually became the- Only formal, migrant consumer or in-
digent consumer group in the county. It seems the establishment read
the writing on the wall as to the new regulations, "so they started
making little headways with our group, and we were asked to seat
51 percent on the Hidalgo Country Health Care Corp. which
is comprised of a representative frOm the medical society, a represent-
ative from the pharmaceutical society, a representative from the

Aurses, .. a representative from the churchesTexas Conference of.
Churchesa representative from the Student Center for SociaLIn-
volvement, and. we have five representatives, and it is made up/pre-
dominantly of migrants, representatives of the poor, and they have,
mate some headway.

The Hidalgo County Health Care Corp. now administers
the migrant health project funds, and we have also been able to
bring two model cities clinics under our wings. .

Senator KENNEDY. Why do you think a consumer based project
would bePtnore effective than those sponsored by the county medical
department ? . .

Mr. GARZA. Mainly I feel that, well, tam involved in a people move-,
ment, and until the people decide to take the initiative and start con-
trolling some of these programs that are brought down from Wash-

iington, then it really is not a people movement, it is a Washington
movement pushed on the people, and the reaction by some of the peo-
ple in the community, the consumers, is one of distrust. I feel that
if the people do control the programs, that the services provided by

,

the programs will be easier to receive and maybe a little more hu-
mane in their presentation of services.

The migraift health program in Cameron County of which Catholic
charities is the grantee, has an administering board, Oraanizacione,s
Unidas, which is a group com rised of representatives from about 20
grassroot, migrant oriented r nizations. The county ci,kealth pro
gram was in charge of the mi ran health funds before .*;,too over
the program afterOrganizaciones Unidas startedtheir Otter& urn -
over grew to something like. 50 to 60 per day-, which is unheard of, an
which was unheard of under the county control. They have alsogi
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Stituted some innovative programa:'whichT "in- eternal child 'care
program that run by a nurse inidWisfe:,-, e is giving prenatal
and delivery services, et cetera, vthich we ire trying to incorporate .

into Hidalgo County. We have nothad.mudi success yet.
Senator KENNEDY. What-does Medicaid do for you down there?
Mr. alum. I am not at all familiar with medicaid, I am 'sorry.
Senator KENNEDY. Probably because it, does not do fry much.
Mr.. GARZA. That is probably one of the reasons I am not familiar

with it.
, Senator ICEiorEDY. Tell me, just finally, we are trying to arrive*at

some appropriations figures, and we started off with $100 million for
the first year, Could your program down there effectiVely use
that money in alleviating some of the health needs of the people?
What could you tell us about the budget needs of the community?

Mr. GAnzA, We could use $100 million in the valley alone. You saw/
some of the statistics. They are staggering. They are not going t
remedy themselves.

It does not matter how"many proposOs we get unless we have t e
corollary tdihg to` implement the programs, and the programs alte
going to Ittadoto be very innovative to deal with the-particular problems
that we haft' amongst the migrants in the valley. But if you had 00
million, I would apply for all of it,

Senator ICTINivre.ny. We are going to try and get it. We are go to
hear now from Mr. Powell. '

tMr.POWELL. -My name is George Powell. am an attorn h
Texas Rural Legal Aid Inc., which covers a 14-county area in outh
Texas.

I have been asked to comment on migrant health probleins, in the
Rio Grande Valley and to give examples of the difficultieS that mi-
grant workers and indigents ;face. My statements will .be /directed at
only one aspect of the migrant worker's 'general health problems, his
inability to obtain medical treatment.

Because I am an attorney, my contact with the health problem
is usually in the way of the client coming to me after;soinething has
been done to him that. denied him, say, proper medieal treatment.

On my written statement, I have one example. If you wish to ques-
tion me as to other examples, I have perrnally been privy to numerous
situations in which people have been deprived 44ealth care, and where
this deprivation has resulted in death of one person or more.

Done of the hospitals in the valley provide outpatient facilities or
care. By this I mean a, person does not walk into a hospital and receive
treatment for something such as an emergency accident injury, a
car accident.

The hospitals do not maintain regular staff physicians nor do they
participate in any residency or internship programs. That means there
is not a regular medical staff on call in the hospitals at all times. All
doctors associated with the hospitals are private physicians who admit
their patients desiring hospital care. To be admitted, the patient must
pay $150 deplisit, or sign a promisory note, if he cannot show-coverage
under some kind of insurance plan or policy, regarldess of his income
or ability to pay.

Senator KENNEDY. Is that in all the hospitals?
Mr. Povvrax. Yes.
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Senator KENNWY. Is it all the same amount?
Mr.' PowEr4 $150 for. each hospital. This is regardless of income.

or abilitrto pay.
Senator KENWEDY. Is that just for migrants or other people?
Mr, POWELL. That -is for everybody, I he has medical insurance,

he does not have to.
Senator KENNEDY, What is the first thing they ask you? Row sick

you are or whether you have $150?
Mr. Pow-grx. _Whether you have' $150. Well, that is, in one

example I will give you, they ask two things first; $150 is the first
thing, and if you do not have it, they hassle with them for awhile
and they get the individual to sign a promissory note to the hospital.
If the migrant worker or indigent is unable to pay his bill, the hos-
pitals seek to collect on the promissory note. After the hospital has
paid, the notes are almost always turned over to a collection, agency
to. collect.

The collection agency usually will use any-means pcoa5ibk to collect.:-
They threaten with lawsuits. Oftentimes you end up having attorneys
who work for the collection agency or the luispital attempt by writing
letters threatening suits to collect on the notes. This is done as a matter
of course, regardless of the income of the individual. Every hospital
in ,the Rio Grande Valley is almost completely built on the Hill-
Burton funds. They sign a contract with the Federal Government,
through State distribution agency, to piovide a reasonable amount of
indigent care, although none of them have programs for providing
any indigent care whatsoever. A few clinics do now exist, as Mr. Garza
mentioned, that provide indigent care, but the 'problem with these is
there is just usually one physician attached to each clinic. Most,of the
migrants or poor people in the valley do not have personal physicians;
because of lack of personal fonds, they are so poor that they cannot
afford regular visits to the doctor; also, general distrust and fear of
doctors. There are many examples of poor health, one of which I
will, mention here which is in my written statement, involves a, couple
who visited my office one mornmg last fall. The wife was pregnant,
in labor, and had been refused admittance at the hospital in Edinburg,
Tex., a town in the valley.-

They were denied aid because they did not have a doctor to request
she be admitted. Because there is no permanent medical in these
hospitals, another prerequisite for admittance is that each individual
must be admitted by a private physician. Not only do they have a
deposit problem they have to have a doctor notify the hospital that
(they should be:admitted.

This particular couple here did not have a doctor in this area, par-
tially because they were poor probably anti could not'afford one, and

1

they were also from a town outside Edinburg about 100 miles from
/1 there, and they had come to Edinburg to work in .the fields, because

there was no work in the area from which they came.
I called the hospital after they were in my office and 'asked them

why they were *denied admission to this hospital. The hospital in-
formed me that no one is refused admittance. My response to that *as,

I have a lady in my office who is in labor and was refused a
few minutes ago."
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The hotpital.administrator then checked the incident and informed
me that the patient must havean admitting physician. After further
discussion, the administrator, agreed to admit the prospective mother
if she returned to the hospital. Unfortunately this was not the end
of the difficulty. About 2 -weeks after this incident, a private attorney
specializing in personal injury litigation came to my office to discuss
the matter with me. When the oouple returned to the hospital, they
had again been 'denied admittance despite the administrator's assur-
ance.% tome. The couple then sought out the services of a midwife
who stayed with them until late in the evening. This was until about
11. They came into my office about 11 in the morning. They were again

.refused, finally refused admittance to the hospital at approximately
2:30. They went to the midwife and were with the midwife until about
11 that night. 11 that night the midwife realizing that this was not
a regular biregt was something abnormal about it, notified the local
physician-tthis was approximately 11 that nightthat she had a
problem. They 'described the problem to the local physician who then
called the hospital and told them to admit this woman. At 11:30 she
was admitted. Both the lady and baby died at about 2:30. This was
151/2 hours after they had tried to get into the hospital.

I do not know whether both of them or either one of them could
have been saved, if she had been admitted immediately, but I would
think that given medical treatment as it should be, that one or two or
both of them could have been saved. But nevertheless it took them 121/2
hours to get into the hospital, and 151/2 hours later both mother and
child were dead.

I think this is an example of just one, and there are many, of how
a person being denied effective use of medical facilities, the few that
there arethere are very few medical facilitiesbut even to be de-
nied the few that there are in the valley results in such incidentsas this.

This is one, and if you would like other examples, which I do not
have in my written stktement, but I have got many.

Senator KENNEDY. What is being done, if anything, to prevent this
from happening again?

Mr.. POWELL. Just as to indigent treatment of hospitals, myself
and other attorneys on the staff, we are working on a suit against
all hospitals, and maybe one hospital in particular which handles
most of it, that will try and force themwe feel we can win it
force them to provide some sort of indigent care, meaning they are
going to have to live up to their Hill-Burton obligations but that
would not affect this situation. Because the hospitals are still going
to have a tendency to turn the people away.

They are still going to say where is your doctor, if they do not have
a doctor, and people Eire still goipg to have to hassle with the hospital
to get in.

Oftentimes the problems that, individuals have, like I will give you
another example that shows another problem : one of the'first cases I
had when I became a lawyer for the Texas Rural Legal Aid, about
a year and a half ago, when a grandmother came in because her son
who is the father of this child worked for a city in the valley that it
was at that time considered to be quite repressive. He was afraid to
do anything himself. The grandmother had taken her grandchild,
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3 months old, to a hospital. The krandchild had pneumonia eventually.
The mother took the child there three times. It was denied entrance
three times. Finally she did get Wtouch with a physieian, and the
childd have a physician, and he' informed, the hospital that they
should let the child come in. This was after three attempts toet into
the hospital.

,

Then the grandmother took the 3-month-old baby back which had
pneumonia. The hospital admitted the baby, and they put the 'baby
in the emergency room. No doctors or nurses treated the child when
she was in the hospital. The child was thr6wing up all over ifSelf,
choking and gagging, and the only one who cared. for the child was
the grandmother.

The child was there about an. hour and a half and it died.'ghe could
not get nurs* or doctors to care for the child. A suit based on Hill-
Burton obligations is not going to c,over this -kind of treatment. It is
not going to make doctors who are available or make nurses in hospi-
tals give the kind of care that poor people as human beings should
have.4

Many of the situations, incidences that adversely affect the poor
people in this area come after the children or the people have
tentatively admitted to the hospital or have in some way tentatively
received some sort of medical treatment. The doctors, the nurses; the
hospital administrators, are not responsive in any way to the poor

ople, the problems they have. They are not responsive to them as.
union beings. They are generally ignored when they.go into hospitals.

. Physicians do hot take 'them seriously as they would a wealthier
person. uu

Worse than a physician, of course, I think are the nurses, just.
general hospital staff which liavea tendency to completely ignore the
poor person once he had entered into the hospital. When I speak of
poor people, and in the valley poor people' and,migrarits are almost
the same. because most of the people in the valley that are poor. either
have been migrants recently, or at present, or are ,going to sometime
in the very near future. It is a Migrant population. It would be very
difficult there to distinguish between, say, the stationary poor and the
migrant poor, because most of the peoplewell, there are so few jobs
that eventually someone in order to work is going to have to migrate,
if you are a P0001' and unedueated person in the valley.

Senator KENNEDY. Tell me, do you know of instances where there
has been harassment of either migrants or the seasonal workers, when
they left the hospital, they did not _have the money to pay the bill?

Mr. POWELL. Yes, this happens regularly.
Senator KENNEDY. Tell us about that.
Mr. Powmj,. This is standard treatment. Well, mainly, it is the

hospital that sends letters threatening to turn it over to an attorney
or collection agency. The major hospital in the valley is sort of a gen-
eral hospital for the county and this particular hospital takes the
prommissory note that it usually gets the people to sign, because the
people do not have money to, say, pay $150 deposit. They take the
prommisso9 note and they either sign it to a bank-or to acollection
agency in t-lan Antonio,. The bank or the collection agency will mail
themthe collection agency has notices, and they are especially de-
signed to scare, especially an uneducated person, :who usually does
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not read English and has to have someone read it to them. The notice
will be big, and it will have bigletters saying something like "Final
Notice before; Suit. If you do not remit the amount listed below, this
will be turned over to , our attorney and a suit will be filed
immediately."

They used to leave out the part that it will be turned over to our
attorney, but they were sued and they had to stop threatening suit in
their own name. That is fairly 'common practice. It starts off` maybe
one a month clown to one a week, and more frequently than that until
they either determine that people absolutely will not pay or that they
cannot pay,. and they just figure they will drop it. Tliat is wtha the
hos ital wr#es it off as indigent care.

e major liOspita,1 in the valley operates at a profit, which is an-
other unusual thing, because there are very few hospitals which.
operate at a profit. This particular hospital, I do not know the exact
amount that it made in profit last year but it is operating at a slight
profit.

That sort of denounces the idea of charitable institution, since it
does not give out charitable services and facilities and at the same time
make a little money on the side.

The other hospitals in the county do not turn over to collection
agencieer---they do turn over to private attorneys, who attempt to col-
lect notes through letters and notices which say, "Pay immediately or
you will be sued." s.

Senator KENNEDY. Have they garnished' any of the workers' salaries ?
Mr. Pown.L. There is no garnishment of wages in Texas. Also about

everywhere, prejudgement, repossession of anything, has been pretty
much found to be unconstitutional. There is no garnishment of wages
in Texas.

In this respect, .a perSon's home, car, furniture, salary, cannot be
attached for any reason whatsoever.

Senator KENNEDY. Perhaps you could submit for us some other ex-
amples; could you do that ?

Mr. POWELt. OK, just a few. The last situation, which I was per-
sonally involved in, this was about two and a half months ago, a client
of mine who has been a client of mine for, quite a while called me on
the phone andlold me that her brother and sister-in-law had recently
had a child die in the hospital in. Weslaco, Tex., and she asked me if
they could come by and see me. I said yes. They came by that after-
noon. What had happened with this child was somewhat similar to
the incident I last mentioned.

The childiso-had pneumonia. The day before the child died, the
couple took the child to a physician, This physician that they took it
to happened to be one of the physicians that is there to treat the
indigent. people in this area. Ile gave the child slight medication and
told them to leave, that there is nothing really wrong with the child.
In early eveking, late afternoon, the child was no better, so they
tried to get in touch with the physician again. IINtalked to them on,
the phone and told them nothing to worry about, nothing wrong with
the child. Later that evening they tried to take the child to the hospital.
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There vas. a,gain no admitting physician. They went On all through
the next day.: The next day they took the child back to the physician
that they had previously seen. He went through the same thing they
had gone through before, gave the child some medication and told
them not to worry and that there was nothing wrong with the child.

Later they called baCk, they called back the physician later that
afternoon and repeated to them that the child was not getting better
and the medication was doing no good. lie became very angry and told
him not to bother him any. more,, that there was nothing wrong with
the child. About 10:30 that evening the child was having trouble
breathing, and they took the child to the hospital where the child was
admitted. They signed a promissory note. for $150. The child was put
in the emergency room; and as in the other situation, it was not cared
for. For approximately 1 hour no physician or nurse gave the child
any attention whatsoever. This was about a G-month-old baby, and tlie
baby died about 11:30 that evening. .

Senator KENNEDY. Just write down your examples and give us as
much information and "detail. on them as you can.

Let in ask, do you have any incidents where any of the administra-
tors. refused to give back, say a newborn baby to the mother until the
parents paid the bill ?

Mr. POWELL. That used to happen, but the public even iii the valley
was a littleappidled at that, so they had to stop that. I still get people
who come to me saying we cannot get someone in our family out of the
hospital until we pay the bill, what shall we do? I usually ask, how do

4-'7ou know ? Have you tried to leave ? They said no.
-f Go ahead and leave, and if anyone gives you any trouble, call me.-
'at is an example.

It was not so long ago that it was like that Now people in the hos-
pitals, while they are in the hospital being cared for and are sick, are
still hassled about the bill. I had one lady in the hospital recently and
every time she would get up to go to the bathroom, she.would.come back
and find a bill was on her pillow. This went on far about 3 days andshe
left. The administratqrs would come in and question her about the
bill.

I believe she had a hysterectomy and was not feeling so 000d. They
do not detain people in the hospital. as we explained to them'. They can-
not, have a lien on your body.

.Senator KEN:4Eriy. Thank you very much. Our next panel consists of
Adon Juarez, project director, Orange (love Clinica de Salubridad,
Orange (love, Calif.., accompanied b' his business manager, Nick Fe-

**. clan; Mr. Johnny Johnston is a board member, West Palm 13each mi-
grant project, Belle Glades, Fla.; Mr. Ventura Huerta, project director
of migrant clinic in .I3rawley, Calif.; Miss Olga Villa, ITniversity of
Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.

. Would you care to come forward. Senator Cranston had wanted to be
here for your testimony to welcome you personally, but he is Unable to
do so; so he asked me to extend a warm welcome to.. you. He has read
your testimony and is delighted with your observations and recom-
mendations that you are making.,

,7
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STATEMENT OF ADON JUNO; PROTECT DIRECTOR,. ORANGE COVE
MINIMS. DE SALUBRrDAD, ORANGE COVE', CALIF., ACCpMPA-
MED BY NICK FEDAN; JOHNNY JOHNSTON, BELLE GLADES,
FLA..; VENTURA liu.ORTA, PROJECT DIRECTOR, CLIITICA DE
SALUBRIDAD DE CAMPESINOS, BRAWLEY, CALIF.; AND OLGA
VILLA, UIIIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, SOUTH BEND, IND.

Mr. jiTAREZ. The migrant health program is an example of a pro-
gram in crisis. There is the crisis of need, the need of the seasonal and
migrant farmworker for adequate comprehensive health care services.
There is the crisis of reaction unleashed with the introduction of in-
novative approaches to the provision of medical care, and there is the
crisis of politics which often seems to be, a cruel mechanism for deny-
ing aid to those who most need it. I would like to address myself to the
specifics of these crises. I would like to relate on a very personal and
very real level the experiences of the migrant health.projects in I3raw-
ley and Orange Cove, Calif. The needs of the seasonal and agricultural
worker have been documented, photographed, painted, dertionstrkted,
demonstrated for and demonstrated against, and in general made
very specific public knowledge. I can do nothing to add to those
awesome statistics which list the miserable conditions under which we
ask a specific segment of our population to live. I can only help to
humanize it by saying that in the crisis of need we are continually
asked to respond to an ever-increasing demand for service, in an area
where service has been diminishing.

The seasonal farmworker, the rural poor, and the migrant farm-
worker are faced with a crisis not of their own making. They do not
dictate that the processes of education lead to the establishment:of
medical schools and sophisticated centers in urban areas, as opposed
to rural areas. These are all response to the economic pressuresyelated
to the provision of medical care. Thu hey are the victims not only
of their own poierty, but of the poverty of resources in the rural area.
If it is necessary to document the crisis of need, we may do so by refer-
ring specifically to the fact that in the first year of operation, both
centers were to enroll a minimum of 500 families th each center. In
the first 18 months of operation we enrolled over 3,800 families, or
almost four times as many as we had projected. To give you some
specific information about some of the families we serve I would like
to point out the following: In a recent survey of 1,852 families who
receive services from the Orange Cove center the following profile
emerged :.392 are Medi-Cal beneficiaries; this is the State of Califor-
nia's title IXX program ; 67 of the families are eligible for benefits
under medicare; 131 of the families are members of the Farm Work-
ers Union, and therefore are covered by the Kennedy plan, the union's
health insurance named after the late Sen. Robert Kennedy. Other
insurances cover 96 of our families. This leaves us with 1,170 families
that we are current* serving that have no form of insurance ; 63 per-
cent of the families that we Serve are not eligible for benefits under
any of the existing plans provided for through-legislation.

Sonic local health providers in the area will not accept the Kennedy
plan as a form of payment. Gentlemen, this is not my statement ; this
is the statement of a vice president of the union and other members
of the union, one of whom is chairman of our board.
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Thus, there. is a definite and positive need on the part of the corn-
munitOor the categorical funding of programs. The development of
specific projects which are responsive to the needs of the community
are necessary; and more extt.nsive programs are required.. It is clear
that under the present funding- levels the programs will not achieve
the goal of developing appropriate health care for seasonal and mig-
rant farmWorkers. The need is, tremendous; the resources with which
to meet these needs, exceedingly

Senator KENNEDY. Why will they not accept the Kennedy
Mr. cImitEz. Vey think it is too troublesome to fill out forms. They

require additional charge; charge migrants additional money for
filling out insurance forms, and have just refused it outright.

Mr. IfrEar.t. There. is some question as to the credibility of this plan
in the eyes of the traditional providers of service, so it as questionable
whether they are going to receive money or not, so the easy thing is
to deny. services.

Senator KENNEDY.- As a result, what happened? As a, result, there
are fewer people that subscribe to the plan?

. Mr. JrAnEZ. No. As a result they are not able to get services from
traditional providers if they want to use their insurance, and the only
recourse is to go to those who accept it.. We have had exceedingly good
relationships with the union and health/plan. We have always been
reimbursed for all the work they have done for them.

Mr. IIrrarm. If our center did not exist, many of these people on the
Kennedy plan would not be able to -receive service.

Mr. Jrmitz. The appropriateness and the use of these resources
brings me to the second topuc of crisis, and that is a crisis of reaction.
In the crisis of reaction we, that is the -migrant health renters, are
continually asked to justify our existence in terms of competing in
the medical care market. This is in terms of whether or not, we can
prOvide adequate health services at a reasonable cost. These seemingly
reasonable. 'questions become intolerable. when they become .devices for
uolitical harassment when local medical societies and dental societies
insist upon. investigation, either through their influence with their
Congressmen or through their influence upon specific administrators
within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

We have been subjected to such harassment continually from the
onset of our projects. We have been asked to produce cost data that
requires a highly sophisticated system for which we are not funded.
However, I would like to point tan the following: The New England
Journal of Medicine published an article en June 8 197:2, entitled The
Cost of Services at Neighborhood Health Centers." 'While this 'ar-
ticle. has been methodologically criticized, and although it does pri-
marily deal, with urban health centers, some of its findingsean be use-
fully applied to our projects. The article states, and I quote:

it frequent question asked regarding provision of health card services to low-
Income persons is: "Why not contract with Kaiser, IIIP and other existing' pre-
payment group practices to provide these services ?" These groups are nationally
recognized as representing an acceptable standard of cost and quality (*are, meas-
ured most often in terms of premium and utilization rates. (P. 1244)

Tlm article goes on to explain that the (Hite of Economic .Opportu-
nity, in fact, has experimented with these' prepayment plans. The ir-
tiele points out that for the three basic services of medical, laboraeoV,
and X-ray, rates range from $74 to $93 per person annually. If medi-
cines are added, the ranges. increased to $83 to $111. If other support-.
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ing services are-added, such as home health, mental health, transporta-
tion, community orgamiation, training, and community services, then
the article states: .

Addition of other support components brings project cost level of the primary
comprehensive care package for, i these prepaid group practices to range from
$164 to Ve41 per person per yen. The similar cost data for Neighborhood Health
Centers would range from aboUt400*), $103 for primary clinical medical care ...

The costs of primary comprehetiaite medical care would range from about
;134 to $233an apparent competitive advantage for the Neighborhood Health
Centers .. . (P. 1240 N

The study concludes that : i -
Mature Neighborhood Health Centers of reasonable size can operate cdmplex

Systems efficiently. Probably the smaller centers in temporary quarters and cen-
ters struggling with start-up administrative problems could not become com-
petitive until their population exceeds 10,000 registrants.

I would like to point out that in our small centers with temporary
quarters, struggling with startup administrative Costs, we have a com-
bined 13;091 individuals, and have provided basic medical, laboratory.,
and X-r4ty services with a combined budget for fiscal year on and
$1,079,621L Dividing one by the other, we find that we provided these
services at an annual cost per person of $82.47, which compare more
than favorably with the $96 to $153 range reported for the large
urban centers. It also coinpares with advantage, to the prepaid group
rates which range from $83 to $111. .

Of course, we are not mentioning that we are including the cost of
equipment and facilities, which cost-accounting methods would cap-
italize over a 2'0-year period to include only one-twentieth of the
total costs in 1 year's reports.

Neither are we mentioning that besides primary care, X-ray, and
laboratory services, we provide home health care, social services, train-
ing, and transportation as needed. Not Mentioned either is the fart
that in llaboration with mental health units in the two counties, we
provi( e at no -cost to the center the service s of one psychiatrist, and
four p Thiatrie social workers as needed. Aroreover, in collaboration

. with the University of California's Mimi of Optometry, we have been
able to provide at no cost to the ce4er free optometric services. Glasses
are provided to those natients who need them, at cost.. ,

In addition, the migrant center at Brawley provides the services of
a cardiologist, a gastroenterologist, and allergist, it neurologist, and
an orthopedic surgeon on a regular schedule. These services are pro- ,

vided for the center's enrolled families at the FAA, cost of transporting
these specialists-from-the University of California Willett] Center in
San Diego. These services, again, were obtained thanks to the per-
sonal and professional advocacy of the center's physicians.

As indicated above, all these services can be provided by an estab-
lished prepayment plan at a cost range of $164 to $241 per person per
year excluding perhaps optothetric services and some social and com-
munity services which would command (wen higher rates.

Let me say. gentlemen, that my cost cceountina report to you today
is simple. If you gave us $111 per year per Orson enrolled in our health
.centers. as it is reported that prepaid group practices are receiving
from 0E0 to nrovidtt physicians, laboratory services, and pharmacies,
then the combined budget of our Orange Cove. and Brawley venters
would have been about $400,000 higher than it was for fiscal 1972.
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And, of course, if we included in the prepayment plan the costs of
providing the social services, the transportation services, and the rather
sophisticated specialty services that our projects provide, then we
would have received approximately $3,154,931, or an increase of over
$2 million over the combined $1,079,622 that our centers received. in
fiscal 1972.

Gentlemen, if you feel therefore that prepaid group plans or com-
prehensive .urban health centers can operate at less expensive levels
than our community controlled farinworker clinics, -I invite you to
fund us on the skine basis.

-I would also like to invite you to analyze the crisis of reaction in this
light, by asking other- local providers to demonstrate that thelealth
care services that we render could be provided at a cheaper rate, by
them or by entities which they would devise.

With regard to the crisis. of politics, we are continually asked to be
apolitical While- those around us inundate us in politipal mud and
practice various forms of Vilification and character assassination to
the best of their ability. Consumer participation is trifled with and
threatens -to -become a mockery. People who are antipathetic to the
interests or expressed desires of seasonal And farmworker members of
the board, sit on the same board with them,.and when the poor people

: vote their will, then professionals resort to.such tactics as writing to
their Congressman, as weir as to thn administrators within the Depart-
ment of Il'ealth, Education, and Welfare: It is unfortunate,that
leetively they can bring so much political pressure to bear that it
fortes responses on the part of the funding agency that are harmful
to the well-being of the people which the agency was set up to serve.
It is an unfortunate aspect of this entire problem that there seems to
be direct collusion on the part of some of the star of the Departufent
of Health, Education, and Welfare, to thwart the collective will Of
the consumer board.

Is there a process by which an administrator can thwart the intent
of Congress with legal impunity ?. We submit to you that there must
be, because recently funds in California have been frozen pending the
development of a "California strategy."

Since we. only work directly with the population that will be af--
fected, no one has -seen fit to apprise us as. to what is entailed in the
development of the strategy. This, despite the fact that the legislation
says that our consumer boards should participate in the determination
of. what services will be rendered and, how they_ will use resources al-
located to them by the Department of Health,- EdUcation, and Wel-
fare.

The State of California is unique, in that in this State tlese pro-
grams have created a tremendous political furor to which some of your
colleagues in Congress have reacted with negative results for poor peo-
ple. If it wererliot for the support of such Senators as Cranston and
Tunney, and some of the members Of this subcommittee, the -results
could have been catastrophic. As it is, we are faced at the iiresent time
with a task of attempting to explain to those migrant and seasonal
workers who sit and deliberate, and do the best that they can,:that they
will not receive additional 'honeys until somclitody else decides what
is good for them, That is pretty traditional, but it is also pretty cynical
in view of the expectations that -are engendered when we speak about;
the participation of consumers in determining their own programs.

Si 552 0 5
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We assume that the reason for so much indignation on . the part
Of the established medical 'care:providers is the fact that some poor
uneduotted farmworker has the temerity to step forward and attempt.
to claim what should rightfully be his, which: is a decent health care -
standard, regardless. of his ability to pay for it. I assume that their
attitude, and that oi some insensitive faiministrators must be, "how
can these people be so bold as to demand that they be taken care of as
human beings?" It is about time ,that these providers and these ad-
ministrators understand that their political life is not more important
than the life of a poor farmworker, and that their paternalistic at-
titude is not only undesirable btit much resented by those who hate
been continually subjected to it. Since the people that we deal -with
do not have large lobbying activities or sums of money to pour into
political coffers, few if any of their complaints are listened to with the
same intent and devout respect as those of more fortunate members
of specific political constituencies. ,

This will probably be one of the few oppoaunities that we will have
to bring these facts to light and perhaps by saying them to this com-
mittee, you gentlemen, who are elected as representatives df all of the
people -ofthe United States, might insure that your legislative will is
(lone and that people commence responding More to the real needs of
human beings and less to political preSsures.

This is of tremendous importance.at the local level Where our prob-
lems are not philosophical but practical and very real. Recently a
Young man walked into otir clinic. Ile complained of chest .pain and
:shortness of breath. He was evaluated by one-of our physicians who
diagnosed a heart cafillitipn which if not corrected would lead to an
early death. Because. this ntait was a recently arrived alien, he was not.
enrolled' in any program which, would provide for his health care.
Fortunately he came to our center'wliere, our physicians and other staff
advocating on his behalf succeeded in.having him admitted to the
University of California ('enter at San 'Francisco. There, he under-
went heart surgery within 5 days: Recently became to the center for a
followup examination and he thanked those Who had assisted him.
Without the specific advocacy of the center, he might well have (lied
at an early age. His only fault being that he, like thousands of others,
does not fit into any of our neat programmatic medical insurance
plaits; nor does he have the resources to provide for his own care. lie
works in a most difflttlt and strenuous occupation, that of picking the
food forYour tables. The fruits of his labor are like those of many like
him ; he is poor, alienated and excluded from most meaningful social
legislation ; for although we are willing to benefit from his misery We
are not willing to accept, and readily extricate ourselves froth, the re-
sponsibility of providing for most basic needs. This may be politi-
cally, and 'economically expeditious; but it also appears cynical and
immoral.

If we'have done something to facilitate the deliberations of the sub-
iommittee and help augment services to the migrant. and seasonal
farmworker, we are most happy. If we have not, then we are sad-
dened, but not despondent. For as long as there is a crisis of need, we
will follow the example of the migrant and seasonal farmworker and
we shall endure. We shall endure the crisis of reaction and the crisis of
politics. We shall actively work and advocate until together with him,
we achieve at least a minimal amount pf justice in adequate standard
of health care.
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t Senator $TEVENSON. You have been very helpful, Mr. Juarez, and
the subcommittees are grateful. I think we will proceed to the other
members of the panel, and then we can address questions to the entire.
panel.

The next witness is Mr. Johnny Johnston, a board member of West
Palm Beach migrant health project, sponsored by the West Palm
Beach Health Department.

Mr. JoimsTorr. Senator Stevenson, I have a prepared statement,
and if the committee' will bear with me; I would rather not read it.. It
is rather short, and have brought sufficient copies of it. But I would
like to just make a few observations

Senator STEVENSON. We will enter your statement into the.record,
Mr. Johnston, at the end of your testimony.:

Mr. JOHNSTON, In my prepared statement I endeavor to spiak on
three subjects: availability, quality, and continuity of care.

In listening to the various reports so far this morning., I think that
the three were well Selected:We can see here that the migrant problemt
is one that everybody has well defined as being one that has a great
need and one that poses difficulty in, being able to solve that problem.
I would just like to say that in view of the opinions rendered and the,
facts stated and the many figures given to justify the different trends
of thought, that in my mind there is just one thing that we really need
to come to a conclusion on, in that we have already decided among our-
selves that there is a problem, And that the problem needs to be solved.

-Then we need to put in our mind that we want to solve the problem.
It seems that everyone can say that itis a difficult problem, but no one
is willing to come out and say they are unwilling to tackle the peob-
lem,,difficult though it may be. When we talk about' availability of
care, we think about services, moneys and personnel.

It is rather intriguing to me that we can get money readily to make
studies about migrants when we cannot get money to meet the needs of
the migrants. When w6 talk about continuity of care; it is intriguing
to me that we can continually fund the local State health departments
and county health departments to meet the needs which they admit
that they cannot meet, when we cannot get the money to get the pro-
grams that have demonstrated that they are willing and can to some
degree meet the needs of the health needs of migrants.

Continuity to me is being able to be aware of what -needs to be
done to solve the health needs, health care problems of the migrants. I
would just. like to say to this committee that if you.do anything to
improve the health care of migrants, that is to establish a way to
insure the continuity of care,'to involve. the migrants themselves in the
health care delivery of migrants, to involve genuine concern, where in
more than a political expediency, was the necessary thing. When we
think about migrant care, most of the migrant money is sent to State
or county operated agencies. These agencies are hindered in it .great .

degree by State regulations wherein the consumer-based operations to
some degree can follow the Federal regulation more freely and in my
mind can better give a continuity of care, can better give a quality of,
care wherein they can carry out the intent as set forth in the HIM
guide. I thank you. -)

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Johnston.
(The red statement of Mr. Johnston follows :l
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. JOHNNIE 401-iNSoN,:,egAiAmm OF
THECONSUMER POLICY' BOARD FOR THE PALM BEACH OOHNTXBALTH:
DEPARTMENT MIGRANT NEALTN,BROJECT,

`r...

GENTLEMEN:

:4-havebeen, associated With the Palm Beach County.,
Health Department's Migrant Health .project since April 9,:

when I7waS elected As Chairman. of the newly forMed
Consumer policy poard. ,Since that time I haVel)een selected
for:membershiP on the National:Migrent VealthAdvisory Com-0

'Mittee fOr the DepartMentofNealth-EducatiOn and Welfare
andonthe Consumer poliey Board for the East coaat Migrant
PrOject,;.:7-I am an ex- migrant agricultural worker presently
,employed by the Post Office at Belle Glade, Florida.

'In speaking of health care fOr migrants, three pointls
need emphasis:.

Availability.
quality

-,pOntinuity

With regard to availability; the Palm Beach County
Health Department has done an .excellent job with the-liMit.-,
ed amount of designated for the prOgramhowever,
more

,
personnel are needed and somemeans. to provide for

payment of hospitaliietion before a person developi into
an emergency case. In order 'to provide trUlybomprehensive°-
careto themigrent Population; more Facilities are needed,
but. above everything else ve,Sheuid have better coordina-
tionat'the.National and State levels ofthemoneland ef*
fort being deVated to migrant health. PrOgraMdcare-teing
funded through H.E.W., 0.EX., the Department -of Cbtmerce" :
and through the Office of EddeatiOn. EaCh seems -too approach
the-problem as ifthey were-the may ones in the business.
Tha:most good could be done by .expanding and iMproving. the.-
programs thgt have beenpPerating'in the health field, for
a long time

.

0
4Nr 6With regard to quality, I feel that impro nts in

facilitiee.and in numbers,of professional peoPie.ehould
result in better quality but they ebouldbeJpeopie who are
committed to full -time duty in PrOVidinghealth care for
the migrants. When we speak of.migrants4W:eTretalliinig.
aboutTA Populationthatrequires a lot,of'underStanding;
They have many needs in addition to health, such as educe,.
tionand social handicaps. They-need:to be talight how to
take care of themselves.I.- 7

. .

If availability and quality are iMProved', thAn'contin-
uity Will improve, but great iffiprovementpanbe brought



about by provision of some kind of health insurance that
will cover the cost of care when the migrant is out of the
area where health projects operate.

In testimony I piepared for the President's Committee
on Health Education, I said that the 'Migrant ies the most
displaced and undefined person there is i.s.e is labeled
as a migrant,,a seasonal farm worker,. a nen4-migrant and 14*

a general nobody. label, him as a person :Who truly needs
help.
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Senator STEVENSON. The next witness on thii panel is Olga Villa,
who has worked with mi ants in Florida and Texas and I un
a so in i io, c gang I rnois, ani isconsm.

Ms. Villa, do you have a statement? Do you want to read it, or
summarize it

Ms. VILLA. I would like to express some thoughts off the top of
my head before I go into the prepared statement. With the growing
level of consciousness and identity of farm workers themselves across
the country, we will see many reactions, many reactionary Measures
taken in funding the programs, and I am talking about consumer pro-
grams. I am specifically talking about consumers in boards that are
so desperately and critically needed to go along with the migrant
health programs. If we are talking about self determination and not

.raking them empty words, keep this in mind as I am reading this
statement, and also my statement is going to take you into another area
of the country. Many people have read about it. Many people have
spoken about it. Many people haye visited this part of the country, the
Midwest.

Yet today I can quote studies, data, other material related, but again
the faces of migrant field labor -is changing in the mid-West, but it;
cannot do without migrant health programs, because we are faced with
a special type of problem for the farm worker, that ofhaving a heavily
concentrated amount of farm workers for a small amount of time creat-
ing almost a crisis situation each summer. So our migrant

irers
rant health pro-

grams are not the. Lone Rangers. They are part of adefinite strategy,
and part of, we hope, a national program that will be developed to
help not only farmworkers but resettling rural and poor people.

Migrant work streams' remain relatively the same today, but with
different faces in the mid-West. The open-air fields are changing to
heavy. duty -equipment, like cherry harvesters, beet machines, and
tomato pickers. The next echelon of work is in the canning factories
with people working 12 to 14 hours a day, with little or no extra pro-
visions being made for children or benefits that would accompany a
factory worker, who is a stable citizen of a community.

Many programs are being instituted to alleviate these conditions.
Programs such as migrant resettlement projects like in the State of
Indiana, with the Department of Labor national farmworkers progfrain
retraining migrant workers in vocational training to those who. wish
to resettle in an upstream area. These types of programs are working
in Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Migrant families are staying in
small, rural communities to become stable citizens. Yet we are only
talking* about a small percentage of persons who have any type of
services available to them. We are now talking about areas like the
southeastern corner of Michigan, where 40,000 to 60,000 migrant farm-
workers congregate each summer to do field work and this season the
clinic established there has already reached the point of serving the
number of migrants they helped all during the season last year. There
is a myth that each year less and less migrants are ,needed for field
work, it is just thata myth.

If we are talking about realities we are saying that more migrant
health moneys are needed to serve migrants who travel a. couple of
thousand miles to do the Midwest American a favor, that of working
in the fields, harvesting and canning of the luxury food itemsfbat are
consumed across the country.

t IN Jilt
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Migrant health clinics in the: idwest have provided opportunities
for many migrants not only to be consumers of the programs-but an
opportunity to find em t through the clinic itself, and open
a whole new area of IV 71c to mig,r 'yho would like thgo into some
type of employment.

Continuity quality, and methods of delivery are a priority for mi-
grants healthclinic in the Midwest. Continuity in handling referrals
that are sent with .migrants from their home base, in the type of care,
or in referring patients:to clinics in home base States;. quality in
mobilizing the best available resburces and people to staff clinics.
Methods of delivery haVe changed from-the back of a car trunk to
experimental programs dealing with the HMO concept, and how this
type of program can work with migrants.

It would, be a serious oversight to assume that the numerous agencies
and programs throughout the upstream areas `are classified as migrant
health projects to the specific field of migrant health. Many of the
health projects are multifacet programs which provide comprehensive
service to the migrant, the "settling out" migrant and the "settled
out" migrant.; services which, if discontinued, would result in a short-
age of desperately needed migrants clinics and health services.

One example, of which there are many, is the Muscatine migrant
health project in Muscatine, Iowa (located on the Mississippi), focus-
ing its services in an area which employs several thousand migrants in
agricultural work and food processing plants; this strategically located
center serves migrants and settled-out families in both Iowa and Illi-
nois. In the. past several years it has grown in scope and in personnel
to meet the increasing needs of farmworkers and their families in
health, in adult basic education, in bilingual prog,rams for migrant
and settled-out children, in consumer education, family stabilization,
and job development.. eft

As a leading example of the critical need and potential of upstream
migrant health centers, the Muscatine project serves as a basis of opera-
tion for not only its year around professional employeesdirectors,
nurses, nurses aides, and other outreach medical staff, but also for
VISTA volunteers, Planned .Parenthood workers, educational pro-
grain developers, food stamp services, and le.gal assistance. The migrant
center coordinates and directs weekly clinics staffed by competent
medical personnel from the University of Iowa, and Muscatine Center
provides thorough and comprehensive services, X-ray,, dental physical
examinations, hospitalization, prenatal care et cetera, throughout the
summer months during which the migrants stop to work, settle out, or
pass on to other areas.

Similar to other health centers scattered throughout the migrant
stream, the center houses a thrift shop which provides migrants with
a wide selection of donated articles, clothes, furniture, refrigerators,
stoves, and classrooms for migrant youngsters, expectant mothers, and
farnily-licads.seeking,emplument. In short, this "health project" is the
center around which a conSideiable nurnber all necessary for
the general welfare. of the farmworkers and their families revolve and
sustain themselves. The' elimination of such projects would haveserious
social, political, and economic repercussions in the immediate area of
the operation itself and throughout the migrant stream. .

en
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,-As we move into talking about another reason why migrant health
funds are critical, we Start talking about discriminatory nonprovision
of medical services by---. .- , . :- . .

Hospitals who do not abide by HillfBurton Act, and when they !zlo-
only for the settled urban poor, Sometimes not even for those. .

Welfare departments which deny medical care benefits to migrants
on pretext s. such as nonresidency, inability to -foresee number of rempi- .
entsand thus inability to ap-prepriate moneys.

Doctors who refuse outright to provideservices.to migrants on pre-;
texts such as too many patients or language barriers or outright racial
prejudice. . . . .

By health '. clinics in existence to aid local citizenson the same ex-
cuses as above.. - . .

By-an of the above failing to provide for the language and cultural
differences of migrant workersthus -creating an -unbridgeable-- gap
between -the migrant and health care. . . .

Thus, what is needed is a bridge over troubled waters in the form of
money from the Congress of the 'United States. With all the best bl-
tentions in the worker, the persons who work with the clinics cannot
Work on hope; there must be more money for migrant health programs
in the Midwest. Health services niustbecoine a service available to all,
not aluxury for a few.

I firmly believe.as you go across the members of this table, some of
us have reached a level of frustration in dealing daily with, migrants
in medical health services,- but. I feel this frustration level has pointed
us to a level of action, and we sincerely hope that this subcommittee
will listen to us; make specific recommendations, because we are not
.going home at Christmas. We are in our respective areas to stay. We.
are citizens of this country.- We do not have barriers to cross. I. be- .

lieve the existing agencies should be made responsible. We do not
want to build parallel agencies to serve a specific designed group of ..

people. We want. to beCorne part of that establishment.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you Ms. Villa. Could you tell us more

about the Muscatine center. What happens after. the harvest season? s

Does it continue serving -migrants that have settled, out of the stream,
or does the centreclose down after the season?

If so, what happks to its resources ?
.

Ms. Vir.iA. You must understand, when I -am talking about chang-
ing -faces of the stream, .there is continual process of seasonal farm-
workers all year long.

. . .

As the season starts out. Me person will come into the Midwest, may-
bn

.
to plant, to seed, to work-the grounds. That person might move on.

that farmworker, and we get, another type of farmworker who comes
in to harvest that crop.

Thar person Might move on. Then when we get another type of
farmwoRker who comes into the processing plants, and these processing
plants are growing to a larger and larger degree, and we are getting
peo aceple who stay for anypl from. 4. to 8 months. of the year. They
are still migrant workers who travel. .

.

So the clinic and the need for such services is continuous all year
along.

Senator STENTENsolq. The clinics' services. do continue throughout the
year ;even in the winter? . , ,- .
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Ms. VILLA, Yes. All services, mentioned continually go on year-
round.

Senator STEVENSON. Will the number of persons who fall into that
migratory category decrease in the winter months?

Ms:VILLA. If we use that rationale, then the few that are left need
more medical services because we are not accustomed to the winter.

No they do not fall off, Senator Stevenson: If you are acquainted -

with ;he -
Senator STEVENSON. I am quite familiar With the Muscatine area.

It is of course right across from Illinois.
Ms. Vn.a.A. As you know, people in the Quad-City area constitute a

large percentage of Spanish-speaking people. There is a large resettle-
ment project in that area, sponsored byr.several agencies.

This area every yearand. I have data to back this upsettles over
PO families, That is a lot of people staying; and migrants do not be-
come exmigrants or settled people overnight

Senator STEVENSON. You suggest that they are staying, and that you
continue to serve Them, and at some point I suppose they drop out of the
stream? At the point that they are no longer migrants,. is the migrant
health program still available to meet their needs, or should they not
bedependent on other forms of Federal help

Ms. VILLA. There are other forms of Federal help. The migrant pro-
- grams continue.to help those people who are settling out or migrants

with intent of settling out.
If you are acquainted with the Illinois Migrant Council, they are

in different phases of settling out processes and we can name any num-
ber of resources that are helping the migrant in the total phase of
settling out. .

Senator STEVENAON. This is a question that has worried me. I have
been to a clinic, for example, in the Rio Grande Valley in Texas and
talked with nurses who have said tom' e "Put yourself in our shoes;
what do we do when a woman comes to the door 9 months pregnant,
in labor, and she is not a migrant ?"

Ms. VILLA. That is a justification that has to be readied when that
person walks into the door of that clinic.

'Senator STEVENSON. I' think I know what they do.
Ms. VILLA. Yes; I am sure they do.
Once again, I will emphasize that th linie serves much, muchoirore

than just a medical clinic, as you heard me statesay in a statement.
The elinie servieeS it as a focus, as identity for that community.
Mr. .TtnizEienator 41tevenson, if I may, I would like to attempt

L a partial answer at least' the question that you asked.
My concern and the cOncern of some of my colleagues, not only was

as a migrant, but as seasonal farmworke._ ,r and we address ourselves .

to the issue of seasonal farm Worker, and then we get to talk about not
Tohn Steinbeek's "Caravan" across-the-cohntry7type migrant; but we
are' talking about people who are moving, have high degree of mobil-.

ity, within relatively limited area, 30 to 40 miles. They are seasonals.
-They are no longerpazt of the migrant stream that we were taught to
look at, sort of prjeudicially; there is no caravan that stops at night,
where guys play the guitar and jug a little bit of- wind: that Stein-
beek used to write about. This is absolutely a different kind of problem.

W are dealing with the issues of the seasonal farinworker and the

7 4e-
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migrant:I think it 'is, also of ,grave importance that we recognize that ..
Whether we like it or not we are being forced into the role-of dealing
With some Of, the problems of the rural, poOr or .near poor.

.

It is, you know, difficult, 'and certainly I will not.be a party to -giving
answers to poor people again until we seek from everybody else Sim-
ply becausel for the last 2 years they happen to have lived in the same
pity; and I-am not about to start giving -them the same answer that was
given to them by tradition. I. think they are deserving of serVicei and
we use them tothe greatest extent.poasible.

In the administration's testimony this morning, I would .like to ad-
dress myself to some things they said.

. I became very, very angry about the California, freeze. In the Cali-
fornia 'strategy, funds are frozen for migrant -workers of California,;-,
and I do not know whether you:. were here at the time this issue was
discussed; however, they are frozen; and the implication was that all
funds were frozen in California pending the development of overall
strategy. That is nonsense. All the migrant funds are frozen; all the
migrant 'funds: are frozen; not all health programs are frozen.

'-We saw in King City two programs that are not froien. It tends to
leave the impression that the only onellmt has to be frozen ,oi* studied
is migrant or seasonal farinworkers. The other one, you- do' not have
to go through that process, probably because they have to be located
in areas that would raise a lot of hell.

We are dealing with transient population.
This hearing has heard testimony before on the. powerlessness of

such a population. It is an unfortunate aspect of trying to deal with,
thiS population that you do not generate. the political -muscle that-you
-need to have, to stop people from making this kind of arbitrary de -.
vision. It is unfair to say, that there is programmatic overlap.'I do not
believe there. is programmatic overlap.

There is the center that functions, providing care right flow, con-
fidential health care center, providing the full range of services within
GOO milesI do not know- where the programmatic overlap is occur-
ring, unless they are funding prograins to Los Angeles or_some place.
like that. I have no idea what programmatic, overlap is. I do. know
that there has been a systematic defending of some county projects,
because they have remarkably good statistics, like they see a patient
every 2.4 minutes. 80 patients in 3 hours, or something like that, some
ridiculous amount. That is not care. That is not medical care. That is
mockery. That is shaiiieful.

I am aware we have one of those farces going on not too far from
where we are. I do consider that very much of a program. The .nearest
center fully operational is the one iik13,17awley, and.,thatis. 600.
,ionth. of- Whew Tattr.'The"fe. TS-snpnosed to be in between us,
but the political situation is such that it has never become operational.

The next one is all the way in the State. of Washington.
Senator STEVENSON. The next one is where ?
Mr. JVAREZ. The next migrant health care center, next. comprehen-

sive health care center, or seasonal health.. care center is Toppenish,
Wash., unlesayou go off the valley and go I) into places like Alviso,
and they have their population to take 'care of.

I guess the reason that you freeze migrant programs white you study
health-care needs and da...rtot freeze the rest of- them is because mi.
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grants do not have political power that everybody else has, and also
the seasonal farraworkers. You haire got some rather unique problems
in what happened.

Mr. Huerta can tell you about what happens when they cannot pay.
I would like tell you a little bit about what happens when season-

als cannot pay for services ".'
Senator STEVENSON. I think it has been stated that about 63 per-

cent of the patientsave no way to pay for hospital care.
What do you do then? What do you do if an individual needs hos-

pital care and he falls within the 63 percent?
Mr. HUERTA. In Imperial -County, we try to utilize local county

hospitals. But there have been ,periods where the county hospital has
not been able to secure the services of a' physician and therefore; we
have to resort to traveling some 130 or 140 miles to San Diego and
appeal to the mercy of the medical center there to hospitalize our

. patients; or if by some chance we are able to convince
Senator STEVENSON. You said "medical center." What is the medical

center?
Mr. Him:mt. The University of California, an Diego, medical,

center.
If we are fortunate enough to convince ene of the kcal Hospitals

that indeed this patient may be able to cover the cost. of his hospitalize-
Iion, and if he has sufficient property or collateral, then we may be able
to hospitalize that patient there.

Senator KENNEDY. At the medical center? .

Mr. IlumrA. At the local level.
Senator STEVENSON. Is there a problem of admission at the medical

center ?
Mr. HUERTA. Most of the patients that we are able to hospitalize

at the medical center. are those cases which the hospital considers teach-
ing cases and are of an unusual nature. Otherwise, they will not accept
them either. And also became of our close proximity to the border, the
patient will go to Mexico and seek services there.

Senator STEVENSON. Do xou mean American citizens iTossiog .fo,
Mexico?

Mr. HUERTA. Yes, sir. Imperial County* is unique, because as I men-
tioned, it is only 20 miles from the Mexican border, or the county

;hers with Mexico, and the entire lifiperial County has a population
of 75,000 persons, and the city on the Mexican side is a city of 400,000
individuals, and there are approximately 600 licensed physicians in
that area, and most of their patients come from the American side of
the border.

Senator STEITNSON. These are American citizens, not, illegal aliens.
who cross the border to Mexico to seek health services that they can-
not, because of poverty, receive in the united StatP14

Mr. HUERTA. Not only do they cross, but they also reside in -Mexico,
because they are farmworkers and the wages are minimal, and it is
much cheaper for them to live on the Mexican side of the border.

.A.s..zin example, the average rent fdr an apartment. is 300 pesos
'
'or

$24kkiiie0ion money ;.so it is much cheaper for them to live on the
side.

11.04Nihen they come into the TTnited States for medical care, they
areAnied medical care because they are not residents of the county;
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they are not residents of the United States, even though they are
American citizens. ,

Senator STEVENSON. The services they receive in Mexico' are from
doctors in private practice at lower cost than in the United States;
or are these publicly provided services ?

Mr. Iferpim, These are all private, fee for services, services that they
receive. If I can give you an example the average physician visited
in Imperial County is approximately $8 and in Mexico it would be $3.
It is much more economically feasible for migrants to cross into Mex-
ico for their care, when they cannot find care elsewhere or cannot af-
ford it.

Senator STEVENSON. How does the quality of care compare'?
Mr. IIrEnTa. It has wide range, but I would assure you the migrant

receives probably minimal or low- quality care simply because, in
Mexico, there are not the laws pertaininglaws pertaining to medical
service is not as stringent as the United States. Therefore, they have
a large number of people who practice medicine without a license or
under any form of regulation.

Senator STEVENSON. I address these questions to the whole panel.
Would you be in favor of a separate congressional authorization for

hospital care Fo that in your request for a continuing grant, you would
be able to request specified sums of money for that purpose ?

Mr: IIrERTA. I certainly would.
Mr. FEDAN. We certainly would be in favor of a separate funding

pattern for the hospitalization. I am at a loss as to where to
begin even to say why we would need it, because I really think that,
most of the reasons have been covered in various testimonies. I would
like to add simply that in our center, Orange Cove, and I think Brawley
center had similar experiences, that at least 60 percent of the people
are not covered by any form of insurance, that hospitalization being a
rather sophisticated form of insurance coverage, you know it is even
higher; that is, people that are covered by some form of insurance
but are not covered by hospitalization.

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Johnston, you made some observations ab'out
State regulations.

(Wild you elaborate?
Mr. JOHNSTON. I am from Florida, and most of the migrant and

health programs are run by State and county health organizations,
and these organizations are usually governed by Stite regulations con-
cerning personnel, and so forth.

Senator STEVENSON. Is your opinion based on experience in a par-
ticular State? If so, which one?

Mr. JOHNSTON. In Florida.
Senator STEmsslq. Florida?
.Mr. Jourrstox.'I am more familiar with the black migrant, even

though he is not as large a part of the migrant population as the Mex-
ican American, but there is a. substantial number of black migrants:
and the problem with black migrants to some degree I am more familiar
with that than Mexican Americans.

In the black migrant population you have more seasonal farmwork-
ers than von do really the migrating migrant. 'When I think of health
care for migrants. I have to think along this line. To me the best
thing that has helped them for migrants. as I know there are such

,7
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things as HMO's and camprIlhensive health care for mi nte, and
in most State-run programs we find most of the care on the episodic
side of natureA/ale is nothing being done on a comprehensive basis,
because we are having a problem to make the changes, to conform
to the regulations, you have to go through the State legislation and
get certain laws or statutes -changed, wherein you could conform to
them.

These are the problems that I see.
-We had ,a project that came out that we should have a consumer

policy board; in most States they could not conform to the regulation,
if they come in conflict with State ruleS and regulations concerned with
personnel.. With our specific project in Palm Beach CountyI am
chairman 'of that board -rand what we did to keep some form of
migrant health care going on was to sign a resolution delegating
authority that had been given to the, consumers back to the States,
so the States could adhere to State regulations. So .you could see, the
problem that ...we lume _therft

When we, talk about hospital funds, I certainty would' suggest that-
hospital funds be set aside, you know, separate from existing funds,
and that maybe through this committee or by some means, the funds
could be delegated in a manner wherein the services would not be
handled by State regulations and that the major programs that are
funded by HEW are State run.

Senator SernvEwsoN. Do State and tocal regulations commonly re--
quire a degree of consumer participation?

Mr..JOIINSTON. The degree of consumer participation increased about
years ago.
Senator SuvEssox. As a result of what?
Mr. JonwsTo.N. As far as I know it increased as a result of policy

from III4.1W concerning
Senator STEVENSON. What about State and local regulations?
Mr. ,Tunanz. State regulations, it has -been our example, generally

address themselveg to administrative processes and not to citizen par-
ticipation. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that you are going to have
any kind of consumer participation in any kind of health care services
provided to State agencies.

In fact, some States were threatenkl with a loss of their funds un-
less they created and were given 1 year for compliance, unless they
created consumer advisory boards. Ours is more than consumer advis-
ory boards.

Senator SiEVENSON. You are getting at my next point, which is how
the HEW' regulations on consumer participation are being imple-
mented in the States and at the local level. It would be helpful to us
if you could address some comments to that question.

Mr. Tt'AREZ. We have' an advisory bbard comprised principally of
professionals in various fields. Then we have administrative boards
which is a policymaking board, which is comprised mostly of migrant
aid seasonal farmworkers. Some of our board members meet the defini-
tion of migrant in the most classic sense, in that they leave the State
of California and miss tcvo or three hoard meetings when they are out
lia rvest i rig in Washington.

The way in which the regulations affect us is in a very positive vein,
because for the first time, people have alternativesthey have created
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alternatives for themselves, in the education processthat is, if they
were not hampered so much by a lot of politics, of which they have
no control, but actually were able to exercise programmatic controls,
they were supposed to, then I think the quality of service would group.

Because they are more apt to demand, more of what they need than
administrators are willing to give them, if they do not advocate for.
themselves.

Under the consumer advisory board or on the consumer advisory
board that we have, they do just exactly that. They advocate for them-
selveS, and they decide priorities on what they want the money to goto.

It was our recent experience that we had a proposal from one of our
dental societies offering to provide, on fee - for - service basis, service to
the clinic, and the consumer board rojecte,d. this. They could see no way
of developing any ongoing or continuous medical care by attempting to
refer out what medical and medical care were not covered. They did ,

not see that as a viable role for themselves. That is quite a step taken,
development of sophistication, to understand if you are constantly pay-

.... ing out and developing no capital, no process for service delivery, that
you are developing nothing but additional payments systems.

Senator STEVENSON'. Is there not also a medical question as to what
kind of health services are needed and can, within the available re-
'sources, be delivered ?

Mr. JrnitEz. Say that again.
Senator STEVENSON. I am asking if it is not also a medical question

involved in determining your priorities, as to what services are needed
in the area and what can be effectively delivered with the resources that
are available ?

Mr. ArAnzz. I think that is a medical question only after you have
had a sufficient amount of experience to attempt to. deal with the pri-
orities settled by the people first.

If no one has prior experience, a physician can only come in and
make judgments as to what medical priorities should be once he has
had experience with the population.

Then he has recourse, if he is employed with our center, of thus
making rectimmendations to the board antrrthus setting medical
priorities.

I do not believe that you can, aside from describing generalized
health needs as has been done by Federal regulation,* you cannot
specify, you know, in each separate ease what is necessary for each in-
dependent project, because the needs are different.

Mr. FEDAN. In this particular case, the question was never a medical
question. It was a question of organization. The decision that the
board made was one which involved how is the money going to be
channeled.

The decision they made was whether or not that money was to be
used to pay outlying area dentists for the care they would .provide to
out patients versus having our own dentists onsite.

The board felt and voted so that channeling this money to pay to the
dentist, in the area would be no different than from--essentially being
the same as medical or any other party payor. They strongly felt that
their role was not to obtain third-party payments for private
physicians.
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Ms. Viir,A.. Addressing myself baek to the Unestion. of consumer
boards, there is going to be a very slight change in the Midwest, because
in tip new regulations of the migrant health provisions, they specifi-
Cally state that in grant-giving mechanisms a policy or advisory board
be created. Once again, I remind you of a particular aspect of the Mid-
west : we have II, large number of migrants in a small. Amount of time;
and this is going to be difficult, but it is not that difficult to obtain.

I would certainly hope, and as we are goi g through now tile cre-
ation of advisory boards, that these regulati ns and guidelines that
are written tip have some strength and have s e teeth by the adminis,
tration to go through implementing these boards to he projects.

We have a dual system of county boards, not ecifically in the
Midwest but, like Jo 'hnny was saying .in Florida, t ie money goes- to
thA region, and the region goes to the States, and the States usually
allocate them through local health departments,- and there are laws
enacted by the State legislators that prevent these moneys from being
handled by policy or an advisory board ; and in this instance, it would
be migrants.

We are watching very, very closely the development of these boards
and these advisory committees, because they must come about if the
consumer is truly to become a recipient, not only ,of the services but
of the actual inyol i'liment in the projects.

Mr..TouNwrozi. I would just like to say concerning consumer boards;
this is a problem we have. In some places, you might have what yo,p call
policy boards. In other places, they are advisory boards.'

I think when the regulation was brought out, they were going to
be policy boards. And difficulty arises when one part of the regulation
says, well, the board should nofinvolve itself in the-day-to-day opera-
tions of the project. .This is stretched a long way as to what is the
difference between day-to-day operation and to what the board should
really be concerned about, making policies or set priorities only. And
within the State-run or county-run programs, we really have advisory
boards, and there is a whole lot of problems that evolve when you
start talking about consumer or policy hoards.

You have State planning agencies. You have the local planning
agencies ; and by the time you meet all the regulations set, forth by
these agencies, you really do not have a board really doing that much.

Our board is one of the better boards in Palm Beach County.. I am
chairman of that board and I can truly say that the board has at least
Anne some good in that it has been affiliated with the Department to at
least know what they are doing after they set the program in action and
can relate that much to the people.

I would not say that we really have come to the point of making
policy; because generally what is said that we do not have the expertise
to really set policies, we do not have the know-how to really budget
and make priorities where money should berspent and different things
like that. It has been said that some group was being sought for con-
tract to train the boards.

I understand this is going to happen over a 2-year period, by which
time we will probably have a new set of regulations and the board
will rent be any good ; and we start all over again. So it was a very good
idea : but, we still come back to the same problem. We have the need
for the board, but nobody can really come up with a way to minke the
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board function. I do' not think there really is a truly viable board in
that there is no board that has finer, means or methods to go around
or walk .within the regulations as opposed to State regulations goy-

, erning the grants or the grantee.
Ms. VILLA. Just. another remark.
There is no instant consumer board and member, -no such animal has

been created. yet. I do fully believe that if migrant consumers can be-
come hoard members,lt is going to be a matter of time.

You asked about the medical services, if they were to take
well, this is typical stereotyping you get from a lot of people:: You
say, 'How can you administe.ra shot; how can you give an operation
this is why we need money; because we can create our priorities and ,

purchase the services of a physician.
The market itself dictates what hours the clinic should be open. If

there is an epidemic or long line of flu, whatever it may be, that
priority is going to come from the board.

What type of services they want is really essential to making their
project go. You have heard testimony this morning from California
where there is three of the largest consumer-based projects in the
country; and I think we should seriously look at these projects and
their development of their consumer boards and the policy role to
other parts of the country also.

Senator STEVENSON, Can you tell .us a little bit more about your
experiences with consumer-based projects on the one.- hand and on
the other the projects sponsored by medical societies, State and local
health departments, and the like?

Ms. VILLA. I will start out with the consumers. It is a very simple
thing.

You have heard testimony from the project. al 'Orange Cove and the
other project. The amount, of services offered at these clinics is tremen--

- dous. It is almost more than an average citizen could obtain, and on
. the -policy board, the, people, are not only serving as members, but they

alSo haw pride and dignity in their program. It is their program.
They are administrating it.

Secondly, when you walk into, let us say, a county-run health de-
partment project, the stereo atmosphere, you walk in, and by chance if
they have an interpreter you areln luck. If they doimot, you sit there
and wait with a number in your hand- to be called.

Third, such as in the ease of Johnny in Florida, you 'travel long
distances, maybe from one 'part of the State to the other and face
all types of discriminating practices at hospitals, private physiCians.
So basically the only difference in consumer-run projects and the
other kind 'Of projects with migrant health moneys, the people's sup-
port and interest! generates much better quality of service, methods
of delivery. And with the underlying dignity, it is their project.

Mr. IrrERTA. I had a pouplo ref comments.
One, in our particular project we have performed air alliance with

the medical center again at the university so that one of our board
Members represents the Department of Community Medicine who
is.able'to offer sophisticated comments in regards to medical programs
and so forth.

This person is a physician as well as a professor at the center
there.
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In. addition, we have a board 'member who, up until very recently
was the head of the farm workers health service with the State of
California, who also has considerable experiences in programs.

But I think the real point I wish to make is that by having the con,
sumer program, its benefits are beyond. that of just the center. Our
board has become sophisticated in the 2 years of operation, so they
have gained a certain amount: of dignity that was not there before.

They have been able to work in their individual little cities, have
;been able to start community programs -that are verythat are

tterned very much like the clime. They have established - consumer -
ant types of city programS, and so as you see. the benefit is not

just for the center, but it goes way beyond that into. the community.
Senator STEVENSON. Are the consumer-based projectsas a rule able

to develop good relations with professional 'groups, hospitals,. and
so on?

Mr. Ilitirm. In our case, unfortunately, our influence for one
reason is out of the county. Iris with the medical center in San-Thego,
simply because the local medical center time and time again has said
they want to do nothing that can be construed as support for 'their_
program; so they: have applied pressure on other local physicians
who might otherwise,have become involved witivour center, although
this is changing. But it is still very negative.

Senato; STIWENSON. Anxgher comments
Mr. JUAREZ. Our experience has been in Orange Cove gene'rally

the. same. We exist in a rather hostile atmosphere; in,terms_of where
we are at in relation to medical professionals. They do not like us
as a-matter of 'philosophy. I do not knout Why not. It is our under-
standing we are not hurting them at all: They are still seeing it great
number of patients and still overworked.

There are specific providers with whom we do get along. Our physi-
- cians aro on the staffs at local hospitals and take calls that any private
physician would have to do. I would like to, address myself also, just
momentarily, to the consumer board and discuss the sort. of scattered
effect of what happens by having an entre into the community, the
center makes itself a viable entrance point for .other services to be de-
livered) into the community.

'People who are normally inaccessible bemuse there is iio communi-
cation ehannel, Become accessible not only to us, not only to our own
center, but otlier medieal providers serving the same population.

You speak about the fact that we have mental health servie(i there
which costs us nothing. The University, of California uses us as an
entrance point for their ncobile clinic.

"The development of cooperative systems, so that we do not all ask
. for funds for the saine thing, is beginning to oitefir. So long as there is

some type of personal involvement, there will be this kind of effect and-
it will be this kind of feeling' about it. There is also educatiofial process
that goes on for the eonsumer participation on the board where it re-
gards emotional and mental illness as something not to be hidden and
something to b dealt with as an illness, They -do not hide members of
their family who are emotionally disturbed.

We have -seen that happen occasionally, where we have gone into
their homes and had people hiding- members of their family, and
intervened.:

a4851 0 1.4,- a



These things are happening. These things can. be demonstrated and
they Will continue to happen as long as we have an entre to com-
munities, as long as we are accessible.

It is our accessibility that niakes it valuable. It is citizens partici-
pation and-not-his-feeling of complete inability; tocope with anything.

Mr. Hui:fern. 'Let me give you another example of the consumer,
program. lir

Again becatise of our very .close proximity to the border, we have a
terrific problem of TB. Again, there -are a large mimher of residents
in the county who have recently immigrated into the :United' States,
legally immigrated into the United States.

When they contact TI3, we report these people tothe health depart-
ment, -and theoretically they go to health department and seek
care.

Now, the health department, in turn, because of recent immigration, P.
report them to the immigration department,- because they have not

:Amen in. the count .y.over 5 years and therefore they become a liability
to the Federal Governinent anyway, and they are reported to the
Federal GOvernment. 4.

,Now, theyr become aware of this they will not go to the health
: department for treatment simply .because they do not want to be
'turned down, sO they come to our center because they know very well
that we are at part of' the -established delivery system there, and we
will not report them to the immigration department; we are able
t-6 practice communicable disease control simply because IN are a con-
sumer-based program.

Senator Srevnwsoic. Do you find attitudes among p essionals
changing as consumer-based projects continue and are accepted in

* their own communities? Does the hostility which you refer- to begin
to abate and do they become more accepted ? -

Mr. HUERTA. One of our big problerrls is the ,active-Opposition of
some of the organized healthcare providers.

Senator STEVENSON, That is what I am getting at s that continting,
or is it beginning tdchange ?.

Mr. IlvarrA: I do net perceive any great change except in individ-
uals. :Ilsrpolicy for most of the health care providers from the area
I's that they are hostiled us.

Mr. -FEDAN. Just to add to that, the point, I think, is this : that.
whenthe programs started,: it was a questiorhof whether .we are going
to be there ta-nexkinofitli. A year later is whether we are ping to
be funded for the next fiscal yeay. .

Two years later, the - criticlif issues are no longer whether we are
going, to exist or not, hut, what is the internal organization of the
project; for example, whether or not we are going to be able t add'
a 'dental program, Whether, or not the inigrant funds are to be-
increased. V

. So this developmental change, I think, has occurred as a whole.
Nevertheless, I think we still have countless times in which 'opposition
has made itself quite clear. ,

Mr. lirrga724'4, Also, Senator,- we have been able to obtain services from
.physicians Itho have come specifically to the centers, which, is not
livailable in the county. Therefore, other physicians want avail
themselves of these Sell/ices, and I am talking ieregard toorhope,dic
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surgeons. I am talking about board certified internists that our par-
ticular county does not haye. So it is very hard to feel bad against
someone that you want to form a partnership with. So sometimes by
doing this, we have been able to forth a bridge where previously none
existed.
.-Senator ;STEVENSON. Primarily with individuals?

- Mr. HUERTA. Right.
Senator STEVENSON. I understand your projects have been fre

- quently visited by site team -visitors, study groups, evaluation teams.
Have you ever seen the final copy of their reports?
Mr...HtiEnTA. In the last year, we-received two financial audits, one

complete program and financial audit, plus an additional audit and
program audit by Wolf & Co. So I think in the last year alone we had
five different investigations going on at different times sometimes over-
lapping, plus various members from the Department of Health, Edu-

o cation, and Welfare, who madeonsite visits.
For a time, I dial not know what investigation was going on.
Senator STEVENSON. You wanted to respond to that question too?
Mr., JtrA0z. I merely wanted to say 'amen22...
We haveieen too-many _investigators that Wink are spending more

Money OirinVe'stigating us than on funding us.
Senator STEyENsdrr, What conies from theitInvestigations ?
Have you everseen any reports? .

Mr JUAREZ. This is exactly:the point .I was going to make. What
we have received are a number of questions, normally the- process takes
place, and receive '0;'7numbeir of questions, we get an answer, your
answers were unsatisfactory ; therefore, so and so will be at,your side
on sueli7uficr sited- "a date, and you know so and so comes up, and we
never find out what happened as a result of the investigation.

I know that. Dr. Bansmer and Miss Villa here were part of a site
visit team that made specific recommendations regarding the Cali-
fornia migrant piogram. I know because we stole portions of that
report,--7

Senator KENNEDY. Use another word, just "borrowed? ' or "copied."
Mr. eTUAREZ. It iehonest. The report was not made public. It was

suppressed. What has been implemented is those things which seem
definitely directed at stppi,Nsing the program. The only thing they

. have implemented is the thought there ought to be. an.overall strategy.
You know, I know for a fact that we were recomeaded for a, higher

-until overall
We have not been funded any higher, but we are frozen

-'until overall strategy is completed, and that seems to me a very pre-: .
judicial attitude tb take.

If you are going to adopt a report, adopt a, report. If You are not
going to, adopt it, do not adopt it. Do not adopt those things which
happen to fit with political, strategy, that you are developing for
fundiuk base/That -is Whit anger me so well.

Senator Kgriristi7-. Are there -any other health programs frozen in
California, other than migrant?

addressed myself to that earlier. There are none, only
migrants need to be frozen and studied.

Mr. IIrrEnTA. Alsoby the mere fact that they have frozen the funds
for our programs is that- it. is ,going tar -have ivy=- detrimental effects
on the programs; and I am. sure that perhaps the.strategy is7to destroy
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the--Kograms'and_blame this matter entirely onconsumers ar say'
look, consumer programs do not work.- .

Mr. F4DA1T. I guess that the general pattern that e hav seen over
the past couple of years is simply one in which we ve ivecl fairly
often all kinds of programmatic and fiscal audits, 'ith hick we col-
laborate readily and then we do not see absoIntel an results of any
of these studies.

0 Only by means outside of normal channels ar
what they said about u

Ms. VILLA. Elaborat
about doctors, and
.without putting it

g on what Senator,
o not think we could ge

own for the record, of fe
how the professio als get along, I consider
professional' Intsis of different systems of
and the fear comes in the point of pro
body is doing my job."

The other point is, they always br.
are doing, is Watered down medics
fear is the fear for payment, that
of the people going to the clinics .,.
i I firmly believe that if the are talking about good, ality health

care,..and less of- official 'ca IV, getting down to,the s'e ice ofraCtu.-
ally delivering services to t e consumers, and in talking-ab ut reports,
we can report ourselves t , death and we will never come up with ade-
quate methods of deliy sing health care. It is an everchanging one,

I may be belittling yself in saying this, but in seeing many of the
programs across th ountry, in every different facet arid, every dif-
ferent phase, run every Tom, Dick, and marry, there should be a
national-strategy There has to be one, and it should start at the na-
tional, office, a good coordina,ted, healthy efforCbY every agency deal-
ing with the migrant. . ' 4 , P

ealth is one aspedt,bilit itis not total priority of the migrant's li-fq.
In dealing with these related agencies, I think political barriers Will

and have to be broken down hem, because the national strategy is just
such. The harassment that goes on and everything elsewill have to be
cleared up here, not as we say passing the buck to other people or prof -
-ect directors. , .

Mr. FEDA.ir. At the risk of overburdening you with information
.$enator STuvENsoN. I do not feel overburdened, except with the

responsibility, of course.
.

Mr. FEDAN. Let me just say, addressing myself to the eptiestion of
studies, we know and I know' that the only way you can plan is if you
have data, appropriate data with which to plan. Therefore, obviously,
-common sense dictates that there should be some system of data &Alec-
tion and cost accounting, et cetera.

We are most willing to cooperate with any agency who comes down
and requests from the project', like they are supposed to; that we in
fact get together Some-place, sombholakhd formulate a syStein that

.

would in fact meet the requirements friatpluittgeneies have.
In fact,:that which we have been subjected to is a series of crisis-

.oriented inquiries that do .not publish anything, butleave the project
totally demoralized for a period. of time.

L .

e able to find out

venson was asking
away with the subject

t, when you asked about
e clinic has as much on a

elivering health care now;
essional indignation, "Some-

,-*g down is that this is.what they
e; and the third and unexpressed
ey are going to be lessened beeause
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Senator ST-1vE 24soff. M8. Villa mentiOned-Rar. .That fear exists
with the bureaucracy, and especially with respect to the new and ex-
operimental programs that something is going to go wrong and- the
btfteancracy will be blamed,. That may be part of the difficulty .here.

think we better move on. I_ do want to thank you all for, joining
us. Your testimony has been very. helpful, and very convincing.

We are pleased .to have as our next Witness, Dr. Gustav Bansmer,
Grandview Clinic, Grandview, Wash.

He is currently. chairman of the National Migrant Health Advisory.
Committee. He has also served' on other national advisory committees,:
including a mental health advisory .committee:'

Dr: Bansmer has been a pioneer in rural health and. currently -.di;
rects the Grandview Clinic. in Washington. ,.

We are grateful to you, Dr. I3ansmer, for joining us this morning.

STATEMENT OF GUSTAV BANSMER, M.D., yAKIMA. VALLEY CLINIC,
GRANDVIEW, WASH. -

Dr. BANSUnIt. Thank you.
I do not mean to be a textual deviate, but rather than read the whole

thing, I thought I would summarize what I have stated in the written
statement

I think we-are all aware of how the problem got. here. The Migrant
was just like many other people, brought in because they were chedp
labor. They fulfilled the needs' Of migrants and farmers at the- time.
Now they are a problem because they, did come into these areas and
they have stayed. Now we recognize some of the problems that theY
brought in. .

In a quick summary, their bask health problems were those of any
poor people:* the:composite of dirt, poor nutrition, ignorance, and
neglect by the communities that sought their labor.

The first efforts to do something about the health problems of mi-.
grantswere one-shot quick and dirty clinics where people were seen
quickly, given some medication and sent on their way..

A:: a result, you have any number of duplications., You hiive omis--
sions and you have very superficial care.

The development of more sophisticated programs were undertaken,
but by this time, there was a mixture of compassion, and fear; fear
that these peopleintroduced both epidemic disease or new diseases or
so- called endemic disease in their area.

The migrant does have a,, unique situation. He is largely underedu-
cated. He is brown. He is alien in his own native land.

Now, as to health care delivery problems :
Although the. Meiican-American migrant laborer has all the hall-

marks of poYerty, in addition he is not fluent in English. He is obYl-
ously easily separated from the rest of the community, and I think.
that where they do settle out, the _first a foremost fear is that these,
people are going to intermarry \yitlithe generatioM and this cre;.
ates tremendous social crisis Wit in th community.

The-first barrier to; the usual a d r tomary care that anyone finds
in the Medical prograni is the dolls arrier. In summary, the migrant
has not only the problems of race, pokerty, language, but, he lives in
rural America which has a medical crisis of its own.
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The presence of the migrant and his limited ability to pay for medi-
cal- care represents a problem that has been handled by strategic
neglect

With the passage of the Migrant Health ACtf 1962, we did develop
better services which establishe s I- ealth "depart-
ments and medical societies, and now to migrant health centers.

Most migrant medical centers recognize the totality of man's health
and recoomze it not in the narrow sense, but rather in the broad sense
of that totality which included his physical, his emotional and eco-
nomic wellkbeing, not merely the absence of disease.

This is the so-called HSMHA philosophy, the HSMHA policy,
HSMHA strategy it goes by various names. However, as sophistica
tion of treatment of migrants and their health problems increased,
there is also an evolutionary attitude on the. part of organized medi-
cine, the power structure in the community, and all of these people
ivho represent the'force of opposition.'

At first, it was one of rather strategic neglect.' It matured to open
and vigorous hostility.

Now, I have had an opportunity to examine some of these migrant
programs, and I think we, c.an say the inequities, the inconsistencies
and injustices of the health- care enterprises were most painfully
portrayed. Orl

The migrant is still a 'Very necessary force in the agricultural area.
Without them, agriculture could not go on. I think we can state that
the health care programs available to migrant. fttrmworkers and his
family had the following characteristicS: they were very limited in
scope, they were outside the mainstream of care; they were segregated
from other health sources and they were struggling for survival in a
hostile environment and they lacked financial stability.

I think we should point out only in tligse areas where there were
federally -funded,- federally initiated programs; was even this limited
and inadequate Service available.

These were the better situations and yet I must still conclude that
the, overall, programs are inadequate and too few in number to be
effective.

You ask is the .program appropriate. I think we can state without
equivocation that it is appropriate, That it is necessary for a large,
underserved major economic need of this countryCie migrant, agri-
cultural laborer is a vital necessity to the well being of agriculture.
It is completely obvious that mechanization is reducing hand labor,
but Agriculture will still require large volumes of labor, large volumes
of agricultural technicians and mechanics. .

JTntil such time as this Nation develops a national system systems
" of health. care delivery Which will permit' each individual to have

access to comprehensive health, care or until such time as the Nation
eliminates those arrangements which require separate health tare
delivery mechanisms for...\yafious ethnic or:income groups, it 0

cumbent on the Goyeinmeritif the "United States to`g-ive more atten-
tion, more 'support to the health care needs of the migrant farinworker., .

We, must-still recognize that this approach to th4ealth care of the
migrant farmworker is not the last and best answer to this, probleni
it is ,a temporary answerbut a most necessary ans*r at this time.

We must recbgnize that this present approach does do a significant
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good; it "sheds light On very "basic, unresolved defects in the health
care delivery system in. the Nation.

.Perhaps. _most importantly it demonstrates that the health care
system in rural, agricultural America is in crisis and demands urgent
attention. We must seek new alternatives for delivering and receiving
health care inrural areas and we must make highquality, financially
accessible health care available to all of rural America.

Is the program aPpropriate
The migrant health program is appropriate. The pastfunding was

well justified and new funding should be establishedbut in increased
amounts.

iThere are at present several outstanding programs .developing in
migrant healththe.program suffers, however, by being a conglomer-
ate of varied enterprises.

The. lack of uniformity and extensiveness is an effort'at dollar
stretching. With more adequate funding; a: unification of effort could
be developed at. all levels; it. could create an evenhandedness that
enhance ouality,-effectiveness and strenki.

It would and should develop systini0)f prepayment so that it can
transcend the viability that annual Federal funding offers to a point
where it can develop economic stability and become a durable part
of an effectiVe medical care delivery system. This durability can be
developed from its own worth, but it must jilso be adaptable for in-
clusion into a larger, Pter, regional or nationaT2sem, of health care.

The program should not limit itself to 'inediCal care for migrants,"
but must accept the larger definition of health care as its goal. There
is an obvious commonality to the problems of migrants throughout
the 'United States. Ironically, much of their health care problem is
equally true of rural America. With this commonality of problems,
it is reasonable to assume that there should be a common answer. --

The basis of that answer should have-these-as a criterion-
1. Be uniform to insure a uniform range of services and costs;
2. An ability to integrate the programIlinto regional and na-

tional programs;
3. The ability to exchange skills and personnel ; and
4. Provide the consumer with both geographic and social

mobility.
I stress that the areas of service should be large so that we do not

face the irony of migrants settling in one area only because of health
and welfare benefits. This is a problem we recognize very clearly in
the Northwest. However, with all this, there must be sufficient flexi-
bility so that it can be adapted to local needs and local, unique
problems.

With the development of not merely a viable system of health care
for migrants but a durable one, one which can utilize not only sub-
sidies, but other sources of income, we Will in reality be approaching
the answer for the pattern of health care delivery in all of 'rural
America. .

Probably the delivery of health care to the m igrant agricultural:
worker and rural America in general will present the thorniest sectors
of the problem of national health care delivery.

In rural areas we have major. regional variations; we have, the
problems created by unstable populations, as well as noncompact pop-
illations and lack of common employers.
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These are complex problems but still they must be answered and we
must -develop an effective approaCh that will have both stability and.!.t .
latitude for flexibility. I am also confident that we have the intellectual
and technical ability to accomplish all this.

The migrant health program has fulfilled.the intent of its program
authorsit has addressed itself to the 'problems of migrant health;
it has made significant progress despite inadequate funding. The

\ Migrant Health Act should be extended; it should have significant
. increase in funding and its scope and range of services should be

extended.
Now, I have a Critique of the problems of establishing health care

facilities in rural areas. -

One. can draw best from personal experience.
First,of all, any innovsktive effort in medicine is looked upon with

suspicion, -every change from the customary is a threat. ' /My own career began with Group Health Cooperatives in Seattly.
We had a handful of families, many of whom had niortgaged,thote
homes and farms to develop the clinic. Their intent was to7seek an
answer to one aspect of the economic problemS of medicine.

This was promptly attacked by organized medicine Prepaid care by
any agency other than the service bureau created by Lind for the society
was declared unethical. Therefore, any physician employed by Group
Health was unethical and in violation of standards.

This meant. expulsion from organized medicine.
After much painful and oftentimes., ridicurous discussions we took

our case to the courts and ultimately 'Von a unanimous. judgment in
the State supreme court.

This was a long and unnecessary struggle, but in the, process,-Mainly
by court sanctioned opportunity to review 'Society records, we dis-

. covered that the medical school at the University of Washington was
opposed also because it represented an economic -threat ; tke Mason
Clinic was intimidated into compliance because it represented an
economic threat.

Our experience, was not unique. Dr. Russell Lee, the respected di-
r6t.tor of the Palo Alto Clinic, tried to console us during those years
by pointing out that he learned a long time ago that tli.old piety of
medicine- -it's the principle. not the moneyreally meansit's the
money, and the principle doesn't have a damned thing to do. with -it.

In rural areas, this same fear of innovation exists. It exists among
the profession and the consuming public. The rural areas acquire the
trappings of modernity mere slowly they recognize their aeficieneies
and their needs but there is no uniform voice, there is no real sp.Olies7,_
man for rural people.

There is much saccharinity in the speeches about the good old Z.;(4ii='.-
tryside and the end result of this is.that rural America suffers acutely
from neglect and exploitation. This is true in all spheres of -social,-
economic and political effort. This will continue and remain a dif-
ficult probleM because of the diffusion of the population,- the tendency
of county commissioners to serve the power structure.

The power structure, in our area is the same as we, have found in
our exploration of other-areasthere is broad interlinkage between
the press, 'the political-structure, the commercial forces. There is gross
tax inequity just as there is gross service inequity.

89
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Just as slum areas in .the inner cities have poor streets, poor sewa-ge
disposal mechanisms, inadequate social services, these are equally true
in rural areas-in general, and this is why rural -America looks to the
Federal support forlignoVative programs and support for those pro-
grams.

The neglect of local problems in the rural areas is probably the most
troublesome factor in city problems. The municipal poor are refugees
froin rural poiltty: Probably no area of poverty is more resistant to
solution than rural poverty.Welfare.programsboth the general sup-
port programs and the medical care programstitle XIX fundsare
.considered by the power structure as a blight, when actually it is an
agricultural subsidy. It is de facto the accidental guaranteed annual
wage that maintains. the labor pool that makes possible the growing
and harvesting of crops.

This is tht' background that4makes the development of innovative
nontraditional forms of medical care payment difficult to establish. In
those areas where good use is made of title XIX fundsLa reasonably,
good and workable system can be developed.

Ttadditionally good migrant health centers are created, then we
create the irony that the near poor, the noncategorical people are ex-
cluded and they in their turn become the underserved.

Additionally, where migrant centers or any other health center is
developed which serves ethnic or categorical; groups, they do solve-
a technical medical problem, but -add a new form of segregation
and increasing estrangement.

We have tried consistently to apprOach the resolution of this prob-
lem. We feel that the two principal barriers to developing an effective-
system of medical care delivery -are the almost universal fee for serv-
ice methods of payment and the solo practitioner.

We do not, assume-that they will or should be wiped out, but groups
are a better artswer. George are in the minority and they are suspect
because it is feared they have the potential for expansion and swallow-
ing all of medical practice, a .sheer impossibility, but never the -less
felt; Ad it represents a. hazard to tho effectiveness of a group.

The first approach must be edUcational. We have done long years
of missionary work and gradually, very, very gradually sonic accept-
mice of the group phildsophy is building.

Together with this there is the need to develop theelimate for con-
' Aleiing something other than the ancient., traditional method. This,
too, is developing.

The outlook is brighter and the opportunity for constructive change
exists. However, despite the better climate, the next hazard is funding
there are no funds other than those which can be generated fromthe
practice. Frankly, we have found no State, Federal, or ivate agency
willing to explore these possibilities. ...

In the summary I have attached a chronological review of what we
have failed to accomplish despite !having 'hired a pleasant, knowl-
edgeable and committed young CPA to devote full-time. to attempting
to develop,support and seek seed money. -

Although the HM() is a nice term, we feel it is something to talk
about but not. utilize. The definitions of an urban HMO. are vague;
but no real definition of rural HMO exists.

90
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Suffice it to say that we feel that rural HMO's can be developed and
they can be made cost effective.

A summary and review of two rural HMO type organizations was
. done by Richard T. Burke of the American Rehabilitation Founda-

tion. These all demonstrate inadequate capitalization, too small an
enrolled group, and as a result none of the security of adequate vol-
ume spread to dilute risks.

Nevertheless, there is evidence of workability in these programs,
and the errors of the past need not be repeated.

We fully recognize the need for a rural HMO, but feel that4 will
be difficult to establish. If it is established, I feel strongly it should
be a satellite of a galaxial systemthe center of the galaxy should
be either a medical school or largo clinic with prepayment programs.

The most Promising approach has been one that we are presently
engaged in. This in effect is a rural health education center. The
project's nameWAMTWashingtont +Alaska Montana, Idaho. We
are teaching clinical medicine at the third- and fourth-year level. We
have our faculty appointments.

In addition, w© are the only community center teaching the Medex
course concommitantly. It has thus far been a good wedding of two
programs. We would like to engraft on this A prepayment, compre-
hensive care program.

In addition, we would like to diivelop a functional and complemen-
tary relationship to an- area migrant health center which exists
nearby.

Additionally, our institution houses an rayiN course and this fall,
we will add resident physicians. All of this is sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Washington through grant fundsoriginally Common-
wealthnow DHEW.

By the use of the WAMI program which is fairly close to the clef-
inition of an area health education center, we find there is less rejec-
tion and hostility from organized medicine; there is less snide report-
ing by the press and we are very pleased to see the enthusiastic recep-
tion by the community and the acceptance by the students mid faculty.

I do think it is important we have a prepayment.program; and I
think it should It on a capitation basis. As you look through these
things, whether It is Texas, Illinois, New York, that is turning down
its welfare programs by reporting large-scale frauds and misuse of
title XIX funds. you expose the evils of a fee-for-service program
and you have the old cottage system of labor. You have all, the
evils of piecework production. Until we go to contract programs, this
evil is not going to be relieved.

I think group health in Seattle has demonstrated what you can do
with capitation. They take care of aid to dependent children families
at $44 a month, a comprehensive care program, hospitalization, the
whole works; immunization, mental health; the whole gamut of com-
prehensive care.

That same program on a much more limited amount costs thejatate
of Washington at least $66 a month per family, instead of $4,11Whis
administrative cost of operating that program.

I do not think you can duplicate those figures everywhere else. be-
cause this is a largeorganization skilled in handling these things. But
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I think it certainly demonstrates that by capitation you can do more
wit4 the samehumber of. dollars.

Senator KENNEDY. It does not have dental care; does it?
Dr. BANSMER. They have a separate program for dental care.
Senator KENNEDY..ikTot included in the $44? .

BDr. mgffluEit. No ; not as I understAnd. ,
Servitor KENNEDY. It is a superb program. I was thinking in my

own ihind the figures I always hear from the administration about
how health security is going to cost so much; but yen can find out
you' can do it in a very reasonable, carefully organized structure. I
think these are the best examples of it.

Let me ask you this: you have been involved in it number of studies,
I understand the California study.

What comment would you make in comparison between the various .
migrant workers that are run, one by medical societies, two, by
consumer groupar and third, by health agencies? Which 'have you
found to be the most successful ?

Dr. BANSMER. Well -the ones in my judgment that are the most
successful are the ones run by consumer agencies. The medical agen-
cies I think you could summarize for the most part as tokenism. There
is something clone, and some of them have said it is better than, noth-
ing. Some 'of them we saw where they ran 80 patients through in a
very short period of time. It is noncontinuous care; there is no follow-
up. poor recordkeeping. -

Senator KENNEDY. What could you tell us about the funding? You
have been involved in this.

Are we asking fbr an unreasonable authorization, given the dimen-
sion of the problem?

Dr. BANSMER. No. I think it is a reasonable amount. I think it is
between what would'bo ideal and what you could get. However, I do
not think that money alone is the answer, but I think that more money
right now is needed, I mean, you have got a pretty good vehicle, and

`'n11 you are going to do is Tat an adequate supply of gas in it.
Senator KENNEDY. Which it is notgeNng.
Dr. BANSMER. Yes; made the point blifore, that part of the uneven-

ness, part, of th6 skimpiness of some of tbo,programs is an attempt :to
stretch the dollars. and I think they are doing very well with the
dollars that they have.

Senator KENNEDY. Do you have any comment. you want, to make
about that hospitalizationI think you have incorporated your views
about its importance. .

Dr. BANSMER. Well, if we speak about this totality of care, and then
speak with migrants, they say the very _first thing that concerns them
is their acute .and crisis care, if there is no acute care this engenders
panic and hostility.

The MAMA policy, that totality of carenow is leaving out the
principal ingredient, hospitalization. People will not buy preventive,
programs just because they are there and because it is right.

You have to build a bridge to get them involve& Most of these
people are unfamiliar with medical care and they are frightened of
it. Yon have to build a bridge of vommunieation and a bridge of undei-
standing and a bridge of trust. Caring for them, during their times of
need trust and brings them into preventive care programs.
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We recently came back from Michigan. We saw people who only
go to p. physician at tome time of great crisis. They have never been
immunized. They have had no preventive programs.

When they overcome this fear, they will accept preventive care,
and the way you can best build that bridge is to come to their help ab
a time of their need, and you cannot do that without hospital care.

Senator KENNEDY. What is your reaction to the suggestion of HEW
that we need to study these programs rt

Dr. BANSMER. My own thinking is that we have enough studies on
the record; and there are enough research and development programs
that have gone on in the past. I think that what we have to do now is
put up working models. There are any number of working models
that have already been described. The only way you are'going to find
out is now to actually put them out, and float them and see how they
go.

I do not think we should go out and institute a single nationwide
system, but I think we do have some good local programs and now
should do regionat programs. We can, expand local programs, and I
think that the time now is to move into action. I think that they have
been studied to death.

(Additional information supplied by Dr. Bansmer follows :)
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YAKIMA VALLEY CLINIC
300 DIVISION STREET

GRANDVIEW' WASHINGTON t11,30
TELEPHONE t$2.3511 AREA COOK 309

Oveftv brew, ht0., F.A.C.R. Jock L. Wow, 01.081 Mentor
Peel V. Ginftimwt, M.Dhb.

lote.1 H. WW1, MIX
Al Rao La,

Stewart E. McClure .

Staff Director
Labor and Public Welfare Committee
Room 4230, New Senate Office Building
Washington, C. C. 20510

Dear Mister McClure:

Upon my'return and reflecting back,' lowp recent meting, here sr:
come of the thoughts that have coltp lane , ug .

/

First of all, In reading the throw away'literature that Is printsd by
various organizations, some of them historically conservative, others
attempting to be objective and others hard to. determine That their back-
ground is.

The first thing that you encounter in reading numerous critics of, the
present time and. the present situation is that they.try to deny that
there is a triad, in medicine. We have to recognize that there is
technical excellence in medicine -- =the real crisis is an economic
one, namely, is the excellence and the cost of that excellencaout-
stripping the 'ability of the market to pay for it. The market is the
general population of the United States. Them people who are so critical
and who are trying to forestall the development of HMOs or DSOs are attacking
the wrong side o f t 1114a-motion.

4 I think we should recognise that there is technical Mcellance in 'medicine
and that this will continue, but the real crisis is an economic obey and
that we are now exceeding the ability of people to pay. ,

It seems to me that the next requirement is to then adjust -the method
of payment so that we keep all of these programs within the economic
capability of all people. Although wa spoke of the plight of the
migrant, as I look at. the people in our own practice the greatest
dilemma, they face is not the ability to acquire medical care pr that
we are terribly limited in our physical ability. to deliver it; rather
it is their increasingly diminished ability to pay for it.

We now find people even in the so-called middle income groups doing
without ame programs simply betides of their costs. The other thing
that we see is the catastrophic effpct of the. generally inadequate
insurance programing that is mailable to these people. Therm are good
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program, in some of the major labor unions, but for the average individual
who does not have access to this, the programs in general are quite poor.
Again the basis of this is'ocomomic. Most of these policies are sold by
commerical insurance companies and they have a profit ratio that they
want to maintain and they wo ld like to increase their earnings. Many
of ihi policies that are a ilable at the present time are overly costly
and they are aimed at the oncept that people can continue to pay an ever
increasing premium. We, ourselves, in writing new i contracts
for ourselves and our employees are painfully aware of h high the cost
is in relationship to the benefits that are delivered. And for'the time
being, we can afford these things and perhaps our organization can afford
these things better than other'. It does create an ever more severe
ocohoMic burden and certainly for any business that is marginal this could
mean disaster and limit the ability of these organizations to furnish
health and accident care as a fringe benefit of employment. My point
is the economic crisis is not limited to thiLlow income groups.

The next item that has intrigued me has been, how does one evaluate
these programa. I think that we have almost exhausted the information
titat we can obtain by abstract research. I feel ever more strongly that
the only way we are actually going to determine these programs is by
putting Arograma into place, using the best guidelines that we have,
but aettihg up model programs so that we can see how they actually work.

One of the great intangibles that none of the abstract research has as
yet been able to evaluate has been patient acceptance and utilftation.
At the present time, without either HMO or HSO concept there is no effort
being made for establishing "'mead of educating the public (the consumers
of health care) about the limitations that they impose on themselves by
over utilization and mis,utilization. Just as such as I feel we cannot
make these things economically stable, until we add the physician into
the system where he shares risks, but equally as providers must be involved
in financial risk sharing. I think that the consuming public must also
rocegpize that they have a share. The only workable answer to this is
broad scale education in the mechanics of the medical-economic problems
that these organizations will require. From my own experience at,Croup
Health I foal that this is a very possible effort and that the patient
population can be taughE the prudent use of both the physical as well as
the economic resources of an organization.

Thep,in summary in this area I Would likirto emphasize again that the
next uove.le to develops at least trial programs and put them in place.
I think that the next five years certainly in migrant division ought to
be devoted to utilizing our resources to develops demonstration programs
so that we can See what adjustment' have to be made. To me the most
important thing in getting these programs underway is tofirst recognize
that we are dealing with a economic crisis, not with a technical crisis.
Onc",we lake the commitment we will find we can make these things work.
The technical ability obviously does exist.
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Another item that is constantly mentioned in the literature'is the use
of computers. The gXeet hope that computers would save much manpower
and manbswrs, I think is not going to be realized. The advantages .

that teanology offers are real, but they are More in the area of being
able to reach a larger group and simply add more lark that we should be
doing'anyway. This we are not able to do if we are limited by what we
can do by direct contact.

6

The idea that computers would replace manpower, I think is about as
fallacious as assuming that gricultsre will become a completely
mechan171 industry. The effective technological improvement especially
the us of computers, making it possible for us to do the job we should
be doing anyway and we are slimly unable to do because We had to try to
cover so much physical ground and therefore had to decide who needs the
service most and leteehe others wait until some great problem

The concept that computers and technology are going to make unnecessary
the need for a new system of delivery of medical care is entirely
irrelavdnt and has nothing to do with the situation.

In it's simplest form the crisis that we face at the peasant time is
one of economics and that we ere not going to solve this probllem until
we put prograr into place tolsee how they functiOn in actual practice.

In brief recapitulation:

1. There is a crisis in medicine---it is economic

2. There is crisis of mal-distribution which is related to the
economic problems most severe in rural and central city areas.

3. It is urgent that experimental programs be put into place - - -
abstract research has been essentially exhausted. What is
needed is operational experience.

4. Computers, data banking, research and. retrieval will not relieve
the manpower need. Good technology actually expands the need
for human services - - -services that are not now being delivered.

5. Cost of medical care will not be reducedbut its usefullnass
can be increased many fold by equitable and efficient
re-direction.

GI:rrb

N
Si y,

4, cli4 .0vtei629,44

Gus v Wansmer, M.D.
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Senator KENNEDY. nThank Yo very. much: YOu have been very
helpful..

, Our final panel today consists'of two attorneys who have worked
with specific programs a residency requirements.

We are happy to have Mr. Joe Segor, from Miami, Fla,,'and Miss ,

Miriam Guido, of the Migrant Legg Actign program. . k ,
. - Mr, Elija Baines is oecompiinyingAP:-.ffegor.

... . We ..,ara going to recess `fpr 1(1 minutes. I have to ..,,o 'vote, and
then we will'conie back and complete this.

(Short recess.) :

_SenatorKENwEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
We welcome rill and apologize for the interruption., il,
You can prpceed.

' e. 1.... ;
. Cr"

AL STATEXENT OF ,I0E SEGOR, ATTORNEY, MIRANT SERVICES,
MIAMI, FLA.,'ACCOMPAZIED Dy..-ELisrIA BATES AND MIRIAM

.GUM)), ATTORNEY,' MIGRANT VEGAL ACTION ITOrAM, INC.,
WASHINGTON, AC..

--x . t
(

Mr. &um Thankyou yery much.
" I am pot going to read my prepared statement.

.2

Senator KENNEDY. We will include it all in the record at the end
Of your testimony. .

s
..

t . Mr. SEGOR. To begin'with, the issue I would like to touch upon is
of course the continnotion of thetliregent,act, an extension of 'it for.5
years. .

Sion.
I heard some testimony this morning regarding a mere 2-year exten:

mon. I think that we need continuity. We in the field need the right to ,
know there is going td5 be aprogram for the foreseeable future so we
can 1puild upon our,present advances and move on into the future.

. C. I think 5 years is a reasonable period. ., ,

If during that period of time it should be discovered thit there are
some shortcomings in the legislation, you can always amend the legis-
lation as those shortcomings come up. But we need that long-range -
funding. - l i

AllAve hear and all you have.heard Clay" in the testimony is that th?
farmworkers are told wait, wait;and they alwflys wait.

,, But in the meanwhile children are born without medical care and
adults and children die without medical care. And the time now, as you
have been, told by the, other witnesses today, is, tQ act. \...,

You have also been told there is unequal access to health care in the
rural -areas, and thisris So true in Florida, where I come from. It was
not too many years-ago that a ldcal physician in, "I believe it was, Lee
County had to be used by the Florida Ruralegal Services at the time
I was director of that.progrom, to integrate his waiting room. He was
handling'welfare recipients, and rather than integrate, he dropped the
Nelfare program. Those kinds of conditions are universal in ,the rural

. areas of our State, and they can only be dealt withthe larmworke4
can only be dealt with 'if there is a program that is-geared to their
needs.. . . .

I feel that around the farmworket program you can build a rural
medical system on the HMO Or similar concept. You can add on, once
you have a good board, butlt cannot be in the hands of the health

4
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department as it presently is. It must be in -the hands of consumer
corporations, controlled prmarily by the recipients of the services,
and so on. -.,,,,.. . . .

By creating consumer boards and creating consumer corporations,
you would take the progrluns outsffle.of the Stabs merit system, and
you would be able to deal with the problems in a rational sort of way.
I think that it would be important that you deal-with this issue in the
legislation, rather than leave-it merely to the revgulationsof HEW.

I am certainly not satisfied and many of those who, have studied
the regulations are not satisfied, with the present- compromise in the
regulations. I think at least, the. legislation Should signify prefer-
ence for consumer boards. There may be instances,, I certainly can-not speak

.

eilator KENNEDY. We had in our .11. MCI a preference for
consumer-dominated boards, bu ve lost it in this committee in report-
ing out our bill. ,..1 -

It is different, perhaps, for.this pa icular programI thinkiit is `1
but even a pretty ;liberal committee, was reluctant to give just the.
preference to:consumer-dominated boards. J" .

These are. some of the problems we have, let alone what will happen
on the Senate floor.

I think you are right and I think your position is correct, and I
certainly support You. - .

14 Stoop. I think it would be helpful for tie problems in the field.
Ther was some discussion before about the role'of the Policy Board,
and .1 think that it more of it canard that is raised by the medical
profession, by those' who do not, want to see consumer control, rather

an a reality.
Q

In my experilnce, it is hestitancy of the 'Consumer Board to go as
far as, it should, which is more of ii ,problem, rather than going too
far. When you have providers on the Board; particularly when there
has not been 'any good Board training, they tend to dominate; so
there is much to be done: One of the suggestions I have in dealing
with some of the problems if that there be created a corporation con-
trolled by farmworkersthroughout the country, a national corporation
that would have a number of.lasks, and one of them would be to go
and implement tin; consumer nktup in various local commimities by ...
sending out techhicians, who can help local groups,.farmworkers, and
,heir friends, set up the corporations, and help.write the proposals,
gAtithemlheir own technical backup.

F do not think bureaucracy is sufficient'. Bureaucracy has its owii
f

political problems, as you well .know, and farmworkers need an inde- -
pendent source. . .

This corporation can do several other, things. It could conduct
Board training and also conduct administrative training. , '

Because a 'man becomes clinic director does not. mean he knows a
thing about administering an organization. Very often doctors and

)lawyers think they can do everything, Tut they are not necessarily
very good administrators. . rtThere is great need for administrative training. That is training
of local people who have been taken on a staff. Too often they end tip

jwith lower jobs without a career ladder. There should be require?
ments that they be trained, so they can take over some of these career
positions, technical positions. -.
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The training should be at such a leyel that their credentials are
transferable, so irthey move out of the area and. wish to work in
a hospital Or some Other area, their experience and training wilt be
accepted and they will in fact be adequate to their task.

-Finally, such a corporation could also rforti much of -the inspec-
tion and evaluation. Ana. as part of that, think one of the iinpo4tant,
things tb have is the equivalent of what r big department stores
have; that is, professional shoppers. In s case, we probably 'ought
to have some professional patients o come around and -see ,just
exactly what happens when you,sit in that waiting room.

If you and I walked in there and they knew we were an inspection
tea you know we lir ould see nothing but "A-1." treatment, but on
a daily basis, the treatment can be quite different. Even in the con-
sumer-controlled clinics, there is a tendency sometimes to be sloppy.

Senator KENNEDY. What do you think are the principal weaknesses
on the.medical society's program ? .4,

.i...Are.yon familiar with any of those ?
Mr. Smolt. in,We do hot have.any. Primarily in, Florida, at least the

ones I am familiar with, there is tare consumer-controlled one and the
rest are health department' have 'not run into it. I. have run into some
of the problems of medical societies, and I certainly would not want
to see transfertrnce in ur area. from health deparlient to medical so-
ciety. That Would be g lig from the-frying pan into lie fire.

I have related something g of the problems we have had with healthy
departments. The care in many-instances is not good. There is no feel -
ing for: the consumer. This may be doing a disservice to some hard-
working nurses and doctors as individuals; but in the programmatic
way, the health department programs are wholly inadequate. They
certainly'

i

do not fight for the funding and .do what is necessary polit-
ically to improve the program.

Consumer boards, I think, will be freer in trying to exert pressure
to e4xpand the* program, to imiii-ove it. I- think the last witness had a
point whiclItends to be overlooked. That is, Under a consumer board
and an independent corporation, the migrant health programs can be
the core for an advancing and expanding rural health system, and they
r,rin 'become the core of an HMO system or something similar. '

You can wrap onto them other Trograms. that exist. You can take ..+

advantage- of Statet- and private funding, and then you can begin to
deal with those people who have some money and who could pay a
prepayment. InImmokalee, Fla., this past year, there was no private
physician, no matter how rich you were. You had to go 0 miles to'
Naples, or had to go to the _migrant Clinic. '.

Had that clinic been able to set up an HMO, we might have broken
.th'rough _some barriers gotten some wealthier' people to support the

. clinic and that would' have lad a double effect. It would. have_given
good political clout, and also higher service because the middle class
is not going to be pushed around by bad service. .. ..,

So I. think in dealing with these rural clinics, we should keep
that in mind.

Senator KnylsrEny:That is a good. suggestion . ,

Mr. SF.GOR. The: quiestion of hospitalization« of cbuse, is one that
is just -a tremendous pr6hlem. in. our State.. I, think the legislation
should earmark funds for hospitrdilation. I recognize that you become
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a third-party pay-or; butt the .farm.../4 Workers need it so badly `that I
would take that risk and provide the funds on an immediate bssis,
which brings us,1 suppose, to the funding-levels.

I' know the -bill starts off with.$100 rnillionovhich is a nice jump,
from the present appgoxiinateIy. $18. million; but somebody said be-
foreand I do not remember whether it NV* you, Mr. Chairman, or
one of the witnessesthat the per capita, expenditure under the M.
million is something like $5 a head. ,1

I.did sonrre fast arithmetic, and if we brought that to half the -aver-
age of, I understand, $200 per head, that most of us pay in medical`,
services in the country, it would come out to something like-r-it would
be a ?0 -fold increase or about $360 mil 'on. So even your figures
are on the modest side.

In my prepared. testiinony,I..suggest a minimum of something like
$200 million to make up he gapand particularly' if you get into
hospitalization $500 million would not be unrealistic. That ,seems
to be supported by the testimony of the administration, which wanted

big $23.i) Million.
That is ridiculous. .

You' know better than I the "political and funding.. realities. I
woula say shoot as high as you can and $100 million should be the
floor and not the ceiling, although I recognize that may be somewhat
politically unrealistic.

There are some techniques that I would like to see written into the
legislation. Farm workers, of course,,as---we 441.1 know, have the third
highest rate cif industrial accidents. Pesticide poisoningis one of the .

most impork.ant issues there, and I think it should be mandatory
(9

that migrant ana seasonal farm worker clinic set up e program
of pesticide testing, .

T also think, at least in the Bait, where we have -a large number of
blacks, tbat the expanding concept of sickle cell-screening also/should
be looked into.' That may not 'be a 'problem for leAlation, but it is
'certainly important to our black .population. I think that:while the

. legislation talks about it, there ought to be more pressure for staff
io training, particularly for migrant* and. seasonals who 'become

employed.' .
I know that there is some tendency in tile heatYof trying to do these

eiaminations every 3 minutes of not having the time to train the
i 'staff, and that of course cuts into the career-ladder concept that I

spoke. to you about before. Pressure has-td be put on to AO aside time,
funds, effort, for the career-ladder training. .

..r. The people at the lower end themselveS become frustrated_because
L. They know something of 'what they want to 'do. They do not have the

skills to accomplish their.goals. You have mit to give them those skills,
and, I think we may see some realty surprising things,.happen in these
rural areas when you combine will and drive with necessary technical

'.' skill. .
r. ,

Dr. Kruger,.who is head of the clinic at Homestead, which is the
only consumer clinic we have ifr Florida, suggested to me that One
of the problems in recruiting physicians is State licensing procedures,
and his Suggestion is that by Federal law there.be,a -2-year waiver on
State licenstireS, something likeT3,,ennsyivenia does for legal services .

lawyers, I undeAtand,gives them. a. 2-yl.ar moratorium, as long. as
they have alicense in another State.

,
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Then they would have to, during that period of time, have a State
examination, .

There is also a problem hanging over opr heads and that is the.veto
that the local medical society has on national health service people.

We think at least for our migrant clinics, that that veto should
not be allowed. I do not know whether you can do it* this legislation,
btit it is certainly to be looked into.

Again it has been suggested to me by a 'number of people that a
national information system should be created to funnel the informa-
tion from various projects together, and to create a communications
network betiveen all of the projects.'This is particularly important
for continuity of care so that the farm worker who starts out in Home-
stead, and moves to Ruskin, and goes out of the State, will have
his records and his care with him along the stream.

There is also a seed in the clinies for some,emergency funds. People
coineAo them isnd they may not have a place to sleep or food.` You-
canliot treat.a:Spiedical problem if the person is going to starve ter death.
We must through this legislaiion or other means strap in sow timer-

. gency resources for the migrant clinics. '*

Filially, of course, I think there is a need to create a patient advocate
system, and Jultricularly if the finding comesif we expand the size
of theserlimcs=then there EthOuld be one person on the staff, who will
act as a patient ombudsman. , . .

Even consumer control boards can be remote from the feelings of
the patient, and there should be simeans of bridging that gap. I would
suggest. it IT made mandatOry as far as the setup of any clinic of any

.

Thank you.
Senator. ICEN maw. 'Very good. Very.helpful comnient.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Segor follows :)

s'
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JOSEPH C. SEGOR, EXECUTIVE,DiRECTOR. ' o

MIGRANT SERVICES FOUNDAT/OW, INC. .0

on
THE MIGRANT HEALTH' CT

befoke thee
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

COMMVTEE ON-LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE
AUGUST 1,'1972

- .

My name ins Joseph C. Segor,-I am the Executive

Diredtor of the Migrant Services,gdundation, Inc. With

at ip Elisha Baines, an officethe Glades Citizens

gesociation. Mr. Seiner, owns and operates a small grocery

:tore in /the town of Pahokee, Florida, which is situated
. .

on the southeastern shore of Lake Okeechobee, He hal long

seen a civil.rights activist, having openly stood up for

the rights of hip peoplO during the years prior to the

Civil Rights.Acts of the Sixties, a time when it was physical-
/

bildangerops for a black man toopen his mouth in rural

Florida. ..

le

e ? e* .0 ThemignInt Services Foundation, Inc. (MSF), is .
..

. .

4 small non-profit charity c tirely financed by private funds..
.

.

We pray/410"gal and other a rvices to farmworker organiza-

tions in Aoridr... Prior to becoming EXecUtive Director of,
t r

f
MSF, I was. Executive Director of Florida Rural Legal Services,

.

FL. I have worked excluSively with Tarmworkers for the past

five years. ,, .
1,

r

'

.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate yotr invitation to testify

befoke.this Subcommittee, but.in' all dandor, I must say an I
(1,

*prepard thin statement I was overcome by a sense of frustration

and futility. Though Hope springs eternal, 3 could not help

but feel, "Here we"go again. Another hearing`that will produCe

,little or nothing in the way of fundamental-ehange." I re- .4

flec'ted that on a hot, sunny day in 1966 I shoOk your hand and

talked with you about migrant,problems-as we stood on a dirt.

road in the middle of h deplorably dilapidated labor camp in

1 2

:
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Dade County, Florida.'

Lawyers under my direction prepared much of the

testimony presented to the Select Committee on Nutrition

and RUOi9 Needs when it hold hearings in Immokalee and
7

-port Myers, Florida, in March, 1969.

Almost exactly twolears ago, July 21, 1970,

to be exact, I testifled before the Subcommittee on Migratory

Labor about the condition of powerlessness suffered by

farmworkers in our State. Part'of my testimony concerned

health prograMs. I told Ale SUbcommiWe that Polk County,

which produces more citrus fruit than the entire State Of

Califernia:' did not have a Migrant Health Clinic because

the,local Health Department wad unwilling to keep sepalkate

reCords fbi migrants and thereforwaro.unable to caply with

Federal Hegulation. I am sorry to inform this Subcommittee

that Pol* County, known ideally astImperial Palk, still doe's

not have a Migrant Clinic. Apparently the Xhperiumdoos not

regard UN, health of tha men, wamen,and children who labor

produces much of its wal41, a matter fOr royal concern. .

I also told,phe MigrJatOry Labor Subcommittee

the attempt of a doctor from the University of Miami. Medical

School to set up in Xmmokalee, 4he principal farming commun-

ity in agriculturally'richL.Collier County, a major 61inic un-
e

der the Migrant Health Act. Nis efforts came to naught when

.local doctors told die people at a public meeting that what
.

was needed wan a hospital and not a clinic. This statement,

created considerable excitement and the clinic idea wan quick-

Zy lergotten.

't

..

A 'Committee wan appointed under,the'Chairmanship of
A

the one private physiian in Xmmokalee to formulate plans and

raise the money for tin.; hospital'. This physicinn;'along'with

the local druggist, had been prime,opponents of the el
i lie.

I

stated in 1970, "Little or 'nothing has been done to furthyr

the hoppitat'in the year that has clapped and the clinic will

-2-
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be located in the more hospitable climate of Dade County."
OP

In I972 I can report to you that nothing has been

done about the hospital's the large farmworker community in

Immokalec stillisufferst its wounds and illnesses to be treat-

ed are wholly inadequate clinic, and the Martin Luther Xingu

Jr. Clinica Campcsina, with its half - million dollar budgets

is operating under a.full loaa4n lade ounty.ii I can also

report that the Collier County Health Director has stated

that he might recompend giving up Migrant Health Act money

if Federal Regulations calling for a project Policy Board

arc implemented.' This arrogant and tubborn man is willing

to surrender the clinic's primary source of funds rither

than give up some of hid power to the community he supposed-

ly serves. 0 1

There is good reason for him to fear an active

Policy Board. Under the regulations, which incidentally I

consider inadequate, the Boa would choose the Clinic Di-

rector. Under the present ad' ministration a Rational Health

Service physician who did a terrific job an!1 was welJliked

by the community was forced to risk for a transfer. At one

point the clinic ran out of medicine and necdedcquipment

was stored without being used. The clinic administrator

worksorty miles away An Naples and in rarely teen in IM-

mokalco. None of the staff physicians live in the community..

Although malnutrition is a constant problem, the clinic does

not purchase vitamins, but must reri on donations. Some of

the staff harbor attitudes that are antagonistic toward the'

clinic's patients, moot of.whom are blachor chicane. It Is
4

doubtful if a Project Policy Board composedvrincipally of

farmworkers would tolerate such conditions for very long.

In 1970 I testified that the principal source of

discontent with consumer controlin Dade County wan the local

Health Department!, When the Martin.Liither Xing,rar. riiniea

CaMpesina opened uf, Cho Health Department pulled

164
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its4nurses out of the migrant camps. Au a result, there

is today less well-baby care than there was prior to the

coming of the Clinic.

Problems. with Health Department-run projects
.

abound. In Hendry County, only one black is employed by

the Health Department despite the fact that a Majority of °

the farmworkers are black. Transportation to and fiemthe

clinic is non-existent and'the level of services grossly

inadequate. The farmworkers 'have no say in the planning

or operation cif the project.

In Delray Beach in Palm Beach County, some of

the-farmworkers travel to Pompano, thirty miles away inl

Broward County, to receive care, rather thah suffer callous

treatment from the staff. I cm told that the Delray Clinic

acts as a.collection agent for the local hospital. Ex-

pectant mothers are not referred to the hospital unless they

have the 0275.00 fee. Staff members of one Pedetally-funded II

agency tell thbir clients to go directly to the hospital emer-

gency room.and not bother with the clinic.

Despite the present 'Short-comings of the clinics

operated,under the Migrant Health' Act, I believe that it is

imperative that Congress continue to, finance categorical as-

sistance to the migrants. Even if National Health'Insurance

comes into being in one form o; another, migrants probably

won't bciable. to take advantage of it. T ere is'a tremendous

shortage of physicians, nurses, medical technicians and hospital

facilitied in rural areas.

A week ago Sunday, a quarter-page'sd. appered iii

the'SpOrth Section of.the Miami Herald placed. by_a Committee

of Citirens from Manatee County, including the president gf,a . 4

bank, a savings and loan association And the County Medical

Society. The ad. promised general practitioners and internists

an income of forty to fifty thousand dollars per year if they

would relocate to the town of Palmetto. You might think that
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Palmetto is located deep in the boondocks, far from the

-.amenities of urban civilization. On the contrary, it is

four miles from the tourist town or Bradenton, fifteen.
1

miles from SarasOta with its beaches, fine restaurants

and.legitimate theatre, and thirty miles froaCthe Tampaz-.

St. Psteriburg com'plek, the State's second largest urban

area.

If towns such as Palmetto must advertise, what

must'Immokalee and Belle Glade do? I believe that in order

to attract phyhicians and other health cafe people to such

areas, we must do more than promise high incomes. Ms must

create institutions that will give the individual Employee

a.great deal of satisfaction. We must seek out the people

who want to scree, and I believe there are many ofthose.

We must make special efforts to do this, and the task can

only be accomplished.if funds are specially earmarked for

the purpose. e

There is still another reason why migrants shoult

be dealt with as a special group rather than as just another

sub-group of the general populatilbn. The migratory exper-

ience.has a peculiar effect on migrant people, especially the

children. It uproots and isolates. It creates feelings of

suspicion, inadequacy and hostility, and festers the attitude

that times are hard and nothing can'be done about it. It in

therefor necessary to do more than just make a service avail-

able: Theie must be extensive efforts to reach the migrant

community. Means must be found to bridge language, educational

and cultural gang. Account must be taken of the fact that the

migrant may move on before treatment is completed. There are

spedial occupational disease problems that have yet to to con-'

fronted and most certainly will: not be dealt with in.the future

if Congress does not mandate it.

1
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Leon Kruger, Director of thp Martin Luther

King, Jr. Clinica Campesina in Homestead, has told me that

the best way to provide migrants with health education is

through positive experience with a health unit. Abstract

education, he saysithreugh books or lectures does not work

very well. First-rate treatment in a warm atmosphere can

do 'wonders:, Dr. Kruger believes that a number of families

have stopred migrating primarily because of the health care

° provided by the Homestead Clinic.

Merely providing special migrant funds is not suf-

ficient, however., 'Careful attention must be paid to who

spends the fundes and how they do it.% I' have mentioned the

serious difficulties that farmworkeis have had with Health

Departments in several counties. I believe that migrants

will be best served if Migrant Health Act funds are channelled

to grantees other than the Health Departments. such grantees

be controlled by Policy Hoards, a majority of whose

members are migrant or seasonal farmworkers, with at least .

some seats guaranteed for migrants. The present regulation

requiring that 510 the members of the Doard-:be chosen by

the population G ve is inadequate. It is conceivable that

under this provision 1 Hoard could he created without' migrants

whatsoever. It is my understanding that in COMO Florida counties,

the Health Department is going around getting gullible farm

workers to sign waivers divesting them of the right to"have a 0

Policy Board.

Such shenanigans mast bo stopped. The Board,sclec^.:

tiers process should be used as a means of advertising the ex.

istele0 of services and educating the people about health case

issues. To ensure that truly representative Hoards are created

and thiat the Hoard members are adequately trainet1 to carry our

their tasks, a farmweiher-controlled g5antee should be funded.

This grantcopill advice farmworkers in tha various Ueal com-

munities about how%to Get up a health program. Help write ptt:P7

posals, conduct electitna, provide a clearinghouse for health
0

4
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care personnel who wisti to work with migrants, provide

Board tiraining, provide Staff training in administration

and evaluate the project. As part of the evaluation process

I would suggest a'system analogous to the professional shop-
.

pers use.1 by soma semen. EValuatorn disguised an migront

patients should seek to obtain services from projects. Com-

plaints of callous and pkejudiced treatment by staff are

ubiquitous andoa system such as I suggent might go far to

eliminate thCm.

One of the problems with categorical asoistttnce

is that it tends to Separate the selected group from their

follows, many of whom may have similar problems and diffi-

'cuWes. In rural areas the motel maid, the gas station at-

tendant and theegrocery ste stociman may not have any more

incorke than tbo farmworker and may suffer equally from lack

of access to medical servieen. As I have indicated, meiely

merging migrants into an Tall medical system is nop suf-
.

° fiCient.

There is a way, however, to deal with the health

Problems of the migrants and the rest of the rural poor. That

is, use the Migrant Health Act grantee as the core of a Rural

-Hcalth,Maintenance Ovianization. HnJ's are not without their

own short-comings. For one, I 'believe that HMO's should not

be profit-making: When profits are there to be'made,

maximization tends to become.thr, goal, rathet than provision

oY the best possible service at the lowest possible-cost.

, since Migrant Health Act granti-es na-profit,

this objection d oes not. apply to them. The Migrant Health Act

funds can be .used an the seed money to start the.111l0. Medicare,

Medicaid and private insurance can be used to defray part of

the expense of the facility, while grants can'be sought under .

other Federal and State programs. Those 4n the community who'

can afford-to pay can be allowed to do so, preferably on a pre-.

paid basis. In Many rural Con-munition, middle-class.members
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,Of stittority groups find it hard to 4k. sekvic-e locally.

-nr-'siire many of them weuid be Happy to pay'loget first-

rate care, in -their Own cCaiciuuiti. *This- past yekr Waoka--

a le,q .there was flat a single vprivatp g4ys.iciari., The .wpalihy
ay. Zs .,the poor had to eithe,r4. nae ebd,Iligtnt Clinic Or

towel fOrty Miles te'Naples where thP'PVicians are so, busy
. that- 1 understand khay use a' quota system,: I:suspect -that'-'
'

nia,nytvf those 'Oho canaffb to pay, !White. as as black
and brown.,. ismu 2)3.n, an MIO spt uptaroarlda./43.grant

-`
, dtce cor4e NotOnly would tt 4raidale-c3;askbenetit, but the"e . ., ,*

mpgrants wo414:1 alsbi.gain .fr m'the: inevitable rads:lie-class..

insistence`on quali.ty care and coUrteout service."
. ,

10/

An ira. thet7orequires *mediate attention the ,

'Vfthif for--futi ds to pay for helspitaliz9tidn, nursin4thome eve,.

and Special_ tre'at4rient 'that. canpOt pAvided" by the; Migrant

Reath. ACt facility. Despite the Pa11-Bur-Upii".reguirement that
, A I .. ' 4

Federally-financed- hospitals, must provide 'care to indigents,
, tarmworkers .find virtually impossible to get .into hospital.

7excte'pt on arroerlierg?nay bdsiti i'dd there are nutnero4s reported
y. ,

. 'ca'ses where even emergencies have been turned-aWay; -.This tragic
,

situation mu -be remedied-initediately. Thereis no telling how' ,

'many farmwork.ers have been, crippled :or have loS4t" ibeir livers be.-

cause th,pf;ceoild not''get. into a hospital' or receive aia -from a-
' specialist. :From the, reports that I have `received curer the years-,

the number must be immerist. 111

Although. the present-Act'doeS not prohibit use tif funds
'for these purposes, is my understanding that no nidney is Used

for gospitalizatlon and veil, little for aiiee..tialist cafe. Sub-;
..

stantial funds should be earmarked for these.purposes as well,
as nursing care. ' . \

4 This brings me to the whole question of funding leirols;
Congress authorized $25-Million for 1972 .anil4. .appropriated $17,950,000

, ......

or appro,ximately $7.50 per migrant. Words fail 'and I cannot ade-
quately exprett My emotions when I look at these figuSes. What

of
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kind. of Natien is this , what tied of people make npv.this

Congress ',then the health of the people who harvest the .food

thaesustains cur -lives, is-valued at -only $7.51:1 pei had
A hUndred million would not be enough, tWo hundred

would bri'ng the'migrant th/z.nationai average, five hundi'ed
million might ,begin tso make up fer the past inaderplacies..

Whatever xou do, don't- toss the hardest-working poor people

in the Nation the bone of $7.50 per head. 'That is just being/
Before.cIosin, I would like to quickly cover a,

number of areas that slibuld be specifically covered, in the
legislation.

Farmworkers have the third-highestrate of industrial
accidents. They are especially subject to pesticide exposure.

air .

Fundi' Should be provided for routine pesticide level testing.
In addition to testing workers, preTects Thould monitor pesti-
cide levels in the field., and should chick safety practices.'

, It
cent researON4 tends to indicate that pagticide levels may build

'It up in the 'body to such an extent that continued exposure would
Cause serious injury or death. Persons who reach this level
should tie deemed medically, ilrigabled from further participation
in agriculture' and -compensated accordingly.

Outreach is vital to migrant facilities. More funds
^should be provided fer vehicles and outreach workers.

FormL programs of staff, training are, another' im-
portant need.. Minority group members who are recruited into

projc>a..should be given the'opportunity to climb career ladders.
Their training' should be such that it will be recognized by
other segments of the health care community, thereby ..pllowing

them to continue in the health care field should they leave the
Migrght*Project. A dual leadership syltem should be established

)
whereby community people work with and pro trained, especially

for administration, by specialists ancjk, then take over the special-.
istal jobs. a

4t
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A system of Con LetweeA projeeft must

be worked out. Continuity of care caAAot be paintaieedv

without -such a system. xwrh

physiclana Working'in migNint programs: should not

be hindaredbY State licensing requirements.. Sy FelerAl: Act

they should begiVet two years in which e aohieve.State

censure.

National Health Scrvice'Personnel should not be

subject -to veto:by the Iadal medical society. 'The rights, of

the consumer should. be paraMOunt.

Suitable clinic sites donOt exist 4n,peme communities.
.

Funds should be provided Tor construction or the purchase of
, .

s7
modular units.;

A:Standard Information System should be established.

A Central Office should receive weekly encounter reports from

the projects and tabulate them.

An Incentive Program'shoUld be developed to encourage

health care personnel to join in the projects. If the proper

'combination of money and imagination gOuld be developed the

Migrant PrOqtam might serve as the basiafOr a renaissance in

rural health care..

Emergency Funds are needed for food, rent and other

family needs. Social Services should. be available at the
A

project site or nearby. Funds to accomplish this should be

provided.

Sickle cell trait screening should be performed on

all black patients and treatment or.cOuntelling given to all

Those found to hava the trait or to be suffering from the

disease.. 1.

A Patient Advocate System should be established for

each facility and patient complaints, suggestions and opinions

routinely solicited.

Informed consent should be required for all scientific

111fi
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experimentation.

PrOvidion should beinade for waiVer.oflocal.

sh&re, especially in thode lOdlles where there may be
4 ,

-hostility toward the project.

. Agin let me thank you for the invitatiOn.tO

testify here today.. It Ls my fervent hope that your labors

Will enable' farmworkers to enter into.a new era of health-
.

r

A ( .

..0,0r0,0
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Mr. BArAs. 11ty nathejs :nines: "
The' first thing I wantp4ify.' akithe dirty word th t I hear peo-

ple use all the time and / heard itiodity is "migrant?'
That Word hurts me mordqtari anything ene. If e could use the

word "poor" instead of migiant,.',
We have been deprived 'Cifs'a great service by using the word, "Mi-

gi-ant," because it has to many existing programs that does-not touch
thpoor man beton" he is not migrant. I price was a- migrant; .I,Nvent
up and down the stream. But I stopped going, and I know some
that are poorer than the migrantssome of the% get, sp old until A
cannot migrate; and he is not considered a migrant And the.'" w
are you going to do with that poor man, or farriily?

That word "migrant;" if-we can g-et, that a.way from our progra we.
would do a lot of our ppeeople a great deal more servic,e.
° You take the medicaid patient. Mos doctors in my to ,slo not
accept medicaid patients. They have t big signs "No M said Pa-
tients." They say the State does not p y them. They say it is too much
paperwork.

Now, we need to do something bout these people, ause it dis-
turbs me because some people where I live it is 40 to 51 miles to Wdst
Palm Beach, where you might see a doctor, but they nnot see them
,because they do not hale no money toparnobody to e them there.

And the $20 that they are allowed for medicine, e first time some
patient goes to one of these doctors-, they take all that, and he can-
not' have his prescriptions refired because they do of have the money.

And the health department clinics, I do not kn "what to say. They
are inadequate or do not haves enough -service do not have enough
o; them. They are not reaching the people. n something is not
reaching the people, then why not expand to so' ething'else ?

And to get to a clinic, you have to-have a ce ainkind of nurse to get
a slip; and on the" weekend you cannot get slip, and that same per-,
son well, he has got to wait until Monde or Tuesday before he can
get a slip to'go to the doctor, and often Ilk is dead before that times.
comes around if he is real sick.'

Transportation is something else that A real bad for our older`citi-
zees. You do not have to be old. You jr 0, have to be too poor to hire
anybody. It, is bad. You cannot get 'frOm one place to another. And
all the facilities are sometimes 4, 5, or 20 or 30 or 40 miles from them.

think I sometimes='well, I do not know, but I think 'some kind
of compensation laws should be pass01 for the farmer, because most
of the .people are not covered for, especially, pieceworkers. There is

ijust something that is just left alone, I would say, almost, Or he s for-
gotten man, or forgotten women:

My mother put me in a little insutrance almost 50 years ago, I thinkit paid me a a fewyears ago, and/it paid the $200 or $300. Therefore,
these little things work on our poor people that have not had the ea-
perience of that So this legislatioh needs to Wass something to make it
mandatory for these big forme to carry insurance on theSe people,
workmen's compensation; or som thing to he paid.

So often now, sometimes peo i le die, and here is somebody, tb at
around with a hat or somethi g and trying to get money enough to
bury them. In small rural are s, the burial charge is,thugh more than
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itis in the cities. Most a the small .rural ODDS doiluit have but one
undertaker there, a%cl.

Wale
or 50 miles from there. All of these .

things, they fall on the t.' le ma,n. .
i.

.

. ' I had the experience here for the last year and ahalf, almost 2 year3,
ii, group of peoplexame down from:0E0 and they invited a group of
citizens down andranted to,know °Ur needs. : .. .

We told them that we needed More doctors or a clinic or soiftething;
and' we organized -what y u call rural health committee,*and we
worked on this program fo the last year, going here and yonder. We
were made to,belieye,at th t, time that they were going to be funded,
that we were going to be Umbrella agency. And after working and ..

; having four or five have tigations with people coming down from
here so thuch, invastigat s to see where we stood, who we were and
everything, doming up to unding time just before funding time, they

, told us that we-could not
I.

ave the money because we did not know how
to liandlemoney. .. t . ,

Tf yon have never had money, how are you going to know. how to
handle it ?

I see different. people' in office here, but before you were elected hi
'office, you had never seved in this capacity before, and this is What
we were told, and that really hurt.. -

A
'Then they told us they had contacted the university to handle' our

'funds and be our grante, Q, and we would have to gif5 to them when ATe.'4
neededmoney. .W

I thought I-left-that when I got to be a man, that I stop asking
my mother for, a niekel on a din), but to find out that'is .what Ave
have got to go back,and start,doirig there. -,

.

But Anyway, the uni ersity agreed to b the grantee for this money.
'Then we run into the wait''' planning coven. This is a group in my
county that if theydo. of think a program should come there, they do
not come. In other words,, it is about 10 or 12 men, which I am a mem-
ber Ofand when thei.; pita" black man on the board, he is just there
have got to go back anoistart doing there. 1

I found Out when they get something, they have to use a. minority,
. but he is there, and they said that we did not need a clinic, that we had

'everything that we needed. 0

They live 40 or 50 miles from there, and we have to stiffer beCause
they just decide, Well, you do not, need nothing. That is 'all.you do not
need nothing.

however, after a long fight, we finally got the approval' of the
health planning council, and we are supposed to startlet me sav
it that waysupposed to start laying the groundwork inthe next 2. o'it

3 months. I hope something can be done to speed this up.
Tliatik you. .

Senator ICsNxiwy. Thank you Very much, It, is quite a different
dimension froth, what Ave had this morning because you have related
your personal experience, and I think it is ,very much appreciated.

Ms. Guido. . . .

Ms. GUIDO. My nameis Miriam Guido, and I am a staff attorney ..
for the migrant legal action program in Washington, D.C.

As the last witness, I intend to murimarize my 'statement as quickly
as I can. /



The first point we would like to make has come up many tithes to-
day; although not precisely in this form ; If ought to be recognized
that the national health care programs which are intended to cover
the whole population do not coverMigrantS.

The first prograni yOu have to deal with is medicaid.
Oneiof the problems. with medicaid is he residency requireme.nt

which Wafi brought up earlier.
Senator KENNEDY. Can you give, us suggested amendmentS on the

medicare-rtiedichid programs so we could amend the systemso it would'
broaden to cover the poor? There is a distinction I would say, in the
legal definition between the migrant and the poor. I agree with your
philosophical approach 100 percent.

Ms. Gum,. In order to deal with medicaidlou mustfirst deal, with
the tie to categoriCal assistance. Many States limit.medicaid to persons
who receive other categorical assistance. that is to say that ymi have
to have a broken family; or yowhave to be unemployed before you can

kreceive any help at all.
Senator KENNEDY. If you could do that for us; just analyze it:and

give us your statement on it. .

Ms. Giluo. The second .program. yoit- must examine is medicare.0I
think the basic problem here is that the,prbgram isfied tg social secu-
rity coverage, which I could covet'. in further written testimony, if you
prefer.

Senator KENNEDY. Give us some suggestions on those, too, the ideas
. that you have for piecework versus general salary work.

(the material referred to follows :)
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SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO THE MEDICARE-
MEDICAID PROGRAMS TO EXTEND

MIGRANT WORKER COVERAG UNDER THEM

S

MEDICARE'
A 4

zq. Amend the Medicare Legislation,; 42 USC 1395(0,

tmeliminatethe requirement that persons over 65 must

be insured for cashbesiefits under either the Social

Security or the Bailroad'Retiriment Program inmorder to

be eligihIle fox hospital insurance protection.

b) And/or pass a bill amending the Medicare Legislation,
U

42 USC 1395(c), to plbvide "Hospital Insurance Benefits For

Uninsured Individuals Not Otherwise Eligible." This bill

would "mike available hOspital insurance coverage on a

, voluntary basis to persons age 65 and over, including

civil service annuitants and their spouses, who are not

entitled to such coverage under existing law. A State or

any other public or private- organization would be permitted

to-purchase such protection on a group basis for its

retired oractive employees, age 65 anCOver.- The intent

is th0 the cost of such coverage would be fully financed

by those who elect to enroll for this protection.) Enrollees

would pay a monthly premium based on the cost of hospital'

insurance protection for the uninsured groups such

premium would be $27 a month beginning with July 1971 and



o.

5.

4
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_4p to and indluding June 1972,

each year and increased in the

inpatient hospital, deductible"

of 1970,'Committee on Finance,

-session, Report No. 9101431 at

2. MEDICAID

a)

A

and would be recomputed

same pro .sasi the

(Social .Sec y Amendments

Senate i-:9-T0(019iWr 2nd.

page 95)..

. w

Amend the Medicaid V!gislation, 42 USC 1396, to

include a requirement that all participating states

provide Medicaid benefits for the medically needy as

as for those persons already receiving assistance

under state categorical *ants;

b) Amend the Medicaid legislation, 42 USC.1396, to

include a requirement that all pirticipating states

.provid6 Medicaid benefits8to all persons present in'tfie

state who are medically needy regardless of their,permanent

place of "residence.
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Ms. Gum°. I would like to amplify my statement regarding medi:.
care.

Therek,is a vely' serious problem wirh'tlie coverage of migrants
under the social. security' program. A great many migrants are not
covered as is recognized, by tbe Social_ SecUrity A.dministration,.and
therefore, as king as you are going to limit medicare coverage to social
security coverage you are almost telling migrants- they are never
going to. receive medicare benefits.. '

The third problem in terms of general health care programs is
ObvionslY- hosPital tare, which has, brought up so many times
today,,llitit 1 do not think'it i necessary to discuss it further.

However, some comment is necessary on the Hill-Burton regula-0'
Lions, which might have been .very helpful, if they had been suc-
cessfully 'apposed by the health providers wild are. not totally.happy
with free health care being provided to people who cannot pay.

'Senator KENNEDY. Whynot file a: suit on that?
Ms. -Gum. I believe that the-National,Health and Environmental

law program is taking steps in that direction. However,..the conclu-

, sion which you must reach is that if we are going to cover.migrants
under this program, or if we are going. to Over migrants under an

program, we have to be exceedingly careful not to run into
any of the problems that have been encountered in every other national
health Care program.

.
My own feeling is that Ire .should probably cover migrants under

the Migrant Health, Act, an ,the Migrant Health Act should be in-;.
corporated into other national health legislation, rather than being
rep/aced by this legislation.

In terms of funding, I think the figure of $100 million is to be com-
mended. Although it is clear. that more is needed, if that is the prac-
tical limit, you should definitely attempt to get that and no-less. '

I have a Study which was done for 0E0, where it was found that a
family of five received $15.05 per year in migrant health programs.
That, figure is closer to $3 per person than the figure of $5 per person
which was referred to earlier,.which is to say the situation may be even
worse than it appears to be.

The second point I would like to discuss concerns the regulations
that were recently passed. We eommened the fact that these regula-
tions were passed. I think they will make, a great deal of difference in
terms of implementing the act, so that people will have some direc-
tion to follow when they are attempting to determine whether, or not
their actions Are correct, or whether their actions will lead Wile pro-
vision of services for their elient5L. e

However, Y 'believe that the enforcement of the regulations is ex-
tremely significant, especiallYus it is not entirely. clear whether or not
HEW intends to require rigid enforcement of the regulationa.'T think
that enforcement ought- tube stressed.

Rather filrawpatting somebody on the hands and saying: You ought
to-comply with there. NEW should defunct several qf the
worst projects, especially projects which are clearly not going to com-
ply with the regulations snehAts, the one in Im.mokalee, Fla.. where the
director has said lie. does not *ant any community Participation.

There are several sections in the regulations which should he clar-,
ified:
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The first is in section N.106 (a)3 that dekls with theAspects of carethat have to he dealtred.
One section reqiuire,s thAt four specific aspects of care must be deliv-ered or arranged fivoNEile another section requires that three other

services bearranged.for. Clarification is necessary to determine which
of the services in the first section can bil, arranged by the project andpaid for by the client, and

section
services ;mist be' paid, for by theproject.

.
A. second problem with the regulations is found in the section which

allows a project to avoid compliance with the comminity participation
requirements, where there is .inconsistent State Or lociil law.

In that situation, the project is forced to provide alternate 'proce-dures to those which are laid out in the' regul ations.
However, this alternate 'Procedure should be defined as to exactly,what it can or cannot include. Otherwise, it. can become an emptylkter.
There is also an unlimited time to remedy the legal disability whichis involved, and this.time period should also be defined and 'limited.
Mr. SOMMER. Let me say in the question that the Senator stated

he was going to submit to HEW, those two pojnts are covered spe-cifically; to we will balk some feedback from /HEW on reasonable
time and wh4 services will be considered to be required to be deliveredby the migrailt health program.

Ms. Grim I think that is very important.
Another problem with the regulations concerns the amendments tothe regulations. The regulations were amended so that the board canbe elected by, rather than from And by, the community to be served.I believe that this change creates serious problems of paternalism,

insofar as it results in the representatives of migrants deciding what,kind of care should be delivered to migrants; as opposed to having
ihigrant consumers themselves decide these factors.

Finally,The guidelines to the regulations should deal with two addi-
tional factors. The first problem refers to continuity of care, whichhas been recognized by everybody to be a problem, for which there isno obvious solution.

The regulations provide that continuity of care should be provided,
but they do not say how.

The second'problem can be solved by instituting a quorum require-
inent for the board meetings, requiring that 50 percent of the peopleat the meetings be from those. elected by the community, thereby
avoiding the situation of railroading the community by not informing'them of the meetings, or by scheduling meetings when they cannotpossibly attend.

The last point that I wish to bring up his already been commented
on by Senator Kennedy : That is to give an express preference in fund-
ing decisions to community-sponsored projects rather than to State
or local public health department projects.. 4 .

Mr. SCIINtIDER. Let me say we do hope to amend the legislation to
that extent.

Ms. Grin. I hope you are successful.
I think the community changstudy which has been mentioned sev-eral times today makes it abundantly clear that a community groupwill provide much more comprehensive care, will be much more likelyto provide community participation, and will be more successful inany other quality indicator than any other sponsor.
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I think it is important to note in this respect that the public health
departments were_ originally designed to deal with preventive health
care, including immunizations and communicable diseases, and there-
fore to ask them to provide the kind of comprehensive health carethat
should be provided under the Migrant Health Act is obviously inap-

ropriate,
Another problem that must be dealt with in regard to funding de-

cisions is the conflict between a community grant proposal and a. grower
on growerb' association, grant. proposal. In that kind Of situation the
community group should also be given a. preference in funding, be-
cause, it is obvious that an employer and employee are going to.have
a conflict of interest, because of the respective positions that they ful-
fill; and this conflict of interest only adds to the existing problems
with migrant health.

. As the Department of HEW doesp.'t seem to have ally funding pref-
erence for community groups, this legidlation is all the more necessary.

Two examples should suffice to illustrate HEW's attitude. One oc-
cured in the State of Oregon where the Valley Migrant League sub-
mitted a proposal .stateiVia. This proposal was made in response to a
decision by the regional office. that the State should no longer handle
the grant. However, the ultimate result was that the State will have
the whole grant for the next 6 months, after which the community
group will be given one county.

A similar situation has occurred in the Massachusetts and Connecti-
cut area.where a growers' association asked for.$125,000, while a com-
munity group intending to cover both. Massachusetts and Connecticut
asked for twice that amount. The final decision was to split the grant,
thereby giving the community group half of what it wanted and giving
the growers association all of what it asked for.

Obviously the community could not accept this kind of offer.
'My last point regards technical assistance.
This has been discussed today, but I think it should be emphasized

that technical assistance is absolutely necessary if you are going to
have grassroots or community groups forming projects.

Ib is obvious that they will need aid both in writing the proposala
and later in implementing them. Although some technical .assistance
is now provided, it is not entirely clear that it is provided, in a non-
discriminatory fashion.

Specifically, it was asked that technical assistance be given to a
grOup in Immokalee, Fla., but this assistance was denied on the basis
that only the regional offices could give such aid, with full knowledge
that the region would not give such aid to this group.

The only solution is to provide technical assistance through the
Washington office so that local political problems do not enter into the
funding decision.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank von.
The subcommittee stands in recess.
(Whereupon, at 2:11 pan., the hearing in the aboveentitled matter

was recessed.) .
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APPENDIX A

Calendar No. 1.013
t--4

Sr. 3762
[Report No.92-1063)

IN THE SENATE OF TliE 'UNITED STATES

Jvxr 28,1072
Mr. KEwNr.or (for himeelf, Mr. CitAwarimr. Mr. Domxtftcx, Mr. 'franks, Mr.

J:kvreta, Mr. MONDALE, Mr. Nr.11901.4, Mr. PELL, Mr. %women, Mr. RrEVXN-
RON, and Mr. WILLtAsta) introduced the following, bill; which was read
twice and referred to the Committer on Labor attill'oblie Welfare

ArtIrtrr 16,197E
Reported by Mr. KENNEDY, with in atneadment

(Strike out all utter the eruicting clause and 'siert the part printed In Italic)

A BILL
To extend the program fOr health services for domestic agri-

cultural migrant workers.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 nft4 Heet-kot 4444 of the Public Realth Semiee kr,.

4 mnefaled by otriking fiat 148.0003000 for the fweal year

5 ending ;how- 444: 1073," and inoei4:ing in lieu thereof *tot

6 to eaeeett $100,000,000 for theimeak year ending June 407

7 4-0.7.87 1,4-2600;000 for the lioeal year ending AMP a%

8 4944* 44-6447000040 for the lbiet4 yea' ending June 4307

9 IKAT *1.744)(4444044 for 4.1te &eat year on-ding Jane 8443.

II

e
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2

1 19* ARA $2003000;000 4he fieed year ending Ijiine O

2 1977".

3 That section 319 of the Public health Service Act itamended

4 by striking out 130;00,00 for the fiscal year ending June,

5 30, 1973," and inserting in lieu thereof -"not to exceed

6 000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,1973, $105,000,-

7 000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and $120;o0,9,;.,

8 000 for the (Mai Yeartene :fune 30;1975". .

9 Sso. 21116ectift 310 .of the Public Health Service Act

10 is further amended by striking. 4'and".. immediately before the

11 clause designatian." ( ii)" in paragraph11) and inserting at

12 the end of such clause the-following "and premiums

13 for a 'prepaid health care plan eligible for Federal assistance

14 where such clinic,' or special projects so request; All such

15 dales, special projects, and prepaid health care plans shall

" 16 provide out- reach' and follolo-up services /'.

17 Sec. 3. Section. 310 of .the Public Health Service Act is
. .

18 farther amended by insetting "(a)" immediately after the

19 section designatimt and by adding at the end of such sulk:

20 section the following new subsection:

21 "(b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated

22 $25,000,000' for the fiscal year ending June 30,1973, $35,-

2;; 000,000 for the Ocal year ending June 30, 1974, and

24 $40,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, to

25 enable the Secretiary to assist in the protrision of necessary
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1 hospital carelo domestic agricultural tnigratory workers and

2 theirantiliatr

3 --,$Ba. 4. Section 310Of the Public ilealth Semite Aet is

further amended by addi at the end of new subsection (b)

5 . the following new subSect

6 "(c) In Making .g,rants under this section the Secretary

7 lign give priority Most applicants unitise poliiy-making

8 'body is composed of .a majority of Persons who are consumers
,

9 of its services, where competing applicants 'appear to the

10 Soretary of .IIealth, Education, and Welfare to be equally

1 quhlied."
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THE DOMESTIC AND SEASONAL FARM WORKER HEALTH
ACT OF 1972 ,

AITC11710 16, 1972.Opered to be printed

Mr. R.BNNEDT; from the Committee on Labor and Public.
.subroittokthe follOvring

REPORT
[To aoppvit S. 3762]

1-r
04

The Commiteee n Labor and. Public Welfare, to which was re-
ferred the bill' (S. 3762) to amtnd the Public Health Service Act to
extend the program of assistance for, family health services for domes-,
tic. agricultural migrant workers, and for those other purposes, Navin
reported the same, report favorably thereon with an amendment an
recommended that the bill as amended. do pass,

1. SUMMARY

As reported by.the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, S.
3762 would extend until June 3Q, 1975, the authority of Section 310
of the Public Health Service Act to improve health services and the
health conditions' of domestic .agricultural k.thkratory and seasonal
farm workers and their families.

This bill, as amended, does the following: (I) It extends the existing
-,.authorization from, the June,30, 1973, expiration date through June 30,

1975.., (2) It increases the authorization for.Piscal Year 1973 to $60
millionfor Fiscal Year 1974 to $105 million and for Fisc41 Year 1975
to $120 million. (3) It establishes a specific authorization of $20 million
in Fiscal Year 1073, $35 million in Fiscal Year 1974 and $40 million ;14,r.
-in'Fiscal Year 1975 for hospital care services. (4) It establishes a new

;- `411thority permitting local projects and other eligible grantees to use
funds for the costs of premiums forpre-paid health care plans where.
local grantees request such authorizations; and (5) It requires 'the.
Secretary, when making project grants under this.acti to give priority
to those grant applicants whose policy-making body is composed of a
majority Venoms who are:Tecipients of those services.

-:(111 88-olo
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II. HEARINGS

On August 2, 1972, the Senate Subcommittee on Health and the
Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor jointly held hearings on
S. 3762. Senators Edward M. Kennedy and Adlai E. Stevenson, III,

'chaired the public hearings during which sixteen witnesses, including
the Department of Health, Education- and Welfare, and others
knowledgeable in matters related to the ,health status of the migrant
and seasonal farm workers, testified. Outside witnesses included: Leo
Garza, Director, Hidalgo-Starr Catholic Charities, Pilgrim House,
San Juan,- Texas; George Powell, Senior Supervisory Attorney, Texas
Rural Legal Aid, Edinburg .Texas; Adon Juarez, Project Director,
Orange Qove Clinica de SalAridad, Orange Cove, California; Johnny
Johnstolr, Belle Glades, Florida; Ventura Huerta, Project Director
Clinica de Salubridad de Campesinos, Brawley, California; Olga Villa,
University of Notre Dame, Southend, Indiana; Dr. GustavBansmer
Grandview Clinic, Grandview, Washington: Joe Segor, Attorney,
Migrant Services, Miami, Florida; and Miriam Guido, Attorney,
Migrant Legal Action Program, Inc., Washington, D.C.

III. LEGISLATIVE IIISTORy

The Migrant Health Ant was initially approved on September 1962
as Public Law 87-692 and became Section 310 of the Public Health
Service Act. The Act enabled the Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to make grants to public and other
nonprofit agencies, institutions and organizations for paying part of
the cost of: (a) establishing and operating family health service clinics
for domestic agricultural workers and their families and (b) conducting e
special projects to improve health services and the health conditions.

In 1965, the Act was amended to include "necessary hospital care"
(Public Law 89-109). The Act was then extended in 1968 (Public
Law 90-547).

In 1970, the Act was again amended and extended through June 30,
1973 (Public Law 91-574). The amendments included. the following
changes:

(g) The population to be served was broadened to include "persons
(and their families) who performed seasonal agricultural services".

(b) Consumer involvement was mandated: "persons broadly
representative of all elements of the populati9n to be served" must pe
given an opportunity to participate in the development of such
programs, and will be given the opportunity to participate in the
implementation of such programs.

(c) Res,tated program purpose tp include "to improve and provide a
continuity in health services ".

. (d) Allied health professions personnel were added for training
purposes in establishing and operating clinic services.

These amendments served to stimulate the development of Migrant
Health Prog am Regulations which were published in t Federal
Register ay 25, 1972) with special reference to requir ments for
consumer participation, for the required scope of services for primary
care family health clinics and for other conditions outlining the
eligibility of applicants for receiving Federal funds.
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IV. TEE PROBLEM AND NEED

When the Congress of the United States first funded the Migrant
Health Act in 1962, it was in recognition-of the failure of existing pri-
vate health services or government programs to provide adequate
health care' services to the nation's migrant workers.

Those who worked with the migrant laborer also knew that due to
substandard living conditions, inadequate nutrition, and an inability
to gain entry into any health care system, The migrant worker and his
family were constantly plagued by communicable and chronic disease..

There was no mystery as to the reasons for these conditions. The
average family income during the 1960's for a family of five was less
than $2,500 per annum according to Department of Labor estimates.
The depressed life style of 'rnigratorry laborers and their families, the
isolation and exploitation they faced, and the lack of social services
available to them as they criss-crossed the nation from Texas to Michi-
gan, Florida to Ohio and .New York, from Arizona, to California and.
Washington was evident.

-Ten years later! in 1972, health care conditions for the migrant farm
worker still remain critical. According to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare'atestimony and other submitted documents,
the Migrant, Health Program, largely due to inadequacies of funding
levels, still reaches less than 10 percent of the eligible population.

'Statistics also continue to show migrants with the worst health.
problems among American citizens.
Health status of migrants

A large number of studies have documented the poor health of mi-
grants as a gibue. Among the findings of these studies are the follow-
m

'grant births occur outside of ho itals at nine times the national
rate (18.1 to 2.4%).

Infant mortality for migrants 25% higher than the national.
average (30.1 to 24.4 er 1,000 Jive births).

Mortality rates for and other infectious diseases among migrants
are two and otfezhalfrtini s' the national rate; for influenza and pneu -
monia, it is 20% gr#4fter han the national rate.

Hospitaliptipn accidents is 50% higher than the national rate.
The average-' has seven times the numbers of medical

visits per year-than. the average migrant (4.3 Vs. .61 visits).
In 1968, $12 per capita was spent for health services for migrants;.

more than $250 per capita was spent nationally.
Bur the first' ten years of the Migrant Health Act did demonstrate,.

that there were ways of developing health.services for a migrant popu-
lation. Night family health clinics were started in labor camps.
Bilingual perg0 were employed. In fact, it was within the Migrant
Health Pro at. the recruitment and training of the bilingual
community. th worker was first started in a project in Kern
County, C 'a in 1964. Some of the migrant projects, particularly
in the nortaerri states, made impressive strides in developing one -stop'
comprehensive primary care service. In other states, the Migrant/ Health Program provided financial incentives to existing health
facilities seeking to induce them to accept migrant patients.

os ,3
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By 1971, as a result of glpecial Migrant Task Force, the Migrant 4
Health Program had developed several prototypes of health care
delivqry services for various migrant populations. The three models
most commonly found were based upon the size of the migrant influx:
a) services for short term high concentration of migrants, such as
found in Oregon, Washington, Ohio; b) services for longer term high
concentration of migrants, such as found in northern Florida, parts of
California, Michigan or Colorado; c) services for home base areas such
as Florida, Texas, parts of California and parts of Colorado. Ironically,
despite the popular notion that it would be impossible to establish
anything but make-shift operations forzaigrants m rural areas, it was
demonstrated thikt in less than three years, most of the projects could
develop on-site laboratory capabilities Bisic diagnostic services,
family centered primary care rather than fragmented categorical
clinics, bilingual personnel, on-site medical services and referral
services to specialty practices.

However, despite the progress that was made in giving migrant
workers and their families greater access to health care, four -major
issues still recurred frequently enough to attract legislative attention.
They were :' The inadequacy of the funding level; The need for ear-
marked hospital funds.. The need to reaffirm Congressional commit-
ment to consumer participation; and The need to develop a strategy
for integrating' mi grant workers into tt larger health care delivery
system if such should develop.
The need jor earmarked hospitalization funds

In 1965, the Migrant Health Act was amended to include the pro-
vision of "necessary hospital care."

However, because of' the low level of total funding, it was admin-
istratively determined by DREW that hospital care costs would not
be covered by the Migrant Health Program. An attempt 'was tc; be
made to use Medicaid and other Federal, State or local payment pro °

grams to try and provide hospital care. however, with the exception
of . the State of Michigan, which pays for migrant hospitalization
through state funds, no such payment programs were identifiable.

It is now clear that this attempt has Jailed and that to, a large
extent migrants are denied access to hospital care.

A November 1969 HEW Task Force Report concluded that few
states provide any medical 'assistance under Mmdicaid for migrants.

A 1971 0E0 report made an almost identical'finding: For example,
in a detailed survey-of migrants in Florida, it found 3.2 percent covered
by Medicaid.

The most recent study conducted by Community -Change, Inc.,
an HEW-funded year-long evaluation of the migrant health program
also found that migrants were not covered by Medicaid or Medicare
and generally were excluded from any hospital care.

The study said: "The site visits made it clear that comprehensive
health services without hospital access were simply not comprebensive.
Relying on 'other resources' or 'local responsibility' resulted in limited
hospitalization, critical delays and numerous personal indignities . . ."

During testimony at the hearings HEW acknowledged that IA
than 10 percent of the migrants nationwide are covered by any hospital
care insurance.

4
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Without exception, all -witnesses; from -the directors of migrant
health projects, to attorneys familiar with health probleips of the mi-
grants, recognized the failure of the existing system to prckide hospital'.
care,

Witnesses including the chairman of. the. National Migrant Health-
, Advisory Committee, Dr. Gustav Bansmer of Washington, reconi-

Wended a separate authorization for hospital care.
The Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound reports that its

in-patient hospital care costs are approximatelY 30 percent of the
$138 per -person health care costs.

The RFS Foundation Health Plan estimates its in:patient hospital
care costs are 35 percent of the total cost.

The lack of sources by which ,migrant hospitalization can be paid
has not only been a financia4nightmare; it has alsb caused personal
indignities and callous treatmegt to. those in need of care. According
to the testimony given at th# Senate Subcommittee hearifilg of a
representative of the Lower Rio Grande Valley:

To be admitted, the patient must pay a $160.00 deposit
or sign a promissory note if he cannot show coverage under
some kind of insurance plan or policy, regardless of his in-
come or ability to pay. If the migrant worker br indigent is
unable to' pay his bill, the hospitals seek to cbllect on the
promissory note. After repeated attempts haVe failed, the
notes may be turned over to iollection ageneies who, use
whatever means available to collect.

Recently. published Rill-Burton Regulations have virtually closed
the possibility of migrants getting hospitalization under the "free-
care" provision.

Presently, no other alternatives exist for hospitalization.of migratory
agricultural workers and migrant health projects have been instructed
not to allocate funds to hospitalization because of tite drain -this will
cause on their resources. The only solution is to increase funding under
the Act so that the 1965 Amendment to the Act, including hospital
care within the Act, will be implemented.
The need to reaffirm congressional commitment to consymer participation

In 1970 (Public Law 91-209) an amendment mandated:
"persons broadly representative of all elements of the

population to be served".must be "given an opportunity to
. participate in the development * * * (and) m the imple-

mentation of such programs."
The amendment was adopted f oliowing extensive hearings by the

Migratory Labor Subcommittee into the powerlessness of the migrant.
In May, 1972, DHEW published, a final version of the Migrant
Health Regulations which had a somewhat weakened provision for
consumer participation. After an inquiry from members of the Senate,.
representatives of DHEW stated that they would like to strengthen
the language regarding consumer participation, but that the existing-
legislation did not justify it.

It was further stated that acco rding to studies sponsored by DHEW,
consumer-based projects did in fact demonstrate "the greatest likeli-

$4 -$52 0 - 72 - 5
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li-ood. of operating a comprehensivhealth project which care meet
' thiy`performanee requirements of scale, accessibility, aceeptitbility

and efficiency."
Witness0 described the racial and cultural indignities they have

traditionally faced by providers who had little sensitivity to the health
needs of the migrant worker. Many witnesses also described the
difficulties those from the served population had in competing for
jobs in projects where sponsorship was not consumer based, even
whbn the job applicant was qualified.

The Committee has approved additional language which provides
for priority in the awarding of grants to those grantees whose policy-
making boards are comprised of a majority Ad migrant workers and
seasonal farm workers who would be served by the program.. The
Committee also expects that technical assistance to consumer groups
in the _preparation of their application's will be forthcoming from
DHEW to assure their ability to compete equally with government or
profeSsional sponsors with more familiarity with the grant application
and approval process.
The need to develop a strategy for integrating migrant workers into a

larger health care system if such, systems should appear
The witnesses befote the subcommittees all expressed the long range

hope that the migrant worker might at some time beCome integrated
into a larger health care delivery system serving a broader spectrum
of the society. At the same time, there was a recognition of the fact
that such systems are not a reality in the rural areas at this time.

Nonetheless, in light of other health initiatives which are taking
place nationally, such as currently introduced bills regarding health
maintenance organizations and health service organizations, the com-
mittee felt that the time had come to authorizewhere local projects
so requestthe use of a portion of migrant health funds for the pay-
ment of premiums for pre-paid health care if such-programs provide
adequate out-reach and follow-up services. The Committee felt,
however, that there was.no evidence that this alternative would have

ia major impact on migrants for the duration of this extende4Act.
The inadequacy of the funding levels

According to DHEW, there are approximately 1,000,000 migrants
and dependents. Also, there are approximately 3 million seasonal
farm workers who are eligible for service under this act, DHEW in
its testimony estimated that its budget request would reach approxi-
mately 284,000 farm workers, or less than 10 percent of the target
population.

The DHEW estimate of the total cost. of providing both compre-
hensive care and hospital services to e farm worker population
eligible under the act was $800 million. T erefore, it is not surprising
that in the past with levels of budget requ is and appropriations as
shown in the table below, it was impossibl for the migrant health
program to provide comprehensive care to th program recipients.

Most projects found it difficult, if not im ossible, to provide the
services that were considered essential to a comprehensive care
facility. They also found financial restraints preventing them from
providing the trinsportation facilities which ere needed for adequate
,ou t-reach.

6
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In some of the nfore temporary or short term projects where
services are purchased on a visit-by.-visit basis through the season,
clinics have had to close,before the migrants have left the,area because
the clinics ran out of funds. Other projects have cut comers by cutting
down hours of clinic services. A visit to most of the clinics will show
that funds are not used for spacious quarters or elaborate architecture.
In fact, may of the projects have difficulty in meeting the "human
dignity" requirement since they had no money to build adequate
partitions or seating facilities for patients.

In addition, each year the, program is left with a stack of "approved
but unfunded projects" which are deeded to serve other migrants but
which cannot be funded because of inadequate appropriatipns. Ac-
cording to DREW, there are almost 900 counties that have a seasonal
migrant impact. Some 700 of the counties are not covered by the
current p,rogram.

Each year,. despite reports from the Department of Labor that fewer
and fewer migrant and seasonal farm workers will be utilized due to
mechanization, existing projects keep reporting an increased case load.
Berrien County, Michigan, for example, which is one of the largest
migrant impact areas,'has reported at least a 25 percent increase over
the previous year for each of the past three years.

According to a statement submitted by Sister Cecilia, Abhold,
administrator of the East Coast Migrant Health Project, 77 percent
of those interviewed stated that they plan to be a part of the migrant
stream next year, while only 17 percent indicated that they were in

itheir last season. The sad fact is that migrant workers continue to
seek work despite the fact that there indeed might be fewer jobs each
year.

In the same statement, Sister Cecilia noted that out of 94,000 mi-
grants covered by the East Coast Migrant Health Project, her project
is only able to deal with 20,000 workers.

Finally, there are the-- words of one of the project directors of a.
migrant health project. After describing one patient who came to his
clinic, he stated: , . .

Recently he oame to the Center for a follow-up examination
and he thanked those who had assisted him. Without the
specific advocacy of the Center, he might well have died at an
early age. His only fault being that he, like thousands of
others, does not fit into any of our neat programmatic
medical insurance plans, nor does he have the resources to
provide for his own care. He works in a most difficult and
strenuous occupation., that of picking the food for your
tables. The fruits of his labor are like those of faany like him;
he is poor, alienated and excluded. from most meaningful
social legislation; for although we are willing to benefit
from his misery we are not willing to accept, and readily
extricate ourselves from, the responsibility of providing for
his most basic needs. This may be pblitically, and econom-
ically expeditious; but it also appears cynical and immorld.

7
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The Committee regards this bill with the highest priority. The
Committee believes it IS imperative tat the Migrant Health Act should
be extended. The Committee regretted the abeence of recommended
levels for authorized funding from the Department of Health, Educe,-
tioq and Welfare's witnesses. It does not however concur with
the Department's recommendation of ,"not extending the migrant
health authorities until we have compleed our review." There have
been at least four major studies of the program within the past three
years. The Committee feels assured that the program has already been
studied enough for the purposes of legislative guidance, and that no
useful purpose would be served by postponing the enactment of S. 3762.

Further, tEb hearing record underlines the imperative need for the
continuance of this program. The paucity of health services in rural
areas and the barriers to access to existing services due to residency,
language and institutional complications were stated repeatedly.
According to HEW testimony during the hearings:

Generally, the migrant population is geograplucally
scattered and mobile. Nevertheless, it tends to be concen-
trated in predominately rural areas which suffer from prob.
lams of maldistribution of health resources. The lack of
available resources affects not only the migrants but many
of the persons who reside in rural areas. This is a very com-
plex problem for the migrant as well as the rest of the rural
po ulation, for which no easy solution has been developed.

ant health needs are complex and varied. In some
respect migrant and seasonal farmworker health problems
are a manifestation of the problems that face many rural
Americans in obtaining adequate health care. In microcosm,
migrants have problems with financing, with availability of
resources and accessibility to care. In addition, cultural and
language, barriers make obtaining adequate services difficult
for the migrants. The mobility of a migrant population further
complicates the problem and makes the provision of com-
prehensive health care with continuity a very difficult one
indeed.

8
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Finally, Dr. Gustav Bansmer, Chairman of the National Migrant
Health Advisory Committee testified: .
AA

I can state with equivocation that (the migrant health
program) is appropriate, that 'it is necessary for a large,
underserved major economic need of this countrythe'
migrant, agricultural laborer is a vital necessity to the
well-being of agriculture. It is completely obvious that
mechanization is reducing hand labor but agriculture will
still require large volumes of labor, large volumes of agfri-

. 'cultural technicians and mechanics.
Until such time as this nation develops' a national system

or systems 04 health care delivery wluel will permit each
individual tolhave access to comprehensive health care or
until such time as the nation elimmates those arrangements
which require separate health care delivery mechanists for
various ethnic 'or income groups, it is encumbent on the
governinent,of the United States to give more attention, more,
support to the health care needs of the migrant farm worker.

W'e must still recognize that this approach to the health
care of the migrant farm worker is not the lat -and best
answer to this problemit is a temporary ans*erbut a
necessary answer at this time.

The basic issue before the Committee therefore in the extension and
increase .of authorization evolved around an. acceptable level of in-
creased authorization. The approved. compromise was reached on the
level of funding and accepted .unanimously.

In full agreement that the migrant and seasonal farm worker should
be given access to a improved health care systems as thay evolve, the
Committee unanimously agreed with Section 2, which permits funds
to be used for the payment of premiums for a prepaid health core plan
eligible for federal assistance when such clinics, special projects so re-
quest. It also added that all such clinics, special projects, and prepaid
health care plans shall provide out-reach and follow-up services.

The Committee gave strong endorsement to a separate authoriza-
tion and need for paying for hospital care. There was no disagreement
on the part of the Committee that hospitalization needs of migrants
were not being met. Documentations presented by witnesses that
other sources of payment, including Medicaid and

a separate author-
ization

were not

refore, the Committee approved.
available to pa the hospitalization costs of migrant workers and
their families.
ization to cove e costs of hospital care.

The Committee also cautioned thatoliospitalization should not be
determined by ability to pay but rather by need. The 'Committee felt
that hospitalization guidelines should be established by HEW so that
hospitahiation will not be used inappropriately in lieu of primary care
or outpatient services. Hospitalization should alsb be paid for by this
grant only ,as an extension of comprehensive health care delivery
system, and not as an isolated inappropriate alternative to care.

The Committee requested a report on effects of this new authoriza-
tion before the next extension of the Migrant Health Act. In light of
the residency requirements which are often the greatest barriers to
migrants getting hospital care, the Committee places a priority of

c/
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utilizing these funds for those migrants, who by virtue of their residency
cannot qualify for other third party payment. ThaOommittee was
further persuaded to so amend the Act in light of the most recent
Hill-Burton regglations, which for all practical purposes mak& the
"free care" propsion 'virtually inaccessible to migrants.

By amending the Act to include subsection (e), the Committee
provided that "In making grants under the section, the Secretary

giye priority, to those applicants whose poliey-making body is
composed of ,a majority of persons who are consumers of its services,
where competing applicants appear to the Secretary of Llealth,
Education and Welfare to be equally qualified."

This amendment re-stated Congressional intent regarding the con-
sumer participation amendment passed in 1970 (P.L. 91-209). In
addition, the Committee heard impressive and persuasive testimony
that consumer-based projects, better than any other model of migrant
health project, showed' the potential far better accountability to
consumers; more comprehensive scope of services; better outreach and
follow-up services; a' higher percentage of persons from the same
culture being recruited and trained foi\higher level jobs within the
project; and better methods of -cost accounting. This was documented
by at least two studies sponsored by HEW, and by testimony of
witnesses themselves.

Equally significant, the Department of Health, Education and
We are representatives stated in a meeting with staff representatives
Of the Senate that they would like to strengthen the consumer par-
ticipation aspect of the legislation, but found it impossible to do so in
light of the ambiguous wording within the current Act. The Committee
therefore agreed upon an amendment to the Act.

Although the amendment gives clear indication of Congressional
intent that preference will be given to applicants whose policy boards
are composed of a majoritysof persons who are consumers of service,
that in the absence of such groups (which might be the case in certain
rural areas) other prototypes of sponsorship can be funded.

Finally, in keeping with its strong commitment to the principle that
consumers should have a majority, representation on the policy-making
board of migrant projects providing such services, the Committee
encourages the Secretary to provide any technical assistance required
to establish and mamts.in programs whose policy-making board is
composed of a majority of consumers.

VI. TABULATION OF VOTES CAST IN COMMIT4ME

Pursuant to section 133(b) of the gislative Reorganization Act
of 1946, as amended, the following is a abulation of votes in Com-
mittee:

Motion to report the, bill to Senate carried 17-0.
Voting Aye: Sens. Williams, Randolph, Bell, Itennedy, Nelson

'Mondale, Eagleton, Cranston, Hughes, Stevenson, Javits, -Dominick',
Schweiter, Packwood, Taft, Beall and Stafford. c-,

14'
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

S. 1762A BILL TO 30XTICND TEM PROGRAM FOR DOMMSTIO MIGRANT AND
StABONAL AGRICULTI1BAL woman's .

Section /
Amends section 310 of the Public Health Service Act to reauthorize

and extend (through fiscal year 1975) the program of grants for health
services for domestic iyugrtmt and seasonal form woaers and their
families. Increases fiscil year 1973 authorization for such program by

:130 million.
There are authorized t be appropriated for such grants: $60 million

for fiscal year 1973; $105 million for fiscal year 1974; and $120 million
for fiscal year 1975.
Section, 2

Amends section 310 of the Public Health Service Act to authorize
the Secretary to make grants to meet the costs of premiums for prepaid
health care plans where local grantees request such grants. Requires
such grantees to be eligible for federal assistance. Requires crmics,
special projects, and prepaid health are plans, receiving assistance
under section 310, f provide outreach and follow-up health services.
Section 8

Amends section 310 of the Public Health Service Act by adding new
subsection 310(b).1

New subsection 310,(b) authorizes the Secretary. (fiscal year 1978

through fiscal year 1975) to provide funds to aseist in the provision of
necessary hospital ore to domestic agricultural migrants and their -
families. og,

There axe authorized to be appropriated for such purposes: $20
million for fiscal year 1973; $35 million for fiscal year 1974; and $40
million for fiscal year 1975.
Section 4

Amegd; section 310 of the Public HealtlyService Act gy adding new
subsection 310(c). New subsection 310(c) requires the Secretary, when
making any grants under this section, to give priority to thosb grant
applicants whose policy-poking body is composed of a majority of
persons who use its services. Such priority is to bb given when appli-
cants competing for grants under section 810 appear to the Secretary of
HEW to be equally qualified.
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CiBANozs IN"EX16TING L477

In *compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill are
ehOwn as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in
black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law in which
no change is proposed is shown in roman):

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT, AS AMENDED
..* * p* *

TITLE IIIGENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE

HIALTH SERVICZS FOR 1)01M8TIC AGRICULTURAL, MIGRANTS
tt.20*.

Sxc. 316. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated not to
exceed $7,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968; $8,090;000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, $9,000,000 eachJor thti,fiscal
year ending June 30, 1968, and.,thar.'next fiscal year,415,ota,coo for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1070f $20,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1971,'$25,000,0004orthe fiscal year ending June 30,
1972, and [$30,000,000 for tbe fist mar eding June 30, 1973,i not
to exceed 360,000,000 forte hfiscal,yearniling-Ane 80,1973, $105,000,-
000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19 74, and $1$0,000,000 for the

.fisccil year ending June 30, 1975 to enable the Secretary (1) to make
grants to public and other nonprofit agencies, institutions, and organi-
zations for paying part of the cost pf (i) establishing and operating
family health service 'clinics for do estte. agricultural migratory work-,

ers and their families, includi training persons (including allied
health professional persona t govide seryices in the establishing
and operating of such al' I spairliet'Ajqicts to improve and
provide a continuity in lies, t se es for and toimprove the health
conditions of domestic agric' Itur rgatory workers and their fami-
lies, including necessary hospitab-c nd including training persons
(including allied health professions p . .nnel) to provide health serv-
ices for or otherwise improve the hea onditions of such migratory
workers and their families and (iii) for a prepaid heaa care
plan eligible for Federal assistance where clinics or special projects
.80 request. All such clinics, special projec epaid health care plans
shall provide out-reach and follow-up s d (2) to encourage and
cooperate in programs for the purpose of imp oving health.services for
-or otherwise improving the health condition of domestic agricultural
migratory workers and their families. TheSecretary may also use
funds appropriated under thiskseetion: ptovide health services to
Persons (and their families) who perform seasonal agricultural services

ttr 13
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similar to the services performed by domestic agricultural migratory
workers if the Secretary finds that-the proVision of health services
under this sentence Will contribute to the improvement of the health
conditions of such migratory workers and thdr families For the pur-
poses of assessing and meetaig.domestic migratory agricultural work-
ers' health needs, developing n resources, and involving local
citizens in the development and imp ementation of health care pro-
grams authorized by this section, the Secretary must be satislied,
upon the basis of evidence supplied, by each applicant, that persons
broadly representative 'of all elemeats of the population to be served
and others in the community knoVadgeable about such needs have
been given an opportunity to participate in the development of such
programs, and will be given an opportunity to participate in the imple-
mentation of such programs.

(b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated $85,000,000 or
year ending June 30, 1973, $35,000,000 for the focal year ending

Junk 80, 1974 and $40,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975
to enable the Secretary to assist in the proms= of necessary hospital

I care to domestic agricultural mvratory workers and their families.
(c) In making grants under this section the Secretary shall give

priority to those applicants whore policymaking body is composed of
a majority of persons who are consumers of its services, where competing
applicants appear to the Secretary of Health, Educatton, and Welfare
to be equally qualtfied

r
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APPENDIN3B
(Excerpts from Part SA,,"Sfigrant and Seasonal Farmworker Powerlessness," July 20, 1970, Hearing'

N before the Subcomn3ittee on Idigrator3r Labor of the Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare)

MIquANT. AND SEASONAL.. FARMWORKER
POWERLESSNESS

(Who Is Reilonsible?).

116/trY, JULY 20, 1970 \

U.S.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON *IORATORY LABOR

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR '',1,ND PtrlitIC WELFARE, 40,
Washington; D

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.xn.
'

pursuant to cant in room 318,
Old Senate Office Buildin , Senator Walterter F. Mondale (chlijrman
of the subcommittee)presiding:

Present: Senators Mondale (presiding), Yarborough, anct Saxbe.
CoMmittee staff members present : Boren Chertkov, counsel..
Senator MormAkE. The subcommittee will come to order.
This morning the Migratory Labor Saw' ommittee begins the eighth

in a eries of hearings on "Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker Power-
lessness."

Today, we begin hearings with the cons fence Of a Nation awakened
to our cause. Last week's remarkable N CTV documentary "Mi-
grantsAn NBC White Paper," has created an atmosphere of out-
rage and revulsion over the desperate. plight of hundreds of thousands
of our fellow citizois who have systematiOally been denied the status,
the;rights, the pride, the human decency, and ;e reward for their
labor which ke hold to be the birthright of all Americans.

We saw the documented evidence of the spiallor, cieg,radation, and
racism which our Nation bestows upon the migrants. We saw the
helplessness, fear, and frustration of a ileople whose only hope is
for their children to escape the fate into which they were born. And
we saw, most tragically, these children4-underid, poorly clothed,
deprived and isolatedfalling further behind in school and falling
further into the hopeless lap of the migrant stream. . ti

A migrant camp is a microcosm of nearly every social ill, every
injustice, ii,nd everything shameful in our society : poverty almost
beyond belief, rampant disease and malnutrition, racism, filth and
squalor, pitiful children drained of pride and hope, exploitation and
powerlessness, and the inability or unwillingness of public and- pri-
vaN institutions, at all levels, to erase this terrible blight on our
Country.

This is not the first, time that the shame of America has come to
us in prime time. Ten years ago, a similarly remarkable documentary.
called "Harvest of Shame" was nationally televised,; and still an-
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other, "What Harvest for the Reaper," has been produced since
then.

Perhaps our greatest shame is how little we have clone in this decade.
We know the problems. In this subcommittee albne, we have had
seven series of hearingson the life of the migrant as described by the
farmworker himself, the reasons for the successes and failures of
union and, community organization efforts, the border commuter
problem, legal problems, the effects of pesticides on the farmworker,
the'economic and manpower issues.

We must now turn to The question of why we have accomplished
so little.

-What are the powers, the1 pressures, the politics, and the special
interests that have perpetuated thii degradation? *lie has opposed
the investigations of these conditions, and who has endeavored to
suppress the truth? And who has worked to oppose the legislation
or frustrate the administration of programs which might at least
begin to meet the problems that are now so well documented?

This morning, we begin with a panel of doctors, Dr. Raymond
Wheeler, Charlotte, N.C.; Dr. Harry Lipscomb, Houston, Tex. Dr.
Ramiro Casso, McAllen, Tex, ; and Dr. Gordon Harper, Boston; Mass.,
who comprised part of a team of distinguished doctors who dealt with
the health problems of migrants and their families.

We begin with Dr. Wheeler.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND M. Wirp.r.r.rat, M.D., INTERNIST,
CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Dr. WHEELER. Thank you, Senator Mondale.
Before I begin,1 would like to introduce to the committee my medical

colleagues who are with me today.
On myleft is Dr. Harry. Lipscomb of Houston.
On my immediate right, fir. Ramiro Casso, McAllen, Tex.; and Dr.

Gordon Harper of Boston.
I am a physician engaged in the private practice of internal medicine

in Charlotte, N.C.
I am a member of the American Medical Association, a Fellow of

the American College of Physicians, and am certified as a specialist
in internal medicine by the American Board of Internal Medicine.

I am also president of the Southern Regional Council, an organiza-
tion of black and white southerners, who for 25 years have sought and
worked for equiirbpportunity for all citizens of the southern region.

During the past 3 years, I have studied the health and living condi-
tions of the poor in North Carolina, Mississippi; Alabama; Florida,
southwest Texas Appalachia, and in the ghettos of northern cities.

I have examined children, ealked to their parents, and visited their
homes and schoolom,

I have served ?ea member of the Citizens' Board of Inquiry into
Hunger in the United States, which published the 'report entitled
"Hunger, U.S.A."

I have testified before committees of both the House and Senate
of the United States concerning the existence of hunger and malnutri-
tion througfiout this country.
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In January and ?gain in April of this year,,I traveled with other
medical colleagues in southern Florida observing the health and living
conditions of migrant farmworkers. In March of this year, my col-
leagues here today and I visited Hidalgo County in southwest Texas.
We were part of a medical team of about 25 physicians, medical stu=
dents, and technicians. There we spent 5 days examining farmworkers
and their families, tagking with them and other members of the com-
munity; and visiting homes and labor camps in which the.people live.

Beginning with our visits.to Mississippi and Alabama in 1967 and
including our trips to Florida and southwest Texas this year, the
efforts of all the physicians involved in this work have been spon-
sored and encouraged by the Field FoundatiQn.

The purpose of our studies and our reports have always been the
same. We have sought to observe find study the life situations' of
children of the poor?. in order to bring their conditions to national
attention. Their condition is one of sickness and poverty, isolation and
neglect, indifference and exploitation, resulting in .tens of thousands
of children who exist in our country to' day without hope, denied their
basic rights as human beings, and condemned to lives of pain, frus-
trations, and despair. In our minds, there can be no question about
this fact.
, It seems equally certain that this tragic situation-is directly related

to another. In our affluent, money-oriented society, human needs of
children have been subordinated to political and economic interests.

Senator Mornam.,E. Would you 'yield there, Doctor?
rthink that is a point that is often ignored. We like to say of our-

selves that we are a child-oriented society. We hear.about that all the
time. But I have heard from many others like you who have dealt with
the problems of the disadvantaged in American society, and they have
all come up with the same conclusion you havethat really we show
.very little concern, if any, for the children of the poor.
/.'hey are, of the most tragic victims of 141. They have no

i
way qf fighting back. Theyhave no way of obtaining their own food,'
or their own housing, or in other ways taking care of themselves.
They have no way to demand a quality education. As a restilt, we
mangle and destroy thousands of them, 'millions of them, in a :very
cruel way.

If we were truly a child-oriented society, that would have stopped
decades ago.

Dr. WHEELER. I certainly agree, Senator.
It would not: be consistent with our beliefs or our purpose to portray

those interests as intrinsically evil. Rather, we see them as basically
uninformed, insensitive, and uncaring about the vast and irreparable
harm that is being done not only to children, but to the very fabric
of a society in which these children must live and take their places as
adult citizens.

Wherever we went, in the south, the southwest, Florida, or Ap-
palachia, the impact was the samevarying only in degree or in
gruesome detail.

We saw countless families with large numbers of children, isolated
from the mainstream of American culture and opportunity, possessing
none of the protections of life and job and health which other Ameri-
cans take for granted as rights of citizenship.
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If the farmworker is injured in the field or if he becomes illfrom
exposure to pesticideswe heard of and saw many instances of both.
situatiolis--he does not receive workmen's compensation. If he is sick
or cablot find workand there are 'many days when work is not
availablehe does not receive unemployment insurance. There is no
realistic minimum wage to guarantee him adequate pay for .his work.

If social security payments are deducted from his wages, few
records are kept by the crew boss on which he can later base a claim.

He has no health or hospital insurance to provide him with even
minimal medical care and he does not earn enough to purchase it.

The farmer is not even prohibited from working young children in
the fields if the parents, desperate for enough money to buy food and
shelter, chose to take their children out. of school or bring along their
pre-school-age children to pick, the vegetables.

We saw housing and livin conditions horrible and dehumanizing
to the point of our disbelief. In Florida -and in Texas, we visited
hosing .projects, built with public funds, which defy description.

e saw living quarters constructed as long cinder block or wooden
sheds, divided into single rooms by walls which do not reach -to the
cgilings. Without 'heat, adequate light or ventilation, and.containing
no plumbing or refrigeration, each roomno larger than 8 by 14
feetis the living space of an entire family, appropriately suggesting
slave quarters of earlier days. I doubt if the owners of fine racing
horses or dogs along the east Florida coast would think of housing
their animal property in such miserable circumstances.

We saw many different kinds of housing and perhaps some of the
worst from the standpoint of structural 'soundness owned by those
who lived theredid hot create in me the feeling of outrage that some
of the so-called better housing did. -

.
For example, in Dade County, we looked at quarters operated by

the Homestead Housing Authority with public funds. There someone
had sat down at a drawing board and deliberately and callously
designed a living unit which consisted of a single room with concrete
block walls, divided partially by a block partition which .jutted out
in the center of the room. There was one door and one small window
high up under the ceiling. The room was dark and darhp at midday.
There was nothing in that unit to make it habitable.

There was not one gesture toward providing either comfort or basic
human needsno source of water, no toilet, no refrigeration, no heat,
and the lighting was so dim that no child could have possibly been
able to read or study.

This was the creation of a public authority, a place in which it was
willing for other human beings to live.

Senator MONDALE. How old was that housing unit?
Dr. WHEELER. It was fairly old. As I recall, perhaps 30 years.
Senator MONDALE. I noted on my visits that a lot of these, so-called

housing units were built in thy" mid-1930's-The Farm Security Ad-
ministration was responsible for some of that construction.-They are,
as you have described them, unbelievable places for human beings to
live. Yet, for those 30 or 35 years they have been making money off
that housing. They still eltar4e very high rents.

There is very little Upkeep, and practically no effort to make them
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habitable. Not only are these units miserable, but,, in addition, the
local governMents are making money on them. It is the only place
that the migrants have to live. They are being charged very high
prices.

Dr. WHEELER. As I recall, one of the mothers that we talked with
who lived in one of the places I just described told me she p'aid $14
or $15 a week.

Senator MONDALE. That sounds like a standard charge. And, nothing
goes to the tenant, under these circumstances, except very bad
housing.

I got the impression that the last time this NaiiOn was concerned
about migrants was in, the middle 1930's. I remember one farmworker
who told that their hOusing was built after Eleanor Roosevelt visited.
They built some nice housing. They 'would like to have another liberal
visit and get some more housing.

- You see this all over the country : California, Texas,. Florida. The
last time there was any substantial migrant housing built, as rotten
as it is, was probably in the middle 1930's.

Have you noticed that?
Dr WHEELER. We saw very little in the way of new housing.
I recall in this particular. Homestead; Fla., development they were.

building a few on the periphery of the camp. There was very little
new housing in evidence at the plithes I visited.

Senator MoNnAtio. The only place I saw new housing was outside
of Delano because the tenants struck because they were living in small
corrugated shacks that were built after Mrs. Roosevelt visited, 30 years
ago. A grown man could not. stand up in them. You can imagine what
that is like in the summer, two little holes in each side, what 'they call
windows, l guess.

These families were cramped-in there. They were paying fantastic'
rents. They finally had a rent strike, and the county then built some

. new housing.
Senator YAinionotron. Dr. Wheeler, Senator Mondale, the chairman

of this subcommittee, and I visited a number of Colonies in Cameron
and Hidalgo County. in the past few months. Back of that screen of
briar and thornbush out in front is a kind of thornbush curtain that
'can be 100 yards from the highway and the traveling public on the
major. 1.7.S. highway traveling for years never dreamed that those
Colonias existed.

When we went in there, we were told we were the first legislators who
had ever been in there from either a. congressional or adSt ate legislative
committee.

We found the conditions of sanitation and. ill healthnot being
doctors, we could not judge the ill health except from seeing them and
talking to the people and having them tell us about it but we could
see conditions of sanitation and the other things there that you* are
describing.

I was not with Senator Mondale in Florida. But these we saw in
my home State when we went there. We inquired about the health
programs we enacted. We *found not even a. registered nurse came
into those Colonias to look .at the people.

So, you have people listening Who have seen some of these things
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with their own eyes. We listen with great interest and a great hope of
doing something about it.

Dr. WHEELER. I share that hope.
Senator MormALE.. Please proceed, Dr. Wheeler.
Dr. WHEELER. I think while we are talking about housing it would be

helpful for, us to think about the effects on a child who has to live in
one of these poorly ventilated, poorly lighted one-room dwelling units,
aside from the physical health, the physical discomfort of the heat,
the cold, and dampness.

The absence of fresh air and the crowding greatly increases the like-
lihood of transmission of contagious disease. This.is why so many
have tuberculosis as well as chronic respiratorfintections.

How is it possible for a child to study and perform, in school when
it is impossible for him to read by the light available to himl How
can he possibly be emotionally well adjusted when he has no privacy,
when he lives in.a cage? How can he possibly stay awake in school the
following day when he has attempted to sleep in a bed with three or
four of his brothers and sisters?

How can this be, in a society such as ours, with the values we are
presumed to cherish?

In all of the areas we visited, the nearly total lack Of even minimally
adequate medical care and health services was an early and easily clocu-
merited obseivation. Again, that 'which most' Arnerieans now age to
be a right of citizenship, was unavailable to most of the people whom
we saw.

The standard procedure of requiring cash for services sand a cash
deposit before hospital admission, places an impossible burden upon
those least able to afford the high cost of being sick. Documentation of
discrimination in medical services and denial' of medical care will be
described during the course of the hearings.

We saw hundreds of people whose only hope of Obtaining medical
care was to become an emergency which could not be turned away. We
heard countless stories of driving 50 or 100 miles to a city general
hospital after refusal of care at a local hospital.

Mexican - American citizens of the United States told us of crossing
the border into Mexico for dental and medical treatment which was
less expensive and for care which was considered to be kinder, more
humane than they could obtain in their own communities.

We heard of diagnoses and treatment by nurses, endless waiting for
simple proeedures such as immunization of small children, and de-
grading treatment by medical personnel.

A few statistics substantiate our observations. The migrant has a
life expectancy 20 years less than the average American. His infant
and maternal mortality is 125 per cent higher than the national av-
erage.The -death rate from influenza and pneumonia is 200 percent
higher than the national rate and from tuberculosis, 250 - percent
higher than the national rate. The accident rate among migrant farm-
workers is 300 percent of the national rate.

We know from these statistics alone that the migrant and seasonal
farmworkers live shorter lives, have more illnesses and accidents, lose
more babies, and suffer more than the rest of us. Everything that
we saw and heard in Florida and southwest Texas bore out this
knowledge.
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From the moment we set foot in Hidalgo. County until w.41 departed,
our medical tom was engulfed by a seemingly endless processioyof
distraught an parents, bringing their elderly relativ5i and
their families of six, eight, or 10 childrenseeking medical treat-
'ment which they could not obtain in their own communities.

Senator MONDALE. Doctor, can you tell us, just briefly, how this med-
ical team proceeded? Was there a public announcement that medical-
examinations would be made available and then in response to this
the.migrants and their families arrived? How were the people told of
your availability ?

Dr. WirEmito. I think Dr. Casso might be able to answer that since
he was there before the team arrived and is perhaps more familiar
with the exact mechanism of how the information was disseminated
than, I.

Dr: CAsso. I am not familiar with just how people were advised that
this'ivas going to happen. But there will be Other witnesses later on,
perhaps Mr. Fernandez and Mr. Dunwell, who perhaps will be more
knowledgeable than I about that.

Senator MONDALE. Dr. Casso, didn't you testify before the Health
Subcommittee at McAllen?

Dr. Casso. I testified at the Edinburg, Tex., hearings, yes.
Senator MONDALE. Proceed.

`Dr. WHEELER. In partial answer to your question? some of the com-
munity leaders in the Colonias knew we were coming and told their
people about it. After we got there, the word spread very rapidly.
There was some television coverage over the local station and the radio
and in the newspapers. It seemed to be adequate in view of the num-
ber of people who turned out.

Senator MONDALE. Could you make an estimate of how many people
you saw and treated?

Dr. WHEELER. I believe we saw about 1,400.
Senator MONDALE. Did you give them treatment as well as examina-

tions ?
Dr. WHEELER. We tried to treat some of the sickest people. We had

very little in the way of facilities for treatment and for follow-up
care. But we were able to give some care and make prompt referrals
of some of the sickest people we saw.

Senator MONDALE. How many doctors were on the team ?
Dr. WHEELER. There were 15 doctors.
Senator MONDALE. Proceed.
Dr. WHEELER. I was describing this mass of people who confronted

us when we arrived there. I want to comment just a little about these
people.

Most of these people live constantly at the brink of medical disaster,
hoping that the symptoms they have or the pain they feel will prove
transient or can somehow be survived, for they know that no help is
available to them. Only two groups haN;e any hope for relief: Those
who are somewhat better off financially and those who are most criti-
cally ill and become emergencies.

Some of the people we saw were not seriously ill, or perhaps not
ill at all, but none of -them know, and most had never had the op-
portunity to find out, if they were healthy or whether tomorrow might
bring disaster.
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Our group was not equipped to offer very much in the way of de-
finitive treatment. for the vast amount of illness we saw. Perhaps the
most constructive and most helpful acts that we performed involved
the opportimities to assure some, who had never seen a physician
before, that they were, indeed, well and could continue their struggle
to survive without the nagging fear of physical disability or death.

Eor the rest, the majority of the hundreds of people we examined,
it was a different, frustrating, and heartbreaking story. We saw peo-
ple with most of the dreadful disorders that weaken, disable, and
-torture, particularly the poor.

High. blood pressure, diabetes, urinary tract infections, anemia, .

tuberculosis, gallbladder and intestinal disorders, eye and skin diseases
were frequent findings among the adults.

Almost without exception, inteStinal .parasites were found in the
stool specimens. examined. Most of the dhildren had chronic skin in-
fections. Chronically infected draining ears with resulting partial
deafness occurred in an amazing number of the smaller children. We
saw rickets, a disorder thought to be nearly abolished-iit7this country,
and every form of vitamin deficiency known to, us that' could be iden-
tified by clinical examination wasEreported.

Senator MONDALE. What do you call that disease of the mt?
Dr. WHEELER. Chronic otitis media.
Senator MONDALE. There seems to be an almost unvarying correla-

tion between poverty and otitis media. We have seen this in Eskimos
and Indian children. Apparently it is very widespread. with migrant
children. .

Dr. WHEELER. This is an easily preventable disease. Treatment with
antibiotics can prevent or cure most of the ear infectiOns that we saw.

Senator MoNDALE. But, unattended, it is not; only terribly painful
but it can destroy the child's capacity to hear for purposes of education,
and. a normal, ife, can it not ?

Dr. Wiikit. That is correct.
Senator MoNDALE. Perhaps many of these children who think they

are subnormal for other reasons are really suffering from a hearirig,
defect as a result of this otitis medik.Is that the answer?

Dr. WHEELER. That is part of the answer.
Senator "1-Amionoton. Among the skin disorders, Doctor, did you

see any leprosy?
Dr. WHEELER. I believe we saw one ease of leprosy.
Dr. Lipscomb will give you a detailed rundown of the number of

diseases and the different kinds that we saw.
There was one case of leprosy.

. I doubt that any group of physicians in the past 30 years !has seen, in
this country, as many malnourished children assembled in one place
as we saw in IIidalgo County.

There. is one place I remember particularlya labor camp in Wes
taco, a small town east of McAllen.

As we walked lietween the rows of dwelling units, many small chil .

dren played around us, running about barefooteld through mud and
pools of stagnant, refuse-filled waterthe perfect culture for intesti-
nal parasites, polio, and bacteria-causing infectious diarrhea which
kills so many children.
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We stopped and examined children at random and almost every
child had some preventable physical defect. We saw tiny youngsters
drinking rice water out of bottles because their mothers bald no milk
to give them. Chronic skin infections, both fungage and bacterial,
were practically a "normal" finding.

Rickets iskupposed to be a rather rare disease these days but we saw
one child after another with deformed ribs and legs, thickened wrists
which are the classical landmarks of the disease. One youngster, stand-
ing apathetically near a group of playing children

'
had all the stig-

mata, of advanced protein deficiencysparse, thin, reddish hair; thin,
drawn face; protuberant abdomen; and thin, wasted extremities.

We stepped into one single-room dwelling unit where parents and
six children lived. Amazingly, it was spotlessly clean in spite of the
fact that the nearest source of water was a block away.

On the bed lay a 3-month--Old infant who weighed lees than the
average newborn. It was emaciated, restless, wailing, and occasionally
pulling at a bottle which we soon discovered contained sour milk.
There was no refrigerator in which to keep formula. The child had
been ill for weeks, according to its mother, but at its last visit to the
clinic, a day or ewo earlier, no medication had been prescribed. A
very quick examination disclosed pus pouring, from its right ear. We
made arrangements for the child to have penicillin and individually
packaged feedings of formula which the mother could not afford. I
suspect we were too late, and I doubt if the child survived. '

What I have just attempted to describe in Weslaco is documented on
film taken by.Martin Carr of NI3C,. When the decision was made to
confine the documentary on the migrant to Florida, that film was not
used and remains in the possession of NBC. It is my hope that it will
be preserved and made available to the Nation, for It portrays condi-
tions which cannot be adequately described by mere words.

Senator MONDALE. The NBC documentary was originally intended
to include some of the work you were doing in Texas; is that correct?

Dr. WHEELER. That is possibly why the television filming team was
there. .

Senator MormALz. But the final documentary used only film that
was taken in Florida?

Dr. Virirzsm. That is right.
Senator MozinAr.E. So that the film they shot. in Texas was not seen I
Dr. WIIEELEk. That is right.
Senator MONDALE. I think it might be a. good idea for this stibcom-

mittee to ask NBC if they could make that film available to us so that
we might look at it. I think we should. I deeply regret that it hasn't
been made available for general public viewing, though perhaps-there
were technical and production problems, or most likely, there just
was not the time to show all the horrors.

Dr. WHEELER. Because of the tremendous numbers of people who
sought our help in a limited time, we interviewed and exitiffined entire
families as a unit. In one tiny rural settlement, with a medical student
assisting me, I spent an entire day examining one 'family after another.
It was a shattering experience.

Their dietary histories were all the samebeans, rice, tortillas, and
little else. The younger children, especially, were undersized, thin,
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anemic, and apathetic. The muscles of their arms were the size of lead
pencilsa sign of gross protein malnutrition. Many had evidence of
multiple vitamin deficiencies and almost without exception, their skins
were rough; dry, inelastic, with the characteristic appearance of irita-
min.A. deficiency.

I remember the shock I received when one young boy was
brought in who was well- nourished and I touched his skinwarm, soft,
resilientunlike any I had seen all day, and I called to the student
with me to come and put his hand on that child in order that he might
refresh his memory of what a healthy skin feels like.

The children we saw that day hive no future in our society. Malnu-
trition since birth has already, impaired them physically,, mentally,
and emotionally. They do not have the capacity to engage in the sus-
tained physical or mental effort which is necessary to succeed in school,
learn a trade, or assume the full responsibilities of citizenship in a
complex society such as ours.

In 1997, my medical colleagues and I traveled through the Missis-
eippi Delta qind rural Alabama. There, we saw hunger and,poverty
and human misery to a degree that we had not dreamed possible in
affluent America.

In 1970, 21/2 years later, we have found in Florida and Texis, rich
and fertile States, other forgotten Americans,` living and working in
near slavery, their children living and dying- in conditions as dread-
ful as any we previously encountered.

Senator lVfosinsm. Would it be fair to say that, despite two and a.
half years of national debate and discussion, despite national tele-
vision documentaries that were shown depicting this unspeakable hu-
man tragedy, that for all practical purposes the lives of those you
visited and saw just a few weeks two were unimproved. And, that
there was no improvement at all over what you had seen just two and
a half years ago?

Dr. Wuzzlirn. I regret very much I have to agree with you.
Senator MONDALE. The one objection I had to the NBC documen-

tary was the comment that so much had happened, that there was so
much improvement in the past years. Maybe there are places where
there have been improvement& But I have been in many migrant
camps, and I have talked to many a farmworker. If there has been
any improvement, you need a better set of eyes than I have, and in
spite of the improvement which does exist there still is such unutter-
able human degradation =and poverty, that it is not worth comment-
ing on.

Would you agree with that
Dr. WHERLER. Yes, sir ; without any hesitation at all.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, I think that is a sad commen-

tary on the enfomment of Federal laws. Under the previous chair-
man of this subcdhimittee, Senator Harrison Williams, we enacted
the first migrant labor health laws. The Congress appropriated mil-
lions of dollars to see that something was done.

In our visit down there last year we found a doOor, a retired Army
medical doctor, in charge, and just a few people, qe registered nurse,
for a vast area. But about all they were doing was keeping records«
They were not giving treatment to the people or examining patients.
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They %fere drawing salaries, but from what we could see very little
was being dona.With the money we appropriated.

Senator MONDALE. I can remember going in the slums and the
migrant health ,director saying, "Gosh, it is interesting."

I said, what do you mean "it is interesting?"
Ire said, "These people living like, pigs down there."
He had never been there before..It was his job; he was supposed to

be in charge of their health. Yet, he had not even been there.
Senator YARBOROUGH. The reason the Army 'doctor took it is because

they could not get a medical doctor to do it. He just sat at the county
seat and drew a salary and had responsibility over about four counties.

Doctor, there is on thing you said in here, in this row of one-room
installations, putting a whole family in one room, 8 by 14 feet. You
said it suggested slave quarters of earlier days.

I have been around on tours and looked at some of these old slave
quarters on plantations. Most of those I ever saw had a separate Cabin
for each slave family. At least, the ones I have seen that still survive.
Tho slave quarters had more space than this for the slaves.

Ihveyou seen that type where they had a separate cabin
Dr. IvIIEELER. Yes; I have pictures of them.
Senator YAnsoaoroir. They had more space than some of these mi-

grant workers have now.
Senator MONDALE. That is the difference between owning and rent-

ing slaves. the owner had to take care of them; he had an equity in
them.

Senator YARBOROUGH. He had a great investment in them.
Senator MONDALE. That is right.
Dr. WHEELER. It is not likely that we saw more malnutrition or

more human misery than we had seen in the Delta. Perhaps, in the
time that we were there, we did not experience as much overt hostility
expressed by the white community as we had sensed in Mississippi and
Alabama.

In the Delta, mechanization of the huge farm industries had ren-
dered thousands of people useless to the economy, and they were left
to die or to survive as best they could. In some instances, it seemed clear
that there was an unspoken conspiracy to solve the problem by making
life so intolerable that'people were forced to flee the land and the State
in which, they could no longer earn a living. No longer needed and
unable to secure help from the white community, the black Mississip-
pian at least had the freedom to leave, if lie were able, and to seek
a better life elsewhere.

In Florida. and Texas, the farm worker remains a valuable asset
to the owners and operators of the huge farms which produce food and
fruit for the Nation. Without them, corn and tomatoes would rot in
the fields, and oranges and grapefruit would shrivel on the trees. There
is no way that these farms can be operated without the migrant work
force which moves about the area, harvesting the beans and squash
this week, moving on to gather the avocadoes another week, in another
county. Merhanization has not yet devised a way to'replace them.

What is different in Florida and Texas from the rest of the rural
South is the deliberate, cruelly contrived= and highly effective system
which has been devised to extract the maximum work and productivity
from other human beings for the cheapest possible price.
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Every effort is directed toward isolating the farmworker from
the rest. of society, maintaining him at the lowest level of subsistence
which he will toleratethen making Certain that he has no means of
escape from a system dint holds him fit virtual peonage. And, to that
the grower has the full cooperation of the Federal Government, the
State, and the local community.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Doctor, let me say a word there.
You, know in 1966, through the Labor and Public Welfare Commit-

tee, we brought the minimum wage law for the first time in this Na-
tion to farmworkers.

Now, Franklin D. Roosevelt had a national minimum wage law in
1933 to protect the workers in the factories and in the fields. But, for
a. long period of time, people who advocated such laws were never
able to pass the laWs through the Congress to protett the workers
in the fields. We were able to paps that law in 1966 and brought the
minimum up to $1 the first year, $1.15, $1.30 an hour. It is a minimum,
not a maximum. A very poor wage but a minimum wage, where be-
fore the wages paid had been about half that.

I noted earlier in your statement something which indicated that
the problem was that there has been no enforcement of that law and
failure to enforce it or failure to get the benefits of it to the worker.
I think this committee ought to explore that, whether the laW we have
passed has been implemented. .

Here the Congress has shown some concern by passing laws to put
money into States to educate the migrant workers and put a minimum
wage on their labor. Over the course of the past 10 years, these laws
haveheen passed. The problem is, as we go out to the "colonias," as those
settlements are called-, that the English-speaking people aejdom see
them, and many of the more affluent Mexican-Americans litver see
them.

Thu problem has been to get these laws to the people to make them
operative, but the Federal Government has in the past 10 years been
working, and trying to do something.

Senator MONDALE. It is my impression that minimum wage law are
are being widely avoided and violated. And, the, employer. lraa., be
fairly large in the first place.

Senator YARBOROUGH.' Seven Or more workers. All the big farms have
more than that; the farms in Hidalgo County who hire 100 at a time.

Dr. WHEELER. One way to go around it is.by.so-ealled piece rates
for piecework. They pay the worker. on the basis of his production.
They pay by the pound or by the bushel or by the basketload for what.-
he mcks.

Working on a piecework .basis and being paid that ways it is my
understanding that very few of theme woiters are able to earn what
would. amount to the full minimum wage for the number of hours
worked.

At this point in my report,, in order that what I say next will not
be misinterpreted, / would like to express my high regard and *sped
for the members of the Subcommittee on aMigratory Labor and my
admiration for the hard work, the commitment., and the efforts of
all of you in your attempt to better the life of the migrant. No one
has done more.
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At the same time, I have questions which I feel must be raised or I
will not have carried out my responsibility to you or to the people
about whoni we are bt)th concerned.

These questions relate to the reasons for this hearing and the6ny
hearings which have preceded it on the same and related subjects.

You are perhaps even more aware than I of the volumes of informa-
tion. and the days of testimony which are already available to you and
to the Congress, documenting the fact of children inour midst'who are
stunted physically, dulled mentally, and warped
'dren who are deprived of all opportunity to become productive cid-
zenSchildren who will grew up to becoilse,wards of society orworao
perhaps hostile, alienated, and destructive.

I have here a copy of a report of the President' Commission on
Migratory Labor, written and submitted to President Truman in
1951. Even a cursory examination of its pages will reveal that the
plight of the migrant has-not changed significantly during The inter-
vening 19 years.

What does it take to make us care about our children ?
The picture we saw is one of a society thriving on greed, cruelty,

alienation, and fear ---a society which either never had or has com-
pletely abandoned the $oncerns, the ethics, the ideals which make
dignity and freedom possible.

What has been done to convince the Congress of the United States,
the most powerful group of men in the world, that the time has come
to put aside its greed, its prejudice, its concern for personal power
and prestige and too be concerned for the kind of society in which our
children must live together?

You, and only you, can change all this. Ilow is it possible to justify
the endless words and the devious political maneuvers -which have
delayed and withheld meaningful aid to children who don't have
enough to eat, children whose parents have no -jobs and no money for
food or medical care?

How can the Congress and our Nation's leadership pretend to be
related in any sane way to the world around them "%hen they spend
their time and the Nation's wealth building roads and guns and planes
and elaborate government buildings,while families live 10 or 12 in one
room without water, heat, ventilation, or even a place to wash their
hands?

And children die ,even worse,most of them live, numbed by hunger
and sickness, motivated only by an instinct for survival, crowded into
the ghettos of horror which abound in our- country 'which produce
desperation and loss of faith in our system. Our answer seems to be
more police, more guns, and more punitive laws whenever they protest.

We came, away from Florida and Texas with tremendous admira-
tion for the leatiers of the people we met. These men, often at great
risk, were working to give their people hope and leadership which
would dispel their apathy and despair.

In many respects, these people were stronger than most of us. They
ohdure what seemed to me to be the unendurable, with patience, humor,
and-understanding Reniarkable in view of the misery whichsurroUndc;
them. and this powerlessness they experience. They have not given up
the hope at we, who can help, will someday raise our voices and
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. et
say that there are some things in our country which are intolerable,
that these things can be changed, and must be changed. Our time is
/miming out.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Applause.] .- .
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Dr. Wheeler for a moat moving and

historic .statement-of the current tragedy and disgrace of the lives of
the migrants and thei eta-mines.

You make a challenge, a challenge to us, in your conclusion that r
can't answer. ..,- .

We have spent days and years in this committee listening to the
evidence of human tragedy, tragedy that should never occur anywhere
in the world, let alone in the wealthiest society on earth. We pass laws
that provide only 'minimal coverage and minimal benefits :but even
they seem to be ignored. Bills pass the committee or the-Senate and.
never become law.

For example, a year and a half ago we traveled, to 0, Nutrition and
Human Needs Committee hearing in Collier County and elsewhere. It
was readily apparent that the only kind of food program that would

iworlds one in which the Federal Government had the ultimate respon-
sibility or finding the hungry and feeding the poor. If PM depended°
on the local power structure, you could be absolutely certain that the
poor were not even.going to be identified, let alone going to receive
food assistance.

I I the fight in the Senate to help overcome that problem. We
passed n amendment which includes that Federal responsibility in
the so- ailed McGovern-Javits bill. But that bill has languished
in the House Agriculthre Committee since that time. I regret that
the administrant:in is not supporting us in that record. But without
that responsibility, I don't think we are going to meet the needs of

. these human beings. It just won't happen. -

After we came back from our hearings in McAllen, Tex. I was
so outraged that we tacked an amendment on the Migrant Health Act
requiring the establishment of advisory boards composed of the target
population so that the migrants and their families would have to be
consulted in migrant health programs..

Now, I do not know for sure, but I have been told that not a single
such council has been established. It is just as though there is little
difference betvieen passing a law and sending a letter, our legislation is ,
just sort of advisory these days. It is something that theadministration
will think about and do, or not do, depending on what they want to do.

The other day I led the fight for unemployment compensation for
the migrants, at least coverage for those working for the very largest
fanners. WelaVe passed that in the Senate. It was not in the House
bill. It was the first thing dropped in the Conference Committee. Even
the Washington Post, which 1 regard,as one of the most liberal decent
journal's of our country, wrote a public editorial saying, let us not
jeopardize our program by fighting overt the migrants.Ykt us drop that
thing an go on to fight another day.

if there is anythuag expendable, if there is any human being that
has been relegated fo the status of worthless trash in the.U.S. society,
it is the migrant. Yet, they work harder than practically any other
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'working man hi our society. They' on, their bellies, they stoop,
they climb, all over this land just trying to find enough to Hie on.

I accef)t the challenge; I, accept the criticism; but the truth of it
is that the migrant is wit out a friend poiterful'enough to make any
substantial difference in hislife, and that tinA been true, for 50 years.

ons?Senator MONDALE. Senator Saxbe, do you have any ques
Senator SAXBE. Thank you,. MY. Chairman.
Doctor, as you know, we are interested not only in the grant

problem but in the general health problem, in this committee.
We-have had quite a bit of testimony as to how we can gel'
medical 'care tO people even if these people are not migrants. If
the are poor, they still need medical attention which they
are not getting.



The Surgeon General and otheits have testified before us that at the
present time the doctors just aren't available to staff the kind of out-
patient clinics that are necessary or to do the fieldwork that is
necessary.

Do you have any suggestions on how better delivery of medical. care
- might be accomplished in your State or in the Southwest?

Dr. WHEELER. Senator Saxbe, the problem of the adequate delivery .

of medical care to all the people of our country is an extremely com-
plex one, as you know. There is no simple solution that I can think of.
It involves adequacy of numbers of medical and paramedical person- .

nel , it involves more efficient means of delivery of care or greater use
,of that technology in bringing that care to the people.

One of the things that it involves most of all at this point, at least
in a nation which has no national health insurance .program, is the
sufficiency of doctors for people to be able to buy medical care. If they
can't get it, of course, they can't buy it.

Senator SAXBE. This is what we hear from the. AMA 'but I just
question this. If you have 200,000 physicians with 175,000 of them prac-
ticing, all working and working hard, and most of them areif you
just put more money into the thing, does that help ?

Now, this, it seems to me, has been the kind of thinking which has
brought us to the present place.4Everybody says we will put more

rogr m u you
'a don't make more doctors.

-01 Dr. WHEELER. No; you are correct. We certainly at this point do not
have enough doctors in this country the, way they are presently being
utilized. As matter of faot I am certain that we could do. .a much
13e14er job of delivering medical care to the people of this country if
4 services of doctors were utilized in a much more effective way.
There are m
this. roble

Senator S 263E. Do you think the Federal Government is going to
go tO'the \

you are not providing service; we will tell you how to spend your,
have(.1% cloctor arid say, "Look, you are wasting your time;

ny, many doctors in the country today who could help in
if-their setvices were being more adequately utilized.

Do you think that is what it is going to come tog
Dr. WHEELER. I hope not. I hope there is enough concern about this

problem and interest and enough willingness to exert leadership on the
part of physicians,. 44, only on the national level in our associations,
but also in our communities, that with the increasing pressures to do
something lbout`these,Problerns the medical 'profession will assume its
responsibility and participate with lay people at all levels on the plan-
niug of how to get medical caret° people.

Senator SAXBE. One of the problems we face is the increasing pres-
sure of tht various colleges of surgeons and internists and so on to
increase the pall fications. Recently, I believe this year, it was proposed
that they add another year to surgical residence.

I have a son in surgical reitire. He has been there 3 years. He has
2 more to go; and 2 years in the rmy. He will be 33 years old before he
hits a clinic.

It seems to me that we have to do something to get people at the local
level to run a clinib. Now, they all want to go to the medical center and
have offices next too to each other and pass people around. But I feel
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very strongly that we have to have 3-yenr_ dallpractitioners.. e
are doing this at Ohio State this yeir. We tires ting a 3-year progr m
and no internship. They spend- 3 yearain medicine and they go out.
They are not going to be able to do brain surgery and things like that
but they can certainly take care of the complaints and detect things.
that can be referred..

Now can this be an answer ?, ..

Dr. WHEELER. This is one of the things I am talking about when
I talk about the effective utilization of medical personnel. The length
of time it takes to train a doctor is unnecessarily long, in my opinion
that' is just one thingand the failure to train and to utilize a large

'number of paramedical personnel who can do a great many things
that doetors now have to do.

I think the fee-for-service system. in itself has builtintoit all sorts
of inefficiencies that make for poor medical care. I think there need
to be many more prepaid plans, and there should 'be a countrywide
program of national health insurance to extend to everyone the benefits
that medic e and medicaid are now attempting to extend.

We are e bit of the subject of my resrionsibility.
,Senator mu. We are, and we are not, The three of us, I ow, see

I- e e to eye because we supported this outpatient clinic amen ent to
t e I-Till-13nrton Art. But if outpatient clinics were avails -he
migrant camps, even if you had to put them on trucks a d aul them
around -- obviously the people you saw'had not seen a do tor for a long
time or had any medical treatment. . '

Your. testimony indicates, and this is what we/ ear constantly,
chronic eases where children are dying from illneSses that obviously
reflect no medical attention at all. ,..., j // 4 .

If we can get more mobile facilities that move from camp to camp
and at least have a sick call. once a week, we( would go a long way
toward curing some of they things you referred to here; could we not?

Dr. Wnvxmii,'It'would helps, great deal. i`

Of course,. along with that there has to be also a very vigorous-
attack on sanitation, on housing, on water supplies, on' sewage dis-
posal, garbage pickup ; all these things. Otherwise, you are simply
putting a bandaid on a horrible wound/ . ,

Senator SAXBE. This is generally resisted at tte camp level.
Dr. WHEELER. Resisted by who ?-
Senator SAXBE. By the camp owners.
Dr: Wnnni.rit. Yes, sir. Very little cooperation. They make no effort

in that direction at all, none. . ,
Senator SAXBE. That is all I haVe.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Yarborough.
Senator YARDOROUGH. Doctor, I have followed your statement with

great interest and, despite the failure of the executive departments to
implement the laws. of Congress, I want to tell you that this is one
committee of Congress that is concerned over this problem, has been
for at least 10. years,. the Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

In mentioning hunger as being the basis of this, let me point out .,

that the first 'hunger hearings_that I recall started with this commit-
tee in 1967 and the leaders were Senator.Robert Kennedy and Senator
Joe Clark, of Pennsylvania. They went into the Delta, they went into
California and said the people were starving; there was hunger. There
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was an assittilt on this'committe,e generally by the press of America-by
.saying there is no hunger, there is slander, politically motivated. They
wrote editorials inpaper after paper, including my own State.

After a year of investigations, many of those same Papers changed
and the editorials said there is hunger in America? there, is malnutri-
tion in America, and we have to do something about it.

A survey was made of my State. Nearly all the, people on the team
were from Texas so that they would not' e open to a charge that they
brought in outsiders. They had made a similar survey in Guatemala.
They had found 'conditions of hunger in areas of Texas very similar
to the areas in Guatemala.

The efforts of this committee ran jurisdictionally into the opposi-
tion of the Agriculture Committee of the Senate. So, to keep that
problem of conflict froth stymieing the work, it was agreed that a
Special Select Committee on Malnutrition and Hunger would be es-
tablished. The Senator 'from South Dakota is chairman of that com-
mittee. I am a member of that committee as a representative of the
Labor Committee.

We continued work and we put in. more money; we added an amend-
ment on the floor of $500 million for that, additional money, for the ,
school lunch program.
But the-tragie-tliing-about-it-is,-as-you-have-pointed-out-in-all-the--
testimony before that committee, we asked the question, How much
would it cost to end hunger in America? That question was asked of
Secretary of Agriculture Freeman in January of last year just before
he left office. Acting with his staff and knowledgeable people, he said
a billion dollars. That was the lowest estimate we had.

./The highest estimatey.11d the only people we asked were the people
who know the prices of food and deal with distributionwas $3 bil-
lion. The highest estimate we had from anyone to end the hunger in
America was $3 billion a year. They have been spending $3 billion a
month in South Vietnam for years..

We saw news media, that used to sweep this under the rug, say we
spent $110 billion on the war in South Vietnam. The debilitating cost
of that war ulling down American society. It did not cause hunger
in America, y have had it all these generations, but it has held down
the money. /

People decry the expenditures, say you are spenders, spenders. The
strange thing is when we spend money on food they. call us spend-
thrifts. They never call spendthrift anybody who votes for the
sciuilifflering of that money in Southeast Asia. From the national re-
source'standpoint alone, and the health and strength of this Nation,
it is folly. It is absolute folly.

You put your finger on that. In one of the paragraphs of your pre-
pared statement, among other things you mention, "How can the
Congress and our Nation's leadership pretend to be related in any
sane way to the world around them when they spend all of their
money, and that is the big drain, in Southeast Asia.

I think.when we put up the money to build the tiger cages and go
and inspect them and know they are there, we are just as responsible
for the tiger cages as any petty dictator in South Vietnam. We gafe
them the money and we sent our supervisors around there to see them.
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I assure you there fire concerned people. We are intelligent enough
to know the cost. Those of us who have been working on that, a number
of us, Robert Kennedy was assassinated; 2 years before that Paul
Douglas was defeated in Illinois; 2 years ago, Wayne Morse on this
committee and Joe Clark on this committee, two of the most active
men in this field, were defeated. I was defeated. May 2.

Nowl we all have intelligence enough to know when you try to do
something for the poor you run a great risk of not coming back.. But
the encouraging thing is that each time one of us is liquidated politi-
cally or otherwise, there is another man 'waiting. You see him here in
Mondale of Minnesota, Kennedy of Massachusetts, Cranston of Cali-
fornia, Hughes of Iowa, Eagleton of Missouri on the full committee.
There are moae.standing ready to take their places.

So, I thinnte movement for justice in this field is going to grow.
I don't think the-fact that a number of us get politically liquidated is
going to stop the movement for justice in America for food and med-
ical care.

Senator Saab° has put his finger on one thing, the ,avarice that has
kept America from educating enough doctors. Let us face it. We have
had such a monopoly that we could not get enough medical schools.
We have 160 doctors per 100,000 population. Soviet Russia has 280
doctors per 100,000,opulation. They are educatingiust as fast as they
can, increasing their medical schools to get 360 doctors per 100,000
population. They have found that is the size of a medical corps that
it will take to care for the health of the people.''For each doctor, they
have a medical assistant that we are beginning to provide for in our
law. Something like u halfway doctor, you might say, not a physician
or surgeon but y medical assistant, one for each medical doctor in
Russia.

We, being the richest and most affluent Nation that the world has
ever seen, cannot remain down where we are in health for the people.
We can no longer remain 21st among the nations of the world in the
average longevity of a male child.

A male child born in America, as you know, being a doctor, has an
average shorter life than a male child born in 20 other nations on
earth. Our infant mortality rate puts us down about 14th among the
nations of the world. This is a, shame, it is a thing that must be
alleviated.

I have been on this health subcommittee for 12 years, and have sup-
ported every measure to improve the health of our citizens, like the
one to build 20 new medical schools and dental colleges under the
Hill-Burton Act. I floor-managed the action recently in which we over-
rode the Presidential veto on putting a mere two and three-quarter
billion dollars more kir 5 years to build hospitals and outpatient
clinics. We know that is a token based on the needs but that is all we
could pass.

I want to say that this committee is concerned and has been working
on this for years. We pass laws in the Senate but by the time they
get through the conference with the House they are always less.

We had a $6 billion hospital bill we passed out of this committee
and it passed the Senate, $6 billion for 5 years: When we finished
with the House in a conference, we were lucky to get out with tvio and
three-quarter billion dollars.
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So, what is needed is something to strike the conscience of the
Nation. We need a reorientatios. of national priorities so that the
health and education of the peopTe become foremost objectives of this
Government, not bragging about what the kill ratio is in South Viet-
nam, not bragging about how many tons of bdnibs we drop. We
dropped month after month a greater weight of bombs on North Viet-
nam than were ever' dumped on Germany and Japan together in
World War IL

The thing we ought to brag about and put in headlines on the.front
page is how much hunger we have alleviated in this country;, how
much disease we have curd, not how many people we have killed.
We have to turn from a death-oriented society to a health-oriented
society an improve the health care for the people hi thiai'eountry.

Yours is of the most powerful statements I have seen in N years
on the health subcommittee.

Thank you for the contribution you are making to alleviate the
conditions of life in these United States.

WnEET.ER. Thank you, sir.
Senator MormsLE. Dr. Wheeler, we have interrupted your fine state-

ment on several occasions, so I order it printed in its entirety at this
point in the hearing record.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Wheeler follows:)

PREPARED STAITEMENT OF RAYMOND M. WIIREbER, M.D., CHARLOTTE, N.C.

My name is Raymond M. Wheeler. I am a physician engaged In the private
'practice ObInternal Medicine in Charlotte, N.C. I am a member of the American
Medical Association, a Fellow of the American College of Physicians, and am
certified as a specialist in Internal Medicine by the American Board of Internal
Medicine. I am also President of the Southern Regional Council, an organization
of black and white Southerners, who for twenty-five years have sought and
worked for equal opportunity for all citizens of our region.

During the past three years I have studied the'healtb and living conditions
of the poor in North Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Southwest Texas,
Appalachia, and in the ghettoes of Northern cities. I have examined children,
talked to their parents, and visited their homes and schools. I have served as
a member of the Citizens' Board of Inquiry into Hunger in the United States
which published the report entitled Hunger, TI.S.4. I have testified before com-
mittees of both the House and Senate of the United States concerning the exist-
ence of hunger and malnutrition throughout this countiy.

January and again in April of this year I traveled with 'other .medical
colleagues in Southern Florida observing the health and living conditions of
migrant farm workers. In March of this year, my colleagues here today and
visited Hidalgo county in Southwest Texas. We were part of a medical team of
about twenty-five physicians, medical students and technicians. There We spent
five days examining farrnworkers and their families, talking with them and
other members of the community, and visiting homes and labor camps in which
the people live. - ,

Beginning with our visits to Mississippi and Alabama in 1007 and including
our trips to Florida and Southwest Texas this year, the efforts of all the physi-
cians involved in this work have been sponsored and encouraged by the Field
Foundation. The purpose of our studies and our reports have always been the
same. We have sought to Observe and study, the life situations of children of the
poor, in order to bring their condition to national attention. Their condition Is
one of sickness and poverty, isolation and neglect, indifference and exploitation,
resulting in tens of thousands of children who exist in our cotiltrY today without
hope, deified their, basic rights as human beings, and condemned to lives of pain,
frustrations, and despair. In our minds theke can beno question about this tact.
It seems equally certain that this tragic situation is directly _related to another.
In our affluent, money-oriented society, human needs ot .children have 'been
subordinated to political and economic interests.
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It would not be consistent with our beliefs or our purpose to portray those
interest as intrinedcally evil. Rather, we see them as basically uninformed, in-
sensitive, and uncaring about the vast and irreparable harm that is being done
not only to children, but to the very fabric of a society in which these children '
must live and take their places ai adult citizens.

Wherever we went, in the South, the Southwest, Florida, or Appalachia the
impact was the samevarying only in degree or in gruesome detail.

We saw countless families with large numbers of children, isolated from
the mainstream of American culture and opportunity, possessing none of the
protections of life and job and health which other Americans take for granted
as rights of citizenship.

If the farmworker is injured in the field or if he becomes ill from exposure
to pesticides (we heard of and saw many instances of both situations), he does
not receive Workman's Compensation. If he is sick or cannot find work (and

, there are many days when work is not available) he does not receive unem-
ployment insurance. There is no realistic minimum wage to guarantee him ade-
quate pay for his work. If Social Security payments are deducted from his
wages, few reoords are kept by the crew boss on which he can later base a claim.
He has no health or hospital insurance to provide him with minimal medical
care and he does not earn enough to purckase it. The farmer is not even pro-
hibited from working young children in the fields if the parents, desperate for
enough money to buy food and shelter, choose to take their children out of
school or bring along their pre-school age children to pick the vegetables.

We saw housing and living conditions horrible and dehumanizing to the
point of our disbelief. In Florida and in Texas, we visited housing projects,
built with public funds, which defy description. We saw living quarters con-
structed as long cinder-block or- wooden sheds, divided into single rooms by
walls which do not reach to the ceilings. Without heat, adequate light or venti-
lation, and containing nu plumbing 9r refrigeration, each room (no larger than
8x14 feet) is the living spaceof an entire family appropriately suggesting slave
quarters of earlier days. I doubt if the owners, of fine racing horses or dogs
along the East Florida coast would think of housing their animal property in
such miserable circumstances.

We saw many different kinds of housing and perhaps some of the worst
from the standpoint of structural soundness (owned by thbse who liVed there)
did not create In me the feeling of outrage that some oWthe "better" housing
did. For example in Dade County we looked at quarters operated by the Home-
stead Housing Authority with public funds. There someone had sat down at
a drawing board and 'deliberately and callously designed a living unit which
consisted of a single room with concrete block walls, divided partially by a
block-partition which jutted out in the center of the room. There was one door
and one small window high up under the ceiling. The room was dark and damp
at mid-day. There was nothing in that Unit to make it habitable. There was not
one gesture toward providing either comfort or basic human needs--no source
of water, no toilet, no refrigeration, no heat, and the lighting was so dim that
no child could have possibly been able to read or study. This was the creation
of a public authority, a place in which It was willing for other human beings
to live.

Can you imagine the effects on a child of living in such a situationthe
physical discomfort of the heat, the cold, the dampness? The absence of fresh
air and the c ding greatly increases the likelihood of transmission of con-
tagious diseas This is why so many have tuberculosis as well as-chronic
respiratory ins How-is it possible for a child to. study and perform in
school when it is impossible for him to read by, the light available to him? How
can he possibly be emotionally well-adjusted when he has no privacywhen.he
lives in a cage? How can he possibly stay awake in school the following day
when he has attempted to sleep in a bed with three or four of his brothers and
sisters? -../

How can this be, in a society such as ours, with the values we are presumed to
cherish? .

In all of the areas we visited, the nearly total lack of even minimally adequate
medical care and health services was an early and easily documented observa-
tion. Again, that which most Americans now agree to be a right of citizenship,
was unavailable to most of the people whom we saw. The standard procedure of
requiring cash for services and a cash deposit before hospital admission, places
an impossible burden upon those least able to afford the high cost of being sick.
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Documentation of discrimination in medical services and denial of medical care
will be described during the course of the hearings.

We saw hundreds of people whose only hope of obtaining medical care was to
become an emergency which could not be turned away. We heard countless.
stories of driving 50 or 100 Miles to a city general hospital after refusal of care
at a local hospital. Mexican-American citizens of the U.S. told us of crossing
the border into Mexico for dental and medical treatment which Was less expensive
and for care which was kinder, more humane than they could obtain in their
own communities. We heard Of diagnoses and . treatment by nurses; endless
waiting for simple procedures such as immunization of small Children, and
degrading treatment by medical personnel.

A few statistics substantiate our observations. The migrant has a lite expec-
tancy twenty years less than the average American. His infant and maternal
mortality is 125% higher than the national average. The death rate from Mu-
enza and pneumonia is 200%, higher than the national rate and from tubercu-
losis, 250% higher than the national rate. The accident rate among migrant
farmworkermis 300% of the national rate.

We know from these statistics alone that the migrant and sea sone farm-
workers live shorter lives, have more illnesses and accidents, lose more babies,
and suffer more than the rest of us. Evbrything that we saw and beard in
Florida and SoUtbweat Texas bore out this knowledge.

From the moment we set footin Hidalgo County until we departed, our medi-
cal team was engulfed by a seemingly endless procession of distraught and
anxious parents, bringing their elderly relatives and their families of six, eight;
or ten childrenseeking medical-treatment which they could not obtain in their
own communities. Most of these peOpla live constantly at the brink of medical
disaster, hoping, that the symptoms theY-have or the pain they feel will prove
transient or can somehow be survived, for they know that no help is available
to them. Only two groups have any hope for re Those who are somewhat
better oft financially and those who are most critics Some of the people
we saw were not seriously ill, or perhaps not ill at all, btitnone of them knew,
and most had never had the opportunity to find out, if they were healthy or
whether tomorrow might bring disaster. Our group was not equipped to- over
very much in the way of definitive treatment for the vast amount of Illness we
saw. Perhaps the most constructive and most helpful acts that we performed
involved the opportunities to assure some, who had never seen a physician,
before, that they were, indeed, well and could continue their struggle to survive
without the nagging fear of physical disability or death.

For the rest, the majority of the hundreds of people we examined, it was a
different, frustrating, and heartbreaking story. We saw people with most of the
dreadful disorders that weaken, disable, and torture, particularly, the poor.

High blood pressure, diabetes, urinary tract infections, anemia, tuberculosis,
gallbladder and intestinal disorders, eye and skin diseases were frequent finding
among the adults.

Almost without exception, intestinal parasites were found in the stool speci-
mens examined. Most of the children had chronic skin infections. Chronically
infected draining ears with resulting partial deafness occurred in an amazing
number of the smaller children. We saw rickets, a disorder thought to be nearly
abolished' in this country, and every form of vitamin deficiency known to us that
could be identified by clinical examination was reported.

I doubt that any group of physicians in the past thirty years has seen, in this
country, as many malnourished children assembled in one place as we saw in
Hidalgo County.

.There is one place I remember particularlya labor camp in Weslaco, a small
town East of McAllen.

As we walked between the rows of dwelling units, many small children played
around us, running about barefooted through mud and poolsuf stagnant, refuse-
filled waterthe perfect culture medium for intestinal parasites, polio, and
bacteria causing infectfous diarrhea which kills so many children.

We stopped and examined children at random and almost every child had
some preventable physical detect. We saw tiny youngsters thinking rice water
out of bottles because their mothers h no milk to give them. Chronic skin
infections, both fungae and bacterialf were practically a 'normal' finding.
Rickets is supposed to be a rather rare disease these days but we maw one
child after another with, deformed ribs and legs, thickened wrists which are
tbe classical landmarks of the disease. One youngster, Standing apathetically
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near a group of playing children, had all the stigmata of advanced protein de-
ficiencymparce, thin, reddish hair, thin drawn face; protuberant abdomen,
and thin, wasted extrerlities.

We stepped into one single-room dwelling unit where lived parents and six
children. Amazingly, it was spotlessly clean in site of the fact that the nearest
source of water was a block away.

On the bed lay a 3-monthold infant, who weighed less than the average new-
born. It was emaciated, restless, wailing, and occasionally pulling at a bottle
which we soon discovered contained sour milk. There was no refrigerator in
which to keep formula. The child had been ill for weeks, according to its mother
but at its last visit to the clinic, a day or two earlier, no medication had been
prescribed. A very quick examination disclosed pus pouring from its right ear.
We made arrangements for the child to have penicillin and individually packaged
feedings of formula which the mother could not afford. I suspect we were too
late and I doubt if the child survived.

What I have just attempted to describe in Weslaco is documented on film taken
by Martin Carr of NBC. When the decision was made to confine the documen-
tary on the migrant to Florida, that film was not used and remains in the pos-
session of NBC. It is my hope that it will be preserved and made available to the
nation, for it portrays conditions which cannot be adequately described by mere
words.

Because of the tremendous numbers of people who sought our help in a lim-
ited time, we interviewed and examined entire families as a unit. In one tiny
rural settlement, with a medical student assisting me, I spent an entire day
examining one family after another. It was a shattering experience.

Their dietary histories were all the samebeans, rice, tortillas, and little
else. The younger' children, especially, were undersized, thin, anemic, and
apathetic. The muscles of their arms were the size of lead pencilsa sign of
gross protein malnutrition. Many had evidence of multiple vitamin deficiencies
and almost without exception, their skins were rough, 'dry, inelastic with the
characteristic appearance of Vitamin A deficiency. I remember vividly the
shock I received when one young boy was brough in who was well nourished
and I touched his skinwarm, soft, resilientunlike any I had seen all day and
I called to the student with me to come and put his hand on that child in
order that he might refresh his memory of what a healthy skin feels like.

The children we saw that day have no future in our society. Malnutrition
since birth has already impaired them physically, mentally, and emotionally.
They do not have the capacity to engage in the sustained physical or mental
effOrt which is necessary to succeed in school, learn a trade, or assume the full
responsibilities of eitizenship in a complex society such as ours.

In 1967, my medical colleagues and I traveled through the Mississippi Delta
and rural Alabama. There, we saw hunger and poverty and human misery to
a degree that we had not dreamed possible in affluent America. In 1070, two
and one-half years lattr, we have found in Florida and Texas, rich and fertile
states, other forgotten Americans, living and working in near slavery, their
children living and dying in conditiOns as dreadful as any we had previously
encountered.

It is not likely that we saw more malnutrition or more human misery than
We had seen in the Delta. Perhaps, in the time that we were there, we did not
experience as much overt hostility expressed by the White community as we
had sensed in Mississippi and Alabama.

In the Delta, mechanization of the huge farm industries had rendered thou-
sands of people useless to the economy, and they were left to die or tO sur-
vive as best they could. In some instances, it seemed clear that there was an
unspoken conspiracy to solve the problem by making life so intolerable that
people were forced to flee the land and the state in which they could no longer
earn a living. No longer needed and unable to secure help from the white com-
munity, the black Misipssippian at least had the freedom to leave, if he were
able, and to seek a better life elsewhere.

In Florida and Texas, the farm worker remains a valuable asset to the owners
and operators of the huge farms which produce food and fruit for the nation.
Without them, corn and tomatoes would rot in the fields and oranges and
grapefruit would shrivel on the trees. There is no way that these farms can be
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operated without the migrant work force which moves .about the area, hartest-
ing the beans and squash this week, moving on to gather the avocadoes another
week, in another county. Mechanization has not yet devised a way to replace
them.

What is different in Florida and Texas from the rest of the rural South
is the deliberate, cruelly contrived, and highly effective system which has been
devised to extract the maximum work and productivity from other human beings
for the cheapest possible price. Every effort is directed toward isolating the farm-
worker from the rest of society, maintaining him at the lowest level of Subsistence
which he will toleratethen making certain that he has no means of escape from a
system that holds him in virtual peonage. And to that end, the grower has the full
cooperation of the Federal government, the state, and the local community.

At this point in my report, in order that what I say next will not be misinter-
preted, I would like to express my high regard and respect for the members of
the .Subcommittee on Migratory Labor and my admiration for the hard work, the
commitment, and the efforts of all of you in your attempt to better the life of
the migrant. No one has done more.

At the same time, I have questions which I feel must be raised or I will not
have carried out my responsibility to you or to the people about whom we are
both concerned. These questions relate to 'the reasons for this hearing and the
many hearings which have preceded it on the same and related subjects. You are
perhaps even more aware than I of the volumes of information and the days of
testimony which are already available to you and to the Congress, documenting
the fact of children in our midst who are stunted physically, dulled mentally, and
warped emotionallychildren who arelleprived of all opportunity to become
productive citizenschildren who will grow up to become wards of societyjrr
worseperhaps hostile, alienated, and destructive.

I have here a copy of a report of the President's Commission on Migratory
Labor, written and submitted to President Truman in MIL Even a cursory ex-
amination of its pages will reveal that the plight of the migrant has not changed
significantly during the intervening nineteen years.

What does it take to make us care about our children? The picture we saw is
one of a society thriving on greed, cruelty, alienation, and feara society which
either never had or has completely abandoned the concerns, the ethics, the ideals
which make dignity, and freedom possible.

What has to be done to convince the Congress of the United States, the most
powerful group of men in the world, that the time has come to put aside Its greed,
its prejudice, its concern for personal power and prestigeand to be concerned
for the kind of society in which our children must live together?

You, and only you, can change all this. How is it possible to justify the end-
less words and the devious political maneuvers which have delayed and with-
held meaningful aid to children who don't haye enough to eat, children whose
parents have no jobs and no money for food or medical care? How can the
Congress and our nation' eadership pretend to be related in any sane way to
the world around them when they spend their time and the nation's wealth
building roads and guns anti planes and elaborate governmental buildings while
families live 10 or 12 in one room without water, heat, ventilation or even &-
place to wash their hands?

And children dieeven worsemot of them live, numbed by hunger and
sickness, motivated only by an instinct for survival, crowded into the ghettoes
of horror' which abound in our country which produce desperation and loss of
faith in our system. Our answer seems to be more police, more guns, and more
punitive laws whenever they protest.

We cable away from Florida and Texas with tremendous admiration for the
leaders of the people We met. These men, often at great risk, working to give
their people hope and leadership which would dispel their apathy and despair.
In many respects these people were stronger than most of us. Theypendure what
seemed to me to be the unendurable, with patience, humor, and understanding.
Remarkable in vie` of the misery which surrounds them and the powerlessness
they experience. They have not given up the hope that we, who can help, will
Someday raise our voices and say that there are some things in our country
which are intolerable, that these things can be changed, and must be changed.
Our time is running out.
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PRXPARED STATEMENT, or" /law S:,..LITSOOILI, M.D., Dnuccrot or THE INSTITUTE
FOR IIIICALTH SERVICES REBRAR41, BAYLOR (50,LEDE or Mtorcitgz, Iiousrox,
Trx.
Senator Mond-kit, distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I am Harry B.

Lipscomb, M.D. I am Director oPthe Institute for Health Services Research,
Baylor College of Medicine, Housitin, Texas, and member of the Citizens Board
of Inquiry into Health Care Services.

You have requested that we tell you of the findings of a group of physicians
who recently surveyed the health conditions of migrant and seasonal farm-
workers in South Texas.

I do so with reluctance, because; .0.,ttshamed, as an American, of what 4e
saw,. and concerned, as a physician,. t halytny colleagues and I have failed to act\
as leaders in the face of demonstrated need, to structure the delivery of our serv-
ices so as to reach every man, woman, and child in our Nation. Dr. Wheeler has
given a broad overview of what our team saw in Texas and Florida. I will now
docum6kt our findings in the Rio Grande Valley.

From March 3rd through March 8th of this year, our health team examined
patients in clinics and "barrios" of Hidalgo and Starr Counties, Texas. Histories
and physical examinations were performed on 1400 individuals, the majority
of whom were MexicanAmericans living in and around the city of McAllen,
Texas: Our health team, which consisted of fifteen physicians,. ten medical stu-
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dents, four technician's, and two manes, saw patients from early morning until
midnight for four consecutive day& On a limited number, we performed blood
counts, urinalyses, chest X-rays, pelvic examinations, and stool cultures. Addi-
tionally, we collected drinking water from 8 "barrios" for bacteriological exam-
ination.

It had been our intention to examine 50 families in great depth, but were con-
fronted on March 4th by over 900 people lining the streets around the small
clinic in which we worked. We had intended to document, but not treat illness.
Within the first hour it became clear that the people had come for treatment, and
their manifest need was so overwhelming that we hastily arranged with a
neighboring pharmacy to provide medications and vitamins. In four days we
prescribed and administered in excess of $6,000 worth of drug& which were sub-
eequently paid for by the Field Foundation. 4

The region which we chose was selected in part because of an expposaed need
of the community and because of an earlier well-documented nutritional study,
in the same region, reported to the Select Committee- on Nutrition and Human
Needs of the U.S. Senate (90th Cbng., 2nd Sess., and 91st Cong., First Sess.:
"Nutrition and Human Needs," part 3, the National Nutrition Survey, pp. 880-
922).

Two years later, 15 months after the inauguration of the Surplus Commodities
program, oneqyear after the passage of the Migratory Health Act, little has
changed. Disease and mainuttition and human suffering continue. This in the
face of over $0 million in farm subsidies, significant civicimprovements, new
highways and roads, and new hospital construction assisted by HilBurton
funding.

In short, the Mexican-American is still a disenfranchised person.
This report will simply describe what we were able to document from our

clinical impressions, X-rays, and other supporting laboratory data. It would be
impossible to identify a specific cause for many of the conditions: We will de-
scribe a child with a cleft palate which has not been surgically repaired, a
patient who needs glasses and has not gotten them, a mother with cervical in-
fection who has not been treated, or a person who has not had adequate dental
care, which all constitute documentable evidence of disease. On the other hand,
that these conditions have occurred, or have.not been remedied may be ascribed
to ignorance, to lack of awareness, to lack of availability of services, or to
economic barriers which cannot be identified, in all cases, with certainty. We
simply cannot link disease to the reason for the disease except in a few isolated
instances. We would like to say that all the malnutrition which we saw was due
to an inadequate commodity program in Hidalgo County, or that poor dental
care was due to a limited number of dentists and the high initial cost for care,
but I do not believe that a survey of this sort can be so used. For every case of
health, hardship we saw involving lack of physicians or inadequate funds or
improper food, we saw a balance of patients who, for sociocultural reasons or
lack of educated health "awareness," failed to seek care. Perhaps in the culture
of poverty, failure to seek reflects the hopelessness of poverty, the apathetic
despair of a culture which has done without for so long that even the aspiration
for care is lost. This very apathy and despair which has characterized every '

poor community I have visited is, unfortunately, used as evidence that the poor
will not avail themselves of our services if tliey are provided. I believe the'bver-
whelmIng turnout of the people of the Valley to our accessible clinic gives the
lie to this popular misconception. These people are hungry for care. They are
dying for want of it.

In analyzing the results of our study, we have been able to classify the con-
ditions which we saw into the following categories.

1. Infectious disease:
a. bacterial

/b. viral
c. spirochaetal
'd. fungal
e. parasitic

2. Toxic disorders
3. Metabolic disease
4. Nutritional disease
5. Neoplastic disease:

a. benign
b. malignant
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6. Traumatic injury
7. Congenital disease

Degenerative disease
9. Dental disease

10. Speech, hearing, and vision defects
11. Mental, emotional, developmental and learning disorders

1. INFECTIOUS DI3IC312

The bacterial infections whichme observed included' otitis media, bronchitis,
laryngotracheobronchitis in children, conjunctivitis, uveitis, acute and chronic
follicular tonsillitis, pyelonephrltis, cervicits, urethrltis, and impetigo. Associ-

*. ated inflammatory conditions, perhaps. of non-bacterial origin, included cliole-
cystitis, gastritis, and esophagitis. In regard to hygiene, we found nursing
mothers with mastitis, and on two occasions we examined bottles of milk for
infants, which were contaminated and the milk soured. Viral 'diseases were Com-
mon and many children and entire families were suffering from upper respira-
tory infections. A number of communicable childhood diseases were seen includ-
ing rubella. It is of some significance that shortly after we left, an epidemic of
poliomylitis occured in the Valley resulting in three deaths. This is the only
poliomyelitis reported in the United States in 1970. If it is reasoned that the
open border into Mexico is an open seeding source, then our very protection lies
in immunization. In this population we have failed to provide this protection.
A number of patients were' reported to have syphilis and this was confirmed by
serology. Fungous infections were common, particularly moni11al vaginitis,
stomatitis, and tinea corporis. Chest X-rays revealed the presence in at least
three individuals of healed histoplasmosis, and at least two cases of previously
undetected active pulmonary tuberculosis were discovered. Sarcoidosis, a diseame
of uncertain etiology, has been linked to some of the respiratory fungal diseases.
Intestinal parasites were the rule. We personally saw under the microscope
pin worms, hook worms, round worms, and amoeba, often occurring in combi-
nation in a single patient, and invariably occurring in several members of the
same family, when present in one.. Of the eight drinking-water sources which
we cultured, six were contaminated with fecal organisms. (See picture in text
showing two old oil barrels serving as water reservoir for four families-23
people.) Cramped living quarters combined with contaminated drinking water
virtually assure the spread of any communicable or parasitic disease.

2. TOXII1 DI30131.118

We have reason to suspect that a certain percentage of the migrant workers
were exposed to toxic materials, notably pesticides used in the agricultural
industry. Acute pesticide 'poisoning is easily diagnosed. We saw no evidence for
this. (hi the other hand, many patients gave us a history of having been sprayed
or been in fields shortly after a rain at which time they suffered numbness and
tingling of hands and feet, and many described a seasonal skin rash associated
with the use of pesticides, notably organophosphdrus compounds and chlorinated
hydrocarbons.

3. 1413TAIDLIO DISTA21143

Metabolic disease in this population included diabetes /mellitis which occurs
in high incidence in the Mexican-American. We feel that the examination of
urine alone, while relatively unsatisfactory as a diagnostic procedure, un-
covered 14 patients with previously undetected glycosuria. These patients must
now be studied with glucose tolerance tests to confirm the presence of diabetes.
thyroid disease was common, and several cases of thyrotoxicosis were observed
and at least two cases of hyxedema (thyroid deficiency) were seen. We were
impressed with theipably. enlarged thyroid glands. The McGanity report
bad earlier emphasize-the presence of endemic goiter in this population, and
this we confirmed by clinical examination. It is not absolutely certain that the
genesis for this Is iodine deficiency alone. The possibility exists.that this popu-
lation maihave a diet that is itself goiterogenic.

4. NtIlltITIONAL bISrASE

Nutritional disease was common and consisted primarily of protein malnu-
trition. Caloric malnutrition was not seen, and the pathetic wasting of prisoners
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of war hnd individuals in certain far eastern countries was absent. On the other
hand, extreme obesity due to a predominantly carbohydrate diet and associated
changes in hair, skin, and nails reflected significant protein malnutrition. It is
a point of pride among the ppople that they claim to provide meat for their
families, but the physical manifestations of protein malnutrition seen in the
children do not support this contention. We suspect that meat, like milk, is only
available on post-pay weekends. Vitamin deficiencies were extremely common. ./
Evidence of ariboflavinosis; rickets, and pellagra were confirmed- by the two
nutritionists with us, and painful chewing and swollea bleeding gums-suggestive
of scurvy were seen in several children.

S. NEOPLASTIC DISEASE

Neoplastie disease was not common. It is not likely that we made a primary
diagnosis of -malignant disease in any person, and the Papanreolaou smears
of cerivical mucosa in 27 individuals failed to reveal malignant etonge, though
bacterial and myeotic infections were common, Basal cell carcinomas of the
skirl waif suggestive on several older individuals with heavy Actinic exposure.
We did examine three patients who were known to have malignant disease, one
of whom had been treated intensively for lymphoSarcoma and was in a terminal
state. Prostatic carcinoma, reflected carcinoma of the stomach, and a numher of
breast malignancies which had been operated were seen.

6. TRAUMATIC INJURIES

Traumatic injuries were common and head injuries, injuries to the cervical
and lumbar spine, and thoracic injuries, resulting in fractured ribs, were seen
or confirmed on X-ray. It was reintirkaide how fewof these had received what
would be considered adequate follow-up care.

7. CONGENITAL LESIONS

Copgenital lesions were seen with some frequency. Most commonly, harelip,
Melt palate, pliodinal cysts, and two children were seen with congenital
cataracts, the genesis of which was not clear. Four children with congenital
strabismus were seen. We were disturbed by the fact that one six-year-old child
with cleft palate had not been operated, and had experienced continuous feed-
ing problems, including reflux of food and liquids through the nose. -

s. DEGENERATIVE DISEASE

Degenerative disease in older individuals was common, including arterio-
sclerotic heart disease, arteriosclerosis obliterans, and- oideoarthritis, particu-
larly of the hips, knees and hands. Degenerative and actinic changes of theskin
'were often af5slated with small, basal -cell carcinomas which we could document
by clinical examination, but which were not blopsied.

9. DENTAL' PROBLEMS

Dental problems existed in every individual we examined. These included
advanced dental caries, pyorrhea alveolaris and other evidence of periodontal
and root-canal disease.

10, !BEECH, HEARING, VISION

Speech, hearing and vision defects were common; particularly in children.
Congenital and acquired strabismus and cataracts were seen, and the survey
team was impressed by the high incidence of hearing loss in children with
chronic, ear infections which had been untreated.

II. MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND LEARNING BORDERS

Mental and einotIonal disorders were common, though difficult to'assess during
our brief examinations. Developmental, behavioral, and learning disorders were
also difficult to assess, but we coMmonly saw children far behind in school, in
some eases in which we were able to document preViously unrecognized hearing
loss or loss *visual acuity.

he combination of our history and physical examination, coupled to the
Is rag y and X-ray studies and our overall clinical impression, the following
gen observations can be made:
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1. MalndtrPion in adults,,, particularly the aged and In growing children
and infants, was commonplace. This was manifest clinically by the presence of
rime :ides, chelosis, hyperkeratosia, night blindness, keratitis, blapharitis, photo-
phobia, and skin lesions resembling those of an expoliativ.e 'dermatitis. These ob-
servations confirm and extend-earlier findings by the "Select Study on Human
Nutrition" made in this same community two years earlier. Manifest evidence of
vitamin A, D, and B-comples deficiencies were clinically observed.

2. Chronic skin disease, including superficial fungal infections, impetigo, and
exfOliated 'dermatitis occurred in a significanl number of patients. Many of the
older individuals who had worked in the sun° most of their life had multiple

.superficial skin tumors, several of which were thought clinically to be basal-cell,
carminoma., We did not see letions of squamous cell oarminoma.

3. We found a high incidence of visual and. hearing loss, particularly in the
aged and.in school-aged children. Growing evidence suggests that hearing loss in

fr.om untreated or inadequately treated otitis medial. May serve
as a "tracer" disease reflecting inadequacy of .health care. For this reason the
National Science Foundation has inaugurated a long-term study of hearing loss.

4. Intestinal Parasitism was extremely common and had, in most instances,
never been treated, except with home remedies by "curanderos."

lletabnlic disease; including diabetes mellitis and thyroid disease welt fre-
quent, and we were particularly impressed by the number of palpably enlarged
thyroids representing endemic goiter.

6. Invariably, the mothers showed evidence of the "multiple pregnancy syn-
drome," which includes 'chronic anemia, weakness, in many cases, and evidence
of unrepall'ed.cervical lacerations. This is an empiric syndrome which is diag-
nosed retrhspectively,in a mother with multiple births over a short span of time.
This is largely an inYuitive diagnosis, but was commented upon repeatedly by
the eXamining physicians.

7. One of the most disturbing aspects of qur survey was the evidence of neglect,
of dental hygiene and proper oral care. Furthermore, in the presence of this
destruction of teeth and gums, we saw little evidence of repair of carious teeth
and no evidence of prostheses. Pyorrhea alverolaris was common.

& .We saW uncorrected congenital- deformitie.s which would have responded
well to apprOpriate surgical therapy.

9. Rehabilitation of patients with nerve injuries, with fractures, and with
strokes- leading to hemiplegie and hemiparesis was unknown. Not one single in-
dividual with a. residual impairment of gait or motor function had enjoyed
the benefits of rehabilitative care, aside from that associated with return to work
at a lower level of productivity.

10. We saw .patients with a history of seizures. During our clinic visit, one
young man of 16 had a grand mal seizure which started as a Jacksonian march,
suggesting localization, but no neurological workup had been performed.

11. Multiple back deformities were seen, including scoliosis and kyPhosis, occa-
sionally Ale to injury but in a number of cases no explanation was forthcoming
from thet,patients as to the genesis of their deformity. Undiagnosed back, hip,
and lower-extremity pain was a ',common symptom in young individuals, but
was difficult to document on physical examination. Symptomatically this pain
resembled, that of degenerative osteoarthritis, usually found in older people.

12. Active pulmonary tuberculosis was discovered by X-ray, as well assarcoid-
osis, a pulmonary disease or uncertain'etiology.

13. Degenerative diseases of the heart and great vessels, was extremely com-
mon, as was hypertension.

14. Anemia was not a common finding in these individuals. When It was ob-
served, it was usually due to a combination of iron deficiency, protein !mal-
nutrition, and intestinal parasitism. The "multiple pregnancy syndrome" may
also haVe been important in some of the anemia We observed.

In this recounting, it is difficult to convey the overall impression of our group
in an objective fashion. Four consecutive days of an endless parade'of illness,
deformity, disability, and human suffering exerted a profound and demoralizing
effect upon our team. While we had reason to question the wisdom of haiing
brought students with us, the demoralizing effect was as profound on older
physicians as on younemedical students.

The people whom we examined represent an almost "pure culture" of a society
totally peripheral to the influence of American health care. Ina nation where
levels of specialty care in medicine have achieved laudable heights, this group has
not yet found its way to our most rudimentary care facilities. Such simpl

'
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sities as1 glaises. false teeth, braces, hearing aids, dental repair, r6habilitation,
plastie surgery, repair of congenital deformities,.maintenance of simple hygiene,
and repair ,of cervical lacerations following childbirth, this populationunique-
lyseems to have never attained. The specialities of plastic surgery, obstectrics
and gynecology, pediatric* surgical opthalmology, and 'otorhinolaryngology have
no meaning to these-peOple, for they have never had access to this high level .
of professional care.

The health survey teen would wish to stress once more the relative ease with
which we were able tQ docuMent the presence. of. disease, and the absolute im-'
possibility of ascribing Cause, to these conditions. This.is an important distinc-
tion, for if we are to. Correct these conditions, we must know and understand
where the defect lies: If medical and dental care is too expensive, we need to
know this. it there are simply not enough physicians and dentists and other
health facilities in this region, thid must be emphasized. If socio-cultural -bar-
riers exist, we need to learn to work within these limits. If religious ethic pre-
vents planned parenthood,we need to find Nays to reasonably approach such
structures. If there are initstices and- cruelties whieh throw up insurmountable
hurdles tothe acquisition of food, of transportation to and from health facilities,
and of entry into hospitals, we need to know of this.

Of one fact we have become convinced. If we Make significant strides in. the
delivery of health care to these individuals and do not change the social environs
ment in which they exist, including food, clothing, housing, education and sant-
tization, we will have done little to change the fundamental situation. Because
the major causes of theSe manifold social ills are largely econoniic in nature,
any effort we make must be tempered with an understanding of the deficiencies of
our entire social structure, which tend to minish, selectively, the poor of our
society. If this Committee addresses itself to medical.care prOblems, specifically
the dottor-patient relationship, and fails to grasp the complexity of the deficiency
in the total life Style and needs of this population, then our myopic attempts
to achieve good health care will fail.

In an attempt to achieve objectivity in this report, charges will be /inked td'
suggestikus for change. I feel that physicians, and other health -providers are
individually responsible for a form of apathy and indifference which is generated
by long asso &iation with,Illness. Each physician must retain his sensitivity to ill-
ness and its effect on the community as a whole. He must be willing to stand up
and call attention to Urgent local health needs. It requires courage to refuse to
tolerate these conditions. He 'and his colleagues must search for ways to more
effectively participate in community health programs. Furthermore, in every
poor community I have visited in the past two years, the physician's primary or
follow-on fee constitutes the single most significant barrier in the minds of the
poor to their seeking early medical help. Physician collectively, throughout their
county. state, an&national medical associations. both black and white, are re-
sponsible for failing to exert leadership in our country for the development of
health care programs which would, at a local level, bring resolution to these
problems.

I feel that elected otticia,ls, particularly county Judges sitting on commissioner
courts or in othEir administrative occupations, hold the key over local options,
both in the solicitation of state and federal funds,' and more importantly, how
these monies are spent in their counties.

I believe that hospitals. operating as non-proflt, tax-exempt corporations. both
public and private, have failed to exercise, innovation and courage in the develop-
ment of community programs which would reach out to the poor and almost-poor,

-and eliminate such hurdles to care as the "means". test.
We belieVe that the Federal Government, through well-intentioned legis 'ation,

basin some cases. created.absolute barriers to better health care. A recent case
in point involves Medicare legislation which requires that registered nurses be
on duty on all shifts in hospitals receiving 'Medicare funds. This has recently re-
sulted in the imminent closing of at least six hospitals serving the Rio Grande
Valley; which, while giving-limited health care, nevertheless provided itical
service for the migrant worker and his family. Additionally. Medicatregisla-
tion do,es not specifically pay fOr immunization for these individqals and we are
now. reaping the harvest of this -shortsightedness in our current polio epidemic.

Finally, many corporations in our coultry have plaked self interest too far
above community Concern and have failed to exert that leadership Which their
. economic strength could have allowed. Insirance carriers have set patterns for
health care compensation which have encouraged over utilization of our hospi-

.
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tals, and increased costs in insurance premiums, which have become prohibitive
for the poor. The renewed attempts of the valley migrants to unionize may
provide them the strength to bargain collectively to force such issues as a fair
wage and decent living conditions and adequate health care insurance. The recent
pressures to develop a form of National Health Insurance and group, pre-paid
health coverage may provide a direct, and overdue, remedy for these injustices.

In a wholly different vein, and, perhaps, to move the cynic, a pragmatic
approach to the nutritional and health problems of the poor may have greater
impact than. An appealgo: altruistic sentiments. What we are doing to the poor-
in our country today is simply bad business. We are losing valuable man-hours
of productive labor,,by alloying this human wastage to continue. In a recent
study, Correa find 'Cuizunins (Am. J/Clin. Nutrition : 23:560-565. May 1970,
demonstrate that increased ,Caloric.consumption accounted for 5% of the growth
of the nation' product, in nine Latin American countries, a contribution nearly .

as great as education. We have failed to conduct the business of the nation in a
businesslike fashion.

The findings deseitbed here are not limited to the Rio Grande Valley, to the
Mexican-Americans, or to the migrant worker. Disease of this magnitude we
have seen in the ghettoes of American cities, and in rural areas throughout the
nation. I would state emphatically that enough evidence is now at hand for us
to roll up our sleeves and get to work.

APPENDIX

LIST OF FIELD FOUNDATION PARTICIPANTS IN HIDALGO-STARR COUNTY HEALTH
SURVEY MARCH 3-8, 1970

Iradell Bell
Joseph Brenner, M.D.
Robert Coles, M.D.
Larry Culpepper
Peter B. Edelman
Anita Garcia
Sheldon Greenfield
Felicia Hance, M.D.
Gordon Harper, M.D.
John Hutchinson
Melvin Krant, M.D.
Richard- Le Blond
David Leonard
Harry Lipscomb, M.D.

ENUMERATIVE LISTING

Andrew MacMahon, M
William Miller
Donald Muirhead, M.D
John Naiden
Buford Nichols, M.D.
Robert Nolan, M.D.
David Osier
Stephen Prescott
Robert Rosenberg, M.D
D. E. Sagov,
Milton J. E. Senn, M.D
Raymoud Wheeler, M.
Carey Windier

r. ' Carol Winograd

OF MEDICAL CONDITIONS OBSERVED
COUNTY HEALTH SURVEY

1. chronic sinusitis
2. chronic bronchitis
3. otitis media with perforation
4. unexplained adenopathy
5. &Hire to. thrive
6. positive serology
7. T.B.
8. T.B. on I.N.H.
9. costochronditis

10. osteoarthritis
11. scoliosis
12. fractured rib, untreated
13. hypertensive cardiovascular

disease
14. obesity
15. peptic ulcer
16. tapeworm
17. ascariasis
18. pin worms
19. hypertension, untreated

IN HIDALGO-STABIL

20. fungus infection of skin
21. varicose veins with thrombi>-

phlebitis
22. dental caries
23. epistaxis, recurrent
24. tinea corporis
25. I.V. septa defect
26. diabetes mellitus
27. splenomegalyot
28. ovarian cyst
29. anemia-
30. enuresis (age 12)
31. hematuria
32. bronchial asthma
33. bursitis
34: reactive depression
35. cholecystitis/cholelithiasis
36. cataracts, unoperated
37. hernia, unoperated
38. protein malnutrition
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39. hyperkeratosis
40. conjunctivitis
41. impetigo
42. glaucoma
43. sarcoldosis
44. cardiomegalY
45. goiter
46. pyelonephritis
47. hearing loss
48, gastritis
49. glomerulonephritis
50, hemorrhoids, bleeding, untreated
51. pellagra
52. ariboflavinos
53. epilepsy
54. seborrhei dermatitis

',55. alopecia areata
56. cervicitis
57. rickets
58. hyperthyroidism
59. isual loss, untreated

. infantile diarrhea
1. cerebral palsy

62. untreated fractured knee
63. scabies
64. chronic pancreatitis
65.4odine deficiency goiter
66. unbiopsied neck nodule, 3 cm.
67. diverticulitis
68. iron deficiency anemia
60. endometritis
70. feeble-mindedness
7L cystitis
72. urethritis
73. esophagitis
74. chronic alcoholism
75. exposure to pesticides

Dr. R.S.IIIRO R. Casso,
McAllen, Tex.

Deem Docroa CAsso: I enclose herewith copies of the bacteriological analysis
of water samples derived from the colonies in Hidalgo and Starr Counties dur-
ing our recent visit: These analyses have been performed by the Laboratories
of the Texas State Department of Health.

Of the eight samples from our first study, involving the Colonies of El Gato,
'Los Velas Progresso, Rancho. Colorado, Llano Grande, and Aqua Dulce, six of
these showed the presence of conform organisms.

X hope measures to correct this problem can be inaugurated at once.
Sincerely,

HARRY S. Liescous,
Director, Xerox Center for Health Care Research

Baylor College of Medicine.

1 Because of mechanical limitations and the condition of the forms submitted they
could not be reproduced for this hearing record but may be found in the Mei of the
subcommittee.
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76. cleft palate, uncorrected, 6 yearis
77. spinal cord lesion with

Ls, 3 deficit
78. congestive heart failure
79. maduromycosis
80. tonsillitis
81. psoriasis
82. recto-Sagrnal fistula
83. paraplegia, field injury
84. mental retardation
85. thrush
86. amebiasis
87. bilateral ptergium
88. ruptured lumbar disc
89. hiatus hernia
90. pyorrhea alveolaris
91. arteriosclerosis

obliterans
02. tendon injury, unrepaired
93. umbilical hernia
94. laryngotracheobronchitis
95. bilateral scortal hydrocele
96. birth defect
97. club foot
98. G. X. bleeding
99. congenital heart disease

100. migraine
101. strabismus, uncorrected
102. cellulitis
103. era niostenosis
104, cancer of prostrate
105. heart block
106. infantile hemiplegia
107. cystOcele
108. emphysema
109. vaginal bleeding
110.. broken hip

Aram 2,1970.
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CONTRIBUTION OF NinstrrioN TO ECONOMIC GROWTH '

(By Hector Correa, 111.S.C., Ph.D. andGaylord Cummins,' B.A., Ph.D., M.P.H)

Malnutrition may retard the economic growth of poor countries in many ways,
as has been summarizea by Berg (1). Malnutrition reducea eipectancy and
so reduces the productive years to be expected from newly born children. By
reducing resistance to disease, malnutritionomay increase absence from work.
Some specific nutritional deficiencies limit productivity, as for example, those
that, may cause blindness. The mental and physical growth of poorly fed-chil-
dren is retarded, so that their productivity as adults is reduced. Malnutrition
affects the ability of children to learn and may even cause death. Therefore,
it reduces the number of workers available and increases the cost. of training.
Low, levels of calorie consumption rOstrict productivity on the job As Berg (1)
also Indicates, there is only fragmentary quantitative information concerning
the relation between nutrition and productivity, and none of it, at least in its
present form, permits-one to say whether the contribution of better nutrition
to economic growth is large, small, or negligible: Such Information is impor-
tant because the decisions that depend on it are crucial, These include, for
example, decisions concerning the allocation of-scarce foreign exchange between
imports of food and other goods? the allocation of new investment between agri-
culture and manufacturing and even the allocation of a nation's resources be-
tween prOduction for current consumption and for growth in, the stock of capi-
tal equipment. Toothe extent that such, choices affect nutrition and that present
and future output depend on the nutritional 'status of workers, these choices '
are presently being made very nearly in the dark. To put the matter a little
differently, the knowledge that nutrition contributes to , economic development
is not, by itself, very helpful. There are innumerable ways of using resources
that contribute to development, but resources are Limited and choices must
be made. It is, therefore, also essential to know to what extent nutrition con-
tributes to economic development.

Accordingly, we wish to report some estimates of the contribution of better
nutrition to economic growth. The estimates cover 18 countries and the period
from 1950 to 1962. The countries enjoy per capita incomes ranging from $300 to
$3,000/year and are evenly divided between an advanced group from Europe and
the United States, Lind a less advanced Latin American group. The estimates are
confined to the effeds of increases in calorie consumption on work capacity and,
as a consequence, on the growth of total output. For this reason, of course, they
tend to understate, perhaps greatly, the total gontribtition of better nutriion.

In an exercige of his kind it is impossible to achieve anything approXimating
the usual preciAon found in the biomedical sciences. It is, nevertheless, impor7
tant to do what is possible, and the contribution which we could measure is strik-
ing for the Latin American countries, even-after allowing for all the errors and
omissions.

DATA AND METHODS

An estimation of the contribution of increased calorie consumption to economic
growth requires three steps Lind three sets of meiliods. One must first be able to
measure the growth in output due to the increase in the productive capacity of
labor. One must then be able to estimate the increase in productive capacity of
labor due to increased calorie consumption. Finally, one must ascertain the
changes that took place in the calorie consumption of workers.

Tinbergen (2), Solow (3), Correa (4), Denison (5), and others have developed
a method for measuring the contributions of increases in productive inputs
(labors, capital, education, et cetera) to growth of total output. We used this
method in the first step. As applied here, it rests on the following basic equation :

rr =fare+ are+A

where rr is the rate of growth of total output ; a is labor income as a fraction of
total output ; re is the rate of growth of the productive capacity of labor attri-
butable to better education ; rN is the rate of growth of the productive capacity
of labor attributable to increased calorie.consumption ; and A is a residual reflect-
ing such factors as technological progress, growth in the stock of physical capital,

1 Associate Professor, Department of Ecohomica and Center for Population and Family
Studies, Tulane Univervity, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Assistant Professor, Department of Tropical Medicine and International Health and
Department of Economics, Tulane University.
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and the various effects of better nutritiop that we could not measure separately.
If, for examine, the working capacity of the labor force increased by r100%
because of better nutrition and if the ratio of labor Income to total output were a,
then one could conclude that better nutrition accounted for arilrr,00% of the
growth in total output. The decision to study explicitly those factors that con-
tribute to, economic growth or those that are to be set aside under A, depends
entirely on the availability of data and the purpose at hand. We present esti-
mates of the effects of education in order to compare them with the effects of
increased calorie consumption. ' ..

The plausibility of the findings depends in ,part on the credibility of the
relationship just described. A brief explanation is,,tb.srefore, required of the
assumptions from which it is derived. There are two. First, the economy in
question works as if it were "perfectly competitive,"? namely, the prices of
goods and services were determined by supply and demand in open markets.
Some such' assumption is indispensable, and gen rally this one has proved to
be the most useful. (It underlies, for example, 1 measures of the "ecbnomic
burden" of particular diseases.) Secondly, the conomy is characterized by
"constant returns to scale." This means that it all productive inputs were to
increase in a given proportion, output- would increase in the same proportion.
Again some such assumption is unavoidable, and this one has proved tO be the
most useful.

rThe second step in estimatipg the effect of-increased calorie consumption en-
tails ascertaining the relation between calorie intake and work capacity. From
experimental data, Lehmann et al. (6) have estimated the relation between
calorie intake and work capacity for four categories of work, classified accord-
ing to how heavy the work is. They provide detailed descriptions of kinds of
occupations that fall into each category, and with these data we were able to
establish a flair correspondence between their classification and the United
Nations international classification of industries (7). Their results, arranged
according to the United Nations industrial classification, are shown in Table I
below. For Each industrial group the table shows for various levels of calorie
intake the work done as a percentage of the maximum that could be done with
adequate nutrition in the same way at both ends of the period studied. For
this reason, too, the errors in the estimates of growth in capacity to work would
be smaller than those contained in the estimates of capacity to work for single
years.

The methods described so far yielded estimates of actual annual intakes of
male adults for each industakil group and each country. Before these could be
compared with the data in Table I we had to make several further adjustments.
The data in table I were derived for a temperature of about 10 C and for men
between 20 and 30 years old. We could not ascertain their 'weights. We assumed
an average weight of 6t kg for all countries. This is probably overestimated for
the Latin American countries and underestimated for the others. The resulting
errors, however, are probably small. A reduction in weight of 5 kg reduces re-
quired intake by about 100 kcal/day (8). An error of 100 kcal /day, in turn, would
produce an error of about 5% in estimated working capacity. As before,- the same
error would occur in the results for both the initial and terminal yearbrso that
the error in the estimated rate of growth of working capacity would be much
less than 5%. ,, .

Data are available concerning the relation between calorieorequirements and
average temperature (8), and also for average temperatures in the 18 countries
(9, 10). The basic temperature data are for areas within each country. We com-
pound countrywide averages using area populations as Weights and then con-
verted the estimated calorie intakes into the equivalents for an average tempera-
ture of 10 C. .

The effect of additional calorie consumption on work capacity presumably
decreases with age. To allow for this effect of differences image, we assumed that
the effects of increased intake shown in Table I held exactly for ages 15-30 and
diminished continuously over older ages, reaching zero at age 60.

In regard to sex differences, we assumed that for each age group women's ca-
pacity to work increased in the same proportion as men's.

The steps just described determined estimates of the grown; in productive
capacity of the labor force due to Increased calorie consumption, iv, for each
country. From these estimates and national income data (7) we computed the
rate of growth of output attributable to increased caloric consumption, arm100
equals percent increase.
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There is no need to describe here the details of the method by which the value
of the contribution of education was estimated. In the case of the advanced
countries, we took the estimates directly from Denison (5). Using comparable
data and methods, estimates were derived for the Latin American countries,

RESULTS AND ta5o1705107(

The estimated contributions of increased calorie consumption to the growth
of output for the 18 countries are shown hi Table IL The contribution in the
advanced countries was practically nil, Although there was considerable varia
tion among the Latin American countries, the contribution there was In most
caseasubstantial, averaging almost 5% of output growth. This Was nearly as
large as the contribution of education. The results of these comparisons are not
surprising; production proceeses in the less advanced countries make compara-
tively modest demands in relation to educational attainment and comparatively
heavy demands on physical health. The reverse tends to be true of advanced
countries. 4

TABLE IL-CONTRIBUTIONS OF INCREASED CALORIE INTAKE AND EDUCATION TO GROWTH OF NATIONAL
PRODUCT IN SELECTED COUNTRIES 1950-62

. Country

I nereasedtaiorie Intake Education

National
product
percent
rate of

growth/year

(A)

Percent rate
of growth

ot national
product (8) as percent

contributed of (A)

(8) (C)

Percent rate
of growth

of national
product

contributed

(G)

(D) as moment
ef (A)

(E)

Latin America:
Argentina 3.19 0 0 0.53 16.5
Brazil 5.43 .23 4.2 .11 3.3
Chili 4.20 .05 L2 .20 4.8
Colombia 4.79 .31 6.4 .20 4.1
Ecuador 4.72 0 0 .23 4.9
Honduras 4.52 .41 9.1 .29 L 5
Mexico 5.97 .60 10.1 .05 .8
Peru 5.63 .43 7.6
Venezuela 7.74 .18 2.4 .39 2.4

Average 5.13 .25 4.6 .23 5.4

Europe and United Slatn:
Belgium
Denmark

3.20
3.51 0

. 6
0

.43

.14,
13.4
4,0

France 4.92 .05 1.0 .29 5.9
Germany 7.26 .16 2.2 .11 1.5
Italy 5.96 .16 2.7 .40 6.7
Netherlands 4.73 0 0 .24 5.1
Norway 3.45 0 0 .24 7.0
United-Kingdom 2.29 .01 .4 .29 12.7
United Sta tes 3.32 0 0 .49 14.8

Average 4.18 .04 .8 .29 7.9

Since increased calorie consumption by Melt' raised output almost an muck
as did education, the aggregate effect of better nutrition on output may well
have exceeded that of education. For some purposes it would be more important

. to know the effect of better nutrition oil growth of output per capita than its
effect on growth of total output. At present there is no satisfactory method for
measuring- the contribution of health to growth in output per capita. This is ,
chiefly because improved health affects growth of population as well as that ^.

of output. But in the case of nutrition, the effect on population growth probably
la comparatively small ; since total outptit grew more than twice as rapidly as outs
put per capita, increased calorie consumption may, on the verage, have caused
as much as 10%. of the growth in output per capita.

Existing data are inadequate for systematic estimati n of the contributions
of nutrition and education to theAconomic growth of very poor countries where
the per capita incomes are leas than $200/year. One may comment, however,
about the contribution of increased calorie consumption in those countries. As
income and output grow', the proportion of the labor force engaged in occupations
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requiring relatively high calorie consumption tends to decrease (11). The poorer
a country is, the greater' the effect of increased calorie consumption on economic
growth tends to be. Among our 18 countries the coefficient of correlation between
the contribution of increased calorie consumption and the level of per capita
income is 0.56 and the significance is at the 5% level. These considerations
suggest that increased calorie comnunption contributed even more to the eco-
nomic growth of'very poor countries than to that of the_Latin American .group.

Our estimates clearly rest on a series of more or less questionable assumptions.
This was unavoidable, partly because the necessary national data are either
lacking or defective, and also the experimental evidence Concerning a number
of relationships involved, in the method of estimation is incomplete. It would
have helped, for example, to have had data on the distribution, by occupation,
of workers' consumption of calories. The estimates also could have been improved
had there been data similar to those In Table -I but derived for older groups
of workers. In any event, the description of the methods we used indicates the.
InformAtioneces5ary if onels to estimate the economic consequences of improved
nutrition, or, for that matter, of any improvements in health that affect capac
ity to work.

SUMMARY

Malnutrition may In many ways impede the economic growth of poor countries.
Even though important policy decisions depend on quantitative data concerning
the effect of nutrition on economic growth, there is little such information avail-
able. We have estimated effects of increased calorie consumption on the produc-
tive capacity of the labor force and, therefore, on -the economic growth, of 18
countries from 1959 to 1902. For nine 'Latin American countries increased calorie
consumption accounted, on the average, for almost 5% of the growth of national
Product. This was nearly as great as the contribution of education. Increased
calorie consumption had a negligible effect on the economic growth of nine
advanced countries. It probably causes -a substantially larger fraction of the
growth in Output per capita than of the growth in total output in poor countries.
Also, its effect is probably greater in v ry r countries than in the Latin
American group.
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PM:PAM STATEMENT or RAMIRO R. CASA% M.D., GENERAL PEACTETIONEE,
McAuts, Tax.

Senator Mondale, members of the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor. I
am Dr. Ramiro R. 01150 of McAllen (Hidalgo County) Texas. I am a Doctor of
Medicine and have been in the general practice of medicine and surgery in
McAllen, Texas, for the past 13 years.

My medical practice consists in treating from 50 to 100 patients per day, the
vast majority of whom are. poor people. Probably as many as 80% of my patients
are farmworkers, some migrants and others ex-migrants who now do farmwork,
packing shed labor, or other similar seasonal work locally.

Suffice it to say that my people are among the poorest in this affluent society.
Because of their wretched earnings our people suffer all of the consequences of
being poor. There is severe malnutrition among large numbers of them and this
enhances their susceptibility to all forms of disease. .It Is no mystery that nutri-
tional Anemia, protein malnutrition, diarrheas, tuberculosis, skin infections, in-
fluenzas, pneumonia, birth defects, prematurity and neonatal deaths are much
more prevalent among the farmworkers' families than among the general
population.

Mr. Chairman, the health survey conducted in March, 1970, in Hidalgo County
by the very eminent physicians assembled by the Field Foundation was a mile- .
stone In the area of health In South Texas for several reasons. First, It docu-
mented the high incidence of malnutrition, vitamin deficiencies, and disease
which was suspected by many to exist. Secondly, a very excellent presentation of
the findings was made by Dr. Harry Lipscomb of Baylor Medical College to a
meeting of the Hidalgo-Starr County Medical Society. Thirdly, and most im-
portant of all, Dr. Lipscomb was successful in challenging the Medical Society
and Dr. Carl Love of McAllen, his former student and presently the President
of the. Hidalgo-Starr County Medical Society, to take, the lead in mobilizing
the medical community in search of lolutions to the enormous medical problelhs
of the area.

Those solutions, if they are implemented, will include ending the present hesi-
tancy of our hospitals to serve all of the people, rich and poor alike. At the
McAllen Hospital, where / work, we have the latest x-ray and laboratory equip-
ment, very excellent surgical suites and a completely equipped coronary care
unit. Hopefully, in thC future more poor patients will be able to avail themselves
of these facilities.

Those solutions, if they are implemented, will include an expansion of the
public health activities in Hidalgo County. At present, these activities are ,
limited to Tuberculosis detection, follow-up on contagious diseases, and immuni-
zation of children. The inadequacy of our immunization program was pointed out
during the past two months when in Hidalgo and Cameron Counties, we had
nearly all the suspected to have been due to poliomyelitis. Beyond the efficient
carrying out of these activities, we hope the public health officials will provide
forms of treatment, outreach, and care which serve the poverty community'.

ti
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Those Solutions, if they are implemented, will also include'the expansion of the
Migrant Health Program in this area of Texas.

In the meantime, thoseof us who are concerned, do what we can.
I have been personally operating a Charity Clinic at the Farmworkers Service

Center in McAllen at the invitation of Tony Orendain who also heads the Farm-
workers organization for Cesar Chavez in the Rio Grande Valley. With the
aid qf Sister Sharon Stanton, a Catholic nun who is also a Registered nurse,
we hold a two-hour clinic 3 times a week. We treat from 40 to 120 patients a
week, but are limited by the lack of adequate equipment, examining rooms, and
the absence of X-ray or laboratory facilities. At this clinic we treat only those
who do not have Medicare, Medicaid or Migrant Health Coverage, and who
have no money to seen. private physician.

It is very discouraging and depressing to attempt to operate a charity medical
clinic with very limited resources. I want to tell you something about how
the Farmworkers clinic was started.

Last year, when I.received the first letter that Tony Orendain wrote to all
the members of the Hidalgo .$tarr County Medical Society, asking us to start
a medical clinic, I visited the United Farm Workers Service Center in McAllen
and discussed the matter with him at length. As it turned out, Tony was able,
to spare a corner 10 feet wide by 12 feet long and that was where the clinic
was started. Tony obtained an old table that I used fog an examining table and
with a few sheets of sheetrock constructed pkrtitions to provide the necessary
privacy for physical examinations.

I obtained some medications and medical supplies from my office and we
began to treat the sick. By word of mouth the word was passed in the Colonies,
and though many of the sick do not have transportation or do not even know
that the clinic eixsta, yet during the January 1970, influenza epidemic we were
seeing from 45 to 50 patients each day. It became obvious that we couldn't
continue this operation out of a 10''hy 12' locale, so I offered Tony Orendain that
I would personally pay the first month's rent in an adjoining building if he
would assume the responsibility thereafter.

He accepted and we moved to our present location which is grossly 'Mad- ,
equate in all respects, but which at least gives us.4 to 5 times more space than
we had before.

Gentlemen, the lighting in the clinic is very poor. Somebody has to go clear
across the room to plug in the single examining lamp that we have. We have
no examining tables per se, we have no medical cabinets. We do not have a
certain supply of injectable inedications except those that I bring from my
private office; we have no refrigerator to keep our medicines in; we do not
have a laboratory to do a simple blood count or urinalysis or an X-ray machine
to take a chest X-ray, Needless to say, a lot of diagnostic guess work takes
place in this clinic, but this is better than no clinic at all. I rely heavily on the
use of injectables, gentlemen, because very frequently the medication that I
inject into their bodies is the only medication they will receive, since they
very frequently do not have the money to fill a-written preseription.

The diseases most frequently seen in the Farmworkers Clinic are those seen
in any general- practice office where° poor people are treated, namely, many
nutritional anemias, protein malnutrition, upper respiratory infectious, drain-
ing ear infectious, pneumonias, diarrheas with all degrees of dehydration,, and
many skin infections.

Mr. Chairman, we need to attract more physicians- to the many pockets of
poverty' throughout the country. We need to de-emphasize specialization in
medicine and encourage more medical graduates to go into general practice.
We need a total commitment from the. Congress and the Executive to provide
the facilities and the marrbower to treat the ailments of all of our citizens
regardless of their ability to pay. We pray that you, Mr. Chairman, and your
.colleagues will search for the legal machinery that can bring this about.
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PlEPAIRICD STATEMENT or Da. MILTON J. E. SENN, YALE UNIVEUITY,
'NEW HAVEN, CONN. .

My concern is with the long-term effects of nutritional and psychological
deprivation. Studies of people who are underfed show that this leads to starva-
tion and malnutrition, even death. Inadequately fed pregnant women give birth
to babies who are undersized, have an inadequate development of -the central
nervous system; and if the underfeeding persists, this leads to a predisposition
of other diseases, especially infections, and to a variety of deficiency diseases
Involving the skin, the .mouth and teeth, the hair, and a variety of internal
organs..

,There are at least three ways .in which inadequate nutrition impairs learn-
ing. The first, is through a direct effect on the nervous system in
utero and in the postnatal and weaning periods. .Such impairment of growth
and differentiation 'of the central nervous system is disturbed in a way that,
is.not corrected by feeding at later ages. The second way, in which nutrition
affects child- learning is by making him susceptible to infections, again with
some possibility of central nervous system -damage. Thirdly, Malnutrition af-
fects learning by interfering with the energy levels, the level of attention ; and
a direct consequence of this is a dhninution. in the number of days of school
attendance, often leading to school drop out.

14-852 0- 72 - 12
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Underfeeding also leads directly to the development of behavior problems,
some of which may be classified as anti-social acts and delinquency.

In examining the families In Texas, I was impressed with the number of
complaints from the adults about backaches, headaches, abdominal pain, and
lassitude. A number talked about being chronically depressed and dIscOur-
aged. I di) not think it too farfetched to consider these conditions psychoso-
matic Illnesses, directly ascribable to the living and working conditions of the
patients.

I conclude, that malnutrition and other conditions of health represent Inter-
generational or transgeneratIonal rproblems. The degree to which a child Is
at risk in health, and in psychological development, must be considered not
only In terms of the contemporary circumstances In which he Is living and the
details of his own history, but also within the context o his parents' physical
status and their own developmental and psychological h orles. The relation-
ship this is cyclical and intergeneratIonal. There is a glousness of the
spirit and anxiety and hopelessness from parent to child as well as a contagion
of 'infectious disease.

Physicians as well as those other people, sAch as members of Congress, who
are concerned with the health of our people, must then be concerned not merely
with changeln a given generation, but with the IntergeneritIonal influences on.
health. Malnutrition is riot a crisis phenomenon in Texas among the migrant
workers. It has become a condition of life; stable, persistent, pervasive, ever
endangering the health of scores of people. What we must develop are means of
implementing our concern by remedial and preventive measures which will lifted
all facets of health, across the generations, In order to assure subsequent genera-
tions of being free of the serious. Ills now overpowering members of this
generation.

EFFECTS or DEPRIVATION (NUTRITIONAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL) IN PREGIINICY,
INFANCY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD

1. Nutritional deprivation :
Underfeeding :

Starvation and malnutrition.
Death.
Growth retardation.
Inadequate development, especially MS.

Inadequate feeding :
Vitamin, protein, mineral deficiencies.
Many Deficiency Diseases.
Predisposition to other diseases, especially infections.

Overfeeding : Obesity.
2. Psychological deprivation :

Underfeeding :
Hunger.
Intellectual Impairment :

School learning problems.
School drop-out.
Poor work records.

Behlivlor problems :
Antisocial acts.
Delinquency.

Mental Illness :
Psychosomatic Illness.
Depressions..
Drug abuse.
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PRIZARLD EITATZUZNY or GORDON Hama, M.D., ZhvIIfkIfo IN PrDIATRIOIS, BOSTON,
MASS.

My name is Gordon Harper. I am a physician, in the second year of pediatric
training in Boston. I participated in the March trip to McAllen, Texas, and,
because the Northerner sojourning and muckraking in the South is legitimately
suspect in both Southern and Northern eyes, I have since visited other areas
where migrants live and work in Connecticut and Michigan.

Much testimony has already been,presented about the number of patients we
saw in'McAllen, the kinds of diseases they presented, and how these conditions
arise fro'm poverty and discrimination. I would like to present a particular case
to illustrate what-we are talking about. :

10( A BABY WITH DRUMM'S

The A day we were working in Dr. Casso's clinic, k young mother from
Pharr b t in a baby, perhaps a year and a half old, complaining that his
head a k were swollen. He had been well, she told us, until three days
previously; when insect bites on his scalp became infected. During the succeed-
ing days, the infection spread and the baby grew less active and was not eating
well. He developed a fever and now just lay about, showing no interest in those
around Mm. Examining the baby, we found him well devel2ped and fairly well
nourished, but acutely ill, "toxic" as we say, lying motionless on the examining
table. His temperature was 100., his pulse was rapid and his respirations labored.
One side of his scalp and neck was red-hot, swollen, and weeping. Huge lymph
nodes were palpable in the adjacent areas. Pustules in his scalp, the likely loca-
tion of the insect bites to which the mother referred, seemed to be the source of
the infection. This was cellulitis, a bacterial infection of the skin and subcutane-
ous tissues, with probably spread of the infection throughout the baby's body
sepsis. We had a very sick baby on our bands.
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What had this Infection to do. with ,Migrant labor? First of all, iIt -beganwith insect bites, a familiar sutumer affliction for all of us, but much more
common among children who live in subStandard housing, In Texas, all of us,
saw windows without screening, open latrines, inadequate garbage disposal,standing water, and gaping holes in floors and walls. We saw carrot chips Usedas ground covergarbage in the front yard. In Michigan I visited a migrant

. camp, near the Aunt Jane Pickle Factory, a Borden subsidiary, built literallyright next to a municipal sewage pool and garbage dump. The stench wassuffocating. On all these conditions; insects and rodents thrive and attack chil-dren playing or sleeping nearby. Moreover, once expoSed to such bites, babiesare much harder to keep clean, and the bites are more likely to be infectedAf
homes have no running water. Not surprisingly, then, both in Texas and Michi-
gan, infected bites are one of the most frequent conditions found in migrantchildren, directly related to the Conditions they must live in. And so was thisbaby's initially trivial infection. .

Secondly, the infection, developing over two days, received no medical atten-tion until the mothtr came to us on the third day. Superfleial skin infections
are common problems of children in Btiston or Washington as in Teicas, especially,when the weather is warm as it is most of the year In the Rio GramlapJlalley.
Treated promptly, with good cleansing, a clean dressing, and antibotres as indi-
cated, such an infection should never reach the proportions we found in Me.Allen. But we learned there, as you are hearing today, how seldom poor peoplethere see doctors. A visit o a private doctor Sin cost $10, plus charges foromedi-
eines. Dr. Casso has been ne of the few physicians in McAllen who would seepatients who could not pay and we have seen under whata heavy case load ho
functions. This mother, like so many, knew of no free dispensary; there was nooutpatient department or free emergency ward like those which we take forgranted in the rest of themakkpntry, to Which she could go. And the mother wasreluctant to travel to Mexico, where many obtain cheap6r and more sympa-thetic care, with a baby so ill. I would like you all to understand how it wasvery difficult for us to believe, as this mother had long since learned, that there
was no place, convenient and .close by, where she could take her baby when hewas sick and she had no money. That is how a minor infection became a 'life-threatening one.

The third part of this baby's Case now unfolds: what could we do about It?Again, in any of the emergency wards where we have worked, where we havebeen on hand to treat whoever came In; without asking who could pay or how
much any Indicated therapy would cost, this baby would have been hospitalized
and antibiotic therapy begun without delay. But in McAllen we had to ask who
could pay. The answer was that there Is no Medicaid prograin in Texas for those.not already covered under categorical welfare programs, that there are no freebeds In the local hospital only one block away, and that a deposit Is required for/ a patient's admission to that hospital. Many people in McAllen, as we will docu-
ment, have been told after the birth of a Hind in -hospital: "Vpu pay the bill or
we keep the baby." What did we do? The baby received antipyretics and a large
intramuscular infection of antibiotics and was observed for six hours in the
office. He then -looked much better, was given another dose, and was sent home toreturn next (lay. This therapy, good bush medicine dictated by expediency,"worked" this time, but Is hard to Justify one block from a general hospital. the
McAllen General Hospital.

Every parent of a critically ill child, faced with a disease beyond the control
of aspirin and cough syrup, feels helpless and alotie; for this baby's mother, how-
ever, such helplessness was compounded by three factk equally beyond her
control, which shoold have had nothing to do with her baby's getting sick or being
treatedand yet which, as we /have seen, had everything to do with both: the
family was poor, they were migrants, and they were Chicanos in/Texas.

THE WAGES OE CONCERN

That was a piece of our experience in Texas. In Michigan, one week ago, I
visited several counties where families from the Lower Rio Grande Valleysomeof the same families we had seen In March in MeAllenhave been picking the
strawberries, are now working, In the eherries, and soon will begin work with
the ettcmulters and tomatoes destined for our tabli.s. In several ways, life Is a bit
less hanth for them there: they have some work : a food stamp program tnake44 it
more likely that they and their children may have enough to eat and several
counties have programs of medical care. But their housing, in camps maintained
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by the growers "is often worse than:they knew in Texas; I visited a camp on the
Old Mission Penninsula where 17 people werediving,- sleeping, cooking-and eating

° in two rooms 8 by,,18 feet Under a leaking roof. Most importantly, however, the
feeling of not being at home, of not.belOnging, ornot being a part of the counties
wItere,they work, or of the country which enjoys -the fruits ottheir laborthat
feeling is still there.

The.efforts ff the state of 'Michigan and of many voluntary org-anix,a.tiOns to--
improve the migrants' lot is at this time, even last week when I was theretbeing
actively opposed by those Who contra most aspects of the migrants' lives, the

. growers. The facts are simple. Federal and state housing codes set standards
for migrant camps which must be net before a camp can be licensed to receive
migratft-tenants. A federally funded program sponsors :law students who act as
legal advocates for the migrants in.housing and other areas. By reporting alleged

- violations of the codes to a county health department, a law student earned the
wrath of a-grower who regarded such action (not only legal but sponsored by

'-thelovernment) as a- challenge to his right-to run "his" camps and make a profit
from the work of "his" migrants as he- wished. The night before I arrived in
Michigan this grower, finding the student in question in one of his camps, where
he was4visiting friends Who were tenants them.assaulte him"physically. When
the student escaped with his friends, leaving-his care, the grower -broke all the

; windows in the.car with,a steel pipe. The atmosphere the next day was tense:
"For the first time in five years," said one veteran of the 'migrant programs,. "I'm
afraid somepnes-going to.get killed."

" The next. clay I-got a taste .of the same treatment. I was speaking to migrants
the side of a road, on the edge of a camp, when a grower-drove Up and ordered'.

riwtig the premises. He boasted that he had known within three 'Mantes of my
arrival; via a fleet of cats with two-way radios which the growers maintain for
surveillance, that 'a stranger was visiting one of his camps. He accused me of

' "'trying to ruin hiahusiness by "snooping" among the workers, d threatened me-
" With physical 'harm should I make any more visits to "his" grants' camps

..without'his approval. "I1 those do-gooder's come on any of in d," he. said,
"they're never going to,make it back to Lansing."

The attitudes of these tough.nnd-ready growers toward- the workers on whose
labor their profits depend, and will continue to depend, despite .their headlong
And much touted rush to mechanized harvesting ("We wentiteed till these hands
a year or two from now," they. argue, with the self - appointed" plausibility charac-
teristic of the man trying to justify the saying of-money at the expense of human
health or dignity ; "And so why should we. invest a 16 money in housing for

. them now?" are the same asThe'cdrainittee has heard ire,. and will ft r again
today and tomorrow, from the dominant claSses in Texas and Florida. All of
these attitudes serve one selfish purpose: to absolve the grower of any respon-

,sibility for tlie,obvidus and infamous short life expectancy and apathy which are
°' the mbaant's share of the American/Way of life. The grower will be absolved, of

.cotirse, if the migrant can be successfully banished from the circle of our sym,.
pathy for such is the outcome of prejudice, whether racial, cultural, or eco-
nomic in the cage of Chicano migrants In Michigan, of course, it is all three.

To serve such a purpose, the migrants are dismissed as slovenly. "They live like
animals," say-groweta who give them shacks to live in.

Or again, the growers tell us, "The- migrants like to travel ; they like to drive
. around and see the country, to get Out 'of the heat of Texas`in, the suidnier, to

* dome up to the Midwest to swim. Migrants, of course, can be found who will say
they like to 'travel, but Ion many mothers show despair as they tell of haying
to take children out ot school' in early Mat, to begin again only in Isiovember.
to-believe the myth -of the . happy gypsy.. How that myth can. withAtand the

=image of 33 people and their belongings traveling 1500 miles in an enelosed tOck,
with. children- who need rest stops, every 45 minutes, to pick cherries for eight
dollars day, is a wonder- of public relations beyond my comprehension.

Or the, migrants, they say; are deadbeats. "PO seen One mail a money order
for $500' to Texas the -same day .he buys $100 worth of food stamps," coMplains

.41 krowerivhose indignation/at the spectacleof -government subsidies does not cA
extend to Ars payments he and his fellow growers do-not hesitate to cultivate.

With -the' migrants:.excluded by all these devices from the range of -their
sympathies, gtowers are. tiblO to indulge, in self-pity.; they have a huge petsonal

`sense of grievance, of being put upon, of not gettinglwhat they believe they are
entitled to btlt the scale ,of these grievances cion only be.called grotesque com-
pared to the .wasted bodies, destroyed spirits, and shortened lives which are

6 o
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the migrants' lot. One complains, "With what I've got invested, and what
could earn on my own, shouldn't I be getting $60,000 a year, not just$40,000?"

With 'such an acute sense of personal grievance, a grower may have little
_sympathy left .over for those around Min. "Babies die all the time," says one
grove-, when asked about a notorious case Of a nine-month-old who died last-
year of diarrhea and dehydration, after being refused admission to a hospital in
Southwest Michigan ; "why should they get So excited when one dies here?"

From this testimony and that presented today from Texas, a picture, emerges
of the, channel in which the migrant stream ,flows from Texas to the Middle
West it is a hard journey through a land where money and profit move men's
hearts more than does human misery, and where all kinds of self-serving ration:
alizations and spurious slurs on the migrants themselves seek to conceal the
fundamental_ facts of human poverty and need, and justify indifference to them
or support agtive interference with those who come to act on the migrant's behalf.

The kind of information the self-styled vigilantes would keep us from gather-'
ing, and the kind of tragedies which mark the migrant's travels, are illustrated by
the following case history!

o An parte= BAST

In /Traverse City, I learned from a young father of the illness last month of
his three-month-old son. While tbraveling through Indiana enroute to Michigan,

. where his family, would begin the strawberry season, this baby developed di-
rrhea, fed poorly, and became irritable. Diarrhea and poor feeding are common
pediatric symptoms, especially in the Chkano population,- where infantile gas-
troentitis still accounts, as it did one generation ago in the population at large,
for the largest .part of infant mortality. This very month, when the rest of the

country has been congratulating4tself on the fact that no one died last year from
'.poliomyelitis, the most serious of the.enteric viral infections, three deaths from
polio have occurred in South Texas. In the absence of immunization, polio has
the same epidemology,lhe'same relation to poor sanitation, as the less dramatic
'forms of viral diarrhea: The unprotected outhouses, homes without pluMbing,
'contaminated water supplies, And fields without toilet facilities already men -
tioned explain the frequency of these diseases; poor nutritionthe protein and
vitamin deficiencies we have reportedand lack of adequate care account for
the death ,rate in, tlie-eilsily treated simple diarrhea. But, the other complaint;
irritability, is one that gives every doctor pause, because Of the possibility of
meningitis. Small babies qften do not show the physical findings, like stiff neck
or resistance of flexion-of the leg, which we look for when adults have infections
of the meninges, and often the characteristic sign in infants,. the bulging fontanel
or soft spot; is absent despite the presence of infection. To make the diagnosis,
therefore, the doctor has to be suspicious, to size up the baby as a whole, (asking,
"Does he look sick`?") and perform a, spinal tap .whenever there is any doubt at
all. Anyone who's taken care of children has agonized over this decision many
times, for the disease, -clesitp the terror it strikes into parents' hearts, is treat-
able. Ten days of intravenous therapy with the appropriate antibiotics usu
will save a three-month-old baby who would Otherwise.

In this case, however, before a doctor had a chanconsider this diagnosis,
another hurdle,had to ,be crossed: the father'had to pay. At the beginning of -.
the season. there was only enough money,to get to the fields in Michigan, and the
father and the iospital people argued a-bout money. In the end, a nurse gate ,
the father an oral medicine to give the baby, and. they went out, no doctor hailing
seen the child. 4:hey returned the next night, the baby listless and febrile, and
he w,as admitted. Even so, the father said, no doctor saw the -baby for several
hoursEind when the diagnosis was made then, it was indeed meningitis. Intensive

\therapy was -begun, but the baby went do to diet
The father ,epoke this way :

. You've got to leave a dowt payment before you even leave the baby
there ; but he was sick, man he was going to die. His mother, she suffered
a lot,,Tou knciW; we come over here to help these folks out with the crops,
and we help a lot, picking cherries, and planting tomatoes; but they don't

° help us. And sometimes we need some help, too. That doctor didn't do any-
thing, he knew 'the baby was going to die, and he didn't want to waste the
money. I like white people, 'black people, don't know, .'man, I don't
know. What do they care about, just money? They don't. care about us. Lir
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.."'Iwent to the Welfare Office and said, "If the kid survives, I won't have the
money to get him out.", And they said, "Sorry, N'C'e can't help you. You've
got to live here two or three years, then we'll help you." I'll tell you some-
thing, man, I'm not going to that state of Indiana any more! don't care
about anybody---They- don't help-you at all, And you_ know, vhen they die,
they're going to pay that. When they go upstairs, they're goi g to pay.

How does one react to this kind of spectacle? In McAllen, with all of our
group, I was overwhelmed by what we saw and heard. The Etlt k anyone would
feel in such circumstances, watching an endless stream of pe ple in pain, sick,
crippled physically and emotio ally, and drowned in ape y or bitterness
or even one heartbreaking indivi ual, like the thirteen-year-o 1 boy I saw who
had gone blind over severs rs without ever being properly evaluated or
offered any rehabilitation, at shock was doubled because as a doctor, I saw
how much of what I saw was preventable : how many times I have treated and
seen cured patients with tli'e same conditions as we saw there,-but who would
notbecause they happened to have moneyor just happened to be living in
Boston, would not grow deaf because there was no medicine for their chronic
otitis, or get dehydrated and die because there was no doctor nearby who would
treat their diarrhea, or just endure a life of pain for want of analgesia, or
anxiety for want of any medical comfortlitor pharmacologic relief. That's why
I've presented these cases in the medical detail I have, to share with you the
waste and horror a doctdr feels seeing treatable diseases go, untreated, their
crippling way.

After the initial, shock, back la Boston, the mind strains every faculty to iv
I press the shock, to blur over the' agony,-becausd .you can't live with those per-

ceptions all the time and sleep well. (And if the mere pe eption does that
to imagine what the living of it does to the migrant.) The visibility of the
migrants nationally, our ignorance of them as they travel am ng fie and load
our tables wth fruits and vegetables in abundance undreahied of two generations
ago, is, like all, such ignorance, as Gunner Myrdal has said; opportunistic. It's.
how we keep going.

But if you can hold onto this vision, or be refreshed by re-reading your notes,
or looking at the slides once again, or reviewing it all. as *e have preparing
for these hearing's, with the friends and colleagues with whoni we shared the

-experiences originally, the meaning bf the migrants' lives is unmistakable ; our
country, the system, the way things are, or, to drop the depersonalized dodge
all of usbuild the highways and the rockets and the bombs, pay for empty
fields and subsidies to the rich, but have not, will not, or cannot guarantee
children in' our midst the elements of growth : food, health, and hope. Human
needs, for those outside of our affluence, fall far down our unstated list of
national priorities. The pyramid of institutionalized selfishness we cal our
national system cannot by the farthest stretch of the imagination be considered
'to maximize human welfare, despite the propaganda with Which we surround
ourselves. For as we do to unto the least of these....

The realization of this fact takes a strong cold grip on reality, a grip hard to
maintain in comfortable caucus rooms like this or in the insulation which seems
to cut this capital off from other parts of the country ; and its hard in our
hospitals; where we keep busy helping those who make it to the door. Terrible
is-the seductive power, to paraphrase Brecht, of that goodness which we 40.

What does one do with such a perception? If it is correct that the diseases
we have described come from the facts of poverty, migration to find erk, and
racial discrimination. and thit a culture valuing property more than people
is the ultimate barrier to changing these pathogenic factors, on can .either
become a prophet of the apocalypsewhich is the perception .behind the dis-
affection of young people supposedly being studied now. Or one miiy despair
completely of change, which 'is the nihilistic possibility. If, however, one is dis-
inclined emotionally or politically to both revolution and resignation then the
only answer is to enfranchise the migrants with that one Item for which the
restof the country seems to respect pe . ., :.money. Of the practical-means for
achieving thatthe organization of th ' l';.- culture workersthe subcomfflitee
is well aware.

But I would say in closing, that if only to ensure simple dignity; self-respect
and health for our brothers is to wait Until they am .buy their way into a place
in our national sun, that is a terribly sad commentary on the moral economy
of our country.



Hop. ;WALTER F. MONDALE,
Chairman, Subtothntittee on Migratory Labor, Committee on Labor and PubliO
4 Welfare, VA% Senate, Washington;

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE : Attached are my observations after visiting the Con
.14tcticut River Valley and the labor camps there, where the Puerto Ricans who.
pick the tobacco are housed, fed, and virtually incarcerated.

, Perhaps you Would be interested in including this in the hearing record of
the day on which .I appeared with the Field Foundation doctors.

Sincerely,
GORDON HARPER, M.D,

JULY. 20, 1970.

REPORT OF -GORDON HARPED, MIX, BosToN, MASS., ON HIS RECENT VISIT TO
THE CONNECTICUT Rms. VALLEY

In the Connecticut River. Valley, the Land of the Shade Tobacco
Growers Association .

Driving from Boston to New York, in the valleys of central Connecticut the
motorist sees large fields covered with mosquito netting which he may or may
not know are tobacco plants destined for cigarmaking: He probably.doesn't
know that the. acreage in tobacco has. declined since World War II, as industry
and suburbia spread over the field, or that most of the labor force, once local
New Englanders, immigrants of children of immigrantsis now recruited sea-
sonally in Puerto Rico. Several thousand Puerto Ricans 'work here from May
to November.

The camps they live in are well concealed; several hours of driving on
main and side roads, in areas full of tobacco, fail. to locate a camp. By asking
Puerto Ricans in the area one gets directions: to a small town where the
only sign that several hundred seasonal workers live nearby is a large sign in
the center of town, in English, and Spanish: No Loitering, No Littering. Thence,
a mile or so from town up a gravel. road to the camp, set in the woods. Behind-
a high chain-link fence one sees immaculate grounds, with well-trimmed,lawn,
climbing roses, and tall shade trees surrounding neatly kePt barracks. A huge
sign warns the passerby that only official cars may enter,' that all others
must stop at. the' office, and a guard inside the fence enforces the message,
grumbling answers to questions and' keeping the visitor from entering amy
building. He also discourages workers from 'speaking, to the stranger.

Placards express the same mood; they say in %lanish; "Danger ! Danger!
Danger !.Don't sit on the curb. Trucks go by very fast.. We are not responsible
if onyone is hurt." "Don't hang around the' office if you, have nothing to do;
go back tp your bank and rest. Others. have work to do." "In the cafeteria,
takg your tray back to where it belongs or else .yOu -will be fired," The men
around the office have got the message: with sideways glances at the office, they
pass by, or .grunt an answer to an inquiry. I can't remember ever being

.in. a place where fear so visibly kept men from speaking, but this is what
I imagine a police .state must be like. Only at, the liquOr store in the nearby
town is it possible to talk to the men in this cams and get an idea of What
their lives are like. .

Recruited in Puertb Rico, men cone to Connecticut in May for a season
which will last till November or December.. They must come alone, leaving'
wives and children perhaps in nearby Hartford or Springfield, but more likely
in.,Puerto Rico. During the season, they have oy single days off; visits home
are imposaible. They are paid $1,75 per hour,u7rom,,,which'irebout $20 are de-
ducted weekly for room, board,. and medical seiViCes".\."I'd prefer to work in
Puerto, Rico," one told me, "but field .1ork pays only $1.39 there,;.,I used to
make good wages in a factory there, but there's no work there now."

Here, however, they enjoy neither contract nor ,job security. .0neMan esti-
mated that of five hundrethdnen beginning the season, only oner.,11Undred will
still be around in Novemll.Pr; others will ,have been recruited:to take :the
places. of those who have lefteither voluntarily, when fectu.R.With the !pod'
or the'isolation, or involuntarily, when fired: Any grievance, real or imagined,.
suffices for dismissal. "You can't do anything here, it's like being in jail," T was
told. "Yes, like' being in a jail." "If anybody talks back or complains about
the food, he can be fired. Most of the time, though, you never know Why some-
body has been fired; the next day, the bed's:just empty. People are too em
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barrassed to tell you what happened." There is no grievance procedure for the
worker, needless to say ; no opportunity for redress.

I did not see the camp food about which so many complained, but it's said that
workers walk more than a mile fo the grocery store in town to buy food, trying
to make up in quality or quantity for what they are offered in camp.

The only escape from the isolation, oppressive atmosphere, and questionable
food of the camp is-to come to town, buy a beer, arid, holding it surreptitiously in
a paper bag, drink' It at the side of the road. A sidewalk is the only gathering
place and even there the state police last year harassed the workers so much
that liquor sales fell off. Even along the roads to town,othey chased the workers
back up At° the camp. This year there has-been lees harassment, but the feeling
of being unwelcome Mill prevails.

"Can't a man relax a little after a day working in the fields?" the workers asked
me. "Have a drink and a good time with his friends?" They argued, "You're from
here, right? Now, if you went to Costa Rica or Venezuela, and didn't know what
to do or how to behave, and without telling you anything, the police camup and
started pushing you around fOr not acting the way they do there, that wouldn't
be right, would it? Well, why don't they give us a chance?"

At a time when even the federal government is finally beginning to act to pro-
tea society's interest in the stability of the family, rt work programthe only
place where men can find workwhich takes them away from their families for
six months orthe year is surely nonsense ; it is also punitive. acid cruel. Equally
cruel are the conditionswhlch make men feel like prisoners and unwanted
strangers In the- country of which they are citizens.

One worker told me about the subsidies, lohns, and technical assistance which
he had seen given to Cuban refugees in Puerto Rico : ':Why do they give them
all that money," he asked, "and nothing for us?" "No, you don't understand,"
added, his friend, anbther Puerto Rican. "TheS, have been defeated, so we have
to help them. It's like Korea or Vietnam, you know. When they're down, you have
to give a hand."

Three times as I talked to these men I was asked whether r was froth the
state Department of Labor. They were disappointed when I was not. They said;
"They should come and see how things are here. Not just with the boss, either ;
you know what people say then. Come and see how thkngs really are. People get-
ting fired, terrible food th? eat. No rights at all. Sometime they should come here
and see."
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, MIGRANT '""
CAWS& CI; WWII on Migrant end -Seasonal Aideultund Workers end Families
Area Cale 303 itS GRANT.
024911 DENVER, COLORADO 00203

July 30, 1970,

Honorable 'Walter F. flondale
Subcommittee on Migratory Labor
Old Senate building
WashingtOn, D.C.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed plea ie find a study which ,ioas conducted

by the Colorado Migrant Council on the nurtitional autos
of migrant children. .Perhaps 10,4 docuart
additional information which your comma ee might be able

use' in connection with your ongoing he ings.

If we can be of further.as stance, please dov
not hesitate to call on us. _

Sincerely,

)

Pw
encl

Ae404., (4 1
/

Ralph D. Martinez ,,,

Deputy Director
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The nutritional and Medicol problems of 300 Mexican - American

preschool children of migrant workers were evaluated in the spring of

1969 in Colorado. Outstanding In the history was the high infant

mortality of 63 per 1000 live births. Frequent findings on physical

examination included: low height attainment, upper rmirotaly in-

fections, skin infections, dental caries, enlarged Min, hypertrophied

tongue papillae, and conjunctival folliculitis. biochemical testing

showed low vitamin A level; in 159 children, low alkaline phosphates*

in 120 children, and low total sew proteins in 28 children. Possible

methods for improving the nutrition and health of the migrant children

are discussed.
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Migrant form labor is presently used in probably every state oT the

United States. The iota' number of migrant form workers is difficult to

estimate because of a lock of record keeping and the problem of definition

as to who is a migrant farm laborer. In Colorado,estimates hove ranged from

25,0001 to 100,0002 workers depending in part on whether grastate workers

crossing county lines and residents living at home and working at seasonal fawn,

labor ore included with the interstate workers. Since discontinuing the usage

of alien form workers, in which mole workers from outside of the United States

were transported to the United States for form labor, there has been on increase

in family travel ond the resulting problems. From the view of health core it should

be noted that whereas the mean number of workers per family is 3.5, the mean

number of traveling family members is 6.6. The extra family members are frequently

children and infants who must travel with their parents arid suffer the'nutritional and

health consequencis of travel. Little information is presently availoble concerning

the medical and nutritional problems of these people. An earlier study described

biochemical alterations in negro migrant workers In New York stote3. A recent

nutritional survey in Texas4 probably also includes evaluation of some preschool

children of Mexican-American form workers. The purpose of the present study was to

evaluate the nutritional-medical problems of the presch9o1 children of the Mexican-

American form laborers.

METHODS

Three hundred Mexican- American children, age six years or below, -were studied

in May and June, 1969. Children were studied in two locations each in northeastern

and southeastern Colorado. They came to the clinics voluntarily as a result of local

publicity, were brught by volunteers, or were seen at one locaticin in southeastern

Color ado an the first day of a Head Start-Infant Education SChool program. The

evaluation included medical histories,- physical e)iontinations, and blood biochemical

determinations. Heights and weights were evaluated by means of the Boston Iowa

Growth Grids, and head circumference on on international grid Interviews concerning

food purchasing habits and.caoking- equipment available to-the family were conducted by a
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nutritionist (J.M.D.). Weekly Familyshopping lists were computed far approximately

forty rarities, All laboratory tests were done on.venop blood samples drawn after over-

night fasting, ar in a few cases, four hours after a meal, Vitainins A and C, and serum

and RIK fah:reins were determined at fitzsimmans General'Haspital; Denver,.Colorada,

by methods used in the Notional Nutrition Survey.° Other biochemical determinations

were clone in the Colorado General Hospital Pediatric Microchemistry Laboratory!

Data was analyzed(under the direction of P.5.8.) by computerized statistical

methods applied to four areas of the study: sociologic data, medical history, physical

examination, and laboratory 'tests. Two broad types of analyses were undertaken: '

descriptive, for summarizing the characteristics of the sample, and inferential,

for finding significant relationships among these characteristics. The descriptive analysis

consisteriprinforq of frequency distributipm, comparisons with "normal" values, and

determination of means and standard deviations when applicable. The inferential analyses

were directed toward relating the 4abarataty measurements to thesother ata. The method

used was one-way analysis of variance, with items from the sociologic ata, the medical

history, and the physical examination as independent variables, and aboratary measurements

as dependent variables. Analyses of variances determined whether different sub-samples of

subjects differed significantly with regard to their average laboratory measurements.

RESULTS

Sociologic Data

Sociologic data is available an 151 of the Mexican-American migrant families

studied in May and June, 1969. One lumdred and sixteen of the families gave their

* home base as Texas, 26 were intrastate migrants from Colorado, and the remaining

families were from miscellSneous other states. All fathers were farm laborers, working

a mean of 6.3 months per year in agruculture 0 1.8 months per year in other occupations.

Mean educational attainment for the fathers was sixth grade and far the mothers, fifth

grade. The mean afinA family income was 51,885, with 61% of the families having

an income less than 52, igfi per year and 8C) with an annual income under $3,500.

Twelve families (7.9'1 received financial welfare assistance in some form during the

arevins year. In 57 °5 of the families only Spanish was spoken; in 36% of the

families, both Spanish and English were spoken by at least one of the-parentsrand in
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7% of the families only English was spoken. These sociologic findings do not differ

from those gothsrred ono sample of 3500 Mexieon-Americon migrant families by the

Colorado Migrant Council between 1966 and 1969. This would suggest that our

sample is representative of the Colorado Migrant ogriculturol population.

Medical History

The mean number of pregnancies per mother was 5.7, with 29 of the 142

mothers having had more than ten pregnancies. Sixty-five of the 825 pregnancies

resulted in miscarriages or still births, for o fetal wastage of 79/1000 pregnancies.

Forty eight of the 760 liveborn children died within the first year of life, for an infant

mortality of 63/1000 infants. Mean family size of the time of the study was 4.6

children per family.

The 300 children were equally divided between males and females in all

age groups: 45 children were under one year of age, 31 were between ages one and two,

41 betwesln two and three, 66 between three and f6ur, 59 between four and.five, and 58 were

between the ages of five and six years. One third of the mothers received no prenatal

cori or nutritional supplements prior to delivery. Two hundred and thirty one of the

300 children were born either in the hospital or on out - patient medical clinic. Mean

birth weight was 3.2 kg., with 27 children weighing less than 2500 gm of birth. One

third of the mothers initiated breast feeding, ond'25% were still breast feeding when the

child was two months old. Supplementary.vitamint were received by 10% of the children

in the first six months of life. One half of the children hod received no DPT or polio

immunizations. Twenty-four mothers gave o hi-it-city...of recurrent dicolliwo (more than

one episode in the previqus year) in their children. :Irpercent of the children had

never been examined by o. physician while 86% of the children two years of age or

older had never been seen by o dentist.

Food Purchasing d Dietary Adequacy

p Thirty-five familits reported spending S20-S30 per week on food

with five reporting higher expenditures up to $60. When the shopping lists

were !Acrid at the local markets the,families were found to have consistently

over-estimated the cost of their shopping lists by five to fifteen d611ors. The

basic weekly-food supply for migrant families is reported in Table I. There

0
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was little variation between type and quantity of for;d purChased regardless of

family size. However, there is no way to determine individual intake from this data.

From these shopping lists, which were descriptive of the family food habits, it is

estimated thot protein intake is adequate (vegetable proteins fromnans and some

animal proteins from eggs and milk). Thiamine, riboflavin; and niacin intake

should be adequate also (cereals, enriched flour, and its products). Calcium

and vitamin D. intake ore minimal to low as seen by the low consumption of

milk. Iron, too,is mi)lmal to low as a result of the insufficient intake of iron-rich

foods. Vitamin A intake is almost negligable, although vitamin C intake should be

adequate. When milk was available in the homes, the infants under, two years °f-

age would receive first priority with the next oldest having next priority. All of

the families reported purchasing atjeast one third of the foods listed in Column 2,

Table I in addition to the standard food supply when adequate money was available.

When the odditional money was available fai'food, the mothers reported they pi/re/loser/

more meat, milk, fruit,(apples, bananas, arrows), and vegetables (tomatoes, /lettuce)

in that order, If less money was available, these foods would be cut Cut in the reverse

order. Candy, flavored beverages, cookies, and sweet rolls were purchased in the same

amounts regardless of the money avoiAkunless the income was drastically reduced,

in which case the sweet foods were eliminated from the diet.

The cooking equipment available in the homes was limited as the femilies carry

very little with them during misKation. Each baby in a family has one bottle. The

family has two or three pots for cooking beans, one dish meals, or for frying; and

a griddle for Making tortillatori gas stoves. There is always a stove in the house

with one half of these being wood stoves. Less than oneeighth of the families hod

running water. Pumps in.the yards weretitis usual means of securing water.

Physical Examination Doto on the 300 Children

Fifty-four obth:300 children were less than the third percentile for height, 17

were less thon, the third percentile for weight, and 17 less than the third percentile for

hood circumference. Hair dyspigmentation was noted In 21 children. Skin findings
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were prominent with hyperkeratash in la and skin nfections' in 32 children.

Angular lip lesions were present in ten of the children. Eye findings were

alio prominent, with increased corneal voscularizatian in 23, dry wrinkled

conjunctivae in 56. andiatliculitissuggestive of trachoma in 29

children . Mucaid ar purulent nasal discharge was present in 69 of the

300 children (23%). Hypertrophic tongue papillae were present in 69 (Flgunr

1) and atrophic tongue papillae in 36 children. Large tonsils were noted in

67 and large cervical lymph nodes in 36 children. Thirty-nine percent of all

children and 58% of the children over four years of age hod dental caries, with

a mean of four caries per child.: Upper limb muscle moss wds decreased in 31 and

lower limb muscle mass in 28 children, Epiphyseal wrist swilling was present

in 28 children and prominent rib bioding in 22 children. Livers were palpable more
4

than two centimeters below the costal margin in the right mid nipple line In.

49 of the 300 children. Skin Fold measurements are shown in Table IL.

Laboratory Tests

Hemoglobin and hemotocrit values are compared to normal values far the

state of Colorado8
as all children hod been in the state at least two weeks.

These, normal values are similar to those obtained in a nutritional survey of

5000 preschool children in the United States.9 Forty-seven children hod

hemogloLins below the tenth percentile far age, and forty-one children hod

hematocrits below the tenth percentile.for age (Figure 2).

Levels of serum and RBC folocin, Vitamin A, and vitamin C are shown in

Table III. Twenty nine children were below normal in serum folacin levels,

and three children were below in RBC.falcein levels. One hundred and fifty-

nine children (55%) were below normal in serum vitamin A levels. Two children

were low in vitamin C

Laboratory results other than vitamin levels ore shown in Table IV.

Serum alkaline phosphates* levels were low in 120 children, blood urea nitrogen

were low in 49 children, and amylase activity was reduced in 16 children. Total

serum proteins were law in 28 children and serum albumin in 73.children; Serum

carotene was low in 219 children. Cholesterol levels were low in 44 children and}

high in 28 children.

$4833 0 - 73 . 13 191
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STATISTICAL CORRELATIONS

Historical-Biochemical Correlations.

Children whose parents spent part of the year employed in a trod. outside of

iof..9:9* labor hail higher mean total protein volues (7.2 gm%) than children whose parents

worked only in forM labor throughobt the year (6.6 gm%; p<.01). The language

spoken by the parents also correlated with mean laboratory values. Children whose,

parents spoke only Spanish hod lower total serum proteins and albumin (pc; 01) levels

than children of p;rents who spoke English(with or without Spanish in addition). ,Although

not statistically significant, cholesterol and alkaline phosphatose levels also tended

to Ear lower in children whose parents spokeonly Spanish. There were no significant

differences in latratory tests done on children of the 26 families from the state of

Colorado (intrastate migrants) compared to the children of interstate form workers.

Mean vitamin levels.tended to lower in children who hod weighed under

2500 gm at birth (Table V). The mean laboratory values were also significantly

influenced by the total number of%hildren in the families. Thus mean vitamin A and

.0 levels were higher in fgmllies with fewer children, os were alkaline Phosphc;tasw

'and BUN values. Gamma globblins, likely on indication of the numbers of infections,

/were higher in families with larger numbers of children:

When vitomins"Were given/to the mother during-pr` egnancy or to the child in

the first six months of life, the Vitamin A and C levels were higher in the .

child (Table V). This was true for children under one year of ogo but was also true

for the alder children. Serum .folocin levels were significantly higher (p< .01)

in the children under one year of age whose mothers hod received vitamins, but

did not remain higher in older children. RBC folacins were also higher in

children under one year of age whose mothers received vitamins or when vitamin

.supplements were given to the children, although the differences were not

statistically significant. When vitamin C levels were analyzed on all of the

children; the levels of the low birth weight children were inexplicably higher

than those in the children of higher birth weight. Vitamin levels and other

ials-tests did not ;lifter significantly between bottle fed and breast fed infants

"under one year of age. A history of greater incidence of having.hail measles was
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.found for children with low vitamin-A levels (36 of,126) thon rn children with
si .

normal vitamin A levels (18 o920). .

Physical:Examination -.-Biochemical Ceirelatfons
.

In the physicarexdmigation,.low vitamin Aleut% cq elated'

.statistically (pc .b5) with a greater incidence of : 1) skin Infections,

; 4 -red uce d upper and lower.extremity muscle mass, 3) nasal discharge

and 4) hypertrophied or atrophied tongue. popillae compared to children

With normal vitamin A'levels. ere.WOS no correlation betweeniow

vitamin A ley& and corneal dryness, hyPeFvriscularity, dyspiorantatIon, or

wrinkliog op the physical' exarnipation., .Skin fold thicknessis tended to be

lower for children with low vitamiakA levels tk5rforcfiildrerPOPOlh hi rrhal.

lefels. The mean later'al thoracic, subscaplular, and triceps skiRfolclit...

measured S.1,5.51, and 7.8 respectively for children with low tritamip

At levels, compared to 5.13,6.1,-and 8.3 respeCtively for children with normal

vitatnih A leveli. a

Mean laboratory values were iletermined for the presence or

' absence of each of the physicalex,omination findings.. Table VI showi

the inean laboratory values in childrewrilltr without various abnormblitiel

on the physical examination. When a trend appeared, values ore included

even though statisticol analysis dtd nocprove a difference. Vitamin Avalue!
i

A;

wire'significantly. low`er (p< .05) in "children with,hair dyspigmentation, skin

infections, and abnormal tongue papillae.. Serum foil:lens and gamma globulin

teeth ware both significontly lower (Pc .01) in children with large livers.
. .

Mean vitamin C and alkaline phrispbatase values were significantly former in (
k

childien with tow height. ) .
. -

.1
,
.9..

4..

DISCUSSION j
The 'geperal lack of medical care prior to and following delivery is

reflected in the high mortority rate in the first year of life.' In this study, the

Mexican:Amiirican migrantrinfont:mortalik Was found to be 43 per'1000 livel

births. The 1968 infont nfrtolity for low income areas served by the Neighbor-

hood Heotth Centysrs and tilecity Hospital in Denve.rwas 23.4 per 1000 live

O

1-93 . cs
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0
births.

1This
was grsptily reduced fr-,m the '1964.0envF2- figure of per

1000Aive hirths token prior is the ert of tke neighbcfrhood health Program'

in 1965: The migrant neonatal maCtplity figure of 63 deaths perrelOIN live

births is comparable te'crsynilar figure for the overall United States in the,

year.1930. The high infant mortality may, in part, be due to.-tbe [acts
. -

of-

of hospital delNery of newbatm infonts, most of whom would be consieeted

"high risk" because of te Ipck of prenatal caL, the poor ho'using and

sonitarfan, irrade4issoenutritian, and the. need to travelwitCa small infant.

Its conceivable thof -rural neighbtood health programs, as recently .

proposed for migrant health care4cobld early reduce the neonatal

mortality in this Population. A crtfdam far spital care wiltalso be:necessary,

hoWever,.Migrant families da nat qu'a-lify For elicalibenefits in most

'states because they mwst firt qualify For fame p'ioirromaf d'afegorica1

assistance. Theie commonly include Aid to bependent Chifdren and

sort
a programs to pssisrthe blind, disabled, and aged: Rarely da migrating

,Mixican-Amer iir families lack a father, and he k

Few,ek any,. migrPnti are blind, cdsayed,'ar aged.
4 V

has beenefiminated as a requirement Tar Medicaid,

use to the rnigrant;
i

..

usually employed.

Thus, while residency

it hos been of

The incidence of low serum`vitamin A Ie,els in these United Mates children Was

higifer than thdt found in ten of 41qvan underdejelOped countries in the For Edst,-Central.

America, and South America staa,ieckover the past ten-years:11 This high incidence of

vitamin A deficiency was anticipated from the lack of foods containing vitamin A in Ire

bask food list reported in Table I. Egg yolks are the main, and'frEquently the only,

source of v1tamin A. Some Families pick carrots in Texas For approximately two

weeks in Marchand bring these home fot4neals or-far trade with otherfornilles. HoWevere

the use of mechanical harvesters of tarrats and of Mexican Natidnal farm Workers on

da4 basis'havc'e decreased the =writ available for casumptioriby families ar farm

workers in Texas. It is also true that.co'rrots'are not a popular food in the diet oef the

"Mexiqfrm-American curturr, and nuttition-educotian programs may be one way of
-

apifroacbing th,e deficiencies.
With one third of the-mothers receiving no prenatal cart or nutritional supplementatiph

and4a-much higher:percentage receiving inadequate nutritionarcare, it is likely that vitamin

A deficiency is present from biith in many of the infants. Mothers of deficient infants

had a greater number of tliregncincies Non Mothers of childrenitith normal vitsmIn A
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levels. It is likely th6t the:gleaternumberof piegnoncies,with greater maternal depletion
rof vitomin levels, as well osthOorger number ofsiblings to divide the food,ornonkwere.

.

both important rearms' in the .1rower vitamin levels of these children. LOwvirbmi,n 'RA

values-Were more opt to be fadnd in infants whose mothers d` not receive nutriefori'at,e
suopPlements during pregnancy. Improved prenatal core woul Help the-nutritional stotus,
of the offspring and waulclfrobably reduce the infant mar ity.

The low viitornin A levels correlated. stottsticolly with on increased incidence of

'skin'infictiotis,and upper respirotoi, tract infections on physical-eicomination. Changes

in'the tongue papillae appeared to be a relial4 physical sir of 10w serum vitamin

A levels in tills group (Figure 1) whereas dryness' and wrinkliingrafthe come, and

increased corneal voscularization did net show any statistical correlation, Dark adoption

was not evolvoted, but is known to birassociated with vitamin A deficiency. Xerophtholmia

was not detected in any of these children. An increased incidence of measles was found

in the medical history ornongstihitdren with low vitamin A levels swgesting thaymprovement.

of nutritional itotus may. reduce/ the Incidence of measles:. In undernourished populOtions,

measles is krlown to be ossocioted with a high reartolity.rpte. The elevated 'gamma :""d

globulin levels in children with low vitamin A levels likely,refled the increased ntipber

of iritectir. Improvement of riutritional.status would likely improve both the morbidity

for infections and the mortality'rote in these'dhilden: The lime necegory to improve

serum vilatn,in A levels is opPorently quite !Ong. We restudied .nine teen.children.

with low vitamin A,te-vels after o rgnimum of fi days in Infant Educ'ation - Head

Stott over a six week period. They received two meals and two snacks plir 'day in the

, schobl onccoral vitamin tops from the school curse. 'In spite. of this supplementation,

serum levels:Wire still low upon re- evolualion. it is known thot'liver stores must be

replenished, firlt in vitomin"A deficiency, and it is likely that, this is what was.hoppring

in these children. if wag fiat appropriate to obtain liverblopsies.to more accurately assess

the degree of vitamin .A deficiency. I

The majority of the families trod Come recently fror Texas where fresh grapefruit

oridoranges had been readily available. Itwastherefore not surphsing that vitamin

C levels were quite normal. Potatoes ore also a staple df the.dtet otict, when eaten in4-large quantities, con meet vitamin C requirements. It was of interest, however, thatt
vitamin C values terided to be lower in children with lqw vitamin A levels,. and that

..

vitqminC levels were sidnificotly lower in the'59 childreil
\ with low height. It is possible

that the physical examinotionlindings of the rib beading and epiphyseal swelling were .

. related to vitamin D deficiency of another time in the year. \eery few high alkaline

. 4
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phosphatase vottses were found, suggesting that octive rickets was not the cause'

' of -these findings. it was striking thot the chiatdren with physic4 signs of vitomin.

D deficiency were. the same childret0.vha gave a hiitory of not liking milk. This
.

was o similor finding in. other children stiowineclirlica) signs of 'icor putritionol

stotut, in thot they frequently disliked one of the staplis h the families' diets. r,
A

Becouseof economic limitotions, the families were not oble to makealteration; fr.

the food regulorly purchased to meet leliosyncrocies of one child's like's or

dislike's. A greoter,,number of Children.bacf-lower serum folocins thon /IBC folacin

levels: It is thought thot theformer repfesents recent intake, whereas fn. totter

'represents long term dccumulotiim. This Cvould suggest poorer nutrition?l intake

while in the migrant stream than Wiaen"ai home. Hojever, the serum and R8C

folocins corrtloted'significptly (p<,01) in all age groups. This is suggestive that

current normol values for one of theme_ tests moy be inoccurote:

In the present study, children nded have adtquote subcutoneout fot,

' but to have o frequent incidence o low height ottainnrent; When MexicOs children A

.come from upper economic class fomilies in Mexico City, height ottoinment is sWitilar

. to the Iowa cr6wth Grids used in this study.I2 oppeors likely that the row height

ottoinment in our children was the result of generalized unclarnutrItion; including

prqtein ond vitatniris,rothecthon being on a genetic basis,. The decreased stopre

moy also be related to poor pronatol nutrition., Using d'recent classificotion Isf

kwastiolkor
1

,
3

one of-our children hod serum proteins 6.10,4'5.5 gm% aid woe helm;

the third percentIle for height, ond would be gossified os !roving kwashiorkor, AR,leost

too additionol children would have been classified as having genllized ooloric

deficiency or morosmus. .."

Cholesterol (evels,were obove normol in 28 of. tlie 300 children (12.3%). This

moy be reloted to the common use_ of 'Onimol fors in cooking. #s it is the current

belief cholesterol deposits stort in chi Idhood, it is possible shot this malnutrition

is as dongerous as some'of the deficiencies. Information concerning themean age an

the incidence of cOronory artery disease would be of)nterest in the adult Mtrican

Americon population.

104'
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4
Folliculitis suggestive of trachoma was on unexpected finding in ten percent

bf these children. The presence of trachomo was verified by Giernso and fluoresoent

antibody stoiriing, and is being described in &toil in o mix/rote naafi. Trachoma

is usually'n'citeserious disease in children, although some children did show 'video".

1- of seeondory infections. Trachoma is o molor cause of blindness in underdeveloped

countries, and one father was coincidentolly seen who was opporently losing his
1

vision from complications of trachoma. Four of his' five children were olso infected.
I.

' There did not oppeor,to be .a single laboratory test that best reflectednutrktit;nal

status in these childrert. Low °Doling phosphotase vglues were found it;120 of the

300 cbildrenand co(relateil stotisticoll with low height attainment., 11s/cause of

the lock of normal vlst.,ftl for lalsorotory stj in children of different ages ond cultures,
.

It ivos rmpottant to compare mean loboritory volues for children with and Without
t

obnorrnolphysicol examinotion findings (Table VI). Determining the mean and rongst

of values for children without obnorritO1 physicol findings mightsbe o getter gray to determine

the normal virtues for o group than is the present method of doing two standard .

de'viotions for-the volue, of o population studied. Unfortunotely, multiple
..

-laboratory fiodings had -o tendencytolb. lower (Toble VI) in the pi.es'ence of obnormal

phi:IV/mom findings, and it Is oftin difficult to'ossociote on obnormol finding ..

with ony specific loborotory test. ,..-.

... . , The children's mean serum protein levels were significontly Mahar when fife

fothers had additional employment outside Of summer form labor. Thi children's

1 moon serum proteins were olso significontly lower whip. the parents did not speak

, 1 Engli!sh. The °Wiry to spook ond rood tr. English longuage oltows the migront people

. -to, comMunicot with employers, to readltbels on commodity foods, to communiCatst
4 a .
-with heoith ond social personpol wit might be able tabolp thetti to learn about

corhmunity benefitsavoilable, °nil to help their children with the longuage that

must be spplcenfin the schoels. As 57% of the parents do not speak Englislt, adult

educotion classes for teaching English would be a way inwhich these families might
.

be helped'. I

° The,,Meon income of the migront Fcrmilies in this study was 51845.00 per year,

with 60% corning less than $2500.00 per year. Yet onitwelve fornilies reported

having received welfare assistonce in the previous yeof...'Money is not avolloble fxn.

I
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odequotehealth care, or nutrition. Travel is necessary for migrant

,

farm workers in

order to, find wOrka, ond is an odditionol expense to the fariilly". 'travel perpetuates

low earcational ottoinment, as children are removed from schools and return late. .
,

it is not unusuol for home base schools it penalize the children for their obsenco

by reduction in grades, regardless of the ability of the children.- A positive aspect of
...,

present migrant programs is%the attempt being made to furnish summer schosilsip

the ("teas of travel For the migrant children. . . '
, .

Whiter employment' in Texas is often difficult to find. Agriculture is the'malor

. industry to southern Texas, where many of the Colorado migrants come from, anal. irexpensive

form labor can still be hired on a daily basis from Mexico. The Mexican National who

enter the United Stotes illegally for long term work is olso still a problem in Colorado..

They keep thiray low ond Coke job: from the United Stotes residents. The illegal.
1

entrants ore unoble to complain to authorities when someone decidesnot to pay

them, or when they are given sybstandord housing ca they knbw they would then

bit caught and Yetunsed to Mexico, At present there is no penolty, for farther

liking illegitimate .lobor and this might be considered.' .

'At presentomony existing programs are unable to be utilized by the migront

population. Inol,usion of the migront population in ill. medicors-medicajd hospitali.-
.,-

? z,otionsrogroms withbut first meeting eoch-county's welfore certificotion practices would

be of great benefit. Migronts do 'n't presently quolify co? food stamps while traveling

'because of unequal, earnings throughi ut the ysor. It:commendations mode at th:White 1

House Conference on Nutrition for food stomp certificbtiorionce yeorly and opplicobli
. t

from state
'
to :tote would be helpful but this has not yet been. acted upon.. Comtoodity

fo7is have been pf little help because of limited items and pride, with a freque

'history given for having been told "you ore stron6 and able to work, so d it on*
back here again." An additional problemepncerning comMilditrfoods is the storage

of opproximately thirty pounds of rood per person (frequently distributed on a

monthly basis) in o one or two room dwelling. Lack of room, refrigeration, and

protection From rodents and insects would probably interfere with utilizotion of

commodity foods ifjey were readily available. Yc

ti
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A possible solution to the problem of communication between migrants and

existing health and welfare facilitts is thetinftoduction of migrant health aids

into the migrant stream as is.currently being tried on an expierimental bolls by the

Colorado Migrant ground!. With2the alteration of existing program policies to

accommoilate migrorits, and the use of health aids to moire the programs known to

the piopie, the hlialth and nuiritional status of the regrants could greatly improve.

Long term objectives of finding suitable jobs and living conditions outsideof the

migrant stream will br'necessory. Actsqtxrt: nutritionihealthcore, education, and

housing should'receive high,priority in the present needs of the migrint form worker

and his family. 114

14423 0 . 72 . 14

.6
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198

PRIMARY FOODS IN THE COLORADO MIGRANT FARM WORKERS' DIET

BASIC FOOD ITEMS ADDITIONAL FOODS LESSER USED
ADDITIONAL FOODS

Potatoes

Eggs

Wheat Flour

Hamburger

Chicken

Dry cereal

Pinto beano

Rice

Macaroni

Lettucri

Tomatoes

Lord

Kool-Aid

a

Chuck roast

'Ribs

Cobbag; *

Carrots

Canned corn

d< nos in mown

Apples - jn season

Oranges - in season

Milk

bottled soft drinks

Canned chili (no meat)

spoghettl

Sweet bread (rolls)

Corn flour

Pork roast

Pork chops

Variety meats

Cookies

Oatmeal

Saltine Crackers

Bread

Ice creom

Sugar

Candy {Hard)

Potato chips

" Corn Chips

Apple juice

Pintoppliquice

"Orange juice
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TABLE H

SUBCUTANEOUS SKIN FOLD MEASUREMENTS*

Lateral thoroctd

,Subscapulor

Triceps

<7.5 mm

23$

235

. r

15

* Values represent the number of children foliing Into each
group os measured with stapilord technique: 14 using the
Lange Skin Fold Calipers.

starlord

Cl
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TABLE HI

VITAMIN LEVELS *

Serum folocin
(nilltn0

ROC fzilacIn
( nem!)

Vitamin A . i
( pg/100 ml)

Vitamin C
(mg/100 ml)

Less Than Acceptoble

0

Acceptoblf

264 (6.0)

285 (160)

129 (x30 or
>20 if < 6 mos old)

280 (k 0.2)

Deficient Low

25 (3.0-5.9)

1(140459)

150+410.0;29:9)

2(0.1-0.19)

4 (<3)
s

2(4140)

.1

9(<10)

40

0( <0.1)

4.

as.

" Values represent the number of children In each category with-the laboratory
,values shown in parenthesis being of the Notional Nutrition Survey.6

+ Age corrections ore Included, so that children under 6 months of age ore
not Included unless the value was less than 20 pp/i00 ml.

S
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TABLE IV

LABORATORY RESULTS FROM THE PRESCHOOL,

CHILDREN OF#IGRANT WORKERS

Alkaline thosphelcut
(Intrnarkftnal Units)

Blood Urea Nitrogen
(mg/106 ml)

Cholesterol*
(mg/100ml)

Amylaie
(Close-Strut

Units/100 ml)

Total Serum Protein
(gm/100 ml)

Soros Aibumtn
(gra/100rnI)

Serum Globulins
(gm/100 ml)

SerumCarotent
(pg/100 ml)

a

LOW.

120 (40)

49 (<10 from 2,-6141)
(.:5 from 0-2 yrs)

o

44(. 140 If.'.41 yr)
(770 if. 41 yr)

16(C6)

'2150 5,0 if.- 6 mos)
(e5.5 from 6 mo-1 yr)

o (e6.0 if -.1 yr)

73(d.5 if .cf yr)
(c3.11 if",1 yr)

al 26 (r ). 15)

62 1(4;0,34)

p 1 0.44)

6 ( .0.44)

NORMAL HIGH

.1"

171(50-150) 4(> 150)

24000-20 frOm 2-6 yrs) 2(>20)
(5.15 from 0-2 yrs) . '

216(140-240 from 1-6 yrs) 21.1(>210 if 14 yrs):
(70-170 Wel yr) (>170 if >1 yr)

264 (5-33)

251(5.0 -I if.6 ma)
(5.54 if 6 moil yr)
(641f .1 yr)

206(3.54,5.5 ifs 1yr)

.

1(>33)

5 (>1)

I (' 5.5)
(3.845.5 lyr)

245(4.15-0.41) 10 (> 0. 45)

214(0.35-0.94) 4 (o.0.94)

260 (0.45 -0.94) 4(>1)".94)

216 (0.45 -1.2.) 1.2).60(>

219( 100)1' 46 (100.150)

Values repnsiont the number of children below, within, or above Pro
standard deviations of normal. Normal values or their limits, ore
Intluded in parentheses.

" 5*(> 150)

I

r
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Corr: lotions Between Biochemical Tests

L'Oborotory volues were corieloted with each other by oge groups.; grOup I, 1-11

months; grdup il, 12-23 months; group 111, 24-35 months; group 1V', 36-47 months, and

.group V, 48 months and obove (only volues of stotistical skinificance of pc.05 ars

reported). Hemoglobin correlated with hemotocrits in all oge groups (pc.Oltanc

with cholesterol Isvelsn groups 1,111, and V. Corotines were tower in children wiCE

lower hemoglobins in'groups'Ill and V. Serum folocins Oorreloted significobtly (p<.01)

with RBC folacins in all oge groups. yitamiNA levels corrilated significantly.(p<..02

or less) witli Vitamin CIevels in four of the five oge groups; 1,11,111, and V. Gamma

globulin levels correlated negatively with the vitamin A.levels (i,e,, higher levels of

gammo globulin in.the pralines #f lower vitamin A levels). Low phenylolanine levels

correloted positively with low tyrosine and low BUN levels in group I, low'BUN levels

in[ group III, and Inw tyrosine levels in group V. Total serum proteins co$lotecj with

al of the p0otein components except al proteins fordl of the age groups.' 'Total

proteins correlated with serum Cholesterol levels in groUps I,If, and IV. chltdren

with low serum proteins had a mean phenylolonine-tyrosine rotio of ..83, and

children with normal serum proteins wire found to hove a rotio of 1.24 ( p<

Amylase and cholesterolvetues correlatid with each other in groups I ondIV,
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..-
IMPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OR ROGER' M CLURE DUNWEI,L, MEMBER, BAR OP THE

STATE Or EW YORE
.

. ..tail IMOTION .: .,. . . .
My name is Roger McClure Dunwe . I am a member of the Bar of the State of

New York. For the' last almost eleven is onths I have been working witlithe United
FarraW'orkers Organizing Committ and Colonies del Valle, Inc. in the lower
Rio Grande Valley of Texas, parti early in Hidalgo, County.

The testimony I have. been _ask to prehent comes ffom our experiences in
the Valley. Much of what follows dry figures, descriptions of labyrinthian 'got-
ernmental attempts to dealwith erty, disease,aor exploitation and their cane- ' ...`
quent -failures. Implicit in the n bers, the programs, ttie explanations, the "..,
shameful history of primate 'and' public neglect is something, someone,. very
human, a tiny, baby already cripp fed for life front polio; a young boy going blind,..' I

a worker poisoned by pesticides, n old man twisted With arthritis for winim no
welfare program exists. The. st ry is more than one of human diaease, it is
fundamentally one of a diseased society, which has grown by, deVouring the spirit
and health of the Chicano, and. given nothing in rettirn. ' ;.4

My. testimony, is a product of the efforts of many people ; my colleagues at the
United Farm Workers, Colotiias (lel Valle, and the National Farm Workers Serv- -
ice Center, the staff of j Ya Herd !, a local Spanish-language newspaper, and Mr..
David Leonard, of the Field oundation, whose lipletance .in ,research and
preparation were invaluable. I n hardly add that any errors or omisMons are
entirely my, own. ..

. .

?mitts or 4,,IIID1.100. COUNTY AND THE romwoniczn POPULATION f

HidalItgo County lies in the southernmost reaches of. the continental United
Stites, across the Rio Grande frOnt Meiico. Travelling along the rectilinear farm
roads south towards the riser, one sees the great expanses of cattle ranches,-
among theta a portien, of the King Ranch, giving way to the softer, seemingly
mere yielding semi-tropiCal farsainrand citrus lands on which,the majority of the
farmworkers are employed. To the West, towards Starr County, rolling debert
terrain. appears, where the moist thilf -easterlies have become dry anal scalding

.tike the breath from a blast furnace..
4

With its climate, which, except for a few Chilly months in.Winter, is stiflingly,
hot, one would expect that Hidalgo County would be a sleepy, though prosperous'
county (for there is oil, in addition' to the rich soil)..In fact, the county can boast
of few who are truly prosperous. The majority of the population lives in abject'
poverty. As for sleep, the county has never been quiet. Ohce the scene of bloody
border wars, and genocidal massacres of Mexicans, it is now the battlefield in a
struggle between the few who have and the many. who have not. In 1967 Texas
-Rangers poured into Hidalgo and Starr counties to crush a strike of melon
pickers. Today those workers, and thousands like them,: are organizing again,
and waiting. ,

Hidalgo' County has about 200,000 resident*, (the exact number is currently a
subject of some dispute between local mayors and the Bureau of the Census).
Approximately 30% of the population is "Anglo", that is, of any extraction but
Mexican or black. The attitudes -of this distinct minority are faithfully reflected
in McAllen's Monitor, one of several Valley dailies owned by R. C. Holies of Santa
Ann,. California, whose Freedom editorials promote the doctrine that solely by
self-responsibility is any good produced and, accordingly, that not only all wel-
fare measures, but even public education and taxation are corrupting. Great
wealth, as a correlary, should be -a virtue. . . , .

Belying the county's .poverty, Hidalgo had Texas' largest crop income in 1960,
close to $51 million. About 100,000 acres of vegetables are harvested annually,
with 65,000 acres in citrus, and -135,000 in cotton (1964-1965 Vegas Almanac).
lifearly all the large farms are Owned by Anglos. [See Appendix A]

. %.It is the Chicanos, numbering over 130,000, who work the fields and pick the
crone. Living in small colonies, unincorporated settlements which', usually have
no drinking water, never have sewage systems. in many instances no electricity
or telephones, or living in the urban betties, they are 'a ememtely poor. M% of
Spanish-surname families have incomes lees than $3000, according 'to a' Study
made at Texas A&M in October, 1965. A study made at Texas A&M a year later
revealed that half the Spanish-surname families had Incomes under $2000 per
year. [See Appendix B for compardtive figures from 0.D.0.]
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The median 'family income for Spanish!surname persona in the McAllen area,
which is relatively developecliwas $2027, (less than halt of the U.S. or Texas
populations), according to Mt 1960 census, and there is little reascip to Sus

'that figure has risen Significantly. Xedian school years completed were
compared with 10.6 nationally and 10.4 for Tetas. Standard Metropolitan Statis-
tical Area figures rank three Hidalgo cities, McAllen, 'Pharr and the county seat,
Edinburg, as among those with the lowest income In-the nation.

Hidalgo ranks first in the nation in the nu)nber of resident migrants., estimated'
to he about 37,500. Adjacent counties, Wallacy, Starr and Cameron (x,etsin about
50,000 more. I recall looking at a Department of Labor map showing patterns of
migration. Lines of-migration like 'saplings rose from California and Florida.
Out of South Texas grew a tinge tree, stretching its limbs into virtually every
major agricultural Area in the United States. The migrants may 'begin leaving
the Valley as early as April depending on the work available. By late June, all
have left for the North. They will return to theirhomes from September to '
November, after thelnirvests. If they are lucky, work will be available in the
citrus groves, or in rtruek cropspredominantly cabbages, onions, carrots. Later,
gin the Spring, tlieie is a short, intense harvest of melons and tomatoes. But for
many, there is no work,. Long lines form mit:aide employment commission offices,
and.the shape-up stations at the bridge. Unemployment in all occupations reaches

, 6.80 during November ; it never falls much below 6% in any month. It is dim -
cult to ascertain what The unemployment in agriculture may be at any given
time. An official at the 'texas Employment Commission told me that lt might be
as high as 10% in December. Actually, the number of persons unable to find full-
time employment in agriculture during the winter is probably much ;higher than
ten percent.
. The oversupply of farm labor, the reasons for which are diecusstil more fully
below, have. resulted in a' disastrously low wage scale. A dish washer in a cafe
complained to me once that he hid been cheated. His employer owed him $15 for
working a fifty hour-week. The dish washer had received only $12. Gas station
attendants may earn well under $1/hour. The average hourly wage in agri-
culture, despite the federal minimum wags of $1,30,-and the new Texao minimum
wage pegged twenty Cents below. (and which does notiet cover piece work),
amounts to 94/hour. The farm worker may earn as little as $922, for eighty-five
days of employment during the year.

The migrant's life expectancy is an 'unsurprising forty-nine years. Infant mor-
tality is 125% above the national rate, as is maternal mortality. Influenza -and
pneumonia are 200% above the national rate, tuberculosis and other infectious
diseases 250%. Accidents are 300% above the national rate. -

In a sense, wage data and disease atad accident figures tell the-whole story. A
handful of people are extremely wealthy, the majority paupers It is the few who
are wealthy who employ the poor. The wealth is simply not being distributed
fairly. Concomitantly, the exploited fallorictims to the age-old, negative feedback
syptem of poverty. Without: money, you cannot bliy sufficient food, cannot get
drinking water, cannot build sewages systems, cannot see a doctor for checkups. ,

Illness and accidents follow inevitably. One has no money to see a doctor, diseaae
becomes chronic, the body dies.

A variety-of governmental programs, federal, state, county and municipal, have
been devised to meet the needs of the poor. The doctors hale alieady told in
chastening detail of their failure. A review of the programs themselves, and of
the economic and political milieu in which they operate, explains why.

GOVIINHENTAL REBT'ONZEO TO THZ MOTH IN HEALTH

At first, the variety of health services available through governmental agencies
would deem panidoxical ; demonstrably egregious health conditions, exist in 'a
county which is serviced by 'Social Security, federal-state categorical assistance
and Medicaid, county-state programs, a Migrant Health program, an 0E0 emer-
gency fogkind healtkprogram, a county welfare program, and city hospitals. Be-
cause thelociaklgecurity programs are uniquely standard in the operation and
eligibility, it lithe remaining programs which I would like to review. Social
Security will Ye dlacuased later, in an analysis of legislation and public respon-
sibility''

The Texas State Department of Public Welfare is directed in the county-by Mr.
James Covey. If a person in need, turnshere forhelp he will encounter a pleasant,
concerned and knowledgeable staff. If his situation happens to fit within the three
protective services, children, adoption studies or assistance, he may receive aid.
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But in Texas aid is limited to four categories: old age, aid to the blind, afd to the ,
permanently and'Iotally disabled, or aid to families Arith dependent children.
There is no general assistance, as in California. Also in Texas welfare payments

,areliraited:py the constitution to a ceiling. Even if the four categories are broadly
constru4 tepe percentage Of the Valley poor who are eligible is very small. Many
otherwise eitgible indigents are resident aliens, who), though they may have, lived
in the Valley for many years, are still ineligible for lack of citizenship, the re-
quirements for which include a working knowledge of English. Citizens children"
are eligible for AFDC, and certain aliens may receive OAA. The poor with few
exceptions are excluded. In 1968,unly 5225 children in 1607 families received
AFDC; 4/15 elderly persons received OAA : 98 received. Aid -to the Blind; 276
received APTD. Many more children need AFDC, put are barred by statutory re-
quirements. Because relatively few elderly-are eligible for Social Seeurity retire-
ment benefits, OAA, the obvious alternative, should similatly be much expanded.
APTD represents only a fraction of the thousands of person who are'disabled,
but barred by rigid statutory requirements or lack of citizenship.

Mr. Covy has privately deplored the state system 'Of welfare, but says he is
obliged to administer it the way the people of the state directed through their
elected representatives. The county has seven branch offices located in tite main
cities; if people call in a social worker will be sent out. But Mr. Covey conalllained
that because the Salaries are low ($5100-8000), his agency has great difficulty in
retaining social workers, many of whom move into teaching positions because -the
salary is better'and extensive travelling'not required. Hidalgo County has sixty-
five positions, but twenty-eight vacancies. He, defended wonienon AFDC as
responsible. The average tenure is eighteen month's. Most have good credit rat-
ings. When asked what he deemed to be the most critical problem in the county/
he replied : "Lack of continuous, stable employment, due to lack of industry.
Money gives status and power. You cannot cover the waterfront with categorical
assistance."

For nos% eligible, Medicaid is clearly a valuable medical resource. 'Unfor-
tunately, it can take more .than a month to receive a Medicaid,card. I Visited a
man who had just lost a I jn a field accident. He had been waiting almost two
months to be medically ce tifled by the state for AFDC, and would have waited

;much longer'for certification and a card. bur office called the state Aide in Austin.
They had misplaced his file.

Dr. John Copenhaver administers and directs the County Health Department.
(An organization chart of the County Health Department is included as Appen-
dix C.) His office coordinates a variety of preventative, curative and diagnostic
services, including city clinics. His office also administers migrant health funds.

An interviewer found him to be :
An elderly, personable gentleman, near retirement who speljed out in con-

siderable detail the county's acute health needs. He made no effort to conceal the
serious deficiencies in all the pry rams. In every instance the immediate cause

,was leek of funds to make the programs more than token ; but the underlying
cause, he stated very bluntly, was the local political situation where those in
of reflect the dominant economic interests. To public officials,' the County
Commissioners and the judge, health is a very low priority,. The county hospital
was closed down because 'it lost money.' 'The worst.problem here is the doctors
and the medical association. The state will not approve prograIns until ale County
Medical Association p),Shes for it.' Every program needs more funding, more per-
sonnel. 'But human needs are subOrdinate to political and economic interests.' I
do not know how to obtain more money. You need a professional advocate."What
we need most in the valley is population control. Next, seeing to it that the really
sick receive treatment. We need a clinic for the poor.'

"Migrant Health funds for the county were $185,000 for fiscal '69. $139,000 is
added as local matching funds. But this figure is obtained by adding local sal-
aries and operating outlays, and so does not represent additional appropriations
by the state or county. The money is spent primarily for hospitalization for
migrants, then outpatient fee for service, since the latter is deemed the most
important. 'The Hdalth Department has 3 Sanitarians whose job it is to give
people advice on sanitary procedures, water supply, housing, rodent control. But
they are grossly overburdened and 'don't get beloWuthe surface.' There is one
health educator for three counties. 'The non-migrant farmworker is out of luck
here, he receives no aid until near starvation. The only salvation is to train these
people for industry and to have fewer children,' Dr. Copenhaver is aware of many
pressing -needs, but feels officials do not understand public health needs. Health
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gives the County Commissioners less trouble. and so` receives less money. Only
emergency situations get attention.' .0.

Lack of money arid support from co y ,pfficials Is not, ho\wever, the whole'
story. It is true the 1970 county appropriation is only $170,881, and that the

.4- department asked $18,000 inctre, that expenditUre8 run only slightly above county
expenditures for their jail and correctional !adages. It is-also true that there
is a real failure within the department Itself. Though Dr: Copenhaver is by no
means solely responsiblefor Countyt Health's failure,a statement he recently
made is instructive.

Hidalgo County has been Suffering tt polio tpidemic. Fourteen children have
been struck by the disease, all but one under the-age of two. Three' have died.
Commenting on the epidemic, Copenhavertsr n'

" "Polio Is still around because of-apathy . I don't think financial status has
anything to do with polio', except for the lack of money1O. pay for regular Visits
to a pediatrfelan. . . 'The sanitary conditions ,or closeness of individuals might
be involved.'" Valley Morning Star,- July *12, 1970, attached as Appendix D.
(emphasis added)

Equally unsettling examples of attitude prevailing in the department, and
the falitire of initiative come to mind. Until an N.B.C. film crew came to docu-
ment the Field survey team's work in the Weslaeo labor camp, which is op-
erated by the county, there had been no Visits by a. public health nurse. Poi!
lowing The attending pubileity on the evening news, a nurse mage an appearance
In passing, I should mention tillat conditions in that labor camp, though not
the worst in the county, are terrible. There is no interior plumbing. Drinking
water comes from public spigots sometimes over one hundred feet away. Com-%
inunal toilets are similarly located. Overcrowding, perhaps what, Di: Copenz
haver had in mind, and deteriorating "apartments" are the order of the day.
Some new housing has been added, but it is beyond the reach of most of those
who have been forced into the thigrant camp.

Another example of the gaps in the county's program is a child who came into
our.office &erect with sores. He had missed the dermatology clinic by tw7 days,
and would have to wait twenty-eight days for the next.

The Department is, of course, overworked. Mrs. Ruth MeDonald, the dedleited.
Director of Public Nursing, commented in an interview :

"We have sevedteen Registered Nurses and eight Licensed Vocational NurseS,
RL twenty-flve for this population of nearly 100,000. We do only a skimming job.
Time and presspre oblige the nurses to make referrals, and that is the end of it.
Most of our work is with the migrants, init we are out of money for the year by
March lat., for drugs and hospitalization. IVe have a Pre-Natal Clinic, but haVe
to Ain't the number to twelve a week. The doctOr spends two hours a week for
the clinic. We cannot do follow-urn because the number needing service is so great
and our staff so limited. The USDA. Supplemental Food Program is predicated on
need, which means a risk by a public health nurse. We have no social workers.
We try to coordinate our .Family Planning with OEOPlantied Parenthood, but
there is Inevitable fragmentation:"

Airs. 'McDonald's aniline, like Dr. Copenhaver's emphasis on 'a lack of fund-
ing, is «ell taken. Still, as examples show, people continue to slip through the
Interstices of a system which should be coping with their needs. Finally, the
failure of the County Health Program comes down to a lack of strong leadership
and only token support by the Court of County Commissionerfi, which governs
Hidalgo. .

In examining the county Health Department,* number of references have been
made to the Migrant Health program. It any program can be singled out as a

, spectacular failure, it is 'Migrant Health, The program Is by definition aimed
solely at Migrants, tho'Se who have migrated within the lark two years. The
program'S report estimates its target population as high as 45,000. In the year
beginning June, 1009, Migrant Health served 1817 migrants in family service
clin'..cs, and through its referral system made fee-torservice arrangements with
doctors for 3527. Thus, under 15% of the migrant trget population was reached
by 'Migrant Health:

Migrant Health began the year with $100,799; By March 24, 1970, the out-
patient, service was discontinued, since the drug budget ($18,000see budget
attached as Appendix E) had been 'overdrawn. Hospitalization (funded at
$27707) had been discontinued on March 10, with the intentiortote.transferring

Effective March 12, 11/70; the let was expanded to corer nonmIgrant seasonal
workers,

z.
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those uncle bo out-patient eervices. Emphasis is to be changed from referrals to
fa i clinics. Because the Health Department has been unable to find even one
of I the projected two doctors for their out-patient clinics, the program la at a
virtual standstill. The'balance as of July 1, 1070 was down to'$37,063.11. To this,
a new start siipplement of $230,750.00.has been added,,whic will give a working
balance of $268,43.11. The new funds may revitaliZe tl Migrant'Health Pro-
gram. We can dpi hope it: will. le

It is difficult to desecrib&the dashed expectations of e migrant community,
It was hoped, following the Yarborough bearing in Edi rg in NoVember, that
the added funds would quickly put Migrant Health back on its feet. 1though
the new funds cannot fail to help, the program suffers from real political and

.structural probleMs. * ...

Firet. we have mentioned that the. state and local matching funds. do not
in fact match HEW money. The matching funds represent a figure obtained by
adding salarle9, buildings, and other assets. This practice is doubly bad. New
money is not added, and less services are available for other county needs.
Texas and Hidalgo County appear not to care. $In the,past, limits have had to be placed on the nuatherv.of visits per patient,
and even with the new funding, will lindoubtedly have to be continued. AeTony
Orendain once remarked, 'IThe migrant worker here is allowed only three times
a year to be sick." Due to these restritions, families' have often sent a child
to the doctors office (there are no house 'delta) and asked for three times 'the
amount of medicine prescribed, on the assumption that other children, who are
also Sick, will need the same prescription.

The confusion that resulted from thdlscontinuation of Migrant Health's
major programs has resulted In Suspicion and distrust among the migrant com-
munity. Referrals were made, but no money was available to pay for drugs or
service. The patient knew he was sick, knew what he needed, had been told he
could get it and found that in fact he .would not be helped. expectations were
raised, then dashed. The.. program appeared doubly fraudulent, because the
migrant knew the program was fegeral, and that the government had Money.
From thelr.,Sint of view, to say that She United States has run out of money
seemed less than candid. I, who had no connection with the program whatever.l'elt
embarrassed to try to explain to clients who came asking, -"Why?"'

The O.E.O. Emergency Food and Medicine.program is a rather small pregrami,
which provides services only where no other health !services are available. The
program is budgeted, according to Mr. Eliseo Sandoval, its director, at about
$200,000. About 6000 to 8000 persons come in for Services each month, aout 3000
of tl ese seeking medical attention. Because of the limited funding, few of these
are rved. "

O. .0. officials appear to view their job as one of acculturating a resistant
Mexican-American population to Anglo attitudes and values. That perspective
has inevitably clashed with the new Chicano `militancy. Whether af much-ex-
panded program could be effective, -under the eircumstancea, is therefOre difficult
to assess. Forthe moment, O.E.O. services remain circumscribed.

hidalgo-providef..through its own welfare office, about $64,000 in hospitaliza-
tion payments,..forlthe indigent. The appropriation for 107,0, significantly, Is
$50,000, $5000' lesi than the amount spent last year. There is also a $10,000 ap-
propriation for bpspitalization of the mentally retarded, $7,001 under the actual
.1968 expenditures, $.50C41 under' the estimated,1909 expenditure.

The Welfare- Nett ment has ISeen the center of a small but growing storm
fed'of protests al 3nirimarlly, at the almost cynically negligent attitudes of its

director, Mr. _Oh Wingert, and his staff. Mr. David Leonard, reporting on an in-
terview with A r'; Wingert, wrote ;

i
.

"The director of Hidalgo County Welfare s Mr. Tom Wingart, who had been
for many years the county sheriff, b9t when defeated at the polls had been ap-
pointed by County Judge Itlehaidsbn tcr,this post. A gaunt, elderly man from East
Texts farm country, Mr. 'Wingert grew in; in the depression era anti remembered
proudly. how he had refused 'handouts' even though be made only $7.00 a week.
Ills outlook on the alley poor was conditioned by his, past. He affininisters thealley
county commodity a though it was a business. He complained bitterly that it
,cost the county $250, a year to administer because of the need to truck
food from warehouses in Corpus Christi. 'There's nobodv storvine in this county.
Anyone who needs food can get it There's /really no problem here in the valley.
What we'don't handle, O.E.O. takes care of.' Since April, 1009, three substations
had been opened In Pharr, Weslaco and Mission. The four offices are open one

4
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day a, weqk; all a?e closed Fridays 'for recordC repo'rts and Federal auditors.'
Only sinceebruary, 1970 pod -Ole program been extended to cover resident
aliens who could prove reside,nee of five years, though ehildren born in the states
could receive food. (In April, as a result of the Un.ted FarmWorkers Service
Center lawyers filing suit, thecounty has eliminated the residency requirement;
that" is, is now in Line with USDA policy.) Since January, 1969, babies fan re-
ceive supplementary'food, juices, farina, canned milk, when need is certified by
a county Health Nurse. Mr. Wingert opposes food ;stamps as too expensive. 'We
would have to Increase the payroll.' By his attitude, experience and training, this
man is fit for his position only in a county where poverty )ti held to be the fault of
the poor and where saving public funds, or their use for "more important' things,
Is thiehigher priority." -

County Welfare will.pay up..fo $25.00 for the first day of hospitalization, and
$17.50 for each day thereafter. According to`Mr. Wingert, the county is going to
stop payments for obstetrics.

Write the attitudes of the staff, which from our experience in bringing the
miunty into conformity with USDA commodity regulations, reflect the attitudes
of their masters, the County Commissiditers Court headed by Judge Richardson,
the hospitalization program could be useful. Tisk the pr' gram is not available'
to a much greater extent is due to the Commissioners Court and the local hos-

As Dr. Copenhaver poi kted out, in quotation above, hero is no longer a county
hospital because "it lost niTatep." Hospital facilities a e now limited to Edinburg's
hospital, the Knapp Memorial Hospital in N'Vesiaeo, small hospital in Mission,
and McAllen's 4h:floral Ilaspital, which a visiting doctor described es quite
spectacular.

It is. A large, ithiksing building in downtown McAllen, thanks to Hill-Burton
aid, it always seems to .be adding something new The care one can receive at the
hospital is impressive, and by Northern Fite Wards, reasonable in price. My
daughter was deliveted in the hospital this String, and I have only praise for
the medical staff.

For the poor, McAllen hospital presents quite a different.picture. Although
the hospital had an excess of revenues over expenditures of almost $174,000 last
you., according to their audit, they are extremely reluctant to take eharlty,pa-
trents. They claim to do a substantial amount of charity work (see attached
Hill-Burton correspondence, Appendix F), but its a local doctor has said, It keeps
such care to a minimum. Immur experience, the hospital has never simply ad-
mitted ;I patelerit, evert front-Mc:Allen proper, as a charity ease. There is thus
some reason to believe that services claimed as free by the hospital may be simply
uncollectable accounts. -

When one looks aethe hospital In more detail, the already disamfolnting pic-
ture begins to look frightening, almost nightmarish at times. Although a local
attorney has described the hospital's operating principles f1,8 like those of a "used
ear lot," the hospital attempts to coerce the poor in ways which even the moist
unscrupulouS car salesman would fear tense.

The system works basically as follows: in order to be admitted to the hospital,
you must pay a deposit, which varies according to the probable treatment, but is
generally in the neighborhood of $150.00. Unless you are' referred by a doctor (and
the deposit is demanded regardless) you will not be admitted unless you Pay,
or are in nee&of immediate, drastic treatment. A women-1n -labor will not be
admitted unless she has either Odd her deposit, or her bag of waters has broken
and delivery is imminent, In which case she may be lucky enough to be admitted
through the emergency room.

By way of example, a Mrs. H. was piegnant. Her husband visited the hospital
to arrange for the delivery: Slur office, whIcii had 'Yelped the family in a number
of legal matters, Was happy to see Mr. H. attempt to get hospital services for his
wife, The family had long been living In execrable conditions, without even the
fundamental sanitary facilities. Clearbrthis was a case where a sanitary trained
delivery was copecially desirable. But the hospital wanted too much money as
deposit. When Mrs. H.. entered labor; she had to seek a midwife-tor help. The
delivery was comnileated, Mother and baby survived, buts Mrs. H. had to pay
$100 for treatment by untrained,, unsupervised and unlicensed midwife, (Texas
does not license its midwives.) Thus, for lack of money, Mrs. H. was left to

,system discouraged by doctors and unsanetioned by law.
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Had Mrs. H. been matted, she would have found that getting out was even i
harder. One Of our first clitiutOvas a man who came to me and complained that
the clerk at the hospital haWtold him that he could not take his one-day-old baby
and his wife out of the.11ospital until he paid. I rushed to the hospital, where I was
met by a profusion of denials. Of co rse Mr. G. could. take his wife and baby, but
first, how was he going to pay? suggested to the business manager, Mr.
McKellar, that the hospital might s ply send the bill, and Mr. G. would pay as
he could. Alternatively, Er monthly billing arangement might be 'worked out. Mr.
McKellar was uninterested. Instead, ,be vnted to know why I myself wouldn't
pay, since I was in the charity business, or why Mr. G wouldn't sign a promis-
sory note. Mans poor people, he advised me, were "deadbeats." Perhaps because
it might never have happened before that somong would come to'the assistance of
a poor patient, Mr. McKellar eventually relented. Mr. G. didn't sign a note, he
simply took his wife and child and left. I would be surprised if he can pay the bill
for a long time, because his family has scarcely enough for food.

Although Mr. McKellar 18-11.dck to dent, indeed expresses concern over, reports
that personnel are telling patients that they cannot leave until their account is
paid, it does happen. When I took my wife and gild out of the hospital (after
paying) a nurse told me just that : unless I had paid I couldn't tagemy family
out. I replied that I hoped she was mistaken.

Some patients are induced to's* the promissorr*ote."A Mr. P., thirty-four
and married with five children, migrated last in 1966. He has a sixth grade edu-
cation and an IncoMeof $3000, $2400 under the OEO poverty line for.a family of
his size. He receives OEO emergency food. Mr. P. brought his daughter to
McAllen General Hospital for emergency treatment. The girl was admitted,
although Mr. P. didn't have the $150 deposit demanded.

The final bill came to $223.60. As an indigent, Mr. P. was entitled to county wel-
fare assistance, which would have paid.$95.00 towards the account. Welfare was
'stilling to help, but Mr. McKellar refused to accept the money. 1Ie insisted
that Mr. P. pay at the balance before the hospital would accept the remaining
505 from county welfare.* .

Mr. P. signed a promissory note, which appears on the following page. The
annual interest rate is 18%. The practice is to take such a note to a bank, par-
ticularly the First National Rank of McAllen (controlled by the Bentsen. family,
a member of which sits on the hospital's board). Mr, McKellar informed Mr. P.'s
attorney, David Hall of our office, that in Mr. P.'s case this would not be done,
as Mr. P. was too poor. to be a good risk for the bank. When Mr. Hall had occa-
sion to take his own child to the hospital to treat a ease of pneumonia, Mr.
McKellar asked him to sign such a note for the bank.

PEOILISSOICT NOTE
January 24, 1970.

(City) : McAllen.
(State) : Texas.
For value received, undersigned'maker(s), Jointly and' severally, promise to

pay to tile order of Mellen General Hospital at the above place Two hundred
forty-five dollars and ninety-six cents ($245.96) in 25 consecutive monthly pay-
ment,v of $10.00, and One of $5.96 each beginning one month from the date hereof
and thereafter on the same date of each subsequent month until paid in full. Any
unpaid balance may be paid, at any time, without penalty and ally unearned
finance charge will be refunded bused on they "Rule of 78's".*In the event that
maker (s) default (s) on any payment, a chhrge of 5 percent may be assessed.
1. Proceeds $223. (10
2. (Other charges, Headed) 0
3. Amount financed (1+2) 0
4. Finance charge $22.36
5. Total of payments $246.90
Annual percentage rate 18

4Sign)
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The hoSpital Maims that iit accepts the county welfare payment on charity
'cases, it runs hie risk of not collecting the balance. The undiminished bill becomesa kind of lever in the hands of the hospital to put increased, pressure on the
Patient. These paym'ents have long been a bone of contention between the Cminty
Commimioners and the hospital which is of course a city-owned hospital, thoughin 'fact the main hospital of the county. The former arenwilling to pay more
per diem. The hospital is unwilling to aceept the present amount because it falls
elow_the $52.19 average per diem expenses of the hospital. To any knowledge, no
one has ever insisted that the hospital accept welfare payments in satisfaction of
the full bill. Further, the hospital dOes not even seem to take into account

4 whether, in an individual ease, the welfare payments might approach the actualeast,of,treatinent.
To continue with Mr. P., Mr. McKellar suggested he 6 and find a job. Int act,

he said, the construction company working on the new hospital addition was
having difficulty finding laborers. I checked the next day with the Texas Employ-
ment (ommissiOn, who told me this was simply not true, and that work of any
kind was hard to find. To conclude Mr. P.'s story, I should point out thiit legally
the hospital has no right to demand that a person sign a note. If the account is in
default, the hospital can simply demand payment, sue if refused, and collect the
legal interest rate of 0%, which is of course one-third of the interest rate on the
hospital notes.

The peofile are well aware of the peril of beciuning entangled with the hospital.
One woman, a Mrs. I)., had scraped up the deposit money for a serious operation.

' Iler doctor was anxious to do the operation promptly, but Mrs. D. hesitated, fear-
ing she wool(' not get out of the hospital until she paid in full. She did go for the
operation, big only after We advised her of her rights, and promised to assist her
if the hospital tried to coerce her.

Many-people are also afraid of notes, because they represent a commitment on
paper. They fear reprisals through loss of their jobs, welfare, or the possibility
that if thty cannot pay they will never again succeed in getting-trktmeat from
ddetors, or from the ) ospital.

The fear of signilnKis well-founded. Even an open account can be a distinct
hazard. The hospital will give their accounts to a collection agency, which then
harasses the patient with dunning notices. Some of the collection practices are

.overtly illegal.
Mr. P., another Mr. P. owed the hospital $10.1.16. The hospital gave the account

to a collection agency
P.,

a copy of a letter flom Mr: McKellar to a patient
advising him of the use of a collection agelicy. This particular note is another
case.)

McALLEx Onstrau.r. Moser AL,
McAllen, Tex., March 16,1970.

Re Holipital Account for in the amount of $0 6.60.
DEAR Ma. -: In our recent letter we advised you of our method of assign-

ing amounts to a professional collection agency when our efforts of collection have

Ift you will please come in to properly settle this account before the twentieth
of this month, this costly collection process can be avoided.

Yours very truly,
IL A. MCKzuzz,

Orate Manager.
The account was handed over to the collection agency, the Central Adjustment

Bureau, Inc., of San Antonio. In late April, Mr. P. received two interesting 'docu-
ments. One was something on green paper, legal-sized paper. It was tithed. in
block letters, PREPARATORY 'AWING FOR CIVIL COURT.
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The document was unsigned, but the name of the collection agency appeared

on -- the reply lorm and on "the document itself.- The second piece of pater was
roughly the size of a check. Labelled "Notice of Draft Intent", it advised Mr. P.

, that "A SIGHT. DRAFT AGAINST (HIS) BANK (WOULD) BE ISSUED
, MAY kO, 1970." Again payment was directed' to be made to CAB., Inc: Mr.

Williamson, an attorney in our office, was puzzled by the documents. There is
no' such thing as preparatory listing for civil court though the document ap..

4- peared to be of legal- significance. Still, the document, for all its legal demeanor,. was not signed by an attorney: similarly . the sight draft was' puzzling. Holy
' 'coulot the collection agency issue a "sight raft" on Mr. P.'s bank aecoutit even
-had 1 had bae? Mr. WilliamiOn teas puzzl enough to refer the matter to the

'. Texas State Bar, Committee on' Unauthoriz' PWctice. A letter from the Com- .

mipee, Included below with the two doe ents, indicates that there has been
a probable violatioq of Texas law. z

49 4A. Miss S. has been receiving correspondence from the same Outfit- She is not
as concerned, th she only two years old. But her tether, was concerned, and

. came to us with the papers. At- the risk of duplication, they too are reproduced
below, Especially interesting to us as attorneys is a card from C.A.B. which asks
-"Must I call your employer? If so do not call me at CA 24064 (signeffrRobert
Youngman." This case came to our office, less than three weeks ago.
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BECKMANN, ...;ATANARD, 1WOOD & KEENE, .
Saif Antonio, Tex., May 28, 1970:

24759Seate Bar of Texas (Unauthorized :Practice of Law Committee).
'Hon. TED BUTLER,
Diatrier Attorney, Bexar County, ComPthouse,
San Antonio, Tex. I

DEAR TED: AR Chairman of the Unauthorized
the State Bar of Texas, I am enclosing herewith cor
Committee and a complaint received from Mr. Peter D.
Texas.-

The complaint against-Central Adjustment Bureau, Inc. o
Avenue, San Antonio, Texas,.(CA 6-134.1), is obvibus w
"Preparatory Listing for Civil Court" dated April 27; 19
thiS character of document is not only an. unauthorized
further in violation of Article .438c of the Penal Code of Texas.

As Mr. Davis, Grant, the General Counsel tor the State Bar of Texas, pOints
dlit, this is ,usually handled by the local District .A,ttorneri Office under ,Article
438c of the ',n,a1 Code end the use of this article of the Penal Code has been very
effective inffurtailIng this practice throughout Texas. ,

militee of
yolving this

n' of McAllen,

22 North Main-
he so-called

inion that
law, but is

Any assistance you-can give us in this' respect will be shiceilly and deeply
apprecia

I send best wishes to.you, your family and your fine staff. I also take this
Opportvit compliment you on the fine job you are doing as District Attorney
of our Coun and extend my best wishes to you for your nev four year term.

With every cordial best wish, believe me to be
Sincerely yours,

JOHN WOOD, Jr,

, CENTRAL AMYL( TMENT BURKAU,"INO.,
.. San A tOnio, Tex.,March 13,1,970

Re McAllen Hospital ;mount 160.71.
' You have chosen to ignore our Many requests for payment covering the groove

account and this is our final demand.
We would have been hiiii;py to hav'e arranged a monthly schedule of payments,

but being unable to obtain your cooperation forces us to pursue this indebtedness .

in a more drastic:manner. ....,,
9 ,.
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A copy of this letter ha$ been prepared for forwarding to your employer, in
the event that you fail to come Ao our office to make full payment within the
next five days.-

This method is distasteful to use however, it has been brought about by your
negligence. Remember five days.

Very truly yours,
J. It. HALL.

FRANZ & FRANZ,
San Antonio, Tex., April 9, 1970.

4
Man Alas. : The above account has been transferred to my office for the filing

of suit Litigation in the court of competent Ittrisdiction can only be avoided by
your immediate attention to this Matter, and 'I am not referring to idle con-
versation. This case lies already been placed in my Preparatory court listings, and

stilt will be filed against you without further notice if payment is not made
within 72 hours, ,

It has been through your unconcern that this matter has to be handled in
court. lae instructions from my elientand I am determined to collect this
account at whatever experuie and inconvenience:

You are doubtless` aware that interest, court, costs, and atfdrney fees will be
added to the present indebtedness at the moment this suit is filed. Every known
legal process will be used against you as it becomes necessary.

If you desire to avoid the additional expeAse and inconvenience of trial you
may mail full payment to : 1019 Camden St., San Antonio, Texas 78215.

-.1-Your'very truly,
CHARLES L. FRANZ, Jr.

. . - ,

Fuji; &Timm,.
San Antonio, Tex.,.june 8, 1970.

Balance due $160.71.
Ob

D4B. :. The above account has been transferred td ice.off for the filing
of suit TAtigation in titcourt of ComPetent jurisdiction can only. be avoided by
your immediate attention to this matter, and Z am not referring to idle converses-
tion. This ease has, already been placed in my preparatory court listings, and suit'
Will be filed against youvitlioukturther notice if payment is not made, within 72
hours.

It his been through your unialicern that this hatter has to be handled In court-
I have instructions from my client, and I am determined to collect this account
At whatever expense and inconvenience.

. You are doubtless aware that interest, court costs, and attorney fees will be
added to the -present indebtedness at the liniment this suit is filed. Every kno
legal process will be used against you as It becomes necessary.

If you desire to avoid the additional expense and inconvenience. of trial you
may mairfUll payment to : 1019 Camden St., kan Antonio, Texas 78215.

Youra very truly,
CiARLZs L. FRANZ,

z & Mulct,
San Antonio, Tex., July 9,19.70.

Balance due $100.71:
This claim bus been transferred to my Office with insictions to liquidate the

balance within the next five days or file suit in the court of competent jurisdiction.
It is strongly recommended that you mail your check to" this office immediatelY.

If funds are not readily available may I suggest that you contact a reputable
lending institution to secure the entire amount to pay this indebtedness.

If you. desire to avoid the unnecessary cost and inconvenience of litigation you
will comply with this request.

Yours very truly,
CztAarls L FRANZ Jr.'
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PROAUTORYLIkIlIG-FOR CIVIL COURT

)

't o

Before the creditor files suit against you, which would shear your

name on the court records as defendant in an actiod inwlving

non-payment of "debt and having citation issued, we are taking

this final step to strongly recommend that you mail your check to

this office immediately. Shodld funds not be readily available, may

WI suggest that you contact a reputable lending institution to se-

cure the entire amount to pay, this indebtodnies.

Should we not hear from you within 72 hours, it will be presumed

that you do not have defenses or counterclaims to suck a court as-

tion and we will be forced to recommend to our 'client that proceed-

ings be started at WO.

fl

1

CENTRAL ADJUSTMENT BUREAU, INC
4%. wastage Devesem

'1222 N. Main tan Antonio, Toes CA 44241

July 9, 1970
0$6.1010

DETACH HUE And %thin Wid Permed In
Ow Sail Addrewsd InWinre TODAY

iC.2l
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We have reports from two sources, a local doctor and a priest; who informed
Us that, at least until recently, the hospital would demand the patient's visa, if
he was an alien, as collateral for payment. The priest also told us of the hos-
pitalVpractice of demanding that the patient sign a. hlank check, even though
he had no hank account. The "hot check" would then be given to the district
attorney if the patient failed to pay. The priest said that late last Fall, the D.A.
had some seventy-six "hot checks" forwarded by the hospital, but that he was
unwilling to prosecute, to be a collection agency for the hospital. The hospital
promised to stop :the "hot check" racket at the time of the Yarborough heaeriga,
The priest believes it may still be going on.

There are other examples of harassment : A Mr. R, hospitalized after an
accident in the fields, was told by someone that he had-to leave the hospital
because his insurance company was not going to pay. A Mrs. L., who went to
the hospital to make an application for welfare.assistance foe. a child hos-
pitalized by polio, was told she couldn't make her application there. I checked
with state Welfare, who said She was to make an initial application at the hos- u.

pital. When I sent Mts. L. back to the -= hospital, the. wofnan at the desk told
her she couldn't apply because the child wasn't eligible. I called- the hospital,
reminding them that it wasn't their job to decide eligibility, simply to accept the
completed application. Reluctantly, the hospital accepted the application.

I have mentioned the problem with pregnant women. The hospital policy is so
notorious that it is common practice for 0E0 and other service workers to advise
women to stay away from the hospital until labor is well under way and delivery
is imminentthen to go to the emergency room and hope for the best.

Finally, and to no one's surprise, the Public Health Department has beenunable
to persuade McAllen General to set up a referral system.

For the most part I have discussed the institutional structure of health services
in Hidalgo. Dr. -Love, the chairman of the Hidalgo-Starr medical society will
undoubtedly answer in finer detail than I could your anestions respecting the
attitudes and position of the local doctors. Suffire it to mint out that there are
3265 potential patients per doctor in Hidalgo, and 7206 per dentist (Starr has no
dentists). (See. Appendix B for CAP figures extracted from a "Forr Corn'y.
Rural Health Survey" prepared by Louise N. Fischer under Dr. Copenhaver's
direction).

Desnite the statistics, a few doctoris who already have enormous practices (Dr.
Lasso's office may see from 80-100 patients per day) are doing an outstanding

i. job in handling charity cases. More alight help were there a systern,that brought
concerned doctors into contabt with poor patients seeking treatment": Tha city
clinic system, which could operate to that end, doesn't because according to,
reports local doctors are not taking their turns at the clinic. An additional !near,
omnipresent in the Valley, is that patients are reluctant to approach doctors for
fear that they will only add more debts to their already crushing burdens.

There also seems to ben fundamental conflict in the -philosophy of the delivery
of health serviced among medical personnel. While the doctor's home visit has
become almost unkn n, ppblic health nurses are moving in the opposite direc-
tion towards greater preventative and outreach. service. If coordinated, the
divergent approach could become complimentary; at present, they are counter-
effective.

I spoke of the lack of a system for bringing the needy patient and the con-
cerned doctor together. There is also a lack of a clearinghouse to guide patients to
the proner agency: The multiplicity of programs over-lan and are redundant to an
astonishingf degree, yet there are many who cannot find helpdiabetics like Mr.
R. who carinot find the treatment which he will need for the rest of his possibly
abbreviated life, a mother who cannot find a Probana formula for her baby aller-
gic to all other foods. For the poor minor medical problems become a crisis, an
emergency, a catastrophe. To be sent from agency to agency and turned down at
each because, you are ineligible, because funds have run out, or because yort came
the wrong day makes, as one observer has said, for "a world made to the mind
of Frung Kafka, who alone could wake it seem reasonable and normal, if not
entirely just." .

The system has failed to such a degree that our clinic at the National Farm
Workers Service Center has been getting referrals from public agencies. At first
patients would arrive with a referral slip Welled, for example, by 0E0. After.
calling O.E.O. to determine why they were referring patients to us; the referral
slips began to come 4n blank, umbrae& Our c'ur'e is PITIqn. It marl tes only ,three
days a week, two hours a day, because we must depend on whatever time Dr.
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Casco, the (Service Center physician, can spare from his own Practice. Ith one
exception, no Other local doctors have offered to help. The.clinie is a ten y twenty
foot space framed by movable partitions. Most of last winter we ha no heat.
During the summer it is ehokingly hot. Nevertheless, for many O meager;
almobt rIdicidously small clinic 1s the best and only available medic I. respurce
in the county andentirely unrelated t o any government program.

'11
TM; POLITICS 01,ICIPLOITATION

If we look at the problem o;. poor health In isolation, we would forced td
Con,plude that disease persists fora lack of sufficiently funded lirtelli t programs
and personnel. To do so would be a mistake, for although such con lusions.may
inevitably follow from the preceding analysis, we have only been ,t lking about.
disease. We haven't derailed the lack of housing, food, clothing, s station and'
education upon which a healthy and 'productive life must be based.

We could hod hearings on any one of these areas, concluding in e ch that new
or better governmental programs will do the triek.Unquestionahl they would
help ivoarying degrees, but the one factor underlying each depriv tion, under.
lying, too, what is gloriously referred to as the American Way of fe, is money
in a man's pocket. -Until the farm workers earns a decent wage, no undamental
changes will be seen:

Food is big business. Though the small farmer is being caught, 11 e the farm-
iiorke-r by the growth of agribusiness, many people are making a lot money by
prodUcing to&d. Food is suet big business that even the -most ma ve must be
forded to ask himself, "If agribusiness is so profitable, why hasn' the =worker.
prospered with the big growers?"

Quite obviously, he could have. He hasn't because the large groove have de-
cided that they would rather live in 'imperial luxury, surrounded by. nt, than
give their employees a fair wage. Also apparent is that far from. seeki to hell)
the farmworker in his efforts to right the imbalance, federal, State a d local
government has consistently abetted and encouraged the large,growers.

Consider the variety of state .and federal laws which exclude or diner innate
against the farmworker. He was excluded from the Wagner Act. He is ven a
considerably lower wage under federal and Texas minimum wage laws. spite
the alarming accident rate, he Is excluded from workman's compensation, fo ced
tb rely on archaic, employer-weighted tort law. He isn't entitled to unemploym nt
compensation if laid off from field work. To qualify for coverage under any -
cial Security program he must earn twice as much 'per quarter. (Compounding
the problem, some growers will not send in Social Security deductions.) As far as
the Social' Security Administration is concerned, a farmworker who reaches re-
tirement age, his body gnarled from farm Work,. may never have earned a dollar
in his life.

The catalog could go on. Rather than explore each example in detail, I. should
prefer to conclude with Texas' occupational health and sitfety laws. A memo pre-
pared by Kitty Schild, a law student working in our office this summer, is attached
as Appendix G. The thrust of the memo is that basic protections do not exist.
The Texas Occupational Safety Act, which should andcouid be developed to
provide safety standards for the transportation of migrants, for field sanitation,''
for drinking water, Tor protective devices for pesticide applicators, lies virtually
dormant. There is no incentive to protect the, farmworker, since it Is solely upon
him that the burden of accidents falls.

Then there is the border. Wetbacks .and persons holding resident cards, (who
really reside in' Mexico), commute daily into Hidalgo during the winter, and
fill the crew-leader's trucks going North in the summer. Growers encourage the
permeable border, for the Mexicans will work for much less, siffEe they cannot
complain If they are paid below the minimum wage. Labor contractors know this
and set up recruiting stations and shape-up, stations at the bridge. When work
becomes very scarce even American citizens, living In Hidalgo, will go to the
staple -up station attempting, to pass as a resident of Mexico. The border is doubly
satisfactory to the growers, for while it contributes enormously to the already
swollen labor market, it also forces the American Chicano to see his Mexican
brother as. the source of his problem. There is only so much 'Work ; the work'must
De harry Raid no matter who does it. The growers base been successful until

'recently in playing off brother against brother to drive wages down because there
is no penalty for using illegal labor. (Tony Orendain has suggested that if
growers were fined $1000 for every illegal laborer found in their-,fields, the use df
illegals would quickly end.) That the grower-intited internecine suspicion is not
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, .,ohteibionce wets; id due to no 4:lenge-in tlborder, or in the competition, but
'rather the growing awareness among Mexicafl and Mexican-Americans that they
?have a cemmon interest in lair wages.:',

Well-meaning govehunent officials have tried to help. HAW staff members came
the Valley in a series of visits designed to develop coraprehensive health plan-

k ' ning. Ray Finney prepared_ memorandum of the visits,' (they have Come to
; naught), which appears as Appendix H. On the other hand, other officials clearly

don't care, At a recent meeting of the Lower Rio Grande Valley Development
Council twenty-five people. attended. There Was an active discussion for one hour.
On an emergency road service grant, plus a pitch from a Motorola salesman selling
communication equipment. Then there was a twenty minute discussion of health
care. Free clinics in McAllen and Weslaco were proposed. The Weslaco hospital
administration said they didn't want the clinic, unless it could be guaranteed that
there would be no cost to the hospital..

Meanwhile incredible crop subsidies pour into the ; $16 million annually,
$8 million into Hidalgo alone (See Appendix A). One wonders who is really driv-
ing the welfare Cadillac. None of the $8 million le going to farmworkers as wages.
If the grower's welfare had instead been directed to the farmworker in the form
of an insurance program, or direct payments, 100,000 poisons could have received
$80.00 a piece, and we wouldn't be here todarvdiscussing health.

The men 11;d women who have consolidated great fortunes in the Valley have
been able to do so because of a variety of !adore. (Some I have already touched
oft-the border surplus labor dynamic which has- made labor a forged subsidy,
strong lobbies emasculating legislation whieb would have treated feria labor
like anyother kind of labor. Heavy rural representation in Congress was equally
central.

Only a sophistfcated, idetailed history of the growth of Hidalgo County would
fully explain how the exploiters built their fortunes.. For present purposes it is
enough to remember that it was done in a relatively short time, mostly since the
1920's and the development of the grower-dominated irrigation districts which
made passible intensive use qf land. Armies of cheap Mexican labor were encour-
aged to come and work the fields. Meat, labor and inexpenSive land fostered two
other developmentsthe real estate speculation, in which the Bentsen family has
figured prominently, and ivinier tourism. S.+(_

(I have often referred to growers as ezploitera nit I have weed -the word loosely,
and perhaps inaccurately. The exploiters' are not the majority of the growers. The
number of farm unite in each of the four Valley counties is diminishing. The
small grower is caught in a squeeze. Little profit accrues in a small growing
operation, particularly in the crops grown in the Valley. Packing sheds, shippers
and marketers-revive the greater part of the return on the produce. Increasingly
successful are the grolvers Who also have packing and mariceting facilities, like
the Schuster family. Parenthetically, Frank Schuster received $77,244 in subsidies
during 1969. Carl Schuster received $65,151. (Mrs. Carl Sebusbm remarked to an
interviewer that welfare was destroying'the initiative of the %or to work, and
that the poor were unwilling to work when welfare is available.)

Shary Land Farm, recipient of one of the largest USDA subsidies ($125,000 in
11)67, $115,000 in ,11168) has its own Ethipphig interest. Former Governor Alan
Shivers married into this family. Marialice Shivers, with the es e addrehe at
Shary Farm, is recorded for 1968 as receiving $26,000 in ASOS Pa ments.

Another successful grower, packer and marketer is OH t and Brand,
Griffin and Brand, a nationwide corporation with several 'subsidiaries, is a
salient exampkV a burgeoning trend to grow in Mexico, peck and Ship from
the United States. Attracted by Cheap land and even cheaper labor, the agri-,
businesses like Griffin and Brand are deserting the labor force they once induced
into the country. The movement to Mexico is s tantial enough to. worry even
the Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association wh eft, like California growing
concerns, has heretofore managed to compete su . ully with South Texas
due to higher efficiency and superior (transportation f nines.

Nevertheless, agribusinesses such as Griffin and Bra d, Louisiana Strawberry
and Vegetable Company, and Rio Farms continue .to k p substantial land hold-
'Inge in the Valley: They anticipate the demise of their alter competitors, and
continue to exploit the workers.

An ,interesting example of 'the lengths that even n operation as huge as
Griffin and Brand may go to to gouge their employees oc urred last Fall. Workers
were picking peppers for G&B at 300 a tasket. At a i at 11 A.M. the field man
came in and dropped the price to 250, retroactive. Th workers came to us to
us to complain. We called (the Department of Labor in cAllen, and Nerd referred
to the Harlingen office. The Department of Labor pain d out that,At wasiday,
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and that nothing could be done until Monday;Bot on Monday the investigators
had a meeting upstate and would he tied up for a week or more. We called the
Houston office of the Department of Labor. Two hours later Harlingen called

. back and announced that investigators were coming over bemuse they had
'' received authorization for *rtime. a

A packing shed ran afoul of the Department of Labor last year for the same
type of minitaum wage violation, The Department of Labor found that the
company owed. its workers approximately $10,000. On information, most of this..,
money is still in the bank because the shed did not have to mail out the check$ :4
to the workers affected, Each worker must ask for his own check. Many did'
not even know that the Department of Labor had found the violation.

The kind of statement made 1)y Mrs. Schuster, that growers cannot find labor
In the Valley any more, is interesting in the context of the exodus to Mexico.
A number of growers have made the same observation, and it deserves a reply.
Increasingly, labor is used in very high concentrations; often in conjunction
with machinery, but for very short periods of time. A typical harveiting opera- I
tion on,. say, a forty -acre field, may involve six or eight large trucks full of. .workers, perhaps over a -hundred, They will harvest, field in short order,
each 'worker earning Ulm, maybe four dollars. Then -the work is finished. The
produce is hauled to tlaNsheds, and there is no more work for the harvesters, .The trucker ta d cut from the worker's pay, and he is left with almost
nothing to show, r.his work. But despite Mrs. Schuster's complaint, I have
never seen a day go by when there weren't workers available at the bridge, or
In the shape-up. st rats in town.

The low utilization of labor and low wages also raise interesting questions
about the labor cost to the grower and, the consumer. A grower spends about .4
to .8 cents per pound to pick tOmatotia, including a margin ,for waste. Repacking
fiats adds slightly over 1 cent, for it total labor input of 1.9 cents'per pound.]
Sold in local markets for 29 cents a 'potind, labor accounts for only 7% of the.
retail cost. A twenty -five cent head of lettuce costs 2.2 cents to pick and pack,
a one p,ttand bag of carrots, selling for 19 cents a pound,.costs only 1.2 cents
to pick and pack. Higher wage scales would hardly be a disastisr to anyone.
Tripling 'wages 'would result in only a 2.5 cent increase in 'the market cost of
carrots, assuming that agribusinesses tried to pass on the whole cost to the
market. If all growers, packers and shippers were forced to pay the tripled
wage, none would suffer a competitive disadvantage. I am not suggesting that
merely tripling current wage scales would be fair, but that there is no general

public interest in denying the worker a fair wage, Indeed, there is reason to
believe that the poor and the middle-Income consumer have interests which dic-
tate a friendly alliance. A successful organizing effort ainong farmworkers,
would substantially reduce the need for government programs...that may cost'
a lot, but other little. By sppporfing,the fannworker, the consumedsavolding the

Income.waste of hncome. ,.
No analysis of the Valley power structure would be complete without a refer-,

ence to the Bentsen family-The elder Lloyd Bentsen came to the Valley from
Minnesota In the 1920's and built an extensive land butlinestf. In the intervening
years the family diversified its holdings and interests. It now owns several
national drug stores, banks in the county, real estate companies, mortgage and
loan companies, tette insurance companies, and even an agrichemieal business
affiliated, with Union Carbide. The family still owns extensive citrus acreage,
but its primary influence is in the capital market where, with the Newhouses, it
dominates the Valley. Although a Chicano-oriented bank would undoubtedly
be a success, local Chicano businessmen have been frustrated in their attempts
to organize such a venture by the Bentsen-Newhouse hegemony. One member
of .the Bentsen family sits on both the McAllen school board and the board of
the hospital. (Mal Brand, of Griffin and .Brand, sits with Bentsen on the
school board. Both are especially reactionary.) Though less so today, the town
of Mission has long been a kind of Ilentiten patrimony, ruled by the Bentsens for
the privileged Anglo minority: A partial list of Bentsen holdings appears as
Appendix I. . \

The 13entsens, the SchuSters, the Griffins and the Brands are but a few striking
examples of Anglo doraination in the Valley. 495 'persons or corporations received
subsidies in excess of r In 1907, ,100 In 1908less than 10% of, the recipients
had Spanish surnames.It 1909 thece were eighty payees receiving in excess of
$25,000. Only one had a kh Irish surname, Guerra: Brothers. One expects to See
even larger operations emerge. Tenneco, for example, has agricultural acreage
in the Valley.
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Worse than the large stitssIdies is the attitude of the elite towards their meth!.
The most charitable point of view is that the Chicano's lot is atttributable to
igfforance. Educate people, and they will know that they shoU'd wash their hands .
before preparing food, that they should drink fresh water. Such arguments are
ridiculous. Most people know they should wash their hands, but there is no
clean water to wash with, because the sewage systems foul the already brackish
well water. Most colonial, and many houses in cities, don't even`have$4any water.
Sewage systems are expensive to build; water beyond the reach all but a

, few. One colonia pays taxes on a bond issue for a water system that runs near
their boundary. They will be paying thirty-four more yearn. They can't drink
si drop.'of it, can't even use it to water their gardens, because the water is only'
for the irrigation of large farms. Many cqlonlas have beeen waiting for years
for the to approve loans for water byatems. One colonia, Colonia Nueva,
has sought for three years to get water.. An Anglo real estate dealer sold the

'people the land without any water rightn. The well water is undrinkable, and
the people have to truck in water from nearby Donna. After a long struggle to
get temporary water rights, the Colonia sought to join a local water corporatien,
Mid-Valley, which would ,have applied for a loans, constructed, and administered
the system. Mid-Valley refused to let them join because their allotment was
only temporary, not permanent, though there was virtually no chance that the
allotment wou'd have been lost. Now the colonia is going ahead on their own.
If they are lucky, P.H.A. will approve their loan, and they will have water
to drink. In the meantime, they are dry. We recently had a three-day rainstorm

' which flooded many areas. A few residents of the colonia had built cisterns. /41ot
a drop from the deluge fell on Colonia Nueva.

The frustrations in dealing with the Anglo power structure replicate the
frustgations of the sick migrant seeking a government service-which would help

I him. At times he is met with a simile, always withs "No."
Still, the Valley has its ironies. A Catholic priest was visited early this year

by representativeb of one of the members of the hospital board. The boaid mem-
ber was thinking of starting his own hospital, and wanted a few nuns around

el to give It aura. The hospital was to be strictly first clan, calculated to take the
most affluent clientele away from McAllen General. Irony, however, is infrequent.

ErCoMMENDATIoNS

Nuinerous recommendations have been offered for easing the crisis in health.. .

One such recommendation comes from the committee formed at the suggestion
of the medical society and meeting under Doctor Copenhaver's leadership. The
plan. estimated to cost $1 million annually, would seek, in Dr. Love's words,
to fill "a gap in delivery of health care to certain economically depressed seg-
ments of our population." (Corpus Christi Caller, June 11, 1970). Informa-
tion and referral centers would be set up, along with out-patient clinics in
Weslaco. Edinburg and McAllen.

I think Dr. Love would acknowledge that even with a $1 million annual
budget, we will not have a comprehensive health service for all the county's
poor. If, as is proposed, 12,000 persons will be treated annually, service will
still fall far short of county needs. Serious cases will need hospitalization, appar-
ently not a part of the committee's plan. More important, health will continue
to deteriorate as long as water, sewage and food remain problems.

, I have continually stressed what the Texas branch of the Union feels will
contribute most to good healthfair wages. We do not want new programs
which create complacent, tenure-oriented bureaucracies, and don't deliver. We
want no new legislation, unless it is designed and is passed to support the
farm worker in his struggle to gain a fair wage. We do not want-leginlation
which purports to help, but really traps the workers in a maze of restrictions
which would vitiate the farm movement.

The government and the American can help, and should. The American people
pay for a ',dual system of welfare; the agrlbusinessea wax fat on subsidies,
expensive public welfare systems fail to meet the needs of the poor. We appeal
to our fellow citizens to consider that by supporting the Union they will be
helping themselves. The Hidalgo farmworker and the consumer in New Jersey, in

4 Minnesota, In California, Iowa. or Massachusetts, have a real stake in each other's
health and well-being. The consumer .boycott of grapes is a positive start. It
must continue and grow until every farmworker has the rights moat of us take
for granted.

Dont* wrote, "No man is an island, entire of itself." The plight of the farm-
worker diminishe# us all. Let us join together and support him, like the part of
us he is.

Viva la causa.

14.1320 72 - 11 227 400"
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'TABLE 1.-4 COUNTIES OF THE LOWER. RIO GRANDE VALLEY DATA

County Area
1967

population.
Number of

farms, 1151
Number of

farms, 1964
Total farm

Mama, 1%7

Total Income,
all nines,

1%7

Blair
Cameron
Starr
Willacy

Total

1,541
413

1,207
515 .

112,192
151,0K

20,1124
20,014

3,575
2,336

539
637.

2,10
1, 754

520
547

$41. 003, KO
32, 202, 625

4, 451, $70
16, 490.06

$224, 242, 000
209,731, 000

16, 371, 000
23, 648, 000

4,326 373,996 7,145 5,511 102,631,771 474,100, 000

Source: Texas Almanac, 1948-49.

TABLE 3,- AGRICULTURAL STAIIILliATION AND CONSERVATION PROGRAM PAYMENTS OF $5,000 OR MORE IN

County

1967 AND 1961

Number of
Humber-a Spanish
taloa ts. names ol

1967 these
Total

amounts

Number of
recIplaits.

19611

NtimbliV"
Kaiak

ammo(
Owe

otal
amouTnts

Hidalgo 495 24. $11.720.310 33 87,654,978
Cameron 464 32 7,733, 1111 402 21 1,324,346
Starr 21 3 517.157 19 5 4%,324
WI Hay 226 7 3,101,000 207 5 2,741,373

Total 1,218 61 20,210,355 1, 014 71 17, 218,373

Note:" In 1160 14 Individuals or companys received $3,400.000 of the total payment to Hidalgo Counter of $7,654.978. In
the CcoUnliot 7 farms received more than $100,000 apiece. Of the total 4-countypopiestion of 373,051, 254,761, or more
than 11 percent, are Spanish-surname people.

EXHIBIT B

0E0 CAP 5 FORM, SOUTH TEXAS COUNTIES

Camiuon
Total County

Hidal
Count% y

tarr
CouSnty

Willa

Cnasyty.

Total poplitatien
Percent population in rural areas
Total number of Hetilies
Familia, Warne less than $3.000 .........--
Percent familia', Income has than 43.000. . ... . -
Families with income less than $1,000.... ,
Familia, income $1,000 to ,9911 ....- .. - .

Families, i n c o m e $2,C00 to 12,09.... - .-
Mats 14 and over In labor force. -._......
Percent of such males u ed
Females 14 and over In la
Moroni of such females u ed
Parsons under 21 yars al 11
Percent under 21 w/AFDC paymenta....._ ........
Puna aged 65 years and over
Percent parsons 65 and Oar, old saislance
Pima parsons in school (14 and 15)
Percent persons in school (16 and 7))...,.,
Number of parsons 25 pars and older.
25 and ever, lees than 8th grade alocation . - .-
Percent 25 and over, Ilea than 8th grads education
Parsons 18 to 25 examined by selective SWIM-
Persons rejected by Kati% service
Patent parsons react% by "tatty* service
Births per year..
Data per roar, MIRK under 12 monthi
All housing units :....... ... ........ . -.
Housing units substandard.
Percent of Musing units substandard
Population with Spanish surname.
Percent population with Spartan MUM,

372i121

75, 201
31924

51.7
11,225
15,273
12,3%
81,658

7:1
34,363

7.7 ,
178,658

3- 4
16,516 ,

41 vi
87.3
61.1

160,001
87,.2110
,, 54.7
'' 2,201

1_52 .
52.3

. 10,442
(200)

100,058
45,647

45.7
5;54.766

41.4

151 091
i5:6

31,370
14,121

47.2
4,262
5,628
4,931

31,324
IL 7

15,914
7.9

76,701

1,63
24

111,3
69.5

65,994
33,123

50. 7.
2118

55
4,523

42,013
17,224

40.9
. MI, 474

St

110 904
it. 8

36, 431
19 623

53.1
5d144
7,7716
6,394

42/627
5.8

11,210
7.3

12,776

5,
4.$

60
16.1.
64.1

77,971
45,160

57.9
1, 527

. 49 .
4,824

.47:7i7
73,4111

49.2
129,.012

71.3

20,037
60

3,331
2 384
31.4

1,005
949
430

3,002
13. 8

1,341
13.8

14512
. 06
472

10.7
69

4$.1
7,51.3
3,109
50.7
101

75
675

4,411
1,567

35
15,1%

76

,

.

9,

.

-

20,014
. ILI

'4,061
2 014
ti. 6
514

:911
%671

4,708
3. 5

1,811
. . 6

10,441
4.0

1.024
31.7
$0.1
57.6

4,524
5 0111
b-4.6

277
170

61.1
420
4.2

5,771
IgH
13,5g."----

61. 4

t Net available.
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Porburrox-.-Towna
Los Barrer**40481DALCIO

. . Alamo . . 4; 010
CYPres . 20
Donna 7,660

-Edeouch --- .. _____ ::-..--L..--...... a, 805
Edinburg 19, 500
Elsa z 8,847
Faytrville 50
Hamill 100
Hidlitgo 800
La Blanca 75
La J'oya 110
la Villa .1,261
Linn 1
Los Ebanos. .. 1
Meldlen 38,600.\ M k

) t ` 1.1., I
1

Me e
Mimi° ,,... 14,28
Monte Alto t.... 050..Monte Crijito
Penitas 250
'Calm 14,806
Progreso 1
yuer.to Rico -350
Relampago. , 100
81mfordyee
San Carlos 1
San 3uan 4,550
Sharyland 350
Stoekholz ,
Sullivan City 27
Welliehville
-Weslaco -16, 550
Weslacp (North) 1,-64

Rio Grande City
Roma-Los Saans
Rosita
Sallneno

.San Isidro
Santa Ana
Santa Catarina
Santa Bien*
Sun Oil Camp
Viboras
La 'Union

50 WILLACIC
00 Laura

LyZord
00 Porfirio
43 Port Mansfield
1 Raymondville

San Perlita
60 Sebastian

Willamat

85 ciusion.
Barview 268
Bluetown 100

95 Brownsville 52,800
50 Carriatos '25

Combes 510
Harlingen 41,100

50 La Feria 8,970
1-8405 Laguna He.. ..t..

25 Laguna Vista 260
Landrum Station 125

9 La Paloma
Laureles 20
Los Fresnos 1, 500
Los Indies 300

00 Lozano 200
5 Moistown 25

Olmito 200
50 Port Isabel 4,000

Primers. - A

125,
6,436
1,

215
255
140
30

00
100
.20-
20

150
1,554

40
626

10,200
848

600
40

Ark. City
Delminta
El Sans....
Escobares
Falcon Ills
Fronton
Gareenb
Garelasville ........
Grails
La Gloria.,
La Reforma

STAIR
40

1
7

250
1
350
175 Rangerville ............ 80

. 250 Rio Hondo 1.344
1,436 San Benito' ' 16, 650

50 Santa 'Marta 281
, 80 Santa Rosa 1, 572

GOWN Cowan Hidalso Starr Willacy Texas National

Populititin I
how per physician
Physkien 100.000 PIPWM1011
how per dontist
Dentists pot 100,000 papstatiott.
Persons per R.N
KW: W 100,000 welshes
Persons per P.H N

110.000
1,684.2

59.3
9, 411,7

10.1
W. 1
114.1

16,1100
r.H.N.'s nor 100.000 populitkin...... 6.3
Persons per sahltirlan 40,000
Senitationt per 100.000 .4
Parsons per touletorod 2,161:6
Pharmacists per 100.000 population 46.3

I bets par 1,000 2.5
Ian family incaim (1960)4 $3,211

204, 000'
3,215.6

30.6
7,206.7

13.9
$23.2
114.1

13,012.5
7.6

34,833.3
2.1

2, 516. 07
St 7
2,3

S2,780

20.000
6,646.7

15

2, it5M
35.0

10.000
10.0'

20,000
5.0

1,414.1
55.0
2.1

$1,700

,000
422,400.0

22.7
11,000.0

11. 1 36 54.1
1,571,4

SI 6 173
22,000 II 211

4.6 IL 1

5,500.0
18.2
1.3

$2,402

10,711,743

119 1,501

325
5 371

. i1.11

3.
86,1140

poShuton old by 4 loch WM, ittpottnionts,'
Ne &Mkt.
No sintlailan.

4 U.S. census, ISO.
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EXHIBIT ])
(Prom Vane' Morning Star, 3u1712, 19701

APATIIT STILL PAM! Et BVITLIC or POLIO

Wasuco.Anna Isabel Trevino has tall brown eyes that brim with the special
shine of a 2-year-old.

And she has that special' smile that carries a child through happy or bard times.
Her grin never really changes. But the times have. And they are bad for the

tot'from Rio Bravo, Tex.
She lies in a bed at Knapp Memorial Hospital in Weeder°. She does not move

her arms or legs. She has a fever, a stiff neck and sore muscles and she dciesn't
understand.why.

Anna Isabel has polio.
The disease that was a household horror until Dr. Ames 'Salk and his miracle

vaccine, made it rare in the late 19501, is making a deadly comeback in the Rio
Grande Valley of Texas: .

OTZIstel VIST TOONa

It strikes the .helpleas and the innocent. It strikes the very young:
Fourteen cases of polio have been reported in Cameron and Hidalgo counties

which border Mexico. Three children have died so far this summer.
'"PolleNa still around because of apathy, said Dr. John R. COpephaver) health

director for the two Texas counties and the man in the eye of the epidemic.
Most of the 14 polio victims were under one year of age. The oldest was 8. None

of the children was Immunised against the disease.
"The only way to overcome apathy is to force people to lie immunized and to

reward them if they do," Copenhaver said. "For instance.; in order to travel or
goto school or to receive welfare.;.'

r0011 nrr ZIALMOT

Polio can strike the rich or the poor. 'But 'in tile BO Grande 'Valley it has
cboeen the poor, Federal, state and local health officials have started an immu-
nisation campaign, dispensing 54,000 doses. of. oral polio vaccine in a four - county
VOL

The epidemic prompted state legislators and hesilth officials to consider legal ...
methods, to force parents to havt..their children immunised. / 4

"It certainly has been called-fo my attention," said Gus P. Mutscher, speaker
of the Texas House of Representatives. "I think the best thing could do at
this time is to have a conference with the head of the Telles Mdttcation Agency
and the Health Department."'

-Many cities and school boards have required polio immunization. But Dr.7. e.
navy, state health commissioner, said school programs would not help the
current outbreak.

"All but one of the children involved are under 2 years of age," Navy said.

trIOTA T.LIpt MIT

Copenhaver said school programs do not attack the diem* early enorse)
children..

"We can't afford to wait until they are school age," he said. laThey should be
immunised in the first year of birth. It could be made mandatory for a birth
certificate."

Anna Isabel Trevino got het birth certificate and was struck down by polio in
her second summer because she was not immunized.

The Texas State Health Department now sends to county health departmenta
'lists of infants born in their areas. County officials then mail letters to all
mothers, urging them to have theinchildren ihoculated.- /

ADDUIS /WUXI(

"But the address is so frequently wrong. It makes it awfully difficult," CoPLII
haver said. "We are now recommending that more Information be given so
children can be accurately followed up.

231
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"When they come into the clinic, they receive all the immunizatibissdiptheria,
whooping cough, tetanus, measles and smallpoxas many as two at one time."

The treatment is free for those who cannot afford it.
Despite the free clinics, door-to-door campaigns this summer and warning

letters, polio continues to pop up, eilpecially among the poor.
"I don't think the financial status has anything to do with polio" except for

the lack of money to pay for regular visits to a pediatrician, Copenhaver said.
"The sanitary conditions or the closeness of individuals might be involved."

CROWDED LIVING CONDITIONS

Many Mexican-Americana in the Rio Grande Valley, including thousands of
migrant farm workers, live crowded together with substandard sanitary
conditions.

The upper respiratory virus that causes polio can be inhaled through cough
droplet's from another perete or transmitted directly by body filth found in all

. economic levels, Copenhaver said.
He said surveys indicate the large migrant families are immunized better than

nonAgrapt families "because we put more emphasis on our migrant program
hereithd there is emphasis up and,down the migrant streams."

EXHIBIT B
HIDALGO FEDERAL MIGRANT HEALTH 1170 BUDGET, UNOFFICIAL'

Cahoon* Approved January hokum),
Solana Feb.

28, 1170

Solaria 153,716 $3,712.00 $4,435.00 $45,4 .00
Pliclart fan 11, 000 4,111.00 4,115.00 1, .00
011 supplies 500 0 26.50 3.41
Dnip 11, 000 5,614.61 13,011.41 * .10
Clinic supplies 120 0 0 120.00
Travill .. 7,660 , 471.13 27358. 7, OW . /0
Eptimnont 0 0 0 0
Printing, 400 0 112,65 217,35
Xrays 3, 000 535.00 MIR 50 ` 2,001,50
Lab 3,000 563.00 750.50 . 1,416,50
Hospitalization 27,747 0 0 27,747.00
Physician can 26,000 300.00 40.00 25,140.00
Ambulance 1,000 0 0 1,000.00
Patin and communication 400 0 0 400.00

Total 160; 711 16,175.44 25,016 00 111,525.00

I County mmlical proviso given 10 NEVIN by Dr. Coponhavor, diroclar.lar,pry 1 Is Deambor 31.
1 Ow.

EXIIIBiT
e alltrCIO,UNITED FARM WORKERS) OMANI= 0143IITTZE

McAllen, Tex., April 11, 1970.
Dr. J. E. PICAYY,
Commissioner of Health, Austin, Tcx.

DEAR Sue: The "Monitor." a local neWspetper, reported on Tuesday, April 7
that the 31cAllenoGeneral Hospital is applying for additional HillBurton funds
for the construction of more patient's rooms.

We support, without reservation, the need for additional funds. We would ask,
however, that in' processing the McAllen application, state and federal officials
scrutinise with 'great care MeAllen'a assurances that it will provide a reasonable
volume of services to persons linable to pay for them, assurances required by
the Act and supporting regulations.

A recent medical survey conducted in this Area of the Rio Grande Valley
showed an alarming lack of medical sersices for the poor. There is no question
but that our hospitals, McAllen General included, must be *vastly expanded to
handle the critical medical problems we know exist. Unhappily, we are not
convinced that McAllen General-takes seriously its obligatien to serve the poor,
as it serves the rich, The hospital hang received HillBurton funds in the past and
will, we hope, receive more at this time; t testimony at a senate Subtommitbee
hearing In Ediebttrg last Tall, and ,our , wn experience show that the hospital
is turning away *Spy of those who call entrance depoaitii and barna-
lng the Mdtgent for paymenti.



.
Under the. ,circumstances,, We would

.

d ask that ttemandatery' assurances be
Spelled out in great detail and made easily aiailakt to theplablie. Among other -.---
qaeSstions we would ask are WItat percentage of indigents apPlying for admit-
pion and treatment. have been admitted as "charity.Patiesp? Bow many have
bben turned away? What percentage of the proposed rooms will be available

. .pii to those 'unable to pay? Will the hospital. treot such patients as true charity
I- patients,: or will It continue its apparent policPof 'harrassing the medically, in-

digest? Will other services . of the hospital-be made available to indigents on
an expanded basis?

addi-
tional

wish'to make it perfectly clear once again that we do pet Oppose an add).-
'.. grant of,Hill-Burton funds we fijippoA. such a grant. Our concern is that'

the 'spirit and the 'letter of the-
funds;

., t the poor have a right to share in
. federally assisted medical programs, be met. The hospital, by its own admission, 1;
Is in ghod financial shape. McAllen General. can and should. comply with the
responSibilities that go with Hill-Burton-funds. . . .

Thotisands.of the Valley's poor are suffering from critical med cal problems,
some, of which have gone beyond Ate point of cure only Amuse hey were too

----TipoOk to get the treatment they know- they; eed. ill-BurtRa dollars wilt make
lid' difference ta-the destitute, waiting in their ag , until an '.wiless Texis and

i the 'United-States government stand behind an guarantee e promises Con-
gress made, to the poor when they passed Hill-Burton. ... .1 "

. Neritruly yours,
_ -

1. /
. . ANTONIO ORENDAIN.

..'
' TEEAs 'STATE DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH, 1('

Austin, Tex., April 16, 1970.. . ....,

Mr. ANTONIo ORENDAIN, 0
United Far Workers Organizing .Committee AFL -CIO,
McAllen, Az. .. .

.' DEAR Mn. ORENDAIN : t appreciate very, much yogir letter to me, dated April 11,
1.970, expressing your interest flu and approval of a Hill-Burton grant to the
McAllen General Hospital; We regret very much that we did not have sufficient
fUnds to make an allocation to this project:We realize that this facility is badly
needed in the area and perhaps, if the hospital reapplies next year, we might
receilie a.larger sum under the Hill-Burton program and be in a position to make
allocations to a larger number of hospitals than. we were able to this year.,

Very truly yours, ' .

- /
c? -

J',. 131. -PravY, M.D.,
COmmissibner. of Health.

0
i DEPARTMENT OP. HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WIARE,,

., . pusizo HEAL= Spites,
HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMaISTRA N, 4,

,.) Rockville, Md., JO lie 2,1970.
Mr. ANTONIo ORENDAIN, .

. .

United Farm Workers Organitipg Committee AFL -CIO, Texas Branch,
McAllen, Tex. .' -

.

_ .
DEAR MR. ORENDAIN : This is in further reply to your letter of April 11, 1970,

to Dr. Harold Graving, with reference to the McAllen General Hospital's request
for Hill-Burton funds and your' questions pertaining to assurances for service %

. to 'persons unable to pay. .
. W43 have received a report on the matter, through our Dallas Regional Office,
froni the State Department of Health, the administering authority for the Hill-
Burton Program in Texas. We are advised that due' to the limited funds allotted
to the State of Texas,*the State 'agency was not able to make an allocation to the,
McAllen General'Hospital, and therefore the assurance pertaining to patients
-unable to pay for services does not apply in this instance..

With reference to your questions concerning the admission of indige9at patients,
we have been advised that the McAllen General iloapitaffrom October .1, 1969,
through April 30, 1970, furnished .48 patients (9 percent of the admitted pa-
tients) with services amounting to $73,914 (5 percent of . the gross patient
revenue), and the hospital's estimate is that it will furnish bier $100,000 In free
service to local citizens before the current hospital fiscal year is ended. .

Sincerely yours, , .

TED 1$ BECHTEL,
Director, -Office of State Plans.
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Mr. TED ,1.4. BECHTEL
Director, Office of State Plans,

Department of Health, Edricationl and Welfare,
Public Health Service,
Health, Services and Mental Health. Administration,
Rcckville, Md.

.DE AS : Thank you for your interesting letter. It is reassuring to hear that
McAllen Hospital magbe offering charitable services to local. citizens. At the
risk of Sounding skeptical, I should like 'to ask if you knoW, or :can find out?
Whether the "free service" is indeed free, or represents.indigent patients 'Oho
have been harassed for payments, but who have no money.

Our experience with the hospital ha,s revealed a number of instances of patient
harassment, and no -instances of ruel charity. I would be ready to applaud the
hospital for charity work, if I were sure that it Is providing it, You will under-
stand my" }hesitancy in accepting the hospital's figures until such time as we
can be sure they 'represent real charity.

Very truly yyurs,
ANTONIO ORENDAXIT.

EXHIBIT G c.:

TEXAS PROVISIONS FOR HEALTH OF PARK WORKERS AND PACKERS

(By Kitty Schild)
s

Texas safety and health statutes, or the lack of them, contribute directly to
poor farmworicer health. -Huge gaps exist in legislation, the few" laws existing

4 are unenforced. The basic statute involved is the Occupational -Safety Act,
V.A.C.S. Art 5182 a. It applies to all employers (defined as anyone in control
of any employment, 'Place of employment, 'or employees, with the exception of
domestic help or.those employed on carriers regulated by the IOC,) It merely
requires that such employers must maintain a reasonably safe and healthy place
to work, They must. use any processes or devices, including methods of sanitation.
and hygiene, tip are reasonably necessary to protect the life, health, and safety
of their employges, .

However, any more specific rules or regulations must come from the Occupa-
tion +Wet; 'Board, composed of the Commissioners of Labor Stutiatics and
Health and a public "member appointed by the governor. The Board may also
exempt any individual or group from any of its rules or regulations. The Board
has not yet promulgated rules covering agrieultural workers, and probably will
not for several years, if ever.

Besides this very 'general statutek4ihere are a series of statutes that apply to
any factory, mill, workshop, mercantile establiShment, laundry, or other estab-
lishment which employs females. These would apply to packing sheds and prob-
ably agricultural work, though this latter is not listed and would have to be
considered as "other establishments." (On an earlier statute, Art. 5172a, con-
(*ming 'hours for female employees, those involved in the "first processing" or

s'---- in canning or packing fruits or vegetables were specifically exempted; so one
'could argue that sincelitey weren't so exempted in these articles, they were
meant to be included.)

These statutes provide that such establishments should take adequate meas-
ures for maintaining a reasonable. and if possible, equable, temperature, con-
sistent leith the .reasonable requirement of the manufacturing, process. There
shall also be no gas qr effluvia from sewers, drains, privies, etc., and poisonous
or noxious gases and dust must be r ved as far as practicable. V.A.C.S. Art.

x 5174. Floors shall be cleaned at least ,a day and if the anUfaeturing process
' wets the 'floor, there should be adequate drainage and tes'or dry Standing

room where practicable. V.A.C.S. Art. 5175.. Exits should o n outivards and be
easy and quick to open. Handrails and adequate lighting must be proyided for
any stairs. V.A.C.S. Art. 5176. As can be seen by reading the above statutes, a
specific rule will lye set and then watered down with such phrases as !'as far as'
practicable" or -Nonsistent with the reasonable requirements of the manu-
facturing process." . .

The only statute without such proviiions (and one which also applies to male
employees)- is Art. 5177 which requires toilets in proportion of one to twenty

. female. employees, and one to twenty-five male employees. There must be separate
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- toilets for males and females, and they must be constructed in an api3roved man-
ner and properly enclosed. They, must abe kept clean and sanitary, disinfectedand
ventilated at all times and lighted durling working hours.

All the above statutes (Arts. 5173-5178) are to be-enforced by the Commis-
^ sioner of Labor Statistics.

Strikingly absent are provisions protecting laborers in transit to and from
the fields. As many as twenty migrantsmen, women, and children ma Y be
loaded into the open, unprotected cargo space of a flatbed truck. There are no
Seats, overhead protecting, or safety belts. With this lack of protection, an
otherwise minor accident can turn into a major tragedy.

Also lacking, as yet, are provisions for water and toilets in the field. Failing
basic sanitation and comfort standards, the workers cannot be blamed for
excreting in the fields. Some of the more modest, particularly Women, have suf-
fered kidney and bladder disorders from long hours of working without urinating.

EXHIBIT H
VISITS Br FEDFR AT. OFFICIALS TO THE LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLET THE PAST'

18 Wants
It should be noted that there have been a steady stream of federal and state

officials coming through the Valley this past 1,8 months. They have held meetings,
promising things, then vanishing, and nothing happened.,Basically there is no
follow-up.

The following is a list of visits by Federal officials to the Farm worker groups
' in the Valley over the past 18 months.

VISITS

April 1969.Dr. Bud Shenkin, USPHS. Wash. D.C. and Dr. Tom Newman
USPHS Dallas Regional office. They discussed. with Colonies del Valle the
possibility of a health grant. Either a clinic or a community health aide program
that could refer people to existing facilities.

August 1969,Colonias people wanted a clinic to deliver services and there-
fore during July and August a- survey was done to develop a clinic serving 12
rural colonies and a research project to develop a comprehensive plan for the
whole Valley. (4 counties). Aides would do no good because there were no
services available to refer to.

September 1969.A. 12 colonia survey was done and a proposal submitted to
USPHS for a clinic and planning grant. This proposal was supported by the
Farm Workers Service Center.

October 1969.The submitted proposal was reviewed by the USPHS, con -
Sumer review committee, and action Was postponed until Jan. 1970.

November 1969.--Briscuussion of health problems with Miss Helen Johnson
Of USPHS Migrant Health branch. No real results could be seen due to no funds
available to Migrant Health branch.

Hearings on Migrant Health by Senator Yarborough's Qnmmittee in Edin-
burg. Much effort was made to develop good and tine testimony. There was
much distrust of the value of these hearings especially on the part of the young
migrant people, because these hearings had been held before and no real ad-
vantage or gain to the poor.

In Feb. of 1970 more money was allocated but this did no real good because
the majority of the funds did not go to'Tekas. Also most bf the money went to
support clinics. To most of us, migrant clinics are like Bingo if you live near
one, you win until the money runs out. If you dqn't live near one you loose. The
money never goes directly to the farm workers either via stamps or insurance,
so he has to accept what over he .can get after the health Bureaucrats, Adminis-
trators, and Health providers-have taken their cent.

December 10,1.969.Farm Workers Clinic opens.
December 1969.Glenn Bell, and Bob Winston Of the Dallas Regional Office/

plus Bud Shenkin of USPHS in D.C. came by to discuss the -October proposel,
plus the newly opened Farm Workers Clinic staffed voluntarily by 1 local doctor
and several nurses.

It should be noted that on each of these trips the Federal people promised
support and assistance in whatever we wanted. They told us, they were for us
and would help in every way. It was only much later that we found nut, they
were saying these same things to the doctop, pharmacists, and county health
workers aad other community groups..
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February. 1970..Another meeting was held with representatives from IISPHO.
This time in D.C. with people from the D.C. office. Again promises of assistance
and interest.

March. 1970.-4r. Glen Bell and Dr. Tom Newman of IISPHS Dallas came to
the Valley to ask for proposals for the new- Migrant Money (Yarborough's. .
money).. They were selling clinics as "the thing D.C. USPHS wanted to fund".
The farm workers asked for Health Stamps (a food stamp, insurance type Pro-
gram). We did not find out until later (June 5), but the-pharmacists asked Bell
and Co. for a Medical insurance program and the doctors were split'some 'Want-
ing fee for service insurance and some wanting a government run welfare clinic
attached to hospitals: The last of these choices gained favor with the government
people and was funded in 'June. It is interesting to note that the majority of
those involved (Farm workers, Pharmacists, and doctors) wanted almost the
same thing. .

Following Bell and Newman's visita proposal for 3.2 million to. Cover farm
workers specifically in the four counties and generally in the mid western states
was submitted to USPHS. Except for one phone call from Dallas, this proposal
was completely ignored. In June we learned that the Medical Society Clinic was
to be funded. The amount of $230,750 was allocated to Hidalgo Co. (our' cut of
the $7,000,000 Yarborough appropriation for Migrant Health, the benefits of the
Nov. hearings). The interesting thing, is that this money is to be spent and super-
vised by a small' committee made up of MediCal Society and government people.
The ideas and propoSal which the farm-worker groups submitted was never taken
even as far as the national review committee. Abother tragedy- is that themoney
presently is not being spent because the, doctors and government people 'can't
find d $30,000 doptor to stafrtheia. own brain child. The farm worker groups.bad
asked first for a Health Stamp or Insurance type plan that spread the poverty
medicine practice around. One reason being this would avoid the direct recruit-
ment of one doctor for a government type charity clinic- and possibly attract
more private practitioners. _

The best lesson that can be learned by all of this, the Yarborough hearings In-
cluded, is that the people should never expect much from the government.
There are tbo many obstacles between the Halls of Congress and the rural areas,
such as the' Valley. The fight for individual rights, for better pay and better public
services has to be carried on it the local level. All we can hope is that the majority
of the American people and the Congress will-help us by being aware o( the plight
of the rural poor and stop helping the agri-business men and the' entrenched
government agency-people.

As long as the agri-business men receive a double subsidy first via direct crop
support or said bank payments and second via subsidized labor (Health projects,
food commodity distribution, private charity to impoverished workers) it will be
impossible to make economic and social progress in rural areas. The poor have
no choice but to migrate to the urban centers. In most cases this migration only
adds to frustration, despair and unrest.

* *
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPII C. SEGOR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ,MIGRANT SERVICES
FOUNDATION,

Mr. Ohairman,, members of the subconnnittee, my name is Joseph C. Segor.
I am the Executive Director of the Migrant Services Foundation, Ine..I am
lawyer and for the, past several years have concentrated ray effortg on the
problems of farmworkers. From May 1967 to September 1969, I was the Ex-
ecutive Director of Florida Rural Legal Services, Inc:, an OEO funded legal
services program operating in seven south Florida counties. .

The Migrant Services Foundation is Privately financed and provides legal
and other' services to farmworkers in Florida. We areizadquartered in Miami,
but operate throughout the State. My companion is ROdolfe Juarez, Executive
-Director of Organized Migrants in Community Action, Inc. (OMICA), the -lam-
est farmworker organization in Florida. He was born and raised a migrant, even-
tually becoming a crew leader. Recognizing the exploitation of migrants by crew
leaders as well as others, he quit, at great financial sacrifice, to work for several
OEO rural programs,prior to becoming the operating head of °MICA. 011110A
maintains a full-time office in .11omestead, Dada County, Florida and has chap-
ters in a number of locations throughout the State.

I will present a short prepared statement after which %we will both be happy
to answer questions.

Mr. Chairman, the newspapers and: news programs have been filled With
accusations by groivers, agribusiness organizations, and political leaders in our
state that the recently aired NBC Migrant White Paper produced by Martin
Carr and narrated by Chet Huntley was biased. These individuals and organiza-
tiOns were so certain of their position that they made their accusations even
before they saw- the show. Our Governor, whose protests were among the loudest,
appeared to be trying to create a self falling prophecy of, bias by declining to
appear on the program

The dictionary teaches that bias implies unreasoned and unfair distortion- of
judgment in favor of or against a person or thing. It is the thesis of my remarks. ,

. that the State of .Florida, through its governmental institutions at all levels, as
well as its social and epmoinic structures is biased against the farmworkers. I
would modify the-dictioftary definition somewhat, however, because in my opinibn
the bias which oppresses farmworkers is in many instances not unreasoned,
but a deliberate, calculated and purposeful attempt to maintain an economic
advantage regardless of the cost in human misery. Also, inextricably connected to
the economic motivation is a deep and pervasive racism that permiates all of rural
and much of urban Present too is a hypocritical selfishness that masks
itself hi a philosophy of

Florida.,
adicaP individualism and surfaces as an extreme

hostility to pri:tranrs, especially ,federal programs, intended to aid the needy,
the helpless and the poWerless, partieularly when these are Black, Chicano, or
Puerto Rican. At the same time, every effort is made to obtain-federal largess
which benefits the dominant economic, political and social groups...

The abuse heaped upon NBC WA only one minor manifestation of the fore-
going characteristics. To anyone familiar with migrants, the NBC show under-

. stated rather than overstated their problems. I have .seen placeS such as Jerome
that are worse than any shown on the show. 'The, of oppressiveness that
occurs cannot be shown on TV. It can only be live. The.cOncluaion of that show
that all Americans are responsible is WPM particular men and Institutions are
at fault, they should not be allowed to hidtw. in the crowd.

A. specially good example of institutional hostility to farniworkers was the
State response to their pleas it the spring of this year that they be accorded
the unemployment benefits provided in the Disaster Relief Act of 1969.

A Complete account f this shameful episode is contained in.my report to the
Board of Directors of he Migrant ServicesFoundation, Inc., a copy of which Is
attached a§ an a dix to these remarks. Perhaps the best short summary of
what happened is Contained in a headline from the Fort Myers (Fla.) News -
Press of April 10, 1970, which read, "Disaster Relief : Farmers Get It, Migrants
Want It." Unfortunately, or more properly I should say tragically, they did not
get. The motives that lead growers and State officials to combine to prevent the
migrants from receiving assistance specifically provided by the Congress for
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their benefit must inevitably remain conjectural, but the consistently repeated
viewpoint that migrants won't work if they learn that they can get something
for nothing is, no doubt, at least part of the answer. It is never explained why,
if migrants are paid as well as growers claim, they would want to continue on
a dole providing a maximum of forty dollars per week. Nor why, in other con-
texts, they would prefer to ,get commodities, food stamps or welfare, assistance,
rather than work. for the bountiful wages claimed to exist. (See Miami News
article of July 17, 1970.) This managerial philosophy of "starv'em or else they
won't work" appears to be a rationalization that allows the growers and their
allies to live with he exploitive system they control. This rationalizing proem:
takes another and perhaps more pernicious form in the "let's appear to do some-
thing for there syndrome. This takes two primary forms. The first involves the
making of promises without any attempt at delivery. A good example of this
was Governor Kirk's "Action Plan" unfolded in the spring of 1969. Some of the
target dates contained in the plan are interesting and in moibid way amusing.
April 15, 1.069-::-"GO." April 16, 1969 State Advisory Commission on Migratory
Farm Service appointed. April 21, 1069Joint meeting in Tallahassee of fed-
eral, state and local officials to create task forces. May 1, 1069June 15, 1969
all existing migrant programs in state evaluated by onsite inspection of special-
ists. ..." July 16, 1900, report and recommendations to Governor and federal
ageneles. August 15, 1060, coordinated program underway. Tire migrants are
still waiting for this Que. No doubt they'll continue to wait.

The other manifestation of the "let's appear to do something for them" is
actual creation of an institution that will appear,to do something, but either
because.of its basic design or its manner or operation or both, will in fact do
nothing. d''

A fine example'Of this purposefully had kind of engineering is the recently
enacted statute creating "the Florida Legislative Copmission on Migrant Labor
and an Advisory. Committee Thereto." The bill makes a pass at recognizing that
there is a problem by stating that ". . . the most economically and socially
deprived segment of population in the United States of America consist of those
persons generally referred to as migrant farmworkerm . .." It gown to create
a commission composed of three members from, each house of the legislature.
The commission is authorized to enter into "agreements for, the establishment
of cooperative arrangements" with other states. The Governor is authorized to
enter into an "interstate migrant labor compact" in substantially the form set
forth in the statute. The compact would set up an interstate migrant commis -
sion which would only have the power to do research, suggest proposals and co-
operate with other agencies. In essence, the commiSsian Would be powerless and
would be dependent for financing upon state appropriations to be requested by
it. This toothless tiger is only one illuSion contained in the bill.

The other is an advisory committee composed of representatives of flue state
agencies, four enumerated grower organizations And, presumably for balance,
a representative of the Florida state federated labor council. This latter choice
is unique in that if there is one place the farmworkers are not represented it is
the Labor Council. There are also positions open for not less than two, nor more
than four other persons selected and appointed by the commission. There is not
the slightest guarantee that the farmworkers will be directly or even indirectly,
represented by anyone close to them. The legislative commission was created
without any consultation with farmworker organizations or their allies, al-
though these are well known to the legislature. Three of the grower organiza-
tions were added a the demand of a grower lobbyist. It can be expected-th,at
the additional reps tives will be 'safe" people not likely to cause con-
troversy by strong and advocacy of farmworkers rights.

Even if good people are added to the committee, the whole focus of the bill is
outward toward an amorphous alliance of states to occur at some unknown and

4 inevitably far distant date when a dozen or more state legislatures can get
around to ratifying the pact. It completely avoids the need to turn and leok
at the problems within Florida and to devise solutions for them! In sum, the
bill is a cruel and preposterous hoax,

Having dealt with the institutional biases of our state executive and legisla-
tive branches, I would like now to turn to the operation of existing programs ,
at the local level, Naturally, among these there are substantial variations in
how they perform, depending in part upon the agency concerned and geographic
location. Nonetheless, a few generalizations ean be made. From reports given to
me as well as personal experiences, I can say that state And local agencieS are;
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(1) Not rim for the convenience of those they serve, the farrolorkers,
but for the convknlence of the staffs. . - .

(2) The local es are dominated by grower interests 'and use the bene.
tits they confer to require the filimiVorkers to Conform tO those interests.

(3) There is little, if any, outreach, so that often those most in need of
help do not get it. This can happen either because the farmworkers have.not
been informed of the services offered or the services are dispsensed at times
or places which the farmworkers cannot reach.

(4) The agency staffs often have negative attitudes toward their clients,
4 in many cases tin se attitudes are basically racist. The attitudes all too often.

manifest themselves in indifference, impoliteness, harshness and sometimes.
. cruelty.

(5) Agency personnel instead of earnestly trying to help prove eligibility,
do everything possible to prevent the clients from establishing their right
to aid.

Innumerable cases Can be recounted in support of the foregoing. A few will
suffice. In many counties, welfare and food distribution offices. are located in
places that the poor cannot. reach by any means other than private automobile:
I have been told that in r o - County the commodity distribution office is located
at an out of the way spot, and the cost of reaching the place amounts toi as
much as one-tenth of some we are clients checks.

When a representative of the Florida Chi: Minn Migrant Ministry approached
the director of distributio/V in this county about opening several distribution
points, he was told that the county commission had already turned down the
suggestion as too expensive. One county complissioner was quoted in the Arms
as saying "the next thing the'poor will want is for Its .to go to their homes and
cook theood for them."

When the Director was queried about making the hours more convenient to
farmworkers, the Mee was open from 8:30 to 3130, Monday thru Friday, he
asked why he and hia staff should .. be inconvenienced for the farmworkers con.
venience? To the reply that the reason was that they serve the poor, he said that
he had a responsibility to his employees.

This same man added that if the poor really want the food they would get to
, the distribution center when it was open. Many people applying for food at this

tenter have been turned down three and four times because the county employees
make no attempt to help them comply with regulations. One requirement is
that the farmworker show his last Pay check 'or a letter from an employer
stating his earnings. This is 'often impossible for people who are paid cash and
often work for many employers. Variations of this theme are heard from sources
throughout the state. Attemptl to get mobile food distribution units for rural
areas havegenerally been rebuffed.

In the.same county, X spoke of before, .the welfare office is located at an old
airporttIVIdch is hard to reach. AFDC mothers who must go to see their social
workers must either pap to get, there or rely on others. As a result, they often
come late or miss their appointments altogether.

In Polk County there hasn't been a migrant health project for two years. The
local health depurtratAttt was unwilling to keep separate records for migrants
and therefore was linable to comply with federal regulation's. As a result it
pulled out of the program. The health department's convenience, in this ease,
was clearly more important to the county health officer than the health of farm-
workers. No doubt, lie would feel very much put Oen if 'he were told his job
depended on getting the project back.

Collier County's Food Stamp Program has proof of income rules similar to
those previously enumerated. Many farmworkerstn1 comply with them. In
addition, the food stamp personnel will cheek etMbility by asking employers

. what they expect the applicant to earn the following month. Because of the
pervasiVe hostility of growers to the-program, they will often make high projec-
tions, thus leaving the Individual and Ids family ineligible. When a local Black
and a Chicano leader went to the county commission to protest this praetiee.
they were told they could not do so because they had participated in a peaceful
demonstration.

The Director of the American Friends Service Committee Migrant Project
which operates a housing program has informed me that he has had to abandon
trying to qualify farmworkers for section 235 housing Mans because of the use
of such middle class eligibility requirements as holding,a job for two years and
providing W-2 forms. Fartnworker employment practices, of course, making this.

' v
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impossible. The AFSC has now switched to the Farmers Home Administration,
but this limits the number of houses that can be built.

Ironically, my experience in the housing field -is just the opposite of that of
AFSO. In 1968; when I was Executive Director of Florida Rural Legal Services
our Belle Glade office began work on a housing project for Pahokee, a nearby
town. After many months of planning, an application for a large project was
filed. It was turned down by Farmers Home Administration with the assertion
that he authorizing legialation did not allow them to make this size loan. It
was our opinion, as well' as that of the counsel of a consulting firm we were ,
using, that this interpretation was wrong. We were joined in our opinion by
Congressman Paul Rogers, who protested,,, but to no avail. We finally had to
abithdon Farmers Home and begin again with FHA. I am informed that after
two and a half yesars of effort the first models will shortly ibe constructed.

That racism prevails cannot be denied. In Lee County it has been necessary
to file suit to integrate the County nursing homes. In that same County, a Doctor
quit the welfare program after a suit was brousb\to require him, among Other
things, to integrate his waiting room.

Innumerable instances have been recounted of hospitals which have received
Hill-Burton funds refusing to treat indigents. In Homestead, I have attended
meetings where the feeling of hatred expressed by Blacks and Chicanos against
the local James Archer Smith hotal was so intense it was almost unbearable.
Their complaints InVolved both Mare to care for the poor and racism. They
feel so strongly that they do not want a *federally funded migrant health- project
that will shortly open up to even attempt to ket services !rem the hospital. This,
despite the fact that the next closest hospital is 15 miles away by way of a
heavily trafficked road.

Other witnesses have discussed the absence of basic legal protections for farm-
workers and the reports of this committee have collected valuable data on this
point. I will just point out that it is not only lack of laws that create difficulties,
but also the impotence of endorcement agencies. For instance, the health-depart-
ment which is charged with inspecting migrant camps in Florida does not have
lawyers to file suit against violators. It must rely upon county prosecutors who
look upon this type of activity as a nuisance taking away from their crime
duties. In those places where the prosecutor has a private practice, there may
actually be conflicts of interests.

Even if the Health Department had enforcement pnwerg, Its regu are a
fraud, being hardly worth the effort to enforce. The some i i t of the devil
regulations on migrant housing.

I am informed that in Palm Beach County the Health Department shfs away
from environmental health problems as opposed to clinical ones because of the
fear of possible political repercussion's. This fear of political retaliation is ever
present and effects the activities and operations of even the most dedicated pro-
gram and workers.

It is in this context that I come to my next point which is that there is an
interchange between intransient institutions and biased people, back again be-
tween biased people and intransigent institutions that paralyses efforts to obtain
needed change. We are constantly told the farmworkers are content with their
lives, won't work and won't help themselves. Yet, when there is a chance, that
farmworkers will engaged in the proeesses that lead to change, intense efforts
are made to frustrate them.

I have seen a report, which I believe to be valid, which told of one large farmer
providing buses for his workers to attend a picnic on election day. This was to
prevent the workers from exercising their franchise. A black leader in Imtno-
kalee told me that the same type of thing occurred on the day a referendum was
held on the question of incorporating the town. Naturally, the White farmers and
businessmen who owned property did not want to be part of a city in which the
majority of the voting population was Black and Chicano.

The power of agribusiness to thwart the democratic processes in order to pre-
vent farmworkers from obtaining benefits that other working people take for
granted is notorious. In AM agribusiness Ives taken by surprise and a bill
eliminating the farmworker workmen's compensation exemption was voted out
of cominittee in both house's of our state legislature. Despite a last minutc.lpbby-
ing effort, the bill passed the Senate by two votes.

Unfortunately, it did not get on the special order calendar in the House and
time ran out. This year the lobbyists were ready and the Friends of Farm-
workers in the legislature could not even get a watexed-down version of 'the
bill out of committee.
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The tvig3 effects' of grower opposition to this most elementary form of
/social legislation is set forth in an article that appeared in the July 10, 1970
issue of the Palm Beach Post. The article quotes a vocational counselor for
the Florida Connell for the Blind, as saying that Ile. sees as many cases
blindness among glades agricultural workers as there ere in the rest of aim
Beach County, although the agricultural population makes up less than 10%
of the county pdpnletion. He ,attributes the high incidence of eye disease
to the swirling muck .dust encountered by the workers. First, it would provide
more immediate medical care to the workers who are injured by the dust. Sec-
ond, many of our industrial safety practices have resulted from the pres-
sure of insurance compariles on business to get it to upgrade standards.
We could probably expect the same to happen in agriculture were workmens
eompensation to be universally extended to the workers

Returning to the local scene, a classic example of eommrtnity sabotage of a
needed federal project recently occurred in Immokalee. A doctor from the
University of Miami's 'School of Medicine became interested in setting up a
major clinic there .under the Migrant Health Act. With the support of the
U.S. Public Health Service he began to discuss the proposed project with all
segments of that community, not only in Immokalee, but also in the Count'
seat at Naples. He touched all the bases, and lined up support from growers,
business people, the Health Department, the County Commissioner for the area
end, ,sn he thought, the county Medical Society. All this in addition to the en-
thusiastic support of the intended consumers. However, when a public meet-
ing was held to discuss the project, he was shot down by the, local doctors
by the use of a clever ploy. The (lectors told the people that what they needed
was not a clinic but a hospital. Naturally, everyone became excited over the
Idea and the Migrant Health Act clinic was forgotten.

A board was formed under the chairmanship of the one private physician in
Immokalee to begin raising money. This physician, along with the local
druggist had been prime opponents of the clinic. ne physician had even gone
so far as to threaten to quit practice if the clinic came in. The upshot of this
is that little or nothing has been done to further the hospital in the year that
has elapsed and the clinic will be located in the more hospitable climate
of Dade County.

From public reports and talks with. various people familihr with what oc-
curred. I have been able to come to the following conclusions.

(1),Attitudes toward the project were deeply affected by prevailing hostility
toward federal projects. Although interestingly enough, this did not extend to
shyness about app'ving for Hill-Burton funds. This generalized anti-federal
hostility made otherwise hard-headed people receptive to a pie in the sky hos-
pital plan despite the fact that the Community's smell size militated against
such a hospital being successful. It also blinded people to the possibility that
the clinic could be used as a base upon which to build plans for a future
hospital as has been proposed for the south end of Dade County.

(2) The local physician and druggist were afraid of eomptitition from the
clinic and put their own economic well-being ahead of that of the people.

(3) The County Medical Society was afraid that the clinic would raise the
farmworkers level of expectations concerning medical care to too high a level.

(4) The dominant community feared extensive consumer participntion on
the governing board of the clinic. Both bemuse suelpartielpation. if successful,
will do violence to prevailing racial attitudes and bemuse any proces4 that
might lead to greeter ability upon 'the pert of the non -Anglo population to
govern itself. Is viewed'es threatening.

(5) The lack of el ophiritientlon and powerlessness of the workers made thkm
incapable of resisting the tactic. Many of them were fooled into thinking it
was for real.

(C) The inability of the federal government to directly serve needy, but
politically impotent consumers, without working through hostile local forees
was a prime contributor to the debacle. Once again the people were mangled.

In contrast to rinmokalee. Dade Calmly was able to muster tremendous com-
munity support for the project. The Medical School. the County Medical Society.
the.Health Planning Council, the Urban Coalition and somewhat reluctantly and
even truculently, the local health department. The difference of course, is that
Dade County is overwhelmingly urban and it is therefore passible to circumvent
potential opposition from rural Memento. This distinction between urban Dade
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and rural Oilier County while fortunate'for the farmvrOrkers in Dade is cause
for the deepest melancholy in the remainder of the rural poor.

Nevertheless, the Dade County project does provide a laboratory in which
we can observe a project that has on its board a majority of consumers, Hope-
fully, the Clinic will not only provide first rate medical service but will also act
as o training ground for community leaders, It is interesting to note that the,
principal source a discOntent with consumer control in Dade County appeared
to be the local Health Departme,ht and the regional federal bureaucracy in
Atlanta. Perhaps with experience they will come to also cherish_ the values
attendant upon consumer control.

started these remarks by asserting that it is the farmworkers and not the
protesting agribusiness men who are the victims of bias. The examples I have
recited lire merely a few among legions that support Oat statement. When the
growers come in and lobby for workmen's compensation, unemployment insurance,
grower responsibility for social security; more stringent housing codes, better
health services a tenfold increase in housing starts with better tense; when
they conduct voter registration drives, finance leaderiship clinics, provide better
wages and financial incentives and really believe that the word, "nigger" is bad,
they will havo established some credibility with the farmworkers and their
'friends. In short,"when the growers believe in the American dream for the other
guythen their pleas will not have the hollow, ring of hypocrisy.

Thank you, Chairman Mondale and the other distinguished Senators on the
Committee for giving are this opportunity to express my views.
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